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To users of SANS 10400 (SABS 0400) – The application of the National Building 
regulations (NRB) 
 
The National Building Regulations were amended in October 2008, effectively 
making some of the deemed-to-satisfy provisions of the SANS 10400 incorrect. 
 
As the National Technical Committee is still busy with the revision of the 
SANS 10400, to align its application with the amended regulations, users are hereby 
warned that compliance with the current SANS 10400 may not be deemed to be 
satisfying the NBR.  
 
The South African Bureau of Standards hereby encourages the users of 
SANS 10400 to familiarize themselves with the amended National Building 
Regulations (attached for ease of reference), and to follow other means of satisfying 
the NBR, e.g. submission of a rational design, where ever the SANS 10400 falls 
short. 
 
It is envisaged that the amended SANS 10400 will be published before the end of 
December 2009, and until such time, the draft standard is available to members of 
the public from our sales office. 
 
WARNING: THE DRAFT MAY CHANGE AT ANY TIME BEFORE PUBLICATION. 
 
For any clarity, please feel free to contact us. 
 
 
SABS Standards management 
 
 
Information Services 
Telephone: 012-428 6666 
Fax: 012-428 6928 
E-mail: info@sabs.co.za 
 
Standards Sales 
Telephone: 012-428 6883 
Fax: 012- 428 6928 
E-mail: sales@sabs.co.za 
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PREFACE

SABS 0400·1990

Development in the building industry is a continuous process. With passage of time new
materials become available, design methods are refined and innovative building systems are
introduced. It is therefore obvious that building regulations cannot remain static if they are
to allow for the early use of these developments and the eventual acceptance of satisfactory
systems as conventional building methods.

The National Building Regulations differ considerably in appearance and content from previ·
ous building bylaws but this does not mean that the buildings constructed in accordance with
these regulations need differ to any great extent from those built in the recent past. It is true
that the regulations have been written in their present form in order to encourage the use of
innovative design, new materials and new construction methods where these can be shown
to be suitable. However, it is equally true that any building designed in accordance with ac
cepted methods and constructed of conventional materials in accordance with the principles
of good building practice should, in general, comply with the new regulations.

The National Building Regulations do not purport, and were never intended, to be a handbook
on good building practice. They set out, in the simplest and shortest way possible, require
ments to ensure that buildings will be designed and built in such a way that persons may live
and work in a healthy and safe environment. There are other aspects to a building which may
affect only the comfort or convenience of people but many of these, such as acoustic or ther
mal performance, are judged in a subjective way and are not readily amenable to control in
a sensible manner by regulation. It is also obvious that the market will limit the degree to which
these matters can be considered in the design of a building. It is important, therefore, that
entrepreneurs, designers and building owners should be aware that the mere fact that a build
ing complies with the National Building Regulations will not automatically indicate that it is
a desirable building.

There are many aspects to be considered and the relative economic worth of each must be
related to the final cost of the building. Professional designers are trained to take these mat
ters into account and can be expected to do so without any obstructive and possibly useless
control by regulation. In the case where the designer of a building is not professionally quali
fied, there is a wealth of information on good building practice available in textbooks and from
organizations such as the CSIR and the South African Bureau of Standards.

As a guide to the understanding and correct interpretation of the National Building Regula
tions it is important to know the thoughts, philosophy and intent behind the regulations.
Because these regulations were originally introduced as a long-term anti-inflationary measure
it is obvious that they should not increase the overall cost of building. Another aim was to
reduce the number of regulations to a minimum. It was therefore decided that as far as possi
ble, regulations be concerned only with the health and safety of persons in a building, that
all technical aspects be covered by functional regulations and that the regulations be written
in such a way that they would assist rather than impede the use of innovative building sys
tems and designs. This should be kept in mind by any local authority when assessing a build
ing in terms of the functional regulations.

In applying the National Building Regulations it will be found that in certain instances there
is an overlap with the requirements of regulations made in terms of other Acts or Provincial
Ordinances. Some of these anomalies may be overcome in the future by suitable amendments
to other regulations but there are some regulations made in terms of local town planning
schemes that it may be desirable to retain. In particular, this would refer to requirements for
building lines and for materials which are permitted as exterior finishing for buildings. The re
quirements in the National Building Regulations are there for technical reasons but what is
technically acceptable may not be acceptable for other reasons.
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This code sets out prescriptive provisions that are deemed to satisfy the technical aspects
of the National BUilding Regulations and, where considered necessary, these provisions have
been amplified by illustrations and commentary. The commentary, although not an essential
part of the code, has been introduced in the interests of promoting better understanding of
the National Building Regulations and the form in which they are drafted but it must be clearly
understood that anything contained in the commentary has no force whatever in law.

Although the "deemed-to-satisfy" rules are based on the work of the Technical Advisory Com
mittee that was appointed by the SABS to advise on the treatment of the comments on the
first edition of the National Building Regulations, this code, because of its specialist nature,
has not been prepared with the help of a committee as is usual SABS practice. Any opinions
expressed herein are those of the authors and relate solely to the intent of the regulations and
"deerned-to-satlsfy" rules or the technical contents thereof. There has been no attempt to ex
press any legal opinions as any definitive legal opinion can only be the outcome of a decided
case in law. Any queries in regard to the contents of this code or of the National Building Regu
lations may be addressed to the Building Science and Regulations Division of the South Afri
can Bureau of Standards.

In order to ensure that the National Building Regulations will remain valid and up-to-date, both
the regulations and this code will be reviewed and any necessary revision will be published
in September 1995. It is envisaged that thereafter, revised versions of the code and, if neces
sary, the regulations will be published at 5 yearly intervals.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY 
DEPARTEMENT VAN HANDEL EN NYWERHEID 

No. R. 574 30 May 2008 

NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS AND BUILDING STANDARDS ACT, 1977 

(ACT 103 OF 1977) 

NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS 

I, Mandisi Mpahlwa, Minister of Trade and Industry, hereby under Section 17(3) of 

the National Building Regulations and Building Standards Act (Act No. 103 of 1973, 

and on the recommendation of the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards, 

declare the regulations, as set out in the Schedule, to come into operation on the 1 

October 2008. 

M ~ p a d w a  

Minister of Trade and Industry 
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46 No. 31084 GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, 30 MAY 2008 

SCHEDULE 
Substitution of Regulation AZ.1 

1 Regulation AZ1 of the Regulations is substituted for the following regulation: 

These amended regulations shall in terms of section 17(3) of the Act come into operation on 1 
October 2008. 

Amendment of Regulation AZ.2 

Regulation A22 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

2 Delete ' suitable" in heading for definition for "acceptable", "adequate", "satisfactory" or 
"suitable" and in the text of the definition itself 

3 Add the following new definition: 

"action" means an assembly of concentrated or distributed mechanical forces acting on a 
building or the cause of deformations imposed on the building or constrained in it 

4 Add the following new definition: 

"Agr6ment certificate means a certificate that confirms fitness-for-purpose of a non- 
standardised product, material or component or the acceptability of the related non-standardised 
design and the conditions pertaining thereto (or both) issued by the Board of Agrkment South 
Africa." 

5 Add the following new definition: 

Board of Agr6ment South Africa 
the body that operates under the delegation of authority of the Minister of Public Works. 

6 Delete definition for "class" 

7 Substitute "competent person" with the following: 

means a person who is qualified by virtue of his education, training, experience and contextual 
knowledge to make a determination regarding the performance of a building or part thereof in 
relation to a functional regulation or to undertake such duties as may be assigned to him in 
terms of these regulations . 

8 Add the following new definition 

"contaminated land" means any land that, due to substances contained within or under it, is in 
a condition that presents an unacceptable risk to the health and safety of occupants of buildings 
constructed on such land. 

9 Add the following new definition: 

"deemed-to-satisfy provision" means non-mandatory requirement, the compliance with which 
ensures compliance with a functional regulation 
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Add the following new definition: 

"dolomite land" means land underlain by dolomite or limestone rock directly or at a shallow 
depth less than: 
(a) 60 m in areas underlain by limestone; 
(b) 60 m in areas underlain by dolomite where no de-watering has taken place and the local 

authority has jurisdiction, is monitoring and has control over the groundwater levels over 
the areas under consideration; or 

(c) 100 m in areas underlain by dolomite where de-watering has taken place or where the 
local authority has no jurisdiction or control over ground water levels. 

Substitute 'SANS 10177-2" for 'SABS 01 77 Part II" in definition for "fire resistance" 

Add the following new definition: 

"functional regulation" means a regulation that sets out in qualitative terms what is required of 
a building or building element or building component in respect of a particular characteristic 
without specifying the method of construction, dimensions or material to be used 

Add the following new definition: 

geotechnical site investigation 
the process of evaluating the geotechnical character of a site in the context of existing or 
proposed works or land usage, which may include one or more of the following: 
(a) evaluation of the geology and hydrogeology of the site; 
(b) examination of existing geotechnical information pertaining to the site; 
(c) excavating or boring in soil or rock and the systematic description of the soil and rock 

profiles; 
(d) determining the depth of any fill that might be present; 
(e) in-situ assessment of geotechnical properties of materials; 
(f) recovery of samples of soil or rock for examination, identification, recording, 

testing or display; 
(g) testing of soil or rock samples to quantify properties relevant to the purpose of the 

investigation; 
(h) evaluation of geotechnical properties of tested soils; and 
(i) reporting the results. 

Delete definition for "incremental house" 

Insert " waste water" before 'or stormwater" at the end of the definition for 'industrial effluent 

Add the following new definition: 

"inspection" means the general inspection by a competent person of a system or measure or 
installation of a building, or part thereof, at such intervals as might be necessary in accordance 
with accepted professional practice to enable such competent person to be satisfied that the 
design assumptions are valid, the design is being correctly interpreted and the work is being 
executed generally in accordance with the designs, appropriate construction techniques and 
good practice but shall exclude detailed supervision and day-to-day inspection. 

Substitute "load" with the following: 

"load" means the value of a force corresponding to an action. 
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Substitute (a) ix) in "minor building work" with the following: 

(ix) any free-standing wall constructed of masonry, concrete, steel, aluminium or timber or any 
wire fence where such wall or fence does not exceed 1,8 m in height at any point above ground 
level and does not retain soil; 

Substitute "SANS 101 77-5" for "SABS 01 77-V" in definition for "non-combustible" 

Delete definition for "pail closet" 

Add the following new definition: 

"persons with disabilitiesn means those persons who have long-term physical, mental, 
intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers might hinder their 
full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others." 

Delete definition for "pit latrine" 

Add the following new definition: 

"prescriptive regulation" means a regulation which describes in some detail an operation to 
be performed, or the dimensions of a building, building element or building component and the 
materials and method of construction to be used in such building, building element or building 
component 

Add the following new definition: 

"rational assessment" means assessment by a competent person of the adequacy of the 
performance of a solution in relation to requirements including, as necessary, a process of 
reasoning, calculation and consideration of accepted analytical principles, based on a 
combination of deductions from available information, research and data, appropriate testing and 
service experience; 

Substitute "rational design" with the following: 

"rational design" means any design by a competent person involving a process of reasoning 
and calculation and which may include a design based on a standard or other suitable document 

Delete definition for "roof assembly" 

Delete definition for "sanitary group" 

Substitute "WC" in the definition for 'storage tank" with "toilet" 

Delete "mezzanine floor" in definition for "storey" 

Delete definition for "street boundary" 

Add the following new definition: 

"suitable" means capable of fulfilling or having fulfilled the intended function or fit for its 
intended purpose 

Add to the end of the definition for "trained plumber" the words "or has obtained a National 
Certificate in Construction Plumbing, National Qualification Framework level 3". 
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Substitution of Regulation AZ.3 

33 Regulation AZ.3 of the Regulations is substituted with the following regulation: 
Where in these regulations reference is made to a SANS number, such reference shall relate to 
the latest edition of the national standard having the number and title given in the following table: 

SANS No. 
1125 

Title -- 
Room air conditioners and heat pumps 
The preservative treatment of timber 
Timber frame buildings . 
The use and control of fire fighting equipment 
The application of soil insecticides for the protection of buildings 
Fire testing of materials, components, and elements used in buildings 

Part l 
Part 2 
Part 3. 
Part 4 

The application of the National Building Regulations 

Addition of Regulation AZ.4 

34 Add the following Regulation AZ.4 

AZ.4 Complying with the requirements of the National Building Regulations 

(I) The requirements of the National Building Regulations shall be complied with by: 
(a) adhering to the requirements of all the prescriptive regulations; and 
(b) satisfying all functional regulations by: 

(i) adopting building solutions that comply with the requirements of the relevant part of 
SANS 10400; or 

(ii) reliably demonstrating, or predicting with certainty, to the satisfaction of the 
appropriate local authority, that an adopted building solution has an equivalent or 
superior performance to a solution that complies with the requirements of the 
relevant part of SANS 10400. 

(2) A competent person who is registered in an appropriate category of registration in terms 
of the Architectural Professions Act, 2000 (Act No 44 of 2000), the Engineering Profession 
Act, 2000 (Act No 46 of 2000), the Natural Scientific Professions Act, 2003 (Act No. 27 of 
2003) or any other relevant Act and, in accordance with the requirements of Regulation 
A19, shall prepare and submit to the local authority a rational design or rational 
assessment where compliance with the requirements of sub-regulation (1) is to be 
satisfied in terms of sub-regulation (l)(b)(ii). 

(3) An approved competent persons who satisfies the requirements of sub-regulation (1) in 
terms of sub-regulation (l)(b)(ii) in respect of a system, measure, facility, parameter or 
installations shall inspect and certify upon completion, in accordance with the 
requirements of Regulation A19, the construction, erection or installation thereof. 
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Amendment of Regulation A1 

Regulation A1 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

35 Substitute sub-regulation Al(1) with the following: 

(1) The designing, planning and the supervision of the erection of any building or structure 
or the performance of any function in connection therewith in terms of these regulations 
is subject to the provisions of any law in terms of which the person undertaking such 
work or performing such function is required to be registered in terms of the 
Architectural Profession Act, 2000 (Act No 44 of 2000), Engineering Profession Act, 
2000 (Act No 46 of 2000), Natural Scientific Professions Act, 2003 (Act No. 27 of 
2003), or Professional and Technical Surveyors' Act. 1984 (Act No 40 of 1984) , or 
any other relevant Act 

36 Substitute sub-regulation Al(3) with the following: 

(3) (a) No person shall erect any building which is to be structurally supported by an 
existing building or extend an existing building unless an approved competent 
person has judged the existing building to be capable of carrying any additional 
load arising from such erection or extension and has, in writing, so informed the 
local authority. 

(b) Such notification shall accompany the application for approval of the erection of 
the building in terms of Section 4 of the Act. 

(c) For the purposes of this regulation 'existing building" shall include a partly 
erected building. 

(d) Any structural support provided by the existing building shall be deemed to be 
part of the structural system of the building to be erected. 

(e) The local authority may require that the above notification be accompanied by a 
documented rational assessment of the adequacy of the structural support." 

37 Delete sub-regulation A1(7)(c) and renumber sub-regulation A1(7)(d) as A1(7)(c) 

Amendment of Regulation A2 

Regulation A2 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

38 Substitute sub-regulation AZ(l)(f)(iv) with the following: 

(iv) any certificate contemplated in these regulations, including any applicable Agrkment 
Certificate; 

39 Substitute subregulation AZ(I)(f)(v) with the following: 

(v) particulars required in terms of any applicable legislation, by-laws, or .part of SANS 
10400 

40 Add sub-regulation A2(1)(g) 

(g) a declaration by a person registered in a professional category of registration in 
terms of the one of the councils for the professions identified in the Council for the 
Built Environment Act, 2000 (Act No 43 of 2000) in the relevant portion of Form 1 
contained in SANS 10400-A as to how the applicable functional regulations shall be 
satisfied 
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41 Add sub-regulations A2(2), A2(3) and A2(4) and renumber sub-regulations A2(2) and A2(3) 
as A2(5) and A2(6) 

(2) The owner of a building shall appoint and retain the services of the person responsible 
for submitting the declaration required in sub-regulation (l)(g) and shall advise such 
person after such declaration has been submitted to the local authority of any changes 
made in the manner in which any functional regulation shall be satisfied or if the 
services of the competent person is for whatever reason terminated prior to the 
conclusion of his obligations in terms of these Regulations, or the appointment of any 
other competent person. Such person shall within one month of being notified by the 
owner or becoming aware of any change submit an amended declaration to the local 
authority. 

(3) Where it is not possible for the person appointed by the owner of a building in sub- 
regulation (2) to fulfil his or her duties, the owner of such building shall appoint and 
retain another suitably qualified person to take over and perform the duties and 
responsibilities assigned to such person in sub-regulation (2) 

(4) The names of all approved competent persons shall be entered into the appropriate 
schedule of Form 1 contained in SANS 10400-A before local authority approval may 
be granted. 

42 Substitute sub-regulation A(2)(6) with: 

(6) (a) Where design work for the proposed erection of any building was commenced 
before the date of coming into effect of any amendment to these regulations or 
within 6 months of the publication of an edition of any part of SANS 10400 or a 
by-law and an application in respect of such erection has not been made prior to 
such date, the owner of the building, or a person authorized by the owner, may 
notify the local authority that such design work was so commenced and has so 
progressed. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of this subregulation, an application in respect of an 
erection which has been the subject of a notification contemplated in paragraph 
(a) shall if so requested by the owner be dealt with by the local authority in 
accordance with the provisions of the building regulations, by-laws or edition of 
SANS 10400 in force immediately before such date. 

(c) Any notification contemplated in paragraph (a) shall - 
(i) be submitted by registered post within 6 months of the coming into effect of 

any new regulation, by-law or publication of a new edition of any part of 
SANS 10400; and 

(ii) contain the name and address of the owner, the address of the site of the 
building concerned, the date of commencement of such design work and 
a description of the proposed erection and its intended use. 

(d) The local authority shall, in writing, inform the owner concerned of acceptance of 
such notification. 

(e) The provisions of paragraph (b) shall not apply in respect of any application which 
is made to the local authority more than 12 months after the date that the local 
authority informs the owner that it is so satisfied: Provided that the local 
authority may extend such period if it thinks it reasonable or necessary. 

( f )  Any person who gives false or misleading information in a notification in terms of 
this subregulation shall be guilty of an offence and such notification is null and 
void. 
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Amendment of Regulation A4 

Regulation A4 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

Substitute "a professional engineer or other" with "an" in sub-regulation A4(l)(b) 

Substitute "code of practice" with 'standard" in Regulation A4(1) (h), (i), (j) and (k) 

Substitute 'forcesn with "actionsn in sub-regulation A4(4)(d) wherever it occurs 

Substitute "grade" with "class" in subregulation A4(5)(a) 

Substitute "SABS" with 'SANS" in sub-regulation A4(8)(a) 

Substitute "a professional engineer or other" with "an" in sub-regulation A4(8)(b) 

Insert "Agrbment " before certificate and delete "issued by the Agrbment Board of South 
Africa" in sub-regulation A4(8)(ii) 

Amendment of Regulation A5 

Regulation A5 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

Substitute sub-regulation A5(2)(b) with the following: 
(b) be drawn on any suitable material or be provided in a medium acceptable to the local 

authority; 

Delete "paper " in subregulation AS(3) 

Substitute "1:300" with '1:250n in sub-regulation A(S)(S)(a)(i) 

Substitute sub-regulation AS(S)(b) with the following: 

(b) The local authority may accept a scale not provided for in this sub-regulation. 

Substitute sub-regulations A8(6) and A8(7) with the following: 

(6) One copy of the plans and drawings contemplated in subregulation (2) shall, for the 
convenience of the local authority, identify in a suitable manner or wlour the following 
as indicated below: 

Material 
New masonry 
New concrete 
New iron or steel 
New wood 
New glass 
Existing materials 
(all materials) 
All other new materials 

Colour (in plan or section) 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Yellow 
Black 

Grey 
To be clearly indicated in colours other than 
the above 
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Site plans Colour 
Proposed work Red 
Existing work Not coloured 
Work to be demolished Drawn with black dotted lines 

Drainage installation contemplated 
in regulation AZ(l)(d) Colour 
Drains and soil pipes Brown 
Waste pipes Green 
Soil and combined vents Red 
Waste vents Blue 
Pipes for the conveyance 
of industrial effluent Orange 

Existing drains Black 
Stormwater drains Not coloured 

55 Renumber sub-regulations A5(8) and A5(9) as A5(7) and A5(8) 

56 Substitute "2 mm" with "2,5mm" in sub-regulation A5(8) 

Amendment of Regulation A7 

Regulation A7 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

57 Add the following sub-regulation A7(l)(e) and renumber sub-regulations A7(l)(e) to A7(l)h 
as A7(l)f to A7(l)(i) 

(e) all details relating to the facilities provided for persons with disabilities 

Amendment of Regulation A8 

Regulation A8 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

58 Add "Two way vent valve .... . 2 W  to list in sub-regulation A8(5) 

59 Substitute "WC" in sub-regulation A8(5) with "toilet" wherever it occurs 

Amendment of Regulation A9 

Regulation A9 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

60 Add "protection" before "fire" in sub-regulation A9(1) 

Amendment of Regulation A10 

Regulation A10 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

61 Add the following symbols to the list in sub-regulation A10: 
Escape door ............ ED 

Escape route.. .......... ER 
Feeder route ............ FR 
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Amendment of Regulation A1 I 

Regulation A l l  of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

62 Deleten before granting approval in relation to an application" in sub-regulation A l l (1)  

Amendment of Regulation A13 

Regulation A1 3 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

63 Substitute sub-regulation A13(1) with the following: 
( I )  (a) Material used in the erection of a building shall be suitable for the purpose for 

which it is to be used. 
(b) All timber used in the erection of a building shall be treated against termite and 

wood borer attack and fungal decay in accordance with the requirements of 
SANS 10005 and shall bear the product certification mark of a body certified by 
the South African National Accreditation Systems. 

(c) The requirements of subregulation (l)(a)) shall be deemed to be satisfied if such 
material complies with and is incorporated into buildings in accordance with the 
requirements of SANS 10400, 

Amendment of  Regulation A14 

Regulation A14 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

64 Substitute regulations A14(1) to A14(4) with the following and renumber sub-regulation A14(5) 
as A14(2): 
( I )  (a) The construction of any building or element shall be such that the building or element 

as constructed does not compromise the design intent of any design solution that 
satisfies the requirements of a functional regulation. 

(2) (b) The requirements of sub-regulation (l)(a) shall be deemed to be satisfied if such 
construction satisfies the requirements of SANS 10400. 

Amendment of  Regulation A15 

Regulation A15 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

65 Substitute title of Regulation A15 and sub-regulations A15(1) and A15(2) with the following: 

A15 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 

(1) (a) The owner of any building shall ensure that any mechanical equipment, facility or any 
service installation provided in or in connection with such building, pursuant to these 
regulations or pursuant to any building by-law which was in operation prior to the 
coming into operation of the Act, shall be maintained in a safe and functional condition. 
(b) Such owner or any person appointed by such owner to be in control of such building 
shall ensure that where such equipment, facility or installation is designed to be kept 
operating during the times of normal occupancy of the building, it is kept operating in 
such a manner as to attain any standard of performance prescribed in these regulations 
or in any by-law for such equipment or installation. 
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(2) The owner of any building shall ensure that pursuant to these regulations or pursuant to 
any building by-law that was in operation prior to the coming into operation of the Act, 
the following is maintained in accordance with the requirements of the relevant 
functional regulations contained in Regulations B, H, J, K and L: 
i) the structural safety performance (behaviour of buildings under all actions that can be 

reasonably expected to occur); 
ii) the measures taken to resist the penetration of rain water and the passage of 

moisture into the interior of a building 

66 Substitute "equipment or installation" with 'building, equipment, installation or facility" in sub- 
regulation A15(4) 

Amendment of Regulation A16 

Regulation A1 6 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

67 Substitute "as evaluated by the Human Sciences Research Counciln with 'at an accredited 
educational institution" in Regulation A16 

Amendment of Regulation A17 

Regulation A17 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

68 Substitute " Town Clerk or Secretary" with 'municipal manager" in sub-regulation A17(1)(e) 

69 Substitute subregulation A17(2) with the following: 

(2) Sub-regulation (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where the certificate is in accordance 
with that provided in SANS 10400-A. 

Substitution of Regulation A19 

Regulation A19 of the Regulations is substituted with the following Regulation: 

70 Substitute Regulation A19 with the following: 

A1 9 - APPOINTMENT OF PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR DESIGN, INSPECTION AND 
ASSESSMENT DUTIES 

(1) Where in terms of these regulations and in respect of the erection of any building: 
(a) a rational design or rational assessment, is required in terms of : 
(i) Regulations ZA(l)(b)(ii), A(1)(3), A23(4), G1(3), 04, P2(2), q3) ,  R(3), Tl(2) or 

W4 in respect of a system, measure, facility, parameter, or installation, as 
relevant, or 

(ii) a part of SANS 10400; or 

(b) a geotechnical investigation is required in terms of Regulation F3 

the owner of the building shall subject to the provisions of sub-regulations (4) and (5) 
appoint and retain one or more approved competent persons to undertake responsibility 
for the work associated with such regulations including any inspections and 
certifications that may be required. 
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Where it is not possible for such person to fulfil his or her duties as contemplated in sub- 
regulation (I), the owner of such building shall appoint and retain another approved 
competent person to take over and fulfil such duties and responsibilities both in respect 
of the work already designed or erected or installed and in respect of the balance of 
such work still to be undertaken to complete the project. 

The local authority may exempt from the requirements of this regulation any building 
classified in these regulations as minor building work or foundations to an addition or 
extension to a single storey building where the applicant has satisfied himself that the 
existing foundations are in accordance with the rules contained in SANS 10400-H and 
any local damage (including cracking) and deformation in the existing building are within 
tolerable limits. 

The owner of any building who is required by these regulations to appoint an approved 
competent person shall state in the terms of the appointment for the competent person 
that such person undertake all duties and responsibilities required by these regulations. 
Such persons shall declare his or her acceptance of such responsibilities in the relevant 
portion of Form 2 contained in SANS 10400-A. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-regulation (1) or (2), a person may be appointed 
to undertake the relevant responsibilities and duties in respect of more than one of the 
systems, measures, facilities, parameters or installations provided for in sub-regulation 
( I )  if the local authority accepts in terms of these regulations that he or she is 
competent to do so. 

(a) Where any building to be extended, the local authority may on receipt of the 
application for such extension and before granting approval require that the approved 
competent persons who have accepted responsibility for such work to timeously 
prepare and submit rational assessments as to the adequacy of the existing systems 
and installations in combination with the contemplated extensions to comply with the 
relevant requirements of these regulations for the whole building including the 
extensions. 
(b) If the local authority is satisfied that any such rational assessment meets the 
requirement of these regulations and in particular of sub-regulation 6(a) it shall accept 
such assessment which shall be deemed to be part of the application submitted. 
(c) If the local authority is not so satisfied it may after first consulting with the competent 
person who has submitted such assessment and subject to appeal to the Review Board 
decline to accept the assessment for reasons which it shall furnish in writing to such 
competent person and require him or her to submit a revised assessment to the 
satisfaction of the local authority. 

Where in a building any element of the structural, fire protection, artificial ventilation, 
stormwater disposal or non-water bome sanitary disposal, fire installation or drainage 
installation system as provided for in sub-regulation (1) is or is required to be the subject 
of a rational design or rational assessment, the person appointed as an approved 
competent person shall assume responsibility for satisfying the functional regulation 
relating to that particular system in its entirety. 

(a) Where an approved competent person is required in terms of sub-regulation (7) to 
assume responsibility for the system in its entirety and where parts of the system are to 
be undertaken by other competent persons, the approved competent person shall 
assume overall responsibility for the design of such system and shall ensure that: 
(i) the component designs are generally in accordance with the approved application 

and in accordance with the requirements of these regulations. 
(ii) the component designs will achieve the necessary co-ordination and interaction 

of the different elements so as to achieve the objectives of the systems. 
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(iii) in the case of the structural system, the interaction of the various component 
elements will be such that the structural adequacy of all the parts of the building 
and the overall stability of the building is assured 

but in all cases excluding responsibility for the detailed design of elements carried out 
by the other competent persons, provided that such exclusion shall not preclude the 
approved competent person from taking any action which he or she considers 
necessary in terms of sub-regulation (8)(b). 

(b) (i) For the purpose of satisfying him or herself of the adequacy of any design or 
designs contemplated in sub-regulation (8)(a) and of their compatibility with any 
system, measure or installation in its entirety, the approved competent person 
may at any time after his or her appointment, require the designer or designers 
of the different elements of the system referred to in sub-regulation (8)(a) to 
complete Form 3 contained in SANS 10400-A as he or she may deem 
necessary, and return it timeously, or in any event before building construction 
or installation proceeds..Each such designer shall, when called upon so to do, 
provide the information and documents concerned in respect of the work he or 
she has designed. 

(ii) The person appointed as approved competent person may further require, after 
consultation with the designer concerned, modifications to the relevant designs, 
plans and specifications, if in his or her opinion they do not comply with the 
provisions of these regulations. 

(iii) Copies of designs, plans and specifications accepted by the approved 
competent person shall be submitted if so required to the local authority counter- 
signed by the approved competent person. 

(iv) Each designer of a part of a system shall on completion of the erection or 
installation thereof, if called upon to do so by the approved competent person, 
complete and submit the section of Form 3 relating to inspection contained in 
SANS 10400-A. 

(c) The provisions of sub-regulation (8)(a) and (b) for designs shall also apply in the case of 
any applicable rational assessments. 

(9) (a) Any person appointed by the owner in terms of sub-regulations (1) or (2), shall apply 
to the local authority for acceptance as an approved competent person and shall: 
(i) make application, and 
(ii) declare his or her competence to undertake the relevant duties in the manner 

prescribed in the Regulations 
on Form 2 contained in SANS 10400-A and shall complete all applicable sections of 
such form. 
(b) The owner shall also complete the applicable section of Form 2 contained in SANS 
10400-A 
(c) The local authority may, subject to appeal to the Review Board, decline to accept 
the appointment of any person who: 
(i) in completing any portion of Form 2 provides incorrect or incomplete information 

which in the opinion of the local authority is material to the determination of such 
applicant's competence; 

(ii) is not an employee of the owner of the building and is not in possession of 
professional indemnity insurance cover; 

(iii) is not professionally registered in terms of the Engineering Professions Act, 2000 
(Act No. 46 of 2000), the Architectural Professions Act (Act No. 44 of 2000) or the 
National Scientific Professions Act, 2003 (Act No. 27 of 2003); 

(iv) is in the opinion of the local authority inadequately qualified or has insufficient 
experience or contextual knowledge to make the determinations that are 
required in terms of these regulations, provided however that any person that 
satisfies the relevant definition for a competent person provided in a part of SANS 
10400 in relation to the duties contemplated in this sub-regulation, is deemed to 
satisfy this sub-regulation; and 
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(v) is under investigation by a disciplinary tribunal of the Engineering Council of South 
Africa, the South African Council for the Architectural Profession or the South 
African Council for Natural Scientific Professions and the chief executive officer of 
such a Council has expressed an opinion in writing that the applications made by 
such persons should not be approved in the public interest. 

(10) (a) Where in respect of any building the local authority, after consideration of: 
(i) the details of registration in respect of category, date and discipline in which the 

applicant is registered, qualifications, experience, training and contextual 
knowledge provided in terms of this regulation by any person seeking acceptance 
of his or her appointment as a competent person, and 

(ii) the declaration of competence provided by such person in terms of sub-regulation 
(91, 

considers that such person does not possess the degree of competence 
necessary to undertake the relevant duties, it may decline to accept the 
appointment of such person, who may appeal to the Review Board. 

(b) If the appeal is upheld, the local authority shall accept the appointment of the 
appellant as a person competent to undertake such duties or any part thereof in 
respect of such building as the Review Board may decide. 

(11) Where the local authority is satisfied with an application in respect of the matters 
specified in sub-regulations (lO)(a)(i) and (ii) it shall indicate acceptance of the 
application in the manner specified in Form 2 as contained in SANS 10400-A. 

(12) (a) On completion of the structural, fire protection or fire installation system for which an 
approved competent person has been appointed in terms of sub-regulations (1) or (2), 
such competent person shall complete and submit to the local authority a fully 
completed Form 4 as contained in SANS 10400-A in respect of each such system for 
which such person has accepted responsibility in terms of Section 14(2A) of the Act 
103. 
(b) The local authority may require from the owner that an approved competent person 
submit a copy of the certification of the specific work, other than the structural, fire 
protection or fire installation, for which he has been appointed on completion of the 
building. 

(13) Where any person provides any information or certificate required in terms of this 
regulation or which he or she knows to be incomplete or false, such person shall be 
guilty of an offence 

Amendment of Regulation A20 

Regulation A20 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

71 Add the following definitions to Table 1 : 

Health care 
Occupancy which is a common place of long term or transient living for a 
number of unrelated persons consisting of a single unit on its own site who, 
due to varying degrees of incapacity, are provided with personal care 
services or are undergoing medical treatment. 
Hospitality 
Occupancy where unrelated persons rent furnished rooms on a transient 
basis within a dwelling house or domestic residence with sleeping 
accommodation for not more than 16 persons within a dwelling unit. 
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Amendment of Regulation A21 

Regulation A21 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

72 Substitute Table 2 with the following table: 

Class of occupancy of room or 
storey or portion thereof 
A l , A 2 ,  A4, A5 

Population 
Number of fixed seats or 1 person per m2 if there 

E l ,  E3, Hi ,  H3, H4 
E4 

are no fixed seats 
2 persons per bedroom 
16 persons provided that the total number of 

H5 

G 1 
J1, J2, J3, J4 
C1, E2, F1, F2 
B1, 82, 83, 

Amendment of Regulation A22 

persons per room is not more than 4 
16 persons per dwelling unit provided that the total 
number of persons per room is not more than 4 
1 person per 15 m2 
1 person per 50 m2 
1 person per 10 m2 
1 person per 15 m2 

Dl ,  D2, D3 
C2, F3 
A3, H2 

Regulation A22 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

1 person per 20 m2 
1 person per 5 m2 

73 Add " (d) the building will be completedn to sub-regulation A22(2) 

Amendment of Regulation A23 

Regulation A23 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

74 Substitute "a professional engineer or other" with "ann in sub-regulation A23(4) 

Amendment of Regulation B1 

Regulation B1 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

75 Add "under all actions which can reasonably be expected to occur" after "durability" in sub- 
regulation Bl(1) 

76 Substitute "part B of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-8" in sub-regulation B3(3) 

Amendment of Regulation C 

Regulation C of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

77 Substitute "part C of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-Cn in sub-regulation Cl(3) 

Amendment of Regulation D 

Regulation D of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

78 Substitute "part D of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-D" in sub-regulation 05 
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Amendment of  Regulation F 

Regulation F of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

79 Substitute Regulation F3 with the following: 

F3 GEOTECHNICAL SITE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
(1) Where the local authority has reason to believe that a site upon which a building is to be 

erected: 
(a) is situated on contaminated land; 
(b) is situated on potentially unstable land to the extent, insofar as risk can 

reasonably be foreseen, that ground movements caused by land-slip, slope 
stability or subsidence may impair the stability of the building or part thereof or 
pose a threat to the safety of occupants; or 

(c) is underlain by subsoils which have the potential to cause foundation movements 
caused by swelling, consolidation, shrinkage or settlements and as a result may 
impair the stability of the building or part thereof; 

it shall on receipt of an application for the erection of the building inform the applicant 
accordingly. 

(2) On receipt of any such notification or where the applicant is aware of such conditions or 
they are evident, such applicant shall appoint an approved competent person to 
undertake an appropriate geotechnical site investigation. 

(3) Such approved competent person shall, as appropriate, determine in accordance with 
accepted principles, methods and technical considerations, as relevant: 
(a) whether or not the erection of a building on the site under (1) (a) or (1) (b) above 

should be permitted, and if so under what conditions, providing full details of the 
measures which need to be effected to fulfil such conditions and 

(b) the magnitude of any potential total and differential movements to which the 
building or part thereof may be subjected to, 

and shall report to the owner and the local authority such findings. 
(4) Geotechnical investigations conducted in accordance with the requirements of SANS 

10400-B in the case of dolomite lands and SANS 10400-H in the case of foundations for 
buildings shall in terms of F3(2) be deemed to be appropriate investigations 

(5) The measures contemplated in sub-regulations (3)(a) and (b) shall be applied in the 
erection of the building and the site works. 

80 Add 'seasonally waterlogged" after 'waterlogged" in sub-regulation F4(2) 

81 Substitute "SABS 0124" with 'SANS 10124" in sub-regulation F5 wherever it occurs 

82 Substitute Regulation F5 with the following: 

(1) Buildings shall, where so required by the local authority or in areas of high termite 
infestation, be protected from subterranean termite activity. 

(2) The requirements of subregulation (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where the means of 
termite protection complies with SANS 10400-F. 
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83 Substitute the title of Regulation F6 with the following: 

CONTROL OF UNREASONABLE LEVELS OF DUST AND NOISE 

84 Substitute sub-regulation F6(2)(a) and F6(2)(b) with the following and renumber F6(2)(c) as 
F6(2)(b): 

(2) (a) No person shall during the course of any building, demolition or excavation work 
use any machine, machinery, engine, apparatus, tool or contrivance, which in the 
opinion of the local authority may unreasonably disturb or interfere with the amenity of 
the neighbourhood: 
(i) on a public holiday or Sunday 
(ii) before 06:OO or after 17:OO on any Saturday; and 
(iii) before 06:OO or after 18:OO on any day other than those days contemplated in 
subparagraphs (i) and (i) 

85 Substitute "part F of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with 'SANS 10400-F" in sub-regulation Fl l (3)  

Amendment of Regulation G 

Regulation G of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

86 Add " or an approved competent person" before 'in such authorisation in sub-regulation Gl(3) 
(b). 

87 Substitute "part G of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-G" in sub-regulation G2 

Amendment of Regulation H 

Regulation H of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

88 Substitute sub-regulation Hl(1) with the following: 

(1) The foundation of any building shall be designed and constructed to safely transmit all 
the actions which can reasonably be expected to occur from such building to the ground 
and in such a manner that any local damage (including cracking), deformation or 
vibration do not compromise the efficient use of a building or the functioning of any 
element of a building or equipment within a building. 

89 Substitute "part H of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with 'SANS 10400-Hn in sub-regulation Hl(2) 

Amendment of Regulation J 

Regulation J of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

90 Substitute sub-regulation Jl(l)(a) with the following: 
(a) be designed and constructed to safely support its own weight and any actions which can 

reasonably be expected to occur and in such a manner that any local damage (including 
cracking), deformation or vibration do not compromise the efficient use of the building or 
the functioning of equipment supported by such floor; and 

91 Substitute "WC" in sub-regulation Jl(2) with "toilet" 
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92 Substitute sub-regulation J(5) with the following: 

(5) The requirements of subregulations (I), (2), (3) and (4) shall be deemed to be satisfied 
where the design and construction of any floor complies with SANS 10400-5: Provided 
that where the local authority deems it necessary in order to satisfy the requirements of 
subregulation (4), such local authority may require that the entire area within the 
foundation walls of any building be covered by a suitable damp-proof membrane, and in 
the case of the floor of a basement or semi-basement where the highest known level of 
the extreme watertable is higher than the floor level of the basement to such an extent 
that uplift of the floor might occur, the local authority may require that adequate sub-soil 
drains under the floor be provided together with means of removing the water so 
drained. 

Amendment of Regulation K 

Regulation K of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

93 Substitute sub-regulation K1 with the following: 
Any wall shall be designed and constructed to safely sustain any actions which can 
reasonably be expected to occur and in such a manner that any local damage (including 
cracking) or deformation do not compromise the opening and closing of doors and windows or 
the weather tightness of the wall and in the case of any structural wall, be capable of safely 
transferring such actions to the foundations supporting such wall. 

94 Substitute sub-regulation K2 with the following: 

(1) Any wall shall be so constructed that it will adequately resist the penetration of water 
into any part of the building where it would be detrimental to the health of occupants or 
to the durability of such building. 

(2) Where a building includes a basement or semi-basement, the local authority may, if it 
considers that conditions on the site on which the building is to be erected necessitate 
integrated designs for the penetration of water into such basement or semi-basement 
applicable to all construction elements or components thereof, require the submission of such 
designs for approval. Construction shall be in accordance with the requirements of the 
approved design. 

95 Substitute "forces" with "actions" in sub-regulation K3 

96 Substitute "part K of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-K" in sub-regulation K5 
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Amendment of Regulation L 

Regulation L of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

97 Substitute sub-regulation L1 with the following: 

The roof of any building shall be so designed and constructed that it - 
(a) safely sustains any actions which can reasonably be expected to occur and in such 

a manner that any local damage (including cracking) or deformation do not 
compromise its functioning; 

(b) is adequately anchored against wind uplift; 
(c) is durable and does not allow the penetration of rainwater or any other surface water 

to its interior; 
(d) does not allow the accumulation of any water upon its surface; and 
(e) as part of a roof and ceiling assembly, provides adequate height in any room 

immediately below such assembly. 

98 Substitute "part L of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-L" in sub-regulation L3 

Amendment of Regulation M 

Regulation M of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

99 Substitute M I  with the following: 
Any stairway, including any wall, screen, railing or balustrade to such stairway, shall: 

(a) be capable of safely sustaining any actions which can reasonably be expected to 
occur and in such a manner that any local damage (including cracking) or 
deformation do not compromise its functioning; 

(b) permit safe movement of persons from floor to floor; and 
(c) have dimensions appropriate to its use. 

100 Substitute "part M of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-Mn in sub-regulation M3 

Amendment of Regulation N 

Regulation N of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

101 Substitute sub-regulation Nl(l)(a) with the following: 

"a) safely sustain any wind actions which can reasonably be expected" 

102 Substitute sub-regulation Nl(3) with the following: 

Replace "part N of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-Nn 

Amendment of Regulation 0 

Regulation 0 of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

103 Substitute "WC" with "toilet" in sub-regulation Ol(1) 
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Substitute sub-regulation 01(2) and 01(3) with the following: 

(2) The requirement of subregulation (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where the lighting 
and ventilation are in accordance with SANS 10400-0 

(3) (a) Notwithstanding the provision of any openings for natural light in accordance with 
subregulation (2) any room contemplated in subregulation (1) or any corridor, lobby or 
staircase serving such room shall be provided with a means of artificial lighting- 
(i) for periods when natural lighting is inadequate; or 
(ii) where the sue or shape of any such room, or the glazing material used in any such 

opening, will not permit sufficient natural light effectively to illuminate all parts of 
such room. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provision of openings for natural ventilation in accordance with 
subregulation (2) any room subject to the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993 
(Act No. 85 of 1993), shall in terms of the said Act be provided with artificial 
ventilation as prescribed by such Act; and any room contemplated in subregulation 
(1) which is - 
(i) a room which, due to conditions of high temperature, may be dangerous to 

safety or health; 
(ii) a room where there will be dust, gas, vapour or volatile matter and hazardous 

biological agents which might be dangerous to safety or health; or 
(iii) used for any purpose for which natural ventilation is not suitable, 

shall be provided with a means of artificial ventilation. 

Substitute sub-regulation 0 4  with the following: 

Any rational design of an artificial ventilation system shall be carried out by or under the 
supervision of an approved competent person who shall certify in accordance with the 
requirements of Regulation A19 that the system has been designed to comply with regulation 
01. 

Substitute 'part 0 of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-0" in sub-regulation 05(2) 

Substitute sub-regulation 0 6  with the following 

(1) The owner shall at acceptable intervals of time submit to the local authority test reports 
indicating that any artificial ventilation system installed in terms of these regulations is ' 
operating in the designed manner, 

(2) Records and log books shall be kept of the commissioning information, operational 
management, monitoring and maintenance and repair of all ventilation plant, including 
individual ventilation fans. 

(3) Where specialist ventilation plants are provided as part of the protection measures 
against hazardous substances, and for the protection of occupants and to ensure safe 
procedures, such as in hospital theatres, such plant shall be inspected and 
validated at least every 12 months by an independent competent person. 

Amendment of Regulation P 

Regulation P of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

108 Substitute 'loads and forces" with "actions" in sub-regulation PZ(l)(f) 
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109 Substitute sub-regulation P2(2) with the following: 

(2) The requirements of subregulation (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where such 
installation complies with SANS 10400-P: Provided that where a local authority is of the 
opinion that the size or complexity of the drainage installation in any building renders it 
essential for such installation to be the subject of an approved rational design prepared 
by an approved competent person, such local authority shall, in writing, notify the owner 
of such building of its reasons for the necessity for such design and may require such 
owner to submit for approval plans and particulars of a complete drainage installation 
based on such design. 

11 0 Substitute sub-regulation P3(1)(b) with the following: 

(b) subject to the National Water Act, 1998 (Act No 36 of 1998), any river, stream or 
natural watercourse whether ordinarily dry or otherwise; or 

11 1 Substitute "part P of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-P" in sub-regulation P7(1) 

Amendment of Regulation Q 

Regulation Q of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

1 12 Substitute sub-regulation Q l  with the following: 
Where water-borne sewage disposal is not available other means of sewage disposal shall be 
permitted by the local authority: Provided that: 

a) it stores, conveys, processes and disposes of human body wastes and wastewater !n 
such a way that the pathogens, pollutants and contaminants associated therewith do 
not compromise the health and safety of the original user or others; and 

b) in the case of chemical or toilet a satisfactory means is available for the removal and 
disposal of sewage from such closets; 

1 13 Substitute "latrine" with "toiletn in sub-regulation Q2 

1 14 Substitute sub-regulation Q3(3)(a) with the following: 

(3) (a) The requirements of subregulation (I) shall be deemed to be satisfied where the 
design and construction, siting of, and access to such other means of sewage 
disposal complies with SANS 10400-Q; Provided however that where a local 
authority is of the opinion that the nature of the means of sanitary disposal is such 
that it is essential for such installation to be the subject of an approved rational 
design prepared by an approved competent person, such local authority shall, in 
writing, notify the owner of such building of its reasons for the necessity for such 
design and may require such owner to submit for approval plans and particulars of 
a complete installation based on such design 
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Amendment of Regulation R 

Regulation R of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

115 Substitute subregulation Rl(3) with the following: 

(3) The requirements of subregulation ( I )  shall be deemed to be satisfied where such 
means of stormwater disposal is provided in accordance with SANS 10400-R: Provided 
that where a local authority is of the opinion that the conditions on any site render it 
essential for stormwater disposal to be the subject of an acceptable rational design 
prepared by an approved competent person, such local authority shall, in writing, notify 
the owner of such site of its reasons for the necessity for such design, and may require 
such owner to submit for approval plans and particulars of a complete stormwater 
control and disposal installation for such site and for any building erected thereon, 
based on such design. 

Substitution of  Regulation S 

116 Regulation S of the Regulations is substituted with the following Regulation: 

PART S. FACILITIES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

S1. APPLICATION 

(1) Facilities that accommodate persons with disabilities shall be provided in any building 
except the following: 
(a) any building of which the whole of the ground storey comprises one or more 

occupancies classified in terms of regulation A20 as 81, 82, D4, H4, J1 or J2 
(b) any building classified as HI  in terms of regulation A20 where such building has less 

than 25 bedrooms and it can be reasonably proven that it is not possible to include 
wheelchair access in certain aspects of the design; and 

(c) any storey above ground floor level of a building classified as H3 in terms of 
regulation A20 and not provided with a lift. 

S2. FACILITIES TO BE PROVIDED 

(1) In any building contemplated in regulation S l  requiring facilities for persons with 
disabilities: 

persons with disabilities shall be able to safely enter the building, use all the 
facilities subject to the provisions of sub-regulation (3) within it and leave it; 
there shall be a means of access suitable for use by persons with disabilities, 
from the main and ancillary approaches of the building to the ground storey; via 
the main entrance, and any secondary entrance; 
there shall be a means of egress suitable for use by persons with disabilities from 
any point in a building to a place of safety in the event of an emergency; 
any lift installation that is provided shall be capable of serving the needs of 
persons with disabilities who are likely to be using the building; and (e) any 
commonly used path of travel shall be free of obstacles which limit, restrict or 
endanger the travel of persons with disabilities, or which Drevent Dersons with 
disabilities from accessing the facilities provided in the building and the presence 
of such obstruction shall be made evident in a suitable manner to persons with 
impaired vision; and 
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(9 a suitable means of access shall be provided to any auditorium or hall situated in 
any building and such auditorium or hall shall, in relation to its seating capacity, 
be provided with sufficient open space to accommodate a reasonable number of 
people who use wheelchairs or other assistive devices. 

(2) Where parking for more than 50 motor vehicles is provided in or in connection with 
any building having a means of access contemplated in subregulation (I),  adequate 
parking space shall be provided for the parking of motor vehicles used by persons with 
disabilities and a suitable means of access shall be provided from the parking area, 
whether such parking area be inside or outside such building, to the ground storey of 
such building. 

(3) Where, in terms of regulation PI, toilet facilities are required and the building is one 
requiring facilities for persons with disabilities in terms of regulation S1, an adequate 
number of such facilities shall be suitable for use by persons with disabilities: Provided 
that toilet facilities shall not be required in any such building classified as H3 in terms 
of regulation A2O. 

S3. DEEMED-TO-SATISFY REQUIREMENTS 

The requirements of regulation S2 shall be deemed to be satisfied where: 
(a) the facilities provided are in accordance with SANS 10400-S 
(b) the egress from the building in the event of fire is in accordance with SANS 10400-T. 

Amendment of Regulation T 

Regulation T of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

1 17 Replace T(l)(a) with the following: 

(a) the protection of occupants or users, including persons with disabilities, therein is ensured 
and that provision is made for the safe evacuation of such occupants or users; 

118 Substitute sub-regulation Tl(2) with the following: 

(2) The requirements of subregulation (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where 
the design, construction and equipment of any building complies with SANS 
10400-T: Provided that where any local authority is of the opinion that such 
compliance would not comply with all the requirements of subregulation (I), 
such local authority shall, in writing, notify the owner of the building of its 
reasons for its opinion and may require the owner to submit for approval a 
rational design prepared by an approved competent person. 

(3) 
1 19 Substitute sub-regulation T2(1)(a) with the following: 

(1) Any owner of any building who fails to - 
(a) provide sufficient fire extinguishers to satisfy the requirements of subregulation 

Tl(l)(e), or who installs fire extinguishers that do not comply with the relevant South 
African national standard, or who fails to ensure that such fire extinguishers are 
installed, maintained and serviced in accordance with SANS 10105; or 

Amendment of Regulation V 

Regulation V of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

120 Substitute "part V of Section 3 of SABS 0400" with "SANS 10400-V in sub-regulation Vl(2) 
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Amendment of Regulation W 

Regulation W of the Regulations is amended as follows: 

121 Substitute " Any approved fire installation" with "All approved fire installations" in sub- 
regulation W l  . 

122 Substitute 'pumping connection" with 'and suitable connection" in sub-regulation W3(a) 

123 Substitute Regulation W4 with the following: 

The requirements of regulation W3 shall be deemed to be satisfied where any fire installation 
complies with SANS 10400-W; Provided that where a local authority is of the opinion that it 
essential for the fire installation to be the subject of an acceptable rational design prepared by 
an approved competent person, such local authority shall, in writing, notify the owner of such 
site of its reasons for the necessity for such design, and may require such owner to submit for 
approval plans and particulars of a complete fire installation, based on such design. 
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SABS 0400:1990

1999-07-30 AMENDMENT OF NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATION A13: BUILDING MATERIALS AND TESTS

RegUlation A13 (1) (b):

Delete the existing text and insert the following:

A13 BUILDiNG MATERIALS AND TESTS

(1) (b) All timber shall be treated against termite and wood borer attack and fungal decay, and treatment

shall be in accordance with a recognized method and the local authority may require prool of such

treatment; and

SASS 0400-1990

Technical Corrigendum 1

(published 22 May 1996)

Page 13. In the definition of "division wall", amend "regulations" to read "rules" .

.E.ailiL.4.5. In subclauses (c) and (d), amend "Director General" to read "President".

In subclause (I), amend "R100" to read "R100 + VAT".

Page 135. In column 7 of table 13, amend "7500" to read "9500", and in column 12, amend "15 500"

to read "18500".
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SOUTH AFRICAN BUREAU OF STANDARDS

CODE OF PRACTICE

for

SABS 0400-1990

1.

1.1

2.

2.1

THE APPLICATION OF THE NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS

SCOPE

This code of practice covers provisions for building site operations and build
ing design and construction that are deemed to satisfy the provisions of the
National Building Regulations. In certain cases, commentary on the applica
tion of the deemed-to-satisfy rules and on standardization of the application
of the regulations has been included.

NOTE: A specimen form and certificate for local authority use and a sign to in
dicate facilities for disabled persons are given in Appendix 1.

DEFINITIONS

Any term defined in the National Building Regulations has the same meaning
when used in this code. Particular attention is drawn to the definition of "coun
cil". In both the regulations and the code any term that is not defined shall be
assumed to have its ordinarily accepted meaning or that which the context may
imply. In addition, in accordance with the normal tenets of law, words used in
the present tense include the future; words used in the masculine gender in
clude the feminine; and the singular number includes the plural and the plural
the singular.

For the purposes of this code the following definitions shall apply:

"acceptable", "adequate", "satisfactory" or "suitable" means acceptable,
adequate, satisfactory or suitable -

(a) in the opinion of any local authority; or
(b) in relation to any document issued by the council, in the opinion of the

council;
"access door" means an entrance door to an emergency route;
"air conditioning system" means a system of mechanical ventilation where

air that has been cleansed is supplied to a building under conditions of con
trolled temperature, humidity, distribution and movement;

"air duct" means any pipe, tube, conduit or enclosed space used or to be used
in any building for the transmission of air in an artificial ventilation system;

"applicant" means any person who makes an application;
"application" means an application contemplated in section 4 of the Act;
"approval" means -
(a) approval by any local authority, including approval contemplated in sec

tion 7(7)(b) of the Act; or
(b) approval by the review board on appeal to the review board in terms of

the Act;
"approved" means -
(a) approved by any local authority; or
(b) approved by the review board on appeal to the review board in terms of

the Act;
"artificial ventilation system" means a system in which air is caused to cir

culate through a room by means of a mechanical apparatus which forces air
into or extracts air from such room;

"automatic" in relation to fire-doors, fire-shutters, fire-dampers, fire-alarms,
or fire extinguishing equipment means fitted with an approved device which is
activated by a predetermined amount of heat, smoke, combustion gases or flame
without the need for any manual operation; 
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"backflow" means the flow of water in any pipe in a direction opposite to the
normal direction of flow;

"back siphonage" means the backflow of water resulting from negative pres
sure in a water installation or in the water supply system;

"back vent" means a ventilating pipe connecting a branch discharge pipe,
to which unvented fixture discharge pipes are connected, to a vent stack or to
a stack vent;

"balustrade wall" means a wall serving the purpose of a balustrade;
"block" means any masonry unit which has a length of more than 300 mm

or a width of more than 130 mm;
"branch discharge pipe" means a horizontal discharge pipe conveying the

discharge from one or more sanitary fixtures to a discharge stack;
"branch drain" means any drain which discharges into a main drain;
"branch vent" means a horizontal ventilating pipe connecting two or more

trap vents to a vent stack or to a stack vent;
"brick" means any masonry unit which is not a block;
"building height" means the dimensional height in metres measured from the

lowest ground level abutting any part of the building to the level of -
(a) the underside of a flat roof; or
(b) the underside of the roof of any plant room on such flat roof where the

plan area of the plant room is more than 10 % of the area of such flat roof; or
(c) a horizontal ceiling which is immediately under any pitched roof; or
(d) half-way between the eaves level and the ridge of any pitched roof where

there is no ceiling below such roof or where the ceiling follows the pitch of such
roof;

"building line" in relation to a site, means a line prescribed in any town plan
ning scheme or any other law designating the boundaries of the area of the site
outside of which the erection above ground of any building is prohibited;

"capacity" of any storage tank means the volume of such tank between the
operating level of the water contained in such tank and the invert of the outlet
from the tank;

"carport" means a building intended to provide shelter for a motor vehicle,
caravan or boat and having a roof but having walls on not more than two sides;

"chemical closet" means a closet with a fixed pan, the excreta from which
pass into a tank where they are acted upon by chemicals which sterilize and
break them down;

"chimney" means that part of a building which forms part of a flue, but does
not include a flue pipe;

"class", in relation to a fire-door or fire-shutter, means the class thereof as
defined in SABS 1253;

"cleaning eye" means any access opening to the interior of a discharge pipe
or trap provided for the purposes of internal cleaning, and which remains per
manently accessible after completion of the drainage installation;

"combustible" means the opposite of non-combustible;
"common drain" means that portion of a drain which conveys sewage other

than or in addition to that sewage which emanates from the site through which
such drain runs;

"communication pipe" means any pipe in a water supply system to which
any water installation is connected;

"competent person" means a person who is qualified by virtue of his ex
perience and training;

"connecting sewer" means a pipe vested in the local authority which con
nects a drain to a sewer;

"conservancy tank" means a covered tank used for the reception and tem
porary retention of sewage and which requires emptying at intervals;

"consumer" means any person who is obtaining a supply of water from the
local authority;

"council" means the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards;
"cross vent" means a ventilating pipe connecting a discharge stack to a vent

stack;
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"dark room" means any room used for the purposes of handling or proces
sing light sensitive material;

"dead-end corridor" means any corridor along which it is possible to travel
only in one direction in order to reach a feeder route or emergency route;

"dead load" means the gravitational force caused by the static mass of all
permanent parts of a building;

"deemed-to-satisfy rule" (or rule) means a non-mandatory provision which
describes a method of design or construction that is deemed to comply with
a particular functional regulation;

"developed length" of any pipe means the length between two specified points
on such pipe measured along the centre line of such pipe, including any bend,
junction or similar fitting;

"discharge pipe" means a pipe which conveys the discharge from a sanitary
fixture to a drain, and includes a soil pipe, a waste pipe, a discharge stack, a
branch discharge pipe or a fixture discharge pipe;

"discharge stack" means any vertical discharge pipe which conveys the dis
charge from two or more sanitary fixtures and which is connected directly to
a drain;

"division" means a portion of a building separated from the remainder of such
building by one or more separating elements;

"division wall" means an internal wall that separates one division from another
division in any building and that has a fire resistance of not less than that re
quired by these regulations;

"domestic effluent" means sewage consisting of soil water or waste water
or a combination of both;

"drain" means that part of any drainage installation outside a building and
which is below ground level, but shall not include the following 

(a) any discharge pipe;
(b) that portion of a discharge stack which is below ground level;
(c) the bend at the foot of a discharge stack;
"drainage installation" means any installation vested in the owner of a site

and which is situated on such site and is intended for the reception, convey
ance, storage or treatment of sewage, and may include sanitary fixtures, traps,
discharge pipes, drains, ventilating pipes, septic tanks, conservancy tanks, sew
age treatment works, or mechanical appliances associated therewith;

"drencher system" means an approved system of piping and outlets which,
when actuated manually or by the action of fire, releases a continuous curtain
of water;

"dwelling house" means a single dwelling unit and any garage and other
domestic outbuildings thereto, situated on its own site;

"dwelling unit" means a unit containing one or more habitable rooms and
provided with adequate sanitary and cooking facilities;

"electrical sanitary fixture" means a device which is connected to an elec
tricity supply and to a water supply to perform a function such as the washing
of clothes or dishes, or renderlnq waste matter suitable for disposal into a dis
charge pipe and includes a food-waste disposer, and a sanitary-towel disposer;

"emergency route" means that part of an escape route which provides fire
protection to the occupants of any building and which leads to an escape door;

"escape door" means that door in an escape route which, at ground level,
leads directly to a street or public place or to any approved open space which
leads to a street cr public place;

"escape route" means the entire path of travel from the furthest point in any
room in a building to the nearest escape door and may include an emergency
route;

"evapo-transpirative bed" means an effluent disposal system comprising a
shallow sand-filled excavation covered with top soil and planted over with suit
able vegetation;

"exit door" means any door that is a component of an escape route from any
room;

"feeder route" means that part of an escape route which allows travel in two
different directions to the access doors to at least two emergency routes;
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"fire-damper" means an automatic damper and its assembly that complies
with the requirements contained in SABS 193;

"fire-door" or "fire-shutter" means an automatic or self-closing door or shut
ter assembly especially constructed to prevent the passage of fire for a speci
fic length of time;

"fire installation" means any water installation which conveys water solely
for the purpose of fire-fighting;

"fire load" means the sum of the heat energy values of all combustible materi
als, including combustible partitions and other exposed combustible elements,
contained in a compartment or division;

"fire resistance" means the shortest period for which a building element or
component will comply with the requirements for stability, integrity and insula
tion when tested in accordance with SABS 0177: Part II;

"fire-stop" means a draft tight barrier or seal placed within or between build
ing elements in shafts, voids and other concealed spaces to retard the spread
of flame, heat or smoke;

"fixture branch" means a horizontal, fixture discharge pipe;
"fixture discharge pipe" means a discharge pipe which conveys the discharge

from a single sanitary fixture;
"fixture unit" means an arbitrary unit of measure for expressing the hydraul

ic loading on a drainage installation;
"fixture unit rating" means the value in fixture units assigned to a sanitary

fixture from a consideration of the duration of its discharge, the interval between
discharges and its mean discharge rate;

"flammable" means having a closed cup flash point lower than 90 oc;
"floor area", in relation to a building or a storey thereof, means the total area

enclosed within its external walls, exclusive of the area occupied by any lift shaft;
"flight" means that part of a stairway which consists of consecutive steps;
"flue" means a passage which conveys the discharge of a heat generating

appliance to the external air;
"flue pipe" means a pipe forming a flue but does not include a pipe built as

a lining into a chimney;
"foundation" means that part of a building which is in direct contact with

and is intended to transmit loads to the ground;
"foundation wall" means that portion of a wall between the foundation and

the lowest floor above such foundation;
"free-standing wall" means a wall, not being a retaining wall, without lateral

support;
"french drain" means a trench filled with suitable material which is used for

the disposal of liquid effluent from a septic tank or waste water;
"functional regulation" means a requlatlon that sets out what is required of

a building, bUilding element or building component in respect of a particular
characteristic without specifying the method of construction, dimensions or
materials to be used;

"garage" means an enclosed area which is used or intended to be used for
the parking, storing, servicing or repairing of motor vehicles;

"general installation" means any water installation which conveys water for
any purpose other than fire-fighting;

"going" means the distance (measured on plan) between the nosing of a tread
and the nosing of the tread or landing next above it;

"gully" means a pipe fitting incorporating a trap into which waste water is
discharged;

"habitable room" means a room used or designed, erected, adapted or in
tended to be used by persons for sleeping in, living in, the preparation or con
sumption of food or drink, the transaction of business, the rendering of profes
sional services, the manufacture, processing or sale of goods, the performance
of work, the gathering together of persons or for recreational purposes;

"height" means building height;
"high risk substance" means any subs-tance listed in the schedule to the Ad

ministrative Regulations, as amended, made in terms of the Machinery and Oc
cupational Safety Act, 1983 (Act 6 of 1983);
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"horizontal", in relation to a discharge pipe or ventilating pipe, means inclined
at less than 45 0 to the horizontal;

"imposed load" means any force assumed in the design of any building,
caused by the intended occupancy thereof or by earth pressure, snow, hail,
groundwater or the ponding of rainwater;

"incremental house" means any dwelling house that, for reasons of afford
ability, is to be constructed in stages in such a manner that in its intermediate
stages the house can be occupied by its owner for the specified limited period
of time necessary to complete it and that is intended, in its finally approved
form, to have a total plan area of not more than 80 m2;

"industrial effluent" means any liquid whether or not containing matter in so
lution or suspension which is given off in the course of or as a result of any
industrial, trade, manufacturing, mining or chemical process or any laboratory,
research or agricultural activity, and includes any liquid other than soil water
or stormwater;

"inspection chamber" means a chamber not deeper than 750 mm and of such
dimension that access may be obtained to a drain without requiring a person
to enter into such chamber;

"inspection eye" means any access opening to the interior of any pipe or pipe
fitting in a drainage installation provided solely for the purpose of inspection
and testing, and to which permanent access after completion of the drainage
installation need not be provided;

"laminated glass" means two sheets of ordinary annealed glass bonded to
a shear and impact resistant plastic interlayer;

"laminated toughened glass" means a laminated glass where one or both
sheets of ordinary annealed glass are replaced by a sheet or sheets of tough·
ened glass;

"landing" means a platform between two consecutive flights of a stairway;
"lateral boundary" means a boundary of a site other than a boundary between

such site and any street or public place with a width of more than 6 m meas
ured at right angles to such boundary;

"load" means any force to which a building is or may be subjected, and in
cludes dead, imposed, wind and seismic loads and forces caused by dimensional
changes of materials;

"main drain" means the longest run of drain from a building to a common
drain, to a means of sewage disposal situated on the site concerned, or to a
connecting sewer;

"manhole" means a chamber of a depth greater than 750 mm and of such
dimension that allows entry of a person into such chamber for the purpose of
providing access to a drain;

"masonry wall" means an assemblage of masonry units joined together with
mortar or grout;

"mezzanine storey" means any mezzanine storey the floor area of which does
not exceed 25 % of that of the floor below it;

"minor building work" as contemplated in section 13 of the Act means 
(a) the erection of any -
(i) poultry house not exceeding 10 m2 in area;
(ii) aviary not exceeding 20 m2 in area;
(iii) solid fuel store not exceeding 10 m2 in area and 2 m in height;
(iv) tool shed not exceeding 10 m2 in area;
(v) child's playhouse not exceeding 5 m2 in area;
(vi) cycle shed not exceeding 5 m2 in area;
(vii) greenhouse not exceeding 15 m2 in area;
(viii) open-sided car, caravan or boat shelter or a carport where such shelter

or carport does not exceed 40 m2 in area;
(ix) any free-standing wall constructed of masonry, concrete or timber or any

wire fence where such wall or fence does not exceed 1,8 m in height;
(x) any pergola;
(xi) private swimming pool;
(xii) change room, not exceeding 10 m2 in area, at a private swimming pool;
(b) the replacement of a roof or part thereof with the same or similar rnaterlat:
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(c) the conversion of a door into a window or a window into a door without
increasing the width of the opening;

(d) the making of an opening in a wall which does not affect the structural
safety of the building concerned;

(e) the partitioning or the enlarging of any room by the erection or demoli
tion of an internal wall if such erection or demolition does not affect the struc
tural safety of the building concerned;

(f) the erection of any solar water heater not exceeding 6 m2 in area on any
roof or 12 m2 when erected other than on any roof; and

(g) the erection of any other building where the nature of the erection is such
that in the opinion of the building control officer it is not necessary for the ap
plicant to submit, with his application, plans prepared in full conformity with
these regulations;

"natural ventilation" means the movement of air through a building due to
natural causes;

"non-combustible" means classified as non-combustible when tested in ac
cordance with code of practice SASS 0177: Part V;

"non-structural wall" means a wall which does not form part of a structure
but which may from time to time be subject to forces other than its own weight;

"nosing" means the front edge of a tread and includes the front edge of the
top surface of any landing which is situated at the top of a flight;

"obstruction" means any building or other object which partially or completely
intersects any zone of space serving a window but shall not include any narrow
object such as a pole or railing which does not materially obstruct the entry
of light and air to the opening concerned;

"occupancy" means the particular use or the type of use to which a building
or portion thereof is normally put or intended to be put;

"one-pipe system" means a system of piping between sanitary fixtures and
a drain in which both waste and soil water discharge down a common discharge
stack and in which any trap venting or other venting that is required may be
via a common vent stack;

"operating water level" means the level of water reached in any storage tank
when the valve controlling the inlet of water to such tank closes under normal
operating conditions;

"outside air" means air which is drawn into the building from the outside and
which has not been circulated through such building;

"overflow gully" means a gUlly which allows the overflow of sewage but pre
vents the ingress of foreign matter, including rainwater directly from above;

"pail closet" means a closet with a removable pail which is systematically
emptied or replaced;

"partition" means an interior construction less than one storey in height and
is generally of a light construction and is demountable;

"partition wall" means a non-structural internal wall extending to the ceiling
and constructed for the purpose of subdividing a space;

"pit latrine" means a closet placed over or adjacent to an excavation which
is of adequate depth;

"pitch line" means a notional line which connects the nosings of all the treads
in a flight or stairs;

"population" means the population determined in accordance with regula
tion A21;

"prescriptive rule (or prescriptive regulation)" means a rule or regulation which
describes in some detail an operation to be performed, or the dimensions of
a building, building element or building component and the materials and method
of construction to be used in such building, building element or building
component;
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"pressurization" means the creation of a positive air pressure differential be
tween one area of and the remainder of a building and "pressurized" shall have
a corresponding meaning;

"public place" means any square, park, recreation ground or open space
which -

(a) is vested in the local authority; or
(b) the public has the right to use; or
(c) is shown on a general plan of a township filed in a deeds registry or a

Surveyor-General's office and has been provided for or reserved for the use of
the public or the owners of erven in such township;

"range" means a number of like sanitary fixtures closely spaced and discharg
ing to a common branch discharge pipe which does not receive the discharge
from any other sanitary fixture not in the range;

"rational design" means any design involving a process of reasoning and cal
culation and may include any such design based on the use of a code of prac
tice or other relevant technical document;

"regulation" means national building regulation;
"resealing trap" means a trap so designed that some of the water forming

its seal is retained during siphonic action to reseal after siphonage has been
broken;

"retaining wall" means a wall intended to resist the lateral displacement of
materials;

"rodding eye" means an access opening in a drainage installation provided
for the purposes of gaining full-bore access to the interior of a drain for internal
cleaning, and which remains permanently accessible after completion of the
installation, but does not include an inspection chamber or manhole;

"roof assembly" means a building cover and its supporting structure includ
ing any ceiling attached to such structure;

"safety distance" means the distance provlded between any building and the
lateral boundary of the site, or where there are two buildings on the same site,
the distance provided between each such building and a notional boundary line
between them, so that spread of fire from one building to another due to effect
of radiant heat will be minimized;

"safety glass" means a safety glazing material consisting primarily of glass;
"safety glazing material" means any material which complies with the require

ments for the performance of safety glazing materials contained in SASS 1263;
"sanitary fixture" means a receptacle to which water is permanently supplied,

and from which waste water or soil water is discharged;
"sanitary group" means a combination of sanitary fixtures comprising not

more than one each of a we pan, bath, shower and sink and either two wash
basins or one washbasin and one bidet;

"self-closing" in relation to a door, fire-door, shutter or fire-shutter means
equipped with a device to ensure immediate closing of such door, fire-door, shut
ter or fire-shutter after having been opened;

"separating element" means a wall or floor, which shall have a specific fire
resistance, used between divisions, occupancies or tenancies in a building;

"septic tank" means a tank designed to receive sewage and to retain it for
such a time and in such a manner as to secure adequate decomposition;

"service pipe" means any pipe which is part of a water installation and which
is connected to any communication pipe;

"sewage" means waste water, soil water, industrial effluent and other liquid
waste, either separately or in combination, but does not include stormwater;

"sewer" means a pipe or conduit which is the property of or is vested in the
local authority and which is used or intended to be used for the conveyance
of sewage;

"single-stack system" means a particular one-pipe system in which trap vents
are not required in terms of specific criteria set out in Part P;

"site" means any erf, lot, plot, stand or other piece of land on which a build
ing has been, is being or is to be erected;

"soil branch" means a branch discharge pipe which conveys soil water;
"soil fixture" means a sanitary fixture which receives and discharges soil

water; 
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"soil pipe" means a discharge pipe which conveys soil water;
"soil water" means liquid containing excreta;
"spiral stairway" means any succession of tapered treads forming a curved

stairway which extends as a single flight from one floor to another and which
has a minimum radius of curvature of less than 100 mm;

"sprinkler system" means an approved system of piping and sprinkler heads
connected to a water supply which when actuated by the effect of fire automa
tically releases water;

"stack vent" means a ventilating pipe connecting to a discharge stack above
the highest connected discharge pipe;

"stairway" means any part of a building which provides a route of travel be
tween different levels in such building and is formed by a single flight or by a
combination of two or more flights and one or more intervening landings;

"storage tank" means any tank, other than any tank used for storage of hot
water or any cistern serving a we pan or a urinal, which forms part of a water
installation and is used for the storage of water;

"storey" means that part of a building which is situated between the top of
any floor and the top of the floor next above it, or if there is no floor above it
that portion between such floor and the ceiling above it (any mezzanine floor,
open work floor, catwalk or gallery being taken to be part of the storey in which
it is situated), and in relation to a building -

(a) the ground storey shall be taken as the storey in which there is situated
an entrance to the building from the level of the adjoining ground or, if there
is more than one such storey the lower or lowest of these;

(b) a basement shall be taken to be any part of the building which is below
the level of the ground storey;

(c) an upper storey shall be taken to be any storey of the building which is
above the level of the ground storey; and

(d) the height expressed in storeys shall be taken to be that number of storeys
which includes all storeys other than a basement;

"stormwater" means water resulting from natural precipitation or accumula
tion and includes rainwater, surface water, subsoil water or spring water;

"stormwater drain" means a pipe, conduit or surface channel situated on a
site, which is used to convey stormwater to a suitable point of discharge;

"stormwater sewer" means a pipe, conduit or channel, owned by or vested
in the local authority, which is used for the conveyance of stormwater;

"street" means any street, road, thoroughfare, lane, footpath, sidewalk, sub-
way or bridge which -

(a) is vested in the local authority; or
(b) the public has the right to use; or
(c) is shown on a general plan of a township filed in a deeds registry or a

Surveyor-General's office and has been provided or reserved for use by the pub
lic or the owners of erven in such township;

"street boundary", in relation to a site, means the boundary of such site which
abuts any street;

"structural" means relating to or forming part of any structural system;
"structural system", in relation to a building, means the system of construc

tional elements and components of any building which is provided to resist the
loads acting upon it and to transfer such loads to the ground upon which the
foundation of the building rests;

"structural wall" means a wall forming part of any structural system;
"stub stack" means a straight 100 mm diameter discharge strack not more

than one storey high with a rodding eye at its top;
"surface fire index" means a classification awarded to a combustible sur

facing material (in excess of 1 mm in thickness) when tested in accordance with
SASS 0177: Part III;

"suspended ceiling" means any ceiling supported on a system of hangers;
"tapered tread" means a tread which has a greater width at one side than

at the other and a going which changes at a constant rate throughout its length;
"temporary building" means any building that is so declared by the owner

and that is being used or is to be used for a specified purpose for a specified
limited period of time, but does not include a builder's shed; 
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"the Act" means the National Building Regulations and Building Standards
Act, 1977 (Act No.1 03 of 1977);

"toughened glass" means a glass produced by subjecting annealed glass to
a process of heating and rapid cooling which produces high compression in
the surface and compensating tension in the interior;

"trained plumber" means any person who in the trade of plumbing has, in
terms of the ManpowerTraining Act, 1981 (Act No. 56 of 1981), passed a qualify
ing trade test or has been issued with a certificate of proficiency;

"trap" means a pipe fitting or a part of a sanitary fixture which is designed
to retain a water seal;

"trap vent" means a ventilating pipe connecting an individual trap to the open
air or to another ventilating pipe;

"travel distance" means -
a) the distance, in any building where emergency routes are required, from

the furthest point in any room in such building to an access door; or
b) where no emergency routes are required, the distance from the furthest

point in any room in a building to an escape door;
"tread" means the upper surface of a step;
"two-pipe system" means a system of piping between sanitary fixtures and

a drain in which waste water and soil water discharge through separate dis
charge pipes and in which any trap venting or other venting that is required is
via separate ventilating pipes for the waste and soil water systems;

"unit fire load" means the fire load of a compartment or division divided by
the floor area of such compartment or division, and is expressed either as tim
ber equivalent (kg/m2

) or heat energy value per m2 (MJ/m 2
) ;

"unprotected steel" means structural steel which is not protected with fire
resistant material against the effect of fire;

"vent" means a ventilating pipe;
"ventilating pipe" means a pipe which leads to the open air at its highest point

and which provides ventilation throughout a drainage installation for the pur
pose of preventing the destruction of water seals, but does not include a dis
charge pipe;

"vent stack" means a main vertical ventilating pipe of any part of a drainage
installation;

"vent valve" means a one-way air valve specifically designed and construct
ed to be fitted near the crown of the trap serving a waste fixture to protect the
water seal of such trap against excessive negative air pressure arising in the
fixture discharge pipe;

"vertical", in relation to a discharge pipe or ventilating pipe, means inclined
at 45° or more to the horizontal, and in relation to a glass pane means installed
at any angle between 60° and 90° to the horizontal, both figures being inclusive;

"waste branch" means a branch discharge pipe which conveys waste water
only;

"waste fixture" means a sanitary fixture from which waste water is discharged;
"waste pipe" means a discharge pipe which conveys waste water only;
"waste water" means used water not contaminated by soil water or industrial

effluent and shall not include stormwater;
"water fitting" means any component, other than a pipe, of any water instal

lation, through which water passes or in which it is stored;
"water installation" means an installation used or intended to be used for

the conveyance or storage of water in any building or on any site on which such
building is situated and includes any pipe or any water fitting other than any
water meter vested in the local authority;

"water seal" means the water in a trap which acts as a barrier against the
flow of any foul air or gas;

"water supply system" means any system of structures, aqueducts, pipes,
valves, pumps, meters or other appurtenances relating thereto which are vested
in the local authority and are used or intended to be used by it in connection
with the supply of water;

"wind load" means the force exerted by the action of wind;
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"winder" means any tapered tread that has a minimum going of less than
50 mm and which is used in conjunction with non-tapered treads in a single flight;

"wired glass" means annealed glass containing a wire mesh which is
completely embedded in the body of the glass during manufacture;

"zone of space", in relation to an opening in an external wall or a portion of
such an opening, means a volume of open air outside such opening.

2.2 Where in the code reference is made to a SASS number, such reference shall
relate to a document bearing the number and title given in the following table:

1 2

SABS No. Title

28 Metal ties for cavity walls .

193 Fire-dampers .
241 Water for domestic supplies .

248 Bituminous damp-proof courses .
298 Mastic asphalt for damp-proof courses and tanking .
497 Glazed ceramic sanitaryware .
543 Fire hose reels (with hose) .

563 Stress-graded softwood general structural timber ..

653 Softwood brandering and battens ..
810 Portable rechargeable dry powder fire extinguishers .

876 Glued laminated timber structural members .
889 Portable fire extinguishers (water types) .
952 Polyolefin film for damp-proofing and waterproofing in buildings .

974 Rubber joint rings (non-cellular) .

1089 SA pine stock glued laminated timber (stocklam) .
1125 Room air conditioners .
1128 Fire fighting equipment

Part I ..

Part II .

1151 Portable fire extinguishers of the halogenated hydrocarbon type .

1186 Symbolic safety signs .

1245 Stress-graded softwood engineering timber .

1253 Fire door assemblies ..

1263 Safety and security glazing materials for bui Idings
Part I ..

1372 Prefabricated concrete components for fences ..
1390 Steel fencing for private swimming pools ..

05 Preservative treatment of timber ..
082 Timber buildings .
08.7 Handling, storage, and distribution of liquefied petroleum gas in

domestic, commercial, and industrial installations
Part III .

Part VII .

3 4

Government
Notice Date

Number

463 1982·07-29
358 1987-02·20
463 1982·07-09
463 1982-07·09

2828 1985·12-20
463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07·09
463 1982·07·09
463 1982-07·09

2329 1985-10-18
1022 1987·05-08
463 1982-07-09
358 1987-02·20
463 1982·07·09
463 1982-07-09

2329 1985·10-18
463 1982·07-09
463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07·09

1264 1986·06-14
463 1982·07-09
149 1985·02·01
358 1987-02·20
463 1982-07·09
463 1982·07-09

463 1982·07-09
1264 1985·06-14
1022 1987-05-08
463 1982-07-09
659 1982-09·17

1264 1985-06·14
463 1982-07·09

2329 1985·10-18
463 1982-07-09
659 1982-09-17
149 1985-02-01

1264 1985·06-14
1584 1986-08·01
463 1982·07-09
358 1987-02-20
463 1982-07-09
355 1983-05-20

463 1982-07·09
1584 1986·08-01
2190 1986·10-24

352 1983-05-20
352 1983-05-20

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
151 1985·02-01
463 1982-07·09 
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3 4

Government
Notice Date

Number

463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
6 1986-01-03

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
2634 1984-11-30
552 1982-08-13
463 1982-07-09
151 1985-02-01

463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09
151 1985-02-01

2311 1985-10-18
936 1986-05-16

2639 1984-11-30
936 1986-05-16

463 1982-07-09

463 1982-07-09
1584 1986-08-01
1878 1987-09-04

463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09
936 1985-05-16
463 1982-07-09
463 1982-07-09

2484 1990-10-26

Code of practice for the petroleum industry
Part III .
Structural use of concrete
Part I .

Part III .
The safeness of private swimming pools .
The installation of glazing materials ..
The prevention, automatic detection and extinguishing of fire in
buildings .
Identification colour marking
Part III .
Concrete masonry construction .
General procedures and loadings to be adopted for the design of
buildings .
The design of foundations for buildings .

2

Fire testing of materials, components, and elements used in buildings
Part II ..
Part III .

Title

The design of timber structures
Part I .
The structural use of masonry
Part I .

The structural use of steel .

Part II .
Hand and guard rails (safety aspects) .
The classification, use, and routine maintenance of portable fire
extinguishers .
Solar water heaters .
Interior lighting
Part I .
Application of certain soil insecticides for the protection of buildings
The storage and handling of liquid fuel
Part II ..

0400

0177

0145
0160

0124
0131

0162

0163

0164

0161

0134
0137
0139

0140

0104
0105

0106
0114

089

0100

SABS No.

Part IV .
Part V .

I The application of the National Building Regulations .
----

NOTE: The list of standards given in this table was correct on 26 October 1990.
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3.

3.1

COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS

GENERAL. This section of the code contains rules that in each case represent
a way of satisfying the relevant national building regulation where such regula
tion is a functional regulation, l.e, compliance with the rule will be deemed to
satisfy the regulation. The section has therefore been divided into the same parts
as the National Building Regulations and for ease of reference all the regula
tions in each p~rt have been reproduced whether or not they have a "deemed
to-satisfy" rule associated with them.

These regulations have been numbered in exactly the same way as they are num
bered in the copy of the Government Gazette in which the National Building
Regulations were published. Where "deemed-to-satisfy" rules exist they follow
immediately after the regulations to which they apply. The rules have been num
bered consecutively in each part, the number being preceded by a duplicated
use of the Part identification letter, l.e, the rules in Part K of the regulations,
for example, are numbered KK1, KK2, KK3, etc.

In certain cases the regulations or the "deemed-to-satisfy" rules have been fol
lowed by a commentary. It is important to note that this commentary does not
form part of either the regulations or the "deemed-to-satisfy" rules and has been
included only for the purpose of clarifying the interpretation of the regulations
or rules or to add useful background information.

NOTE. In order to distinguish clearly between regUlations, "deemed-to-satisfy"
rules and commentary, the regulations have been printed in smaller type against
a background of colour and do not occupy the full width of the page. The
"deemed-to-satisfy" rules are full-page width and printed in normal type while
the commentary is in italics and preceded in each case by the word
"commentary" .
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PART A

REGULATIONS

23

ADMINISTRATION

SABS 0400-1990

A1 APPLICATION

(1) The designing . planning and the supervision 01 the erection 01 any buIld
ing or structure or the performance of any function in connection therewith in
terms of these regulations Is subject to the provisions of any law in term s 01which
the person unde rta king suc h wOrk or pe rfo rming suc h func tion Is required to be
regIstered as an archi tect in terms ot the Architects' AcI , 1970(Act No. 35 of 1970),
or to have a specified quali fica tion, certificate, status or other attribute or to have
had excertenee or training 01 a specified nature or lor a speci fied pence.

(2) The plans and particulars in respect of any building to be erected by or on
behalf 01 the Slate shall be accompanied by a certificate. signed by the head
of the State Department concerned or an officer designated by h im , selling out
In full de tails as to the respect in which such erection will not comply with th e
requi remen ts 01 these regulat ions.

(3) No person shall erec t any building which Is to be supported by an existing
buil di ng or ext end an existi ng building un less a prolesslonal eng ineer or other
approved competent person has Judged the existi ng bUilding to be capable 01
carrying any additional load arising from such erection or extension and has,
in writing, so informed the local authority.

(4) No plans, particulars or approval shall be required lor any repair which has
become necessary as a result o f ord inary wear and tear or which is undertaken
in Ihe normal course 01 maintenance or upkeep of any building: Provided tha t
where such repair will a ffect Ihe structural loading or Is a repair o f any pan of
the structural system the loca l author i ty may require dr awing s or speci f ic ations
to be eubmttted.

(5) An applica ti on shall be made 10 the building control o fllcer l or authoriza
tion to erect any building delined as minor building wor k or to ca rry out any work
falling within lhe ambit 01 such definition, and any suc h erection or WOrk shall
not be commenced belore such authorization has been granted: Provided that
such application and such authorization Shall not be required tor minor build ing
work for which, in terms of the proviso to regulation A2(t), no plans are required.

{51 Mi no r build ing work shall comply with any national bu ilding regulations
spec ified as a con dition 01 the aut horization granted by the bu ilding co ntrol cttrcer.

(7) (a) Wh ere in any app lication th e ow ner o f any bu ilding has declared suc h
building to be a temporary building, the local authori ty shall , belore granti ng provi·
slon al eutnortzencn in terms 01reg ulation A23. assess such building In relat ion
10-

(I) the Intended use and life 01 the building:
(iI) the area In which it is to be erec ted; and
(Ill) the availability of suitable materials trom which it may be

constructed.
(b) Any st an or ot her s imilar building 10 be erected as par t o f an exhibj·

tlon shall be deem ed to be a tempora ry building: Provided that wh ere such sta ll
Is to be erec ted inside any exhib i tion hall Ihe owner 01 such ha ll sha ll no t be
required to submit to the local authority any details of such stall: Provided further
that such owner shalt submit to the local authori ty a layout plan of all stalls wi .
th in such hall , showing Ihe location of each individual stall and all aisles. pas
sageways, escape routes and fire lighting equipment.

(c) Any incrementa l house shall in Ihe application 01 these reg utations
in any in termedtate stage of erection be deemed to be a temporary bu ild ing.

(d) Where any bu ild ing contemplat ed In paragraph (I) Is In ten ded to be
used lor experimenta l, demonstration, tesl lng or assessm ent purposes, the local
authori ty -

(I) shall grant authorization lor a period of time suffic ien t for th e erec
tion of such building and tor the performance of any experiment, or l or
the demonstration, te st ing or assessment 01 SuCh building: and

(iI) shall grant authorization for the erection of such building where
testing or assessment of the completed building is the only way to ascer
tain whether such bu ilding complies with the requirements of these
regulations.

(8) Where an application is made to make an alte ration or addi tion 10 any build·
ing, approval lor Ihe erec tio n 01 which was granted beto re the dat e of commence.
men t of Ihe Act - 
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181 such atte reucn shall comply with the requirement s 01the Act, but con
sequent ch anges to any other pari 01 the bUlldmg whi ch would be neces
sary in order 10 m ake suc h other part comp ly wi th th e requ irements c t me
Act shall not be req u ired unless in the opinion 01 th e local authority such
consequent changes are necessary to ensure the health or safely of pe r
sons using the building In the al tered form:

(b) such addition shall comply wilh the requirements of the Act but no
ch anges 10 tne original buildmg shall be required unless the addition 

(i) will affect the st ruc t urat strength or stability of the original bu ilding:
(ill will render any existing escape route from tne origi na l building less

euecuve: Of

(iiil will affect the health of persons us ing the origmal bu ilding
(91 Where in terms of these regulations an obligation is impo sed or may be

Imposed on the owner of any building or land to do or refrain from doing any
particular aCI or thing. and -

(al such owner and some ctner person have lawfully agreed. in writing.
thaI such other person shall accept suc h ob ligation on beha l! of such owner;
00'

(b) such owner has. whe re required by the local au thority, furnished the
local authority with wrillen erect of the fact contemplated in paragraph (a)
and with the name and address of such other person,

any reference in any such regulation 10 such owner shall be ecnsucec as a reter
ence to such other person: Provided tnet such owner shall not be relieved 01such
ob ligal lon where such other peesoo does not adhere to th e agreement contem
plated in paragraph (a)

A2 PLANS AND PARTICULARS TO BE FURNISHED

(1) Any person Intending to erect any building shall submit 10the local authority
tne following plans and particulars, together with the application:

(a) A site plan;
(b) layout drawings;
(c) a lire installation drawing:
(d) drainage Installation drawing;
(e) particulars 01any e_isling building which is to be demolished and de

ta i ls 01 the method 01 demolition to be used:
Cll such plans and particulars as may be required by the local authority

m respect of -
(I) general structural arrangements, subject to any requirement con-

ta ined in these regulat ions With regard to des ign o f the structural system;
(il) general arrangement 01 artificial ventuaucn:
(Ill ) a lire protection plan;
(1 '1) any certificate contemplated in these regulat ions: and
(v) any other particulars:

Ptovtceo that -
laa) such plans and particulars shall not be submitted where -

(II as a result of any exernptton contemplated in paragraph (I ) or (b)
01 the proviso to section 2(4) of the Act. i t is not necessary to do so;

(il ) an exemption has been granted by a building control ctucer in lerms
o t eecnon 13 of the Act; or

(iii ) any mmor bu itding work Is a building hav ing an area 01 ocr more
than 5 m' or is a pergola. wue renee or an open-sided tabnc covered sheller
for a car, caravan or boat;

(bbl rn the case 01 an y tem porary building. only such plans and particu
lars as are contemplated in regulation A23 Shall be submitted.

121 A certrhed copy 01any approved plans and particulars co ntemp lated in sub
-eccreucn (1) shall be available at lhe site whe re any bui lding is being erected
unti l a certificate 01 occupancy has been issued by the local authority.

(3) (a) Where design wo rk tor the proposed erection of any bUilding was com
menced and significantly progressed betcre me date of coming into effect 01
these requteuons and an application in respec t of such erection has not been
made prior to such date, tne owner 01 me bu ild ing, or a person au thorised by
the owner, may notify the local authority that such design work was so com
menced and has so progressed.

(b ) scorecrtc the prOVISionsof this subregulation. an application in respect
of an erection wh ich has been the SUbject of a notilication contemplated in para
graph (a) shall. i l so requested by the owner. be oeen with by the local authority
in acco rdance With the provtstons of the building regulat ions or by ·laws in terce
immedlalely eetore such date.

(c ) Any notification contemplated In paragraph (I ) shall -
(I) be submitted by registered post wi thin 90 days 01 the coming in lO

ettect of these regulations;
(Ill contain the name and address 01th e cwnee.tne address 01th e site

of the building concerned. the da te 0 1 commencement o f such des ig n
work and a description o f the proposed erection and its mtended use ; and 
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(III) be accompanied by such evidence as may be required by the local
authority 10satisfy tttnet such design work was commenced on the date
contemplated In subparagraph (II) and has alter that dale slgnl flc antly
progressed .

(eI) The local authority shall, in writing, inform the owner concerned
whether such notllicalion compiles with th is subregulatton.

(e' The provis ion s of paragraph (b) shall not apply In respect of any appl l
eeuce wh ic h is made 10 the local authority more than 24 months alter t he dale
that the local authority Inlorms the owner that it Is so satisfied: Provided tha i
the loca l authority may extend such period it It thinks It reasonable ()( necessary.

(f) Any person who gives false or misleadi ng Information In a notiflcalion
In lerms of this subregulatlon shall be guIlty of an offence, and any such not if ica
tion shall be null and void .

A3 PRELIMINARY PLANS AND ENQUIRIES

(1) Any person who Intends to erect a bu ild ing may, before submltUng an ap
plicati on In accordance wllh the ACI, request the local aUlhority -

(a) 10 ellamine any preliminary skelch plans of the building proposed to
be erected and 10, in writ ing , furn ish us comments on such plans oron any
part icu lar features Ihereof spec ified by such person; or

(b) to furnish, In writing, lis opinion as to whether any material or meth od
or lorm of construcllon Intended to be used In the erection of such bu ild ing
will comply with these regulati ons.

(2) Where the local authority is unable 10 comply with any requ est ccotemctet
ed In subregulatlon (1) It shall furn ish, in writing, Its reasons for lis inabUlty to
do so.

A4 LOCAL AUTHORITY MAY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION

(1) Where the local authority requ ires the applicant In terms of regulation
A2(1)(f)(J) or (II) to submit stru ctural details or arti ficial ventilation details such
applicant sha ll , to the extent required by the local authorlty-

(a) furnish the local aut hority wit h a structural arrangement drawing which
shall show the position, level and size of every structural member;

(b) furn ish the local authorlly w ith such structural drawi ngs and art if ic ial
vent1lat lon details as requ ired In terms of subregulauons (2), (3), (4), (5), (6),
(7) and (8): Provided that where the etructurer system or artificial-ventilat ion
system, as the case may be, is designed by a professional engineer or other
approved com petent person -

(f) Ihe local authority sha lt perm it the app licant to omit from his appli
cat ion any or all of the details required In subregulaUons (2), (3), (4), (5),
(6), (7) and (8) on condiUon that Ihe requi red details shall be submi tted
to the local authority at least three days, exclusive of a Saturday, Sun
day or public holid ay, prior to the commence ment of the erecti on 01 the
struclural system 01 the building or the artructar ventilation system, as
the case may be ; and

(II) such cetans shall th ereafter form part of the relevant application
for approval;

(c) show on structural drawings the Imposed floor toads which such bu ild
ing has been des igned 10 withstand;

(eI) furn ish lor inspect ion the calculations empl oyed in the design of the
building proposed to be erected;

(e) furnish adequate Information regarding the subsoil of the site on which
the buil ding Is proposed to be erected;

If} show the f ire restetence ratings of the various st ructural members of
the building and, where special protection for such me mbers Is nece ssary,
details relati ng to such protection;

(g) furn ish information regarding structural materials to be used In the
const ruction of the propo sed building , including the grade, strength, clas
sification, temper or treatment ;

(h) If the design or part thereof has been carried out In accordance with
any code ot practice contemplated In these regulations, fu rnis h the name
and number of such code of practice;

(I) It the deSign or part tnerect has been carried Out In accordance wit h
a document ot her than a code of pract ice contemplated In these regulations,
furnish toenuncencn c t euc n document toget her with the res sons for utuu
Ing such document in preference to suc h code of practice;

ID If the design or part thereof has not been carried out In accordance
with any code of pract ice or document contemplated In paragraph (h) or (I),
furn ish the basis and melhod on which such design was prepared and any
further evidence of the adequacy of such basis and method; and
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(k) if the st ructural design or part thereof has been carried out In acccr
dance with any code of practice, document Of ctner methOd conte mplated
in paragraph (hI , (I) , Of (II. fu rn is h, in add it ion 10 Ihe loads contemplated in
paragraph (e). de lal ls o f o ther loads wh ich such building has been des igned
10 withstand.

(2) The docu menta tion for tne structu ral concrete used in a building shall, 10
the extent required by Ihe local authorHy , show 

(a) the reinforcement in each member;
(b ) Ihe various grades 01 concrete to be used ;
(e) Ihe type of reinforcement or prestressing tendon;
(d) the emount of concrete cover 10 be provided to Ihe reinforcement;
<el the details of all joints between members : and
(f) the ceteus 01 anchorage 01 prestressing steel.

13) The doc umentation for structu ral steelwork sha ll, to the ex tent requi red
by the local au thcrtty, show -

(a) the grades of steel of all members;
[b) details of connections between members; and
tcl details of the corrosion protect ion to be provided to the steel structure.

(4) The documentation lor structural limber shall, to the extent required by the
local authority, show-

la) the grade and type of timber to be used In such construction;
Ib) whet her the sizes of l imber me mbers are nomi nal or finished sizes;
lc) the method of connection o f a ll limber members and the connection

of any timber members to a foundation or other part s of Ihe building not
construc ted 01 timber;

(d) in the case of any roof constructioo, the details 01the method of bracing
to resist wind forces and other lateral forces, member spaci ng and sizes and
details of connections;

(e) details of treat ment applied or to be applied in terms ot these requta
ttcns. 10 Ihe st ruc lural limber mem bers; and

(I) details of drainage for condensation or wind driven water from any
cavlly and Ihe details of an y ventilation open ing s provided to such cavit y.

(5) The documentation for structural masonry shall, to the extent required by
l he local authority, show -

la) the grade of mo nar to be used, together WIth the strength of the mason
ry units;

(b) Ihe de tails of all Iolnts in masonry and between masonry and other
mem bers , including di mensions and ma terials from which bearing pads and
load spreading devices are made; and

(e) details of all reinforcement, wall ties and anchors
(6) The documentat ion lor loundations shall, to the extent req uired by the lo

cal authority, show -
(a) the type and cond ition of the soli ; and
(b) the design loads 10 be applied to the foundat ions, except where such

foundation is co nstructed In accordance with any relevant empirical rule and
such const ruction Is dee med to sa tis fy th ese regulations.

(7) The documentation for other structural malerials shall , to the extent requ ired
by the local authori ty , show -

(a) the overall s ize of every structural member toget her with Its location ;
(b ) the grade of material of all members;
(cl the details 01 an connections between members:
(d) the details of the corrosion protection to be provided: and
(e) the details of reinforcement provided, inc lud ing its strength and

composll ion .
(8) (a) Where the local authority requi res any part iculars with regard to the

artif ic ial ventilation 01any building by a mechanica l apparat us not being a room
ai r condit ioner contemplated In SABS 1125, or an y portable electric lan, the tor.
lowing information shall , to the extent required by the local authority and sub
ject to the requ irement of paragraph (b), be submitted:

(I) The location and s ize of any plant room :
(II) the locallon and size 01 principal air ducts, plenum s, in lets and

cuuete:
(lil) the proposed rates of air supply or extraction: and
(Iv) details of any water recirculation system . cooling tower and storaoe

tank.
(b) Any documentation contemplated in paragraph (a) Shall be accompa

nied by a certificate s igned by a professional eng ineer or ctner approved com.
petent person in Which he shall cenlfy that any apparatus to be Installed ha s
been designed to provide a standard of ven Ulation which compUes with these
regu lat ions.

(9) (a) Where a IOC.,1 authori ty Is not sati sl ied as t o the adequacy or safety
in use of any construc tion system. method, material, arncre or product wh ich
is proposed to be used in the erection of any building the local au th or ity may
require a lest report or evaluation cert if icate in respecl th ereof,

[b) On submission to su ch local authorit y of -
(I) an applicable report issued by the Counc il or th e CSIA : or 
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(II) any current certificate issued by the Agrement Board 01 South
Africa,

the adequacy or safety 01 such system, method . meterter. article or product
covered by such report or certificate shall be deemed to satisfy any relevant re
quirement lor adequacy or safely prescribed in rneee regulat ions. 10 the eden!
and under the condi tions set oul In such report or certi ficate.

te) A report o r cernucate contemplated in paragraph (a). issued on or at
ter Ihe da le 01coming into opera tion 01 these regulaUons, shall conl ai n the num
ber o f the regutation wh ich presc ribes such requi rement.

AS APPLICATION FORMS AND MATERIALS, SCALES AND
SIZES OF PLANS

Brown
Green
Rod
Bl ue

Colour (in plan or sec tion)

R. d
_Green

Blue
Yellow
Black

Grey
To be clearly indicated in

colours other than the above.
(bJ Site plans shall be co loured as follows:

(II Proposed work
(il) Existing work
(iii) Work to be demolished

Rod
Not coloured

Drawn with black
do tted lines.

In On one copy 01 the drainage Installation drawing conte mplated In regul a
t ion A2(1)(d). the drainage ins lallation shall be coloured in accordance w it h th e
following:

(.) Dra ins and 5011 pipes
(b) Wast e pipes
(c) So il and combined vents
(d l Waste ven ts
<e) Pipes for the conveyance of

industrial effluent Orange
<' l Exis ti ng drains Black
(g l Stormwater drams Not coloured.

(8) The escape route drawn on any fire protection plan shall be coloured green
and tne direction 01 travel to a sale area Shall be indicated by arrow s drawn at
shorl intervals along Ihe plan route.

(1) Any application fo rm shall be dated and signed in black ink by Ihe owner.
(2) Any application shall be accompanied by at least on e set 01 p lans, cr aw.

ings and diagrams which shall 
(I) be clear and legible;
lbl be drawn on while linen, white piastre or other suitable mAlerial;
(c) contain the name of the owner 01 the site concerned; and
(d) be dated and signed in black ink by the owner; and every subsequent

alteration shall be likewise dated and signed.
(3) Any application shall be accompanied by as many addi tiona l paper copies

of every plan, drawing or diagram as required b y Ihe local aut hori ty.
(41 Such plans, drawings. diagrams. and any copies thereof, shall be on shee ts

of th e A seri es of sizes or multiples of A4.
(S) (I) Plan s, drawings and di agrams shalt be drawn to a sui table sc ale serect

ed Irom one o f the follow ing sc ales:
(I) Site plans:

1:1 000 , 1:500, 1:300, 1:200 or 1:100.
(Ii) Plumb ing ins tallation drawings:

1:200. 1:100 or 1:50.
(ill) l ayout drawings:

1:100, 1:50 or 1:20: Provided that in the case 01elevations 1:200 may
be used.

(Iv) General structural arrangement drawings and structural details:
1:100. 1:50,1:20,1 :10,1:5,1:2 or 1:1.

(v) Fi re protecttcn plans:
1:200,1:100.1 :50 or 1:20.

(b) The local authority may in circumstances deemed excepncnat by tt.
accept a scale not provided for in this subregulation.

(6) (I) One copy 01 the plans and drawings contemplated In subregulalion (21
shall, fo r the convenience cttne local authority. be coloured as in d icated below:
Provided t hai this requiremen l shall not apply in the case of any layout. s truc tu
ral or de tail drawing of a new bu ildi ng where matertars are iden tif ied in another
sui table manner:

Material

(I) New masonry
(II) New concrete
(lU) New ir on or s leet
{Ivl New wood
(v) New glass
(vi) Exis ti ng me tertars

tan materials)
«,,11) All ctner new materials
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(9) In au cases the scales employed shall be staled on the plans and draw
ings. and tne tenere and symbo ls used on such plans and drawings shall be not
less than 2 mm in size in the case 01 upper case letters.
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A6 SITE PLANS

Any sue plan contemplated in regulation A2(1)(.) shall fully and clearly eon
lain the following information, where applicable:

la) (I) The dimensions c tthe sne on Which the building Is to be erected;
(il ) the boundaries 01 such site;
(IU) the dimensioned posi tion 01 any buil d ing line; and
(Iv) the position and width of any servitude or right of way to which

such site is subject;
(b) the registered number or other designation of such ene:
(el the direction of true nonn. and if required by the loc al authori ty, th e

natural ground contours at suitable vertical Intervals or spot levels at eac h
corner 01 such ene:

(d) the name 01 the street upon which such site abuts;
(e) the location of -

(I) any municipal service and any connection point thereto; and
(II) any drain, stormwater drain, or su rface channel existing upon such

site;
(I) the location o r -

(I) Ihe proposed bui ldi ng;
(II) any existing bullding; and
(iii) any building proposed to be de moli shed;

(0) (l) any existing and intended point 01access Irom any public street; and
(II) the location 01 any street tree, street tumnure. apparatus or equip

ment relative to such access.

A7 LAYOUT DRAWING

Any layout drawing contemplate d in regu la llon A2(1)(b) Shall mencate th e cc
cu pancy classification and sha ll consis t 01 as man y plans, eecttcns and eleva
tlons and suc h oiher de tails as may be neces sary to show -

(a) foundati ons. floors, walls, lixed and ccename windows, f anli gh t s,
louvres and ether ventilating devices, art ifi ci al ventuancn systems includ
ing any cooling to wer or ptantroom, doors, stairs, roofs and chimneys;

(b) sanitary nxtures.
(c) structural members required In terms 01 r~ulation A4(1)(. );
(d) the intended use and horizontal and vertical dimensions of room s or

other spaces;
(e) where f ixed seating is provided -

(I) the layou t of all row s, seats and aisles;
(II) the posit ion 01 all ex it doors; and
(IIi) the tot al number o f sea ts;

(I) details of tn e poslUon, d imensions and ma terials 01 dam p·proo fing;
(9) the location, levels and size of any paved areas adjacent 10 the bu ild ing;
(h) where requi red by the local authorlty, con tours of the site and the leYels

01 any adjoining verge 01 any road way, tog ether with a sec tion ato ng the
length 01 any vehicle driveway, wh ic h shall show the relat ive levels and
gradients;

(I) where required by the local authority, th e levels 01 the floors rela tive
to one another and to -

(I) the existing ground surface;
(II) the proposed f in ish ed ground surface;
(iii) the surface of any public p lace or public street at the bou ndary

o f the site; and
(Iv) eu street level s supplied in terms 01 regulation A12;

ill stormwater drainage on the site, where such drainage is required by
the local authority; and

(k) de tails of any special prOVisions, required in terms 01these regulations.
lor disabled persons.

AS PLUMBING INSTAllATION DRAWINGS AND PARTICULARS

(1) (a) The provis io ns 0 1regulation A2(1)(c)and A2(1)(dl shall not be const rued
as crevenunc the detai ls contem pla ted in subregu laUons (2), (3), (4) and (5) be ing
clearly ind icat ed on any layout drawing requi red In terms of reg ula tion A2(1)(b).

(bl Where such eetans on more than one floor of any building are iden tical
they may be IndIcated on the drawings of one suc h floor only: Provided that where
such details are so indicated the drawings of other ucore concerned shall be
suitable annotated to indicate where suc h ceteus may be found.
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(2) Any drawing 01a fire installat ion as contemplated in regulation A2(1)(c) snau
contain as many plans, sections and erevanons as may be necessary 10 show,
where relevant, t he following:

Ie} The location and size of any existing or proposed communication pipe
serving or intended 10 serve any building or site;

(b) the location 01any pipe, rne size 01such pipe and tne material ot which
il is manufactured;

(e) tne location and capacity 01 any storage lank;
(d) the location of any overflow:
(e) the location 01 any pump; and
(f) the pressure for which the Installation has been designed.

(3) Any drawing of a drainage installation as contemplated in regul ation A2(1)(d)
Shall contain as many plans. sections and elevations as may be necess ary 10
shoW, where re levant the following:

I.' The rcceucn. size and gradient of any drain and any connecting point
to such drain, in relation to a datum established on the site and the level
of the ground relative thereto;

Ib) the location of any point of access to me interior of any drain;
Ie) the location 01 any trapped gully;
Id) the location and details ot any septic tank, conservancy tank, private

sewage t reatment plant or sewage pump;
(e) the location of any percolation test hole excevatec on the site and 01

any french dr ain ;
(f) the location and arrangement of any sanitary uxiure served by th e

drainage installation;
(g) the loc ation and size of any soil pipe, waste pipe and ventilating pipe

or device:
(h) the location 01 all openings in the buildIng SUCh as chimneys, skyli ghts,

doors, windows, ventilation openings and air intakes which could permi t the
entryolloul air or gas Into such building from any ventila ting p ipe or device;

,,"
(I) the rcceuon of any well , borehole or weterccurse on Ihe si te.

(") The local authority may require the owner to submit -
(a) drainage design calculations which shall clearly indicate the basis lor

such design;
lb) an estimate of the composition and Quantity 01 any indust ria l effl uent

proposed t o be discharg ed Into any sewer ; and
lc) where approval has been given in terms olthe local auth or ity 's rocus.

trial ellluen t by-laws or regu lations lor t he discharge into a sewe r 01indue
trial etuuem from the site, pl ans and parti culars 01 any drainage wor ks and
ins tallations requ ired by the local auth or ity in terms of its co nditions o f ap
proval lor such disc harge.

(5) Where sy mbols are ustld to sig n ily de tails on drainage in st allation craw 
ings. they shall be as Ind icated in th e fo llow ing uet: Provided that where there
may be a possib ili ty of misunderstandi ng, the descr ipt ion shall be wrrne n In full :

Access opening
Bath
Bidet
Cas t iron
Cle aning eye
Concrete
Copper
Cove r leve l
Fibre cemen t
Galvanized mild steel
Grease trap
Ground tevet
Gully
Inspection chamber
Inspection eye
Invert level
Manhole
Pilch-impregnated fibre

- AD
- B
- BT
-CI
- CE
-CONC
-COP
-CL
-FC
-GMS
-GT
-GL
-G
-IC
-IE
-IL
- MH
- PF

Rainwat er pi pe
Rein forced concrete
Rodding eye
Shower
Sink
Slop hop per
5011 pipe
Stainless stee r
Stormwater chan nel
Stormwater pipe
UnplasUcized po lyvinyl

ch loride
Urin al
Ven t or ventila ti ng pipe
Vitri fied cl ay
ween-eeem
Wash·trough
Waste pipe
WC pan

-RWP
- RC
- RE
-5W
- 5
-5H
-5P
-55
- 5C
- SWP

- uPVC
-u
-VP
-VC
- WB
-WT
- WP
-WC.
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A9 FIRE PROTECTION PLAN

30

(1) Where $0 required by the local authority, any application in respect 01 the
erection of any building not being a dwelling house, shall be accompanied by
a lire plan which shall clearly show any lire protection measures provided In terms
ot these regulations.

(2) The provisions of subregulalion (1) shall not be construed as prevenllng
details of such lire protection measures being clearly Indicated on a layout draw
ing required in terms 01 regulation A2(1l<b).

A10 SYMBOLS ON FIRE PROTECTION PLANS

Where symbols are used to signify details on lire protection plans they shall
be as indicated in the following list: Provided that where Ihe possibility 01a mis
unde rstanding exists, the description shall be written in full:

Fire exti ngUisher
Fire hydrant
Foam in let
Fire mai n
Fire pump connection
Fire stopping
Heat detectors
Hose feel
RiSing main
Rellux valve
Smoke detectors
Sprinkler system
Smoke extractor
Valve

- FE
-FH
-F1
-FM
- FPC
-FS
-HO
- HA
-AM
-AY
-SO
-SS
-SX
- V .

All POINTING OUT OF BOUNDARY BEACONS

(1) Where, in the opinion o f the loc al authori ty, the locat ion o f any bo undary
of a site has not bee n accu rately determined such local authority may, belore
granting approval ln respec t 01 any applicati on, require the owner, at his own
ccs t. tc engage a prolession alland surveyor and to submit 10 the local authority
a certificate, in an approved form and signed by such prolessionalland surveyor-

(.) identifying Ihe boundary pegs or beacons 01 such site; and
(b) st aling the name of the nearest cross street and the approxlmate ere

tance of tne nearest boundary 01 tne site from such street.
(2) Where such owner taus to engage a professiona l land surveyor as contem

pl ated In subregulaUon (1) th e local aut ho rity ma y engage a prolesslonal land
surveyor 10 establish and poi nt out tne location 01 such pegs or beacons, and
th e local authori ty may rec over th e cos ts 01 such establishing and po inUng ou t
from such owner.

A12 STREET LEVELS

el) Wh ere any build ing is to be erected on a slle abulting a constructed street
the owner of such building shall, subject to the requ irements ot subregulation
(3). erect such building in accordance wit h the levels 01 such street

(2) (a) Where any portion ot any street abutting the site on Which any build
ing is to be erected has not been constructed the owner of such building shall
req uest. in writing, trom the local authority the leyels at which such portion of
th e s tree t is Intended 10 be construc ted.

(b) The local authori ty shall, where In us opinion it is crecucecre lor It
so t o cc and within 21 days alter rece ipt 01a request contemplated in parag raph
(s), suppl y the requ ired levels.

(e) li the local aut ho ri ty Is unable to comply with the provision s 01 para
graph (b) it shall no ti fy such owner, in wr iting, to that ettect.

(3) Wh ere any street has been constructed, but in the opinion 01 the local
au thorJly is l ikely to be reconstructed errevers di fferent Irom lis existing revere.
the local au thority shall give nctlce 01 such l actto such owner, and In 'Juch no
lice II shall, il possible, supply the levels at which such portion 01 such street
will be reconstructed.

A,3 BUILDING MATERIALS AND TESTS

(1) (.) Materia l used In the erection o f a build ing shall be 01 a quali ty ece
que te 10f th e purpose for wh ich It IS to be used.

(b) Where struc tu ral t imber Is treated against termite and wood borer at 
lack and lungal decay, Ireatme nt shall be In accordance wUh a recognized method
and Ih e local authority may reQuire proo l 01 such treatment; and 
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tel the requirements 01 subregulation (1)(8) and (1)(b) shall be deemed 10
be satisfied it -

(I) such material complies with the standard prescribed for 11 In the
relevant standard specification, or

(II) such treatment Is in accordance With SABS 05, as the case may be.
(2) The local authority may test or cause to be tested any material or compo

nent used or to be used in the erection of any building In order to determine
whether such material or component compiles with the requirements 01 tneee
regulations, and any officer of such local authority duly authorized to r th at pur
pose may, at any time alter consultation with the person erecti ng such building,
remove from the building site concerned so much 01 such material or compo
nent as is reasonably necessary to serve as a sample lor the purpose 01 such
test: Provided that the authorized officer may not exercise his powers In such
a way that worx of such erection is stopped when such material or component
Is being so removed and tested

(3) II any material or component tested in terms of sUbregulaUon (2) does not
comply with these regulations the local authority may serve a notice on such
person, slating the respects In which such material or component does not comply
and prohibiting such person !rom making further use of such material cr compo
nent lor the purpose lor which it was or is to be used in the erection of such
building.

(4) Except in the case where In such notice the local authority permits the use
of such material or component in the erection of such building tor some differ
ent purpose permitted in terms of these regulations, such person shatllorthwith
on receipt of such notice remove such material or component trom such build
ing or building site or from both, as the case may be.

(5) " any material or component contemplated in subregulatlon (2) Is tested
and has fa iled to comply with these regulations the local authority m ay recover
the cost 01 such test Irom the ow ner of the building concerned.

(6) Whe re the owner of any building desires to use lor a particular purpose
any material or component which is not permitted or prescribed by these regula
tions to be used for that purpose. and he satisfies the local authority that such
material or component is at least as suitable for that purpose as the material
or component permitted or prescribed to be used by these regulations, then the
local authority shall permit the use of such material or component lor the pur
pose concerned.

A14 CONSTRUCTION

(1) Where construction 01 any building or element of a building is carried out
in compliance with the requirements 01 any relevant code of practice, such con
struction shall be deemed to comply with the requirements of these regulaUons
in respect of construction methods and workmanship.

(2) All workmanship In the erection 01any building shall be in accordance with
sound building practice.

(3) Any building, inc luding any structural element or component thereof, shall
be constructed SO as to comply with the design requirements of Part B of these
regulations.

(4) Where any code of practice or document has been used as a basis lor the
design 01 any building, any construction procedure described in such code or
document shall be observed in the erection 01 such building.

(5) Precautions shall be taken during all stages of construction 01 any build
ing to ensure that the structural system is not damaged or distorted during the
course 01 erection 01 such building.

A15 INSTALLATIONS MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

(1) The owner ot any building Shall ensure that any mechanical equipment or
any service installation provided in or in connection with Such building. pursuant
to these regulations or pursuant to any building by,law which was in operation
prior to the coming into operation of the Act. Shall be maintained In a safe
condition.

(2) Such owner or any person appointed by such owner to be in control of such
building shall ensure that where such equipment or Installation is designed to
be kept operating during the t imes of normal occupancy 01 the building It 18 kep t
operating In such a manner as to ettatn any standard ot performance prescribed
in these regulations or in any by-law contemplated in subregulation (1) tor such
equipment or installation.

(3) The local authority may serve a notice on such owner or person requiring
him 10comply with subregulalion (1) or (2) within the time specified in such notice.

(4) The local authority may, by nonce. in writing to the owner, order the evecu
alion 01such building where the state of such equipment or installation will cause
conditions which in the opinion of the local authority may be detrimental to the
safety or health 01 the occupiers Ol' users of such building.
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(5) Any owner Ot person who contravenes the requirements of subregulation
(1) or (2) or falls 10 comply with any nolice served In terms 01 subregulallon (3)
or (oil shall be guilty 01 an cueoce.

A16 QUALIFICATIONS OF A BUILDING CONTROL OFFICER

The minimum qualification of any building control officer appointed In lerms
of section 5 altha Act shall be of a standard equivalent to a senior cernucete
plus 3 years tertiary education, as evaluated by the Human SCiences Research
Council, in one 01 the followi ng building disciplines:

Ie) Civil engineering;
(b) structural engineering:
lei architecture;
(d) building management ;
Ie) building science:
(I) bullding s urveying; Of
(g) Quantity surveying.

A17 CERTIFICATE OF IDENTITY OF A BUILDING
CONTROL OFFICER

(1) Any buildi ng con trol officer or any ollicer co ntemplated In sec tion 6(4) 01
the Act shall, when so request ed, prod uce h is ce rti ficate of Ide nti ty, which shalt
contain th e following information:

(a) The number of the Act In terms 01 which the certificate Is Issued;
(b) t he name of the loc al author it y In question;
lei the name 01 the cttrcer:
(d) the signature 01 the officer;
(_I the signature 01 the Town Clerlt. or secretary 01 the local authority

concerned:
(f) the date 01 issue; and
(g) a photograph 01 the officer.

(2) Subregulatlon (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where the certilicate Is
of the lorm shown In the illustration in Appendix 1 to SABS 0400.

(3) The ce rtilicate contemplated in subregulallon (11 Shall be valid only dur
ing the period tnet the officer so identified occupies the post 01build ing control
officer or du ring the period for which any power 01 a bul1dlng contro l officer is
delegated to him, as the case may be, and it may at any time be withdrawn by
the local authority.

(4) Any person who produces a certif icate of identity which has no t been rew
lully issued to him or which has been lawfu ll y w ithdrawn, shall be guilty 01 an
offence.

Ala CONTROL OF PLUMBERS AND PLUMBING WORK

(11 No person sha ll perf orm th e trade o f plumbin g as contemplated in e cv em 
ment Not ice No. R1875 0131 Augu st 1979 unless he Is a trained plu mber or wo rks
under th e adequate cont rol of a trai ned p lu mber or approved co mpetent person.

(21 Wh ere any perso n who Is not a trained plumber has been practising the
t rade 01 plu mbi ng and was requi red In term s of any local authority by-la w to
register with It before so practising in lis area 01 Jurisdiction, he may, If he is
so registered, con ti nue to practise In such area or the area of any other local
authority if such registra tio n Is accepta ble to such other local aut hority.

(31 No local authority shall, lOr t he purposes 01 these regulations, register any
person to practise the trade of plumbing alter the coming into operation of the Act.

(4) Any person not belr,g a trai ned ptumber cr not being a person contemplat
ed in subregulation 121, who practices the trade of plumbing shall be guil ty 01
an ollence.

(5) Any trained plumber who causes or permilS any person who is not a trained
plumber Of Is no t a person contemplated in subregulation (2), to practise the trade
of plumbing without adequately controlling the worlt. done by such person, shall
be guilty of an ollence.

Al9 APPOINTMENT OF PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR DESIGN

(1) Where in terms o f these regulati ons a rational design for -
(al precaullonary me asu res necessa ry to ensure the sta bmty 01 any ex-

cavation and o f any adjoining property, bu ild ing. service or street;
Ibl the struc tural system 01 the bu ild ing:
(c) any art if ic ia l ventnattcn system;
Idl any dr ainage Installa tio n;
Ie) any etcrmweter d tsposat sys tem;
(II any fir e protec t ion sys tem,
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is to be submitted to the local authority, the owner o f any building shall, except
where not so required by Ihe local authority. appoint and relal" any person who
is a professional engineer or other approved competen t person to undertake
responsibility lor each such design, and also for inspection, during cons truc tion,
01 such precautionary measures, structural system, artificial ventueucn system,
drainage Installation, stormweter orsccear system, lire protection system. or water
supply system, as the case may be.

(2) Where It is not possible lor such person to fulfil his duties as contemplat
ed in subregulalion (1), the owner of such building shall appoint some other such
person to fulfil such duties.

(3) Such owner shall inform the local authority of the appointment of any per
son ccntemptated in subregulallon (1)Of (2) and shailiumish to such local aultlQri·
ty the name and address of such person, a fullllsi 01 his academic and prctes
ssonat qualifications, evidence 01 relevant experience and prool 01 his acceptance
01 such appointment.

(4) Where so required by the local authority tne information contemplated in
subregulallon (3) shall be on an approved lorm.

(5) SubregulaUon (4) shall be deemed to be satisfied where the required Inter
mation is conlained on a form of the type Illustrated in Appendix 1 01 SA8S 0400.

A20 CLASSIFICATION AND DESIGNATION OF OCCUPANCIES

(1) The occupancy of any building shall be classified and designated accord
ing to tne appropriate occupancy class given In column 1 of Table 1 and such
classification shall reflect the primary funcllon 01 such building: Provided thet,
in any building divided into two or more areas not having Ihe same primary tunc
nco. the occupancy of each such area shall be separately classified.

(2) Notwilhstanding tile requirements of subregulation (1).any area in any build
ing which Is used for any purpose ancillary to that of any occupancy classifica
tion contemplated in subregulation (1) shall, subject to adequa te facil ities and
safely measures being provided, not be classified as a separate occupa ncy.

(3) Any room or space used for tne storage or processing oillammable liquids
shall not be deemed 10 be a J1 occupancy as here in defined il-

(a) such liquid is stored in the fuel tank of any engine, molar vehicle, boat
or lawnmower;

(b) lhe quantity of liquid to be stored or handled in such room does not
exceed 40 IIHes; or

(c) Ihe quantity contemplated in peregreph (b ) exceeds 40 Iii res but does
not exceed 200 litres and the closed cup flash point of such liquid Is above
4OGC .
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TABLE 1 - OCCUPANCY OR PUILDING CLASSIFICATION
~

1 ,
Class 01

occupancy Of OccupancY
building

A1 Enllr1l lrvn.1It Ind plIblle IUIlIlbly
OCCupancy where persons gattler to eat. drink, oance Of partICIpate in OlhM recreaticMl .

" Tllutrial and Indoor IpM
OCCupancy wl\efepersons gather!Of tilt viewing of tnealriCal. operatic. orchestral. choral , cillflfllalographical or
sJ)Of1 pertonnances

" P\lcn 01 lnltrl/Ctloll
OCCupancy where school children. sruoents or other oerscts assemble for lilt purpose of tuilion or learning.

At Worship
OCcupancy where persons assemble for me purpose of worShipping.

AS Ouldoor sporl
OCcupancy where persons view outdoor sporls events.

B1 High mil commerclll SItn'Itt
OCCupancy wtlerea non·indusllial process is cameo 0IJt Ind whereeither tile malenal handled or Ih, process
carried out is liaDlIl . Inthe event 01 hre. tocause combuslion with extreme rapidity or give rise 10 poisonous lumes.
orcause explosionS .

B1 MIId,rl't risk COIII.... rclll IIfVlte
OCCupancy wllere a non·industrial process is carried out and wIItfl eittl&r tllll malerial handled I)f the process
carried out is liable, in theevent of fire. 10 cause combustiOn with moderate rapidity but is not likely togive rue
to poisonous fumes. or cause explosions.

" Low risk comm.rclal nrvlce
Occupancywherea non·lndustrial process Is earried out and where neither the matenar handlednorme process
carried oul ralls Into the high or mceeme risk calegory .

C1 Elhlbltlon /laD
OCCupancy whert goods are displayed primarily lor viewll'Ig by 11\8 public .

C2 MII..UIII

OCCupancy ctJmpn$ll'Ig a museum. art galle1)' or library.

D1 Hlgll risk Industrill
OCCupancy whert an Industrial process is c.arried outandWIlerelllther themalenal handled or trWI process carried
out 1$ liable. Il'I theevent ot fire. to cause combustiOn With extreme rapidity I)f give rise to poisonous lumes. or
cause explOsIOns.

D2 Mod.r.t. risk Industrial
OCcupancy whereanIndustrial process Is carried out andwhereeither thematerial handled or the process cameo
ecn Hable.Intheevent 01lire. 10cause combustion with moderate rapidity bulls notlikelytogiverise topoisonous
tumes. or cause explcsens.

D3 law risk lndustrl.ll
OCCupancy where an Industrial process Is carried out and where neither the matertar handled II(Ir the process
carned out falls Into the high or moderate risk category.

" PIInt fllOlll
OCCupancy romposlf1g usually unanenOlld mechanical or electrical seMceS necessary tor therunning ota bu~Cing .

" PIle. 01 det.ntIcHl
OCCupancy where people art oelainell lor punitive or correctIve reasons or because ol their mental conditlOl'l.

" Hospital
OCcupancy where people are cared lor or treated because ot physical or menIal disabilities and where they are
generally bed·rldden.

E3 Olher instltullonal (resldenllal)
OCcupancy where groups 01 people who Uher are not l ully lit . or whoare restricted In their movemenlS or their
ability to make lIecislons. reside and are cared lor.

F1 Ufg, .IIop
OCCup.incy where merchandise is displayed andoffered IGI' salfllo thepublicandthe tIoor area exceeos 250 m'

f2 SllIII shtp
Occupancy WIlertmerchandise is displayed andol1ered lor sale to tnepublicandtile IIoorarea does not eKCee(l
2!lO m' .

FJ Wholesa!«s ' store
OCCupancy where goods are displayed andslored andwhere onlya limitedselected group oj persons Is present
at anyone time.
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Table 1 (continued)

latfon IS nown a , wne e suc pop u at on s at a , t e oc ou a a s a be
calc ula ted from the criteria give n in Table 2.

(2) In the case of any oc cupancy cl assif ied as F l , where the totat uoor area
is more than 500 m', that portion of the floor area that is in excess 01500 m' shall ,
for the purposes of calcu lation ct tne pop ula tion , be reduced by an amou nt o f
20 % .

1 1

Class 01
occupancy or Occupancy

building

G1 utsces
Occupancy compnsmq ottices. hanks. consulting rooms and otter similar usage

I\-
HI Holel

Occupancy where persons fen! furnished rooms. not belOg dwelling units

H1 OormilofY
Occupancy where groups Or people are accommodated in one room.

H3 Domestic residence
Occupancy consisting 01 1','10 or more dwelling units on a single site.

H4 Dwelling house
Occupancy consisting 01 a dwelling unit onitsown sue. including agarageandomer oomesuc outbuilllings. if any.

J I High risk storage
OCcupancy where material is stored andwhere thestoredmaterial is liable, in lheevent at fire. to cause comous-
ton wilh extreme rapidity or give rise \0 poisonous fumes, or cause explosions,

J2 Mod," ate risk storage
Occupancy where material IS stored and where the stored material Is liable, in theevent 01li re, to cause cemcus-
lion With moderate rapidity out is not likely to give rise to poisonous ton es. or cause explosions.

JJ lo w risk storage
Occupancy where the material stored does not lall into the high or moderate risk category.

J' Parking garage
Occupancy used lor storing or parking 01more than 10 motor vehicles.

A21 POPULATION
I

(1) The population of an y room Of storey or portton thereof shall be taken as
the ac tua l population of such room , storey or portion thereof wh ere such ooou -

k r r h 1 i i " kn wn h 1 ti n h 11

TAB LE 2 - DESIGN POPULATION
-~

1 2

Class of occ upancy
01 room or storey Population
or port ion thereof

Al , A2, A4, AS Number of fixed seats o r 1 person per m' if there are no fix ed
seats

- ~

E1, E3, H1, H3 2 pers ons per bedroom
---

GI 1 per son per 15 m'
- -~ . -~ -

~" J2, J3, J4
-

1 person per 50 m'
---

C1, E2. Fl , F2 1 person per 10 m'

B1. B2, 83 , 1 person per 15 m'
01,02,03

C2, F3 1 per son per 20 m'
r - ~ :-- -

A3, H2 1 per son per 5 m'
- - -~ '--'- - -
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A22 NOTICE OF INTENTION TO COMMENCE ERECTION OR
DEMOLITION OF A BUILDING , AND NOTICES OF INSPECTION

(1) (a) No work In connection with the erection or demolition of any building
shall be commenced on the sue unless notice, In the for m required by the local
authority. has been given to such loc al authorIty by the owner of such building.
slating the dale on which such erection or demolltlon will commence.

Ib) Such noUce shall in the case of the erection 01 a building be given
at least a days, exclusive of a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, and in the case
of the demolition 01a building, alleast 10 days , exclusive of a Saturday, SUnday
or pub lic holiday, belore such work commences.

(2) Notice in the form required by the local authority shall be given by the owner
to such local authority of a dale which shall be at least 2 working days from the
date of receipt by It of such notice on which, as the case may be -

(a) any fire installation will be connected to any communication pipe:
(b) trenches or excavations will be ready for Inspection prior to the crec

ing of concrete for any foundation; or
(c) any drainage installation will be ready for Inspection and testing.

(3) NOowner shall construct any toundatton until the trenches or excavaUons
have been inspected and approved by the local authority, and such owner shall
not backfill or enclose a drainage rnstauattoe untn such installallon has been
inspec ted, tested and approved by the loc al authority: Provided that this requtre
ment shall not apply If such inspection and testing has not been carried out by
the end of the working day which has the first date mentioned in subrequtatfon (2).

(4) Any owner who fails to comply with the requtrement e of thi s regulation shall
be guilty of an offence.

A23 TEMPORARY BUILDINGS

(1) On receipt of any application to erect a bu ilding which the appUcant has
declared to be a temporary building, the local au thority may, subject to the pro 
visions 01 subrequratlcns (2), (3) and (4), grant prov isional authorization to the
appl!cant to proceed with the erection of such building in accordance with any
condi tions or directions specified In such euthortzatlcn .

(2) Before granting such authorization the local authority may require the sub-
mission of-

(a) a statement of the period for which authorization Is requ ired:
(b) a site plan;
(c) layout drawings in sufficient detail to enable the Iocar authority to de 

termine the gene ral size , form, materials of construction and use o f the pro
posed building; and

(d) any structural detail required by the local authority to determine the
structural safety of the proposed building.

(3) The local authority shall gran t the authorization contemplated In eucrecu
lalion (1) for a limited per iod , to be determined with regard to the period speer
fled by the applicant .

(4) The local authority may at the request of the owner grant approval for one
or more extensions of the period contemplated in subregulalion (3): Provided that
where it is Intended that the public should have access to such building each
such request shall be accompanied by a certlflcate signed by a professional en
gineer or other approved competent person, indi cat ing that the condittcn of the
structural system is satis factory.

(5) The owner of such building may, not later than the last day of the period
contemplated in subregulaUon (3), submit to the local authority such additional
plans and de tails as required by the local authority in order to consider an appli 
cation in terms of section 4 of the Act.

(6) Where such local authority has granted approval in respect 01 an applica
tion contemplated in subregulaUon (5) the owner Shall submit to the local authority
an atttdavrt stating that any part 01 such building erec ted in terms 01 the prcvt
stcnat authorization has been erected in accordance with the plans and details
contemplated in subrequlation (5).

(7) If any plans and details contemplated In sUbreg ulatlon (5) have not been
submitted to such local authority or II such local au thority has refused to grant
approval In respect thereof, the owner shall forthwith remove or demolish such
building.

A24 STANDARDIZATION OF INTERPRETATION

(1) Where so requested, In wri ting , by any local authority, the owner of any
bu ilding or any person with an interest in such building, the council may exa
mine the plans, speclllcalions or other documents Which accompanied or which
are intended to accompany any application to the local authorily In question,
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perform any tests that it considers necessary and Inspecl l he site on which such
building Is to be erected, and Issue a report In connection therewit h.

(2) Where the council finds that the proposed building compli es with all the
retevent requirements of these regulati ons II shall report accordingly, and any
applica tion 'or approval 10erect such building, where accom panied by such report,
shall be deemed to sati sfy the requirement s of the Act: Provided tnat such report
shall clearly Identify any plans, spec llicati ons or other documents whic h have
been examined by the co uncil.

A25 GENERAL ENFORCEMENT

(1) No person shall use any buil di ng or cause or permll any building to be used
lor a purpose other than me purpose shown on the app roved plans of such bulld
ing. or lor a purpose which causes a change in the cl ass 01occupancy as con
templated In these regulations, whether such plans were approved In terms 01
the Act or In terms of any law In fo rce al any tim e before the dale of commen ce
ment 01the Act , unless such building Is suilable, having regard to the require
ments of tnese regulations, IOf such first·mentioned purpose Of lor such changed
class 01 occupancy.

(2) Any person who cont ravenes a provision of subregul ation (1)shall be guil ty
01an ctt enee. and the loca l authorlly may serve a not ice on such person calli ng
upon him forthwith to cease such contravention.

(3) Where the erection of any building was comple ted belore the date of com
mencemen t olthe Act and such erection was in con traventio n of the provisions
of any law In lorce betcre such dat e, the local authority may lake any act ion it
may have been competent to take In terms of such law.

(4) Where any buildin g was bein g erected betore the date of commence ment
of the Act In co ntravent ion of the provis ions 01any law in force befo re such date
and the erectio n c t such build ing is cont inued on or alter such date In cc nn even
Uon of such provisions or of the provisions 01the Act , the person who conUnues
so to erect suc h buHdlng shall be guil ty 01 an offence .

(5) Any person who. having obtai ned approval In terms 01the Act for the erec
tion of any building, deviates to any mate ria l degree trcm any plan , drawing or
part iculars approved by the local authority shall, except where such cevreuon
has been approved, be guilty of an offence.

(8) The local authori ty may serve a noti ce on any person contemplated In eec
tion 4(4)of the Act or subregul atlon (4)or (5), ordering such person for1hwith to
stop the erection 01the building concerned or to com ply with such approval, as
the case may be: Pro'lided that where any deviation is found to be necessary during
the course 01 con struction of such building, the local authority may authorize
the work to continue but shall require that an amended plan, drawing or perttcu
lars to cover suc h deviation Is subm itt ed and approved belore a certificate 01
occupancy Is issued.

(1) Whether or not a notice contem plated In subregu lat lon (8) has been served,
the local authorll y may serve a notice on the owner of any building contemptat 
ed In subregulaUon (4) or (5), orderi ng such owner to rectify or demolis h the build·
ing In questi on by a date speclfled In such notice.

(8) If, betc re the date specif ied fo r the rectlflcatlon or demolition contemplated
in subregulatlon (1). the owner satis fie s the loca l authority that he has co mplied
wit h the requirements cont ained In these regulations the not ice contemplated
in subregulatlon (1) Shall be deemed to have been withdrawn.

(9) Where any build ing is being or has been erected and any cont raventi on 01
these regulations other than those relaling to matt ers referred to In subregula·
lion (4)or IS)has been commltted,the local authority shall serve a notice on the
owne r of such building and in such notice shall specify a date by which such
owner shall have complied with the regulations, cit e the regulati ons con travened
and specify the steps to be taken in order to comply with such regula lions.

(10) Where any building, excluding a temporary build ing, is being or hss been
erected without the prior approval contemplated In section 4(1) of the Act, the
local authority shall serve a notice on the owner 01such building, calling upon
him to obtain the approval, In writing, as required by the Act, by a date spec ified
In such notice.

(11) Any person who falls to comp ly with any nonce co ntemplated In th is requ
lation shall be guilty of an offence.
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Commentary: 1. GENERAL
In terms of section 7 of the National Building Regulations and Building Standards Act,
1977 (Act 103 of 1977), a toce! authority is required to be satisfied that any application
to erect a building complies not only with the requirements of that Act but also with any
other applicable law. Where there is conflict between regulations made in terms of Act 103
and regulations made in terms of any other Act the more stringent requirement would
prevail. In the case of conflict between a national building regulation and any regulation
made in terms of a Provincial Ordinance it would be a general principle that the regula
tion made in terms of the Act, i.e. the national building regulation, would prevail, However
the only sure guide would be a decided case in law. Unless the circumstances are of
extreme Importance it is therefore probably advisable in this case also to allow the more
stringent requirement to prevail,

2. THE ACT AND THE REGULA TlONS
(a) TheNational Building Regulations and Building StandardsAct, 7971 (Act 103 of 1977),
is the enabling Act under which the National Building Regulations are made, There are
three points in particular which must be borne in mind in considering the relationship
between Act 103 and the regulations made under that Act -

(i) the word "council" is defined and means the Council of the South African Bureau
of Standards;

(ii) the Act contains certain sections which, in the past, would have been contained in
local authority building bylaws; and

(iii) not all the old bylaws have been replaced by national building regulations

Because the Act is more than just enabling legislation it is important to realize that the Act and
the regulations must be read together.

(b) Section 29 of the Act provides that all previous building bylaws other than those which
have not been replaced by or are not repugnant to the National Building Regulations,
have been superseded, Because the National Building Regulations have the technical
requirements in functional form it will be found in most cases that a single regulation
has replaced a number of old bylaws, Where the old bylaw is repugnant to a national
building regulation the position is clear but this is not necessarily so where the bylaw
has been replaced by a national building regulation or where reference has been made
to the subject in a "deemed-to-satisfy" rule, In many cases there is no direct equivalent
of a particular bylaw in the National Building Regulations or in the rules, usually because
the committee concerned considered that such a regulation or rule was unnecessary
and it was therefore deliberately omitted, This does not necessarily mean that the old
bylaw can still be enforced In such cases it would seem that the deciding factor would
be whether or not the general subject, of which it was part, has been covered, Where
this subject has been covered it should be assumed that what appears in the National
Building Regulations or in the "deemed-to-satisfy" rules is all that the legislators intend
ed to be said on the subject,

A good example of this is the use of airbricks, Most of the older sets of building bylaws
had a requirement for airbricks to be placed in the walls of all rooms, In the National
Building Regulations all reference to airbricks was deliberately omitted because research
shows that they do not serve any useful purpose, However, the intention of airbricks was
to provide ventilation and the subject of ventilation is covered in the National Building
Regulations, It must therefore be assumed that what is contained in the regulations is
all with which it is necessary to comply in respect of ventilation,

Since most of the subjects mentioned in section 17 of the Act have in fact been-coveted
the list given in that section serves as a good gUide in deciding as to which Old bvlaws
have been replaced and may not therefore be retained,

3. LOCAL AUTHORITY POWERS UNDER THE ACT
Most of the powers required by a local autho{ity in the process ot enforcing the regula'
lions are contained in Act 103, Specifically, these include -
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(a) section 4, which contains the primary requirement which prohibits the erection of any
building without prior approval of the local authority. This section must be read in con
junction with section 7 which deals with the powers and duties of the local authority in
regard to an application for approval;

(b) section 10,,which enables a local authority to take action in a case where it considers
any building or earthwork to be objectionable in some way;

(c) section 11, which outlines the action a local authority may take when no work has
been done in a period of more than 3 months on a building under construction;

(d) section 12, which may be regarded as an extension of section 10 since it allows a
local authority to take suitable action not only when a building becomes dilapidated but
also when any building or earthworks becomes dangerous in any way. It is of interest
that not only does this section contain the usual provisions for rendering the building
safe, or, in the extreme case, for demolishing the building but also allows for compulsory
evacuation in certain instances;

(e) section 13, which gives to the local authority's building control officer the power to
authorize an applicant to erect any building defined in the National Building Regulations
as minor building work while exempting him from the obligation to submit a plan to the
local authority, l.e. without his being required to comply with the National Building Regu
lations. In so authorizing the applicant, the building control officer may set conditions
or give directions which are not specified but which, presumably, would have to be with
in the terms of the Act;

(f) section 14, which imposes a duty on the local authority to issue a "certificate of oc
cupancy" if it is satisfied that the completed building has been erected in accordance
with the regulations;

(g) section 15, which gives the power to a person authorized by the local authority to
enter any building or land at any reasonable time in connection with the consideration
of any application submitted in terms of section 4 of the Act or to determine whether the
owner of the building or land complies with any provision of the Act or any condition
imposed by the local authority in terms of the Act;

(h) section 18, which makes provision for the local authority to permit a deviation or grant
an exemption from any regulation except one which may concern the strength and sta
bility of the building;

(j) section 21, which allows a local authority to obtain a court order to stop work on any
building where such work is unauthorized or does not comply with the provisions of theAct;

(k) section 22, which, indirectly, allows a local authority to charge rates, taxes, fees or
other monies in respect of any building or land or the examination of plans, etc.. in terms
of this Act;

(I) section 23, which does not give any power but does provide protection to the local
authority in the sense that it indemnifies the local authority against any loss, damage,
injury or death resulting from the way a building is erected, altered or demolished;

(m) section 29, which restrains the power of a local authority to make building bylaws
and indicates that any existing bylaw which has been replaced by or which is repugnant
to any national building regulation is repealed. It should be noted that this section also
stipulates that any proposed new building bylaw must be submitted to the Minister for
approval before it is promulgated and that any new bylaw not so approved is void.

4. FUNCTIONAL REGULATlONS
There is a number of reasons for using functional regulations wherever possible, stem
ming from the principle that building regulations should encourage any type of building
rather than impede its use. Primarily, the object, in the spirit of deregulation, is to allow
the designer the greatest possible degree of freedom while still ensuring adequate 
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control on the end product. A secondary object is to encourage the uC)e of innovative
designsand building systems, the revival of satisfactory traditional build(ngmethodsand
the rehabilitation of old but structurally sound buildings. Design skill and construction
expertise isata premium in relation to the vast housingshortage thatexists and it isessen
tial that the National Building Regulations do not represent an obstacle to the adoption
ofanydesignor building method whichcould playa part in thesolutionof thisproblem.

As defined, a functional regulation is one which sets out a requiremenNor the perfor
mance of the building or elementmere», without limiting the materials, dimensions or
methodofconstruction. In contradistinction, theold-type prescriptive regulationlays down,
usually in somedetail, whatmaterial may be used, what the dimensions shall be and
how the element should be constructed. Although there may be some underlying as
sumptionof perceivedperformance based on experience of the use of the prescribed
material or method, this is nowhere stated. While easyto understand and to enforce, the
prescriptive regulation leadsto completestagnation in theadoptionofnewmaterials and
new methods of construction because it is too restrictive,

The difference between the two types of regulation is clearlydemonstrated in consider
ing a regulation governing theexterior wallofa building. In its simplestform a functional
regulation might state:
':Anyexternal wall of a building shall be capable of safely sustaining and transmitting
to the foundation all the loadsto which it is likely to be subjectedand shallprovideade
quate resistance to rain penetration",
Any form of design or construction which will meet this requirement is acceptable, The
equivalent prescriptive regulation might state:
':Any external wall of a building shall have a minimum thickness of 230 mm and shall
be constructed of well-burnt clay brick bedded in a cement mortar made of 1 part of
cement to 4 parts of river sand"

Although a simple regulation, it completely stifles innovation as, nomener what newmateri
alsareavailable, onlyclaybrick maybe usedand no matterhowstrong the unitsor how
careful the design, no thickness less than 230 mm will be permitted,

5. DEEMED-TO-SATlSFY RULES
Because notall designers are interested in or desire to use innovative solutions, thiscode
providesa conventional solutionin the form of a simple prescriptive rule to accompany
any national building regulation which is in functional form, This rule providesguidance
as to one method of complying with the regulation since compliance with the rule will
be deemed to satisfy the regulation. (Note that these deemed-to-satisfy rules are given
in thissectionof the code.)However, compliancewithanyof these rules mustnot, under
any circumstances, be regardedas the only wayto comply with the related regulation,
Where the application for approval shows compliance with any deemed-to-satisfy rule
the localauthoritymust(exceptin thecases mentionedbelow) accept thisaspect of the
design as complying with the relevant regulation. However, it is most important to note
thatthe deemed-to-satisfy rule is not in itselfa regulation and is therefore not mandatory.
For this reason compliance with such rule may not be enforced by any local authority.
It is important to note that in the case of Parts P, Rand T of the regulations, the local
autf/ority mayrequire a rational design tobe submitted where itconsiders thatthedeemed
to-S/{ltisfy rules are inadequate for a particular situation.

6. APPLICATION OF FUNCTIONAL REGULATIONS
It hasbeen argued that the use of functional regulations moonsthat thestandardization
of requirements which theNational Building Regulations was supposed to introducehas
notbeenachievedbut thisis not so, Forreasons explaihedin item 4 of thiscommentary,
the choice of materials and methodsof designand construction havedeliberately been
left free. What has been standardized te the requirement that the element concerned
shouldbe fit forthepurpose which it was intended toserve, It cannotbe toohighlystressed
that the standard of performance is set not by whatcan be achieved by materials and
methodsof construction which are regardedas conventional but by what is necessary
to ensure thehealthand safety of occupantsofa building, In thisrespectthedeemed-to
satisfy rules, althoughrepresenting one wayof complying with the regulation, cannotbe 
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regarded as the standard by which other solutions are judged.
Any application of a functional regulation must therefore take into consideration that the
required standards of performance may change in accordance with the circumstances
and that any solution must be related to the basic philosophy behind the regulations.
It is thus important in each case to ask the question, .'What are we trying to achieve in
applying this regulation?" Basically, of course, the answer will always be that the object
is to ensure either the safety or health of people but it must be borne in mind that this
object may often be achieved in a simple but unconventional way.

Factors which may have to be considered would include the use of the building, the
length of life which the local community would expect from it, the size of the site and
the environment in which the building is to be erected. In addition, it may be necessary
to take into account the availability and affordability of materials, ease of maintenance,
the degree of risk which can be allowed, the relative cost of different solutions and even
the background and aspirations of the local ccmmunity.

Life expectancy may have a considerable influence on the structural aspects of a build
ing. Theprobability of certain loads occurring or limits being exceeded is obviously much
less in a period of 5 years than it would be in a period of 50 years. A modern high-rise
office building in an urban area, because of its height is subject to high wind loads in
addition to large gravity loads and, by its nature, is complex and costly. It is therefore
required to have a long life. This is of course automatically achieved because its very
cost and complexity ensure that it will be carefully designed and built using only satisfac
tory materials and proven construction methods which will provide satisfactory perfor
mance in terms of the functional regulations. However, it can be shown that the typical
traditional "wattle and daub" hut built in the rural areas can comply with the same regu
lation and one of the reasons is that the expected life is entirely different. This form of
construction will normally last without collapse or distress for at least 2 rainy seasons but
will then need major maintenance or replacement. This is known and accepted by the
local community and thus, given a life requirement of 2 years, the hut may be said to
comply with this regulation.

The two examples used above represent extreme cases but nevertheless illustrate the
principle involved. It might be argued that this obvious difference in performance should
not be allowed and that in a case such as the hut the regulations should be employed
to raise Third World standards to those generally accepted in the First World. Besides
the fact that this was never the aim of the regulations it is essential to take into account
the realities of the situation.

In many of the outlying rural districts it may not be possible to obtain the more conven
tional building materials and if it were possible the people would probably not be able
to afford them or know how to use them. A similar situation exists in the urban areas in
the field of low-cost housing where, particularly with core housing, shell housing and similar
self-help schemes there is inevitably much work which is of a temporary nature and which
cannot possibly be judged on the same basis as the final product. In the case of any
incremental house the provisional authorization, which is of course subject to the limiting
area of 80 m2, would have to refer to the complete building. The first stage to be built
will, by definition, be smaller or incomplete in some other way, but some time limit would
have to be set for completion of the building and submission of an application for ap
proval in the normal way. Once this application has been approved the building would
no longer be regarded asan incremental building and any subsequent additions would
be treated in the same manner as in any other building.

Low-cost housing, by its very nature, can vary from the pure "shanty-town" through all
the variations of self-help and many other unconventional methods, to the strictly con
ventional but small house. What they all have in common is that they are all domestic
housing units set on small sites (implying small boundary distances) in large low-rise de
velopments and in all cases initial cost is of paramount importance.

In the application of functional regulations these factors must be taken into account. For
instance, because of their situation in a relatively high-density urban situation with little
or no high-rise development in the vicinity, it is likely that the walls of these buildings
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will be subject to a lower wind load than might usually be assumed and thus strength
criteria or bracing requirements might be reduced without endangering the occupants
of the house in any way.

The treatment of fire risk is always a problem in the context of low-cost housing. To insist
on many of the conventional ways of ensuring safety would be to rule out the use of many
potentially cheap yet sound methods of construction so again it becomes necessary to
go back to basics. The object of the regulation is to ensure the safety of occupants of
the building and they will be safe from the fire if they are outside the building. The object
of the regulation may therefore, in many cases, be achieved by insisting on very short
travel distances to exits from the house in lieu of other protective measures.

While this sort of treatment may ensure the safety of the occupants of a house it does
not in any way help to prevent the spread of fire from one house to another which is an
ever-present danger because of the very small boundary distances which are imposed
by the small sites on which these houses are built. It may be necessary under these cir
cumstances to accept a slightly higher risk. factor as far as property is concerned but
it is possible for the local authority to compensate to some extent by other provisions.
The most obvious of these would seem to be by ensuring a very low response time from
the local fire brigade and an insistence that any house with combustible walls should
only be built on a site between houses with non-combustible walls. The latter arrange
ment does not fall within the scope of building regulations but could be controlled under
a town planning scheme.

To sum up, the standards for requirements under a functional regulation are controlled
by the requirements of the individual building as influenced by its siting, conditions of
use, etc. The local authority cannot enforce any particular empirical requirement as a
general rule since what may apply to one building may not apply to another. It is for this
reason too, that the deemed-to-satisfy rules given apply usually to a limited range of build
ings and, in most cases, tend to be very conservative. A further outcome is that a local
authority could only reject an application on sound technical grounds just as a designer
may be asked to produce sound technical reasons to justify his design.

7. DESIGNER'S OPTIONS
An application to the local authority must be judged in terms of the functional regulations
but how the designer sets about achieving a satisfactory solution is his prerogative. If
he produces a rational design or shows on his drawings an unconventional method of
construction he may be called upon to justify his work to the local authority and prove
that it complies with the regulation. As part of this proof the local authority may require
further evidence in the form of test reports or verification of the design before it is accept
ed. Such acceptance can be much simplified if the design and construction methods
are descr;ibed in a SABS code of practice as this is automatically deemed to satisfy the
regulations.

Another option is to use the deemed-to-satisfy rules contained in this section of the code,
which will ensure that the application is approved. However, having elected to use these
rules, the designer, should he wish to depart from them in any way, may again be re
quired to prove that what he wishes to do will comply with the relevant functional regulation.

For the structural system of a building, design in accordance with the relevant SABS de
sign code of practice is deemed to satisfy the functional regulation but this does not
preclude the use of other codes. It is important to realize though, that design require
ments from different codes should not be mixed unless the designer is fully aware of
the basic difference between the codes and is able to take these into account, It is often
the case that codes are based on different assumptions. For instance in limit state codes
the partial load factors or materials factors are chosen in a way to suit the overall calibra
tion of the code and this may well differ from code to code.

In using empirical rules it may be found that there is some discrepancy between what
is allowed in the deemed-to-satisfy rules given in this code and, for instance, the rules
given in some other SABS code, This is of no great consequence and is probably 
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because the two documents are based on different parameters or assumptions. Either
set of rules may be used but they must not be mixed and the set chosen must fit the
situation.

Where a rational design is produced it is very likely that the results will differ from those
given in the deemed-to-satisfy solution because the latter, having to cover a wide range
of unspecified conditions, must be very conservative if it is to be safe wherever it is used.

8. LOCAL AUTHORITY OPTIONS
In considering an application the follOWing points are important:

(a) Where any part of a building is in accordance with the deemed-to-satisfy rules in this
code or a method of construction described in any other relevant SABS code of practice
or where a design has been carried out in accordance with the requirements of the cor
rect SABS design code, the application must be approved in so far as the relevant part
of the regulations is concerned (See also item 5 of this commentary).

(b) In any other case the application must be judged in relation to the functional regula
tions. In this respect it is important to consult item 6 of this commentary for information
on the correct method of applying functional regulations.

(c) It is a requirement of the regulations dealing with design that such design be done
by or under the supervision of a professional engineer or other approved competent per
son. Since "approved" is defined as meaning "approved by the local authority" it is
the local authority that is responsible for checking whether or not such person has the
necessary qualifications and experience to design the building in question.

(d) Where there is doubt as to the efficiency of any design or method of construction
proposed the local authority may call for further information which normally would take
the form of one or more of the following -

(i) a test report from the SABS;
(ii) a test report from the CSIR;
(iii) an Agrement certificate;
(iv) verification of a design by an independent Professional Engineer.

The use, application and limitations of the methods given in (i), (ii) and (iii) above are
described in item 9 of this commentary but all of them involve the applicant in additional
expense and it is therefore important that this sort of information should only be required
where it is really necessary and that, where it is required, it has been established that
it will in fact give sufficient information to enable the local authority to decide whether
or not to approve an application.

In this connection it must always be remembered that where doubt exists it is the build
ing owner (or the designer appointed by him) who is responsible for proving to the satis
faction of the local authority that an application complies with the regulations and it is
not the local authority's responsibility to prove that it does not comply. (Seealso (f)below.)

However, where an applicant Claims that the proposed building is to be erected in ac
cordance with a SABS code of practice (SABS 082 'Timber buildings', for instance) it
is the duty of the local authority to check the application against the requirements of the
code and only where there is doubt that the requirements of the code have been met
should the local authority require the applicant to obtain a test report from the SABS.

(e) It must never be forgotten that Act 103 only requires that the local authority should
be satisfied that an application complies with the requirements of the Act and hence with
the regulations. Since the technical regulations are functional in nature, the local authori
ty can be "satisfied" simply on the basis that, from its own knowledge and experience,
buildings similar to that proposed, sited in similar conditions have performed satisfactori
ly in the past. It may not, therefore, be necessary to call for any further information. 
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(f) The SABS is at all times available to give to local authorities any help and advice it
can in the application of these regulations but neither it nor any other organization can
give approval of an application. This is the local authority's field and such power is theirs
alone.

(g) Where an application is not approved, section 7 of Act 103 makes it clear that rea
sons for such rejection must be given to the applicant in writing. In the case of the func
tional regulations it is important to note that such reasons would have to be good techni
cal reasons why the proposed building would not comply with the regulations and in
sufficient detail to enable the designer to amend his design accordingly.

9. TEST REPORTS AND CERTIFICATES
The test reports and certificates referred to in item 8(d) above contain different degrees
of information and serve different purposes. The following notes are intended to provide
guidance in their choice and use:

(a) A SABS test report is, in most cases, a factual report indicating the result of tests per
formed to ascertain the behaviour of the building or building component in respect of
one or more specific characteristics. In relation to the National Building Regulations, the
report may also take the form of an assessment or evaluation based on test results. It
does not in any way imply approval of the item tested and the local authority must de
cide, in light of the test results, whether it can approve the application. In a case where
the local authority has not specified what tests it requires it must also decide whether
the characteristics tested are actually those which are in doubt.

A further point which is important is the date of the test report. SABS reports apply only
to the items actually tested and manufactured items may be changed over a period of
time. An old test report may therefore not be relevant in respect of current production.
In considering one or more reports covering a number of different characteristics of the
material it is also important to ascertain that the samples tested were all from the same
batch. If this is not the case the results may not be relevant.

Where a SABS report indicates that the performance of the building or building compo
nent is such that it may be deemed to satisfy one or more specific regulations this must
be accepted by the local authority in making its decision on the application.

(b) A CSIR report is similar in many ways to a SABS report but, because the CSIR is
a research organization, its reports car; be wider ranging and can incorporate the results
of non-standard tests to give a larger variety of information As in a SABS report, where
items are indicated as being deemed to satisfy any particular regufation this must be
accepted by the local authority.

(c) Agrement certificates represent an entirely different approach. The original intent of
the Agrement certificate was to present as complete an assessment as possible of any
new building system, component or material in addition to indicating whether it was con
sidered suitable for use. The latest certificates also state which of the national building
regulations, if any, the system or component may be deemed to satisfy.

It should be noted that although test reports may be adequate to supply the information
that a local authority may need to assess an application the Agrement certificate serves
an additional very important purpose in that it provides more information of a type which
may be useful to anyone buying or promoting a new building system or component.

The MANTAG certificate is a variation on the normal Agrement certificate but may be
treated in the same way by a local authority. It covers only those qualities considered
essential in tow-cost housing or self-help housing.

Nothing, of course, precludes a local authority from considering favourable test reports
from other sources such as universities or independent laboratories run by private enter
prise but it must be stressed that such reports are not automatically deemed to satisfy
the regulations as are the reports from the SABS or CSIR.

The validity of each report would have to be checked before the test results could be
used in the assessment of an application in terms of the Act. 
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10. REVIEW BOARD
The Review Board, consisting of a chairman appointed by the Minister, and two indepen
dent nominated assessors, acts as a court of appeal. It has power to consider an appeal
when an application has not been approved by a local authority, when any person dis
putes a notice of prohibition issued in terms of section 10 of the Act or when any person
disputes the interpretation or application by a local authority of any national building regu
lation or any other building regulation or bylaw. The procedure to be followed by an ap
plicant is as follows:

(a) On receipt from the local authority of a notice of refusal to grant approval the appli
cant must decide whether, in light of the reasons given for the rejection, he is going to
amend his plans or whether he wishes to appeal to the Review Board for relief.

(b) In the case of a dispute in connection with any notice of prohibition issued in terms
of section 10 of the Act or a dispute in connection with the interpretation or application
of any regulation, the applicant should follow the same procedure as would be required
in the case of an application for which approval has not been granted.

(c) Where an appeal is to be made to the Review Board the applicant must address a
request for consideration of his appeal, setting out the grounds on which the appeal is
based, to the Director General of the SABS for transmission to the chairman of the Review
Board.

(d) Simultaneously with the lodgement of notice of appeal with the Director General trte
applicant must lodge a copy of the notice of appeal with the local authority in question.

(e) The notice of appeal must be accompanied by such plans, specifications and docu
ments, and any other information required by the Review Board, as will enable the Review
Board to effectively deal with the appeal and an identical set of information must be for
warded to the local authority concerned.

(f) A fee of R100 must be paid by the applicant before an appeal will be considered.

The Review Board has the power to call any witness it feels may be able to help it reach
a decision and it may, at its own discretion, either hold a hearing or it may come to a
decision based on the evidence without any formal hearing. Such decision can be
either-

(i) to dismiss the appeal and confirm the local authority's decision to refuse to grant ap
proval, its prohibition in terms of section 10 of the Act or its interpretation or application
of the regulation, as the case may be; or

(ii) to uphold the appeal in whole in in part.

When an appeal has been upheld, the local authority must then ~

(i) approve the application;

(ii) withdraw the provisions of the notice of prohibition; or

(iii) adopt the decision of the Review Board in regard to the interpretation or application
of the regulation in question, whichever course of action is appropriate in the
circumstances.

The full Review Board regulations may be found in Government Gazette No. 9927 of
13 September 1985.

11. MINOR BUILDING WORK
The term' 'minor building work" was intended to cover certain building work which, be
cause of either its nature or magnitude or both, was such that it would not be necessary
to submit full plans or in certain cases, where no plans or any other documents would 
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be required. The implication is that where no plans are required the building would not
have to comply with the National Building Regulations since, without plans, there is no
means of assessing an application. It is, however, necessary in all cases that an applica
tion be submitted to the local authority so that it is aware that the work is proposed and
it can set conditions in those cases where it is considered necessary to invoke at least
some of the national building regulations to control the proposed building work.

Certain examples of minor building work mentioned in Part A of the regulations have been
exempted from the requirement that plans and other particulars must be submitted with
any application. The fact that specific examples of minor building work are listed in the
definition thereof would seem to indicate that it was the intention that in these cases also,
authorization should be granted without submission of plans wherever such plans are
not absolutely essential. Carports af]d swimming pools may in some instances be an ex
ception since, where servitudes are involved, the siting may be important and hence a
site plan may be required. In the case of carports to be erected in areas subject to strong
winds it may also be necessary to consider structural aspects.

For any other building of a nature similar to those listed in the definition it is left to the
discretion of the building control officer to decide whether or not it should be classified
as minor building work and if so, what plans or other documents should be submitted
with the application, i.e. to what regulations the building should comply. The intention
should be clear that for this type of building, which does not involve eating, sleeping,
liVing or working areas for any person, there should be an absolute minimum of control
placed on any reasonable structure.

12. BUILDINGS IN THE DESIGN STAGE
Provision has been made in regulation A2(3) of the National Building Regulations for build
ings which are in course of design when the regulations come into force. The purpose
of this regulation is to make allowance for those buildings where the design is too far
advanced to allow for a change to comply with new regulations and a certain procedure
is laid down for notifying the local authority of the existence of such design.

Thisnotification must be given within a period of 90 days after the coming into operation
of the new regulations. Thereafter, the applicant has a period of 24 months after the local
authority has notified him that it is satisfied that the application complies with regula
tion A2(3), to complete the design and submit an application to the local authority. The
local authority has the power to further extend this period if it considers it necessary. It
is important to note that this concession goes beyond the initial introduction of the Na
tional Building Regulations. Because regulation A2(3) refers to "the coming into opera
tion of the Act" and the Act includes any regulations made under the Act, it means that
whenever any new regulation is introduced a designer at work on a design may make
application to have his design considered in terms of the regulations in force when the
design was commenced, provided that he follows the procedure laid down in
regulation A2(3).

13. ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO EXISTING BUILDINGS
Although in general the National Building Regulations are not retroactive in application.
a problem may arise when alterations or additions are carried out on buildings that have
been erected in compliance with earlier building bylaws.

In the case of an addition it may be possible to treat the new portion as an entirely separate
part which can be designed to comply with the National Building RegUlations without
having any effect on the original portion of the bUilding. In the case of an alteration this
will seldom be so and it therefore becomes necessary to ask to what extent that part of
the building which it is not proposed to alter should comply with the National Building
Regulations. This may be particularly pertinent in the application of the fire regUlations
where escape route requirements, for instance, tend now to be more stringent.

It is obvious that a pragmatic and essentially practical approach is necessary. In terms
of the functional regulations every attempt must be made to ensure the safety and health
of the occupants of the building but this must be within the context of what may be prac
tical and economically sound in an old building. If an owner or entrepreneur cannot alter 
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a building to suit his purpose at a cost which will enable him to have a reasonable eco
nomic return he will probably not alter the building at all. Thiscould lead to the perpetua
tion of a situation which may be dangerous but one which is in compliance with old bylaws
and is thus perfectly legal. Such a situation could often be considerably improved by
making certain changes that are practical and economically sound even though they
would not provide the same standard as would be expected in a new building.

To reiterate what was said in item 6 of this commentary, both the owner and the local
authority will have to ask, ''What are we trying to achieve?" with the regulations but in
this case the answer must be tempered by the knowledge of what it is reasonable and
practical to require of an existing building.

14. SERVICES OFFERED BY THE SABS
Problems related to the use of this or any other SABS code of practice or specification
mentioned in the regulations should be addressed to the SABSas should any proposals
for amendments. The SABS is also able to offer a number of services connected with
the application of the regulations. The provision of test reports on the performance of
building materials, components and elements, or even complete buildings in certain
cases, has already been mentioned. In addition, the SABS will, where requested, assess
any building application or proposed application for compliance with all the regulations.
In terms of the Act, a favourable report is acceptable to any local authority as being proof
that the application complies with the requirements of the Act. Such a report may be
requested by either a local authority or by an owner but it must be pointed out that in
some cases the fee charged by the SABS could be high if a site inspection or design
confirmation is required.

SABS officers are available to explain the use of the regulations and give advice on their
application and it is usually possible to arrange for talks on this subject to be given to
small groups.

Although not directly connected with the application of the regulations, it should be not
ed that certain other services offered by the SABS may be found useful when referring
to the "deemed-to-satisfy rules". Since any building material which complies with the
relevant SABS specification is automatically acceptable in terms of these rules it is im
portant to have some evidence of compliance. The SABS mark provides such evidence
but in cases where the product does not bear the SABS mark, samples can be tested
in the SABS laboratories. In the latter case, this evidence extends only to the samples
actually tested and it is therefore desirable to arrange for the SABS to test samples from
each consignment when the product is supplied to the building site.
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PART B

REGULATIONS

STRUCTURAL DESIGN

B1 DESIGN REQUIREMENT

(1) A.ny building and any structural element or component thereof shall be
designed 10 provide strength, stability , serviceability and durability In accorda nce
with accepted principles of structural design . and 50 that it will not Impair the
integrit y of any other building or property.

(2) Any such build ing shall be so designed thai In the event 01acciden ta l over
loading the struc tural system wil l not suffer disast rous or progress ive coll apse
whic h Is disp roportionate 10 th e origin al cause.

(3) The requjremente of 5ubregulalions (1) and(2) shall be deem ed 10 be eane
fied where such building is designed in accordance with Part B 01 section 3 of
SABS04OO .

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

BBl

BB2

BB3
BB3.1

GEN ERAL
The regulation contained in Part B of the National Building Regulations shall
be deemed to be sati sfied where the stru ctural design of any building complies
wi th deemed-to-sati sfy rules contai ned in the following prov isions of this Part.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The design of the struc tural system of any building shall be carried out in ac
cordance with SABS 0160 (for load s) and in accordance wit h one or more of the
following codes of practi ce relating to the materia ls used In such building or
in any element or component thereof:

(a) SASS 0100 (for structural concrete)
(b) SASS 0104 (fo r handrails)
(e) SABS 0137 (fo r glazing)
(d) SASS 0161 (fo r fou ndations)
(e) SASS 0162 (fo r struc tural steel)
(I) SABS 0163 (for struc tural t imber)
(9) SASS 0164 (fo r st ruc tural masonry)

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
The material used in the construction of any structural element or component
thereof shall be that spec ified or contemplated in -

(a) the relevant SABS code of practice where such code has been used as
a basis for the design;

(b) rules HH1, JJ1, KK1, Ll1 or NN1 of SASS 0400, as the case may be; or
(e) any docume nt, other than a SASS code of practice contemplated in rule

8 82, which has been used as a basi s for the des ign:
Provided that where the materials specified in such document are not availa 
ble, other approv ed materials may be used if they have been show n to be suita
ble in relation to such document.
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883.2

BB4
BB4.1

BB4.2

Where any structural material other than one covered by any code of practice
contemplated in rule BB2 is used in any building, the design of such building
and the structural elements and components thereof shall be in accordance with
a safe method applicable to the structural use of such other material.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Any rational design of a structural system shall be done or checked by a profes
sional engineer or other approved competent person, and such person shall cer
tify that such design complies with the requirements contained in regulation
B1: Provided that nothing shall be construed as precluding the use of rule HH1,
JJ1, KK1, LL1, or NN1, as the case may be, where the use of such rule is
appropriate.

Such person shall, by means of inspections carried out at such intervals as may
be necessary in accordance with accepted professional practice, satisfy him
self that the structure has been erected in accordance with the approved de
sign and shall furnish to the local authority a certificate to this effect.
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51

DIMENSIONS

SABS 0400-1 990

C1 ROOMS AND BUILDINGS

(1) Any room or space shall have d imen sions that will ensure Ihat such room
or space is f it lor the purpose lor which It Is Intended.

(2) The lIoor area of any dwelling unit shall not be less than that necessary
to prov ide one habitable room and a separate room containing toile t facilities.

(3) The rec uuemem e 01subregulat lons (1)and (2) shall be deemed to be eeue 
fled where the area and plan dimensions of any room or space, Ihe room heights
and, ln the case of any dwelling hou se, tne fl oor area comply with Part C of sec 
tion 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY·RULES

CCl

CC2
CC2.1

CC2.2

CC2.3

GENERAL
The regulati on con tained In Part C of the National Building Hequlatlcna shall
be deemed to be sat isfied where the dimensions of any room or space comply
with deemed·to-satisfy rules contained in the following provisions of this Part.

PLAN DIMENSIONS
The plan dimensions of any room or space shall be the horizontal dimensions
between unorasterec wall surface s.

Any floor area shal l be based upon the plan dimension s but shall not inc lude
any area occ upied by any bull t -ln cabinet or cupboard or any dividing wall or
part ition erected in terms of subrule CC2.4.

The floo r area of any room contemplated in co loum 2 of Table 1 shall be not
less than tha t prescr ibed for such room in co lumn 3 of Table 1.

TABLE 1 - ROOM AREA

1 2 3

Type 01 Room Minim um plan area
occupancy

All occupancies Any habit able room ot her than 6 m' wit h no li near dimension of less than 2 m .
a kitchen, scullery or laundry.

B.DorJ Change rooms and dining rooms Population 1 - 15; 0,8 m' per person but not less
than 8 m' .

Popu lallon 16 - 100; 0.8 m' per person but nol less
th an 12 rnt .

Populallon more than 100; 0.5 m' per person but not
less than 60 m' .

CC2.4 Two or more spaces shall be deemed to be one room if any dividing wall or par
t iti on, including any door, erected between such spaces occupies less than 60 %
of the area of the separating plan e. 
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CC3
CC3.1

CC3.2

ROOM HEIGHTS
The height of any room or space contemplated in column 1 of Table 2 shall not
be less than that prescribed for such room or space in column 2 of Table 2 and
shall be the vertical dimension from the top of the finished floor to -

(a) the underside of the ceiling;
(b) the underside of the roof covering where there is no ceiling; or
(c) the underside of any structural members where such structural members

project below such a ceiling or a roof covering and the plan area of such
projections exceeds 30 % of the plan area of the room.

Notwithstanding the requirements contained in Table 2, where any structural
member projects below the level of the ceiling or, where there is no ceiling, below
the level of the roof covering, the height to such projection shall not be less
than 2,1 m.

TABLE 2 - ROOMS AND THEIR DIMENSIONS

1 2

Room or Space Minimum height

Bedroom 2,4 m over a floor area of at least 6 m2 with a clear
height of at least 1,8 m at any point more than
0,75 m from the edge of the floor space.

~- ---

Any other habitable room in a 2,4 m over a minimum of 70 % of the floor area, and
dwelling house or dwelling unit not less than 2,1 m over the remaining floor area.

All habitable rooms other than 2,4 m
those listed above

Passage or entrance hall 2,1 m

Bathroom, shower-room, laundry 2,1 m over any area where a person would normally
or room containing a we pan be in a standing position.

-

Open mezzanine floor which has an 2,1 m above and below the mezzanine floor.
area not exceeding 25 % of the
area of the floor immediately below
it

CC4 FLOOR AREA
The overall plan area of any dwelling house shall be not less than 15 m2 in the
case of any temporary building or 30 m2 in the case of any permanent building.

Commentary: The plan areas given are very small but this is necessary in the interests of providing
affordable housing. In the case of certain types of self-help housing such as the' 'core
house", the first stage will, by definition be small, and will seldom consist of more than
a single room plus toilet facilities. The fact that such a building would be regarded as
a temporary building should ensure that it will eventually progress to something more
reasonable in size.

Since rule CC2.3 gives a minimum size for habitable rooms the number of rooms in a
dwelling house will to some extent influence the overall area of the building. In this con
text the rules do not indicate whether a habitable room must be of greater size than the
minimum given if such a room is to be used for muttiple purposes, but for practical if
not legal reasons this obviously would be desirable. In the case of the temporary house
consisting of one habitable room it is assumed that this will be used for eating, sleeping
and cooking as well as being a general living room. 
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With the present tendency towards smallersites it is likely that manymore houses of a
size much smaller than has been common in the past will be built. In considering the
very smallpermanent building it must be remembered that size cannot be equated to
qualityand a small house will not therefore automatically detract from the value of sur
rounding larger houses.

Figure 1(a), (b)and (c) illustrates the measurement of theplan area of a room as referred
to in subruleCC2.2.

Figure 2 illustrates a room with a dividing wall, such room being regardedas a single
room where the area of the waif E F, G, C is less than 60 % of the area of the plane
A B, C, 0.

Figure 3 illustrates measurement of theceilingheight. This heightwouldnormaily be taken
at level2 in Figure 3 but if the sum of the plan areas of ribs A, B, C, 0, E, F and G is
greaterthan30 % of the totalareaof the room, the ceiling height should be measured
to level 1. The minimum height of level 1 must neverbe less than 2,1 m .

I
B +- B

(a) (b)

Floor area = A " B

:1 7 Partitions
""u

B

(c)

Fig. 1 - Measurement of Floor Plan Area
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A

F G

D C

Fig. 2 - Dividing Walls
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PUBLIC SAFETY

SABS Q4OO.1990

REGULATIONS

01 CHANGE IN LEVEL

The protection 01 the edge of any balcony, brid ge , f lal roof or similar pl ace
shall be designed to preve nt any perso n from fa ll ing from suc h balcony, bridge,
fl al roof or similar place .

02 PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCES TO PARKING AREAS IN
BUILDINGS

Where any pedestrian en trance Is provided 10 iii vehicle parking area In any
building. such 8f\t rance shall be so posilioned. marked or protected that no pede$
trian can unintentionally walk Inlo the path of any moving vehic le: Provided thai
this requirement shall not apply in respect of any building cl assified as H4 In
terms 01 regulation A20.

03 RAMPS

Any ramp or driveway shall be so designed that It Is safe when used and Is
lit for the purpose l or whi ch It Is Intended.

04 SWIMMING POOLS AND SWIMMING BATHS

(1) The owner 01 any site Which con tains iii swimming pool sha ll ensure tha i
access to such swimming poo l Is controll ed.

(2) Any owner wne falls 10 com ply wllh the requirement of subregulalion (1)
shall be gullly 01 an offence.

05 DEEMED·TO·SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

The requirements 01 regulat ions 01. 0 3 and 0 4 shall be deemed 10 be eatre
fled where c hange in level, tne desig n of ramps and driveways, or access 10 swim
ming poo ls, as the case may be, complies wllh Part 0 01sect ion 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

001

002
002.1

002.2

GENERAL
The regulations contai ned in Part 0 of the National Building Regula ti ons shall
be deemed to be satis fied where change in level, the desig n of ramps and drive
ways, or access to swimming pools and swimming bath s, as the case may be,
compIles wit h deemed-to-sati sfy rules contained in the foll owing provisions of
th is Part ,

CHANGE IN LEVEL
Any balustrade or wall provided to protect a change in level shall be subject
to the requirements contained in regulati on B1.

The edge of any balcony, bridge, fla t roof or sim ila r place more than 1 m above
the adjacent ground or floor level shall be provided with a balustrade or parapet
wall not less than 1 m in height, unless unauthorized access of persons thereto
has been exc luded by a physical barrier properly erected and maintained.
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002.3

002.4

003

In the case of any interior balcony or any mezzanine floor such balcony or floor
shall be provided with a balustrade or wall not less than 1 m in height: Provided
that where such balcony or floor is used for public seating in rows such height
may be reduced to not less than 800 mm opposite the seating in the front row.

Any balustrade or wall provided as protection at any change in level in any oc
cupancy classified E2,E3, H1, H2 or H3 shall not have any opening that permits
the passage of a 100 mm diameter ball: Provided that such protection in any
occupancy not being an occupancy classified E2, E3, H1, H2, H3 or H4, shall
consist of at least a handrail and one other rail midway between such handrail
and the floor.

RAMPS
In any building, not being a building classified H4, or on any site on which such
building is situated, any -

(a) ramp or driveway used by motor vehicles shall have a gradient of not more
than 1 in 25 within a distance of 5 m from any street boundary crossed
by such ramp or driveway;

(b) ramp or driveway used by pedestrians shall have a gradient of not more
than 1 in 8;

(c) ramp designed for use by both vehicles and pedestrians shall have a walk
way not less than 1,2 m wide which shall be provided with a kerb not less
than 150 mm high.

Commentary; Figure 1 illustrates safety distance at the end of a motor vehicle ramp or driveway

GL.

Gradient less
than I in 15

Streef

Fig. 1 - Motor Vehicle Ramp or Driveway
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004
004.1

SWIMMING POOLS ANO SWIMMING BATHS
The owner of any site which contains a swimming pool or swimming bath shall
ensure by means of a wall or fence that no person can have access to such
pool or bath from any street or public place or any adjoining site other than
through a self-closing and self-latching gate with provision for locking in such
wall or fence: Provided that where any building forms part of such wall or fence,
access may be through such building.

004.2 Such wall or fence and any such gate therein shall be not less than 1,2 m high
measured from the ground level, and shall not contain any opening which will
permit the passage of a 100 mm diameter ball.

004.3 The constructional requirements of such fence or gate shall comply with the
requirements contained in SABS 1390.

Commentary: Figure 2 illustrates ways of controlling access to a swimming pool. Other methods for
the protection of children from the hazards of swimming pools are given in SABS 0134.
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DEMOLITION WORK

SABS 0400-1990

E1 DEMOLITION OF ANY BUILDING

(1) No owner 01 any site shall demolish or cause or permit 10 be demolished
any building without the priOf written permission of the local authOf1ty .

(2) The local authority may, In granting such permission, impose any ccnct
tion or requirement contemplated in subregulatlons F1(4) and (5) and regulation
F2 for the safel y, health and conven ience 01the public, and for the safe ty of any
other building or installati on which In It s opinion may be affected by such
demolition.

(3) No person shall at any Urne during the course 01 or after the demolition
of a building leave it 10 a condition dangerous to the public or any adjoining
property .

(4) Where a conditlon contemplated In subregulatlon (3) arises Itle local author1·
ty may S81"18 a notice on such person requiring him to make the site sale, and
If he taue so to do, the local authority may Itself carry out the necessary worK
and recover the costs thereof from such person.

E2 SAFEGUARDING OF BASEMENTS

Where any building Is demolished to the level of the ground and such building
contained a basement, the owner of such building shall provide or cause to be
provided sale lateral support to th e sides 01 such basement.

E3 PROHIB ITION OF DANGEROUS METHODS

The local authority may proh ibit the use 01any method to be applied In the
demolit ion of any building where In Its opinion such method will create or cause
to be created any danger to any person or other building or property, and where
it so prohibits It shall , on the request althe owner of such building, give Its rea
sons, In writing, lor such prohlbitlon.

E4 GENERAL PENALTY

Any perso n who cont ravenes any requ irement 01the regulations of this Part
or l all s to com ply wit h any not ice, con dltion or order Issued thereunder, shall
be guilty 01 an olfence.
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REGULATIONS

61

SITE OPERATIONS

SABS 0400-1990

Fl PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC

(1) In cases where danger or serious Inconvenience to the public may ensue
from the demolition or erection 01a building on any ene . Ihe local authority may
reqvtre that the cwner ot such sue . before such work is commenced, shall erect
a fence, hoarding or barricade to prevent the public from entering such site and
to protect them from the activit ies on such site.

(2) Such fence. hoarding or barr icade shall tor as long as Is necessary be re
tained and maintained by such owner in a sale condition, and any access to such
sue, and the means thereof, shall be subject to approval.

(3) No part of such fence, hoarding or barricade shall be removed without the
permission, in writ ing , 01 the local authority until the work has been completed.

(4) Any person undertaking any work of erection or demolition on any site shall
conIine all operations In connection w ith such woo within the boundaries of such
site and shall not encroach upon or over any street or publiC place abutting such
ene. except with the prior written approval of the local authority. and subject to
Ihe conditions contained In such approval wil'l regard to the safety and con
ven ience of persons using such street or public place.

(S) The local authority may, before or during the erection or demolition of any
building. Impose any reasonablecondilions in addition to the conditions and re
qutremeots contemplated in th is regulation. for the purpcee ct safeguarding the
mterests of the general public. and every condition so Impo sed shali be observed
by the owner.

(8) Any owner who contravenes or causes or permits any ctner person to con
travene a requirement of this regulation or fails to comply with any notice served
on him by the local authority ordering compliance with this regulation, or con
travenes any condition contained in any approval, sha ll be guilty of an offence.

F2 DAMAGE TO LOCAL AUTHORITY'S PROPERTY

(1) Where any work connected wi th the demolition or erection of any buildin g
may. In the opinion of the local authority, cause or have any detrimental effect
on the strength, standard, safely, Quality or position of any p roperty belong ing
to or ves ted In such loca l authority, th e local autho rity may require the o wner
o f such building to pay 10 th e local authority such deposit or give suc h securit y,
as It may requir e to cover the costs o f the repair of any damage whi ch ma y be
caused by such work.

(2) In the event of damage to the loca l authorily's property being so caused
the local author ity may approprlalo the amount of t he deposll o r securi ty con
templated In subregulation (1) towards the costs of repairing ouch damage: Proeto
ed Ihat II the amount of Ihe deposit or security exceeds such COSIS the balance
shall be refunded to the owner; Provided further thaI if such costs exceed the
amount of I hedeposit or security, such owner shall be nacre to the local authori ty
for the deficit.

(3) Where any deposit contemplated In subregulatlon (1) has no t been lOdged
with the local authority the owner of such building shall pay the cost of such
repair to the local authority on demand, failing which the local authority may
recover such COSI from the owner In a court 01 competent jurisdiction.

F3 UNSTABLE SOIL CONDITIONS

(1) Where any toea! authority has reason to believe that there may be unsta
ble subsoHs or unstable slopes In the area In which a sue. upon which a build·
ing Is to be erected, is situated, it shall so Inform the appucent.

(2) Whether or not such local authority has Informed such applicant In terms
of subregulation (1), the applicant shall, If any unstable soli or unstable slope
is evident within the boundaries of such site, submit to the local authority per
neuters specifying the measures he eeneieers necessary to make provision for
any differential movements Of other effects wh ich could be detrimenlalto such
building, and the local authority may require such particulars to be prepared by
a professional engineer or ether approved competent person.

(3) The measures contemplated In subregulation (2) shall be applied In lhe erec
tion of such building.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-F:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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F4 PREPARATION OF SITE

62

(1) Before any foundation Is laid the area to be covered by any building shall
be properly cl eared 01vegetable matt er. t ree slumps, timber and other cellulose
maleria l, debris or refuse and any material contaminat ed with faecal maner.

(2) Where any site upon which any building Is to be erected is waterlogged
or saturated, or where any building Is 10be SO slluated thai water will drain natur 
ally towards It, drai nage Shall be prov ided to direct such water away from such
site or build ing to a stormwater drain or to dispose of it in some other safe ap.
proved manner.

F5 SOIL POISONING

Where so required by the loca l authority. the soli Is all areas within the site
as dellned In coda of practice SABS 0124 shall be treated in accordance with
the recommendallons of SABS 0124.

F6 CONTROL OF DUST AND NOISE

(1) The cwner ct any land on which excavatio n work Is In progress oron which
any building Is being erected or demolished shall take precau tions In the work·
Ing area and on surrounding roads and footways 10 limit to a reasonable level
the amount of dust arising from the work or surroundings thereof.

(2)(8) No person shalt , during the periods specilled In paragraph (b). carry on
any activity or use or permit to be used In the course of any buil ding , demolition
or excavetrcn work any machine, machinery, engine, apparatus, tool or con
trivance , In whalever manner It may be propelled , which In the opinion of the loca l
authority may unreasonably disturb or Interfere with the amenity of the neigh.
bournooc.

(b) The cencee referred 10 In paragraph (a) shall be as follows:
(I) A Sunday and Good Friday , Ascen sion Day, Day of the Yow, Christ·

mas Day and New Year's Day;
(II) before 06:00 and after 17:00 on any saturday; and
(III) before 0600 and after 18:00on any day other than those days con

temp lated in subparagraphs (I) and (II).
(e) The proh ibJIlon In paragraph (_) shall not apply In any circumstances

in which th e use of such machine, machinery. engine. apparatus. tool or
contrivance -

(I) Is urgently necessary In order to preserve the 11Ie, safety or health
of any person;

(II) Is urgently necessary to preserve property;
(III) has been authorized by the local authority; or
(Iv) Is necessary for the execution of work being carried out on behalf

of any public authority .
(3) Any owner or person who contravenes a provision of this regulation shall

be guilty of an ettence.

F7 CUTTING INTO, LAYING OPEN AND DEMOLISHI NG
CERTAIN WORK

(1) Where tne local authority , on reasonable ground s, believes that any work
carried oul In connect ion with the erection of any building Is not In acco rdance
with lhe provis ions of these regulations or any approval or authority granted there
under, such local authority may. In order to establish whether such work Is In
accordance with such provision, approval or authori ty, by notice In wrUlng. order
the owner of such build ing -

(a) to supply sat isfactory proof that Such wot1l: Is In accordance with such
provision, approval or authority; or

(b) to cause such work to be cut Into, laid open or demolished to the ex·
tent required by Ihe local authority: or

(c) to cause a test of such work to be carr ied out with in such time and to
such extent and by such person as it specified In such notice.

(2) (a) Where such local authority orders the owner to cause a tesllo be cer
ried out as contemplated In subregulatlon (1)(c). a written report In regard to such
test shall be submitted by the owner to the local authority. which report shall
be signed by Ihe person who carried out the test and which shall contain deta ils
In regard to the test ing apparatus, methods and materials used In the test, the
condit ions under which such lest was carried out and the results obtained duro
Ing the test and at the conclusion thereof.

(b) Where as a result of a report con templated In paragraph (a) the local
authority Is not satisfied that the work concerned Is In comp lia nce wit h Ihe re
quirements referred 10 In subregulatlo n (1). the local authority may, by nolice
served on the owner, order the owner to lake such steps as It deems necessary,
and wnnrn SUCh period as Is stated In such noti ce. to ensure that there Is such
comp liance, or the local authority may In such not ice order the owner to cause

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-F:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
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such work to be cut Into , laid open or demolished as contemplated In aubreg ula
tlon (1)(1)).

(3) Ie) Any owner having been ordered to cause any work to be cut in to, laid
open, demolished or lested in lerms of this regulation shall not continue wllh
such wor1l or with any other work affected thereby unless the loca' authority has
authorized him, In writing, to ccotroue.

(b) Where the local authorlly Is HUstled that work on the allecled part
of the building may proceed, it shalilorthwith give authorization to so proceed.

(4) Where such cutting into, laying open, demolishing or testing reveals that
a contravention of the requirements cttneee regulations, or of any approval or
authority granted by the local authority, has taken place, or if the necessity for
such cutung into, laying open, demolishing or lestlng is allributable wholly or
partly to any conlraventlon 01the proviso 10subregulation A4(1)(b) or tne reQuire
ments ct regulallon A22 0r A25, l he cost of such work and any making good sut)..
eeccent toeretc shall be borne by the owner, and In any other case by such local
authority.

(5) Any owner who contravenes any provision 01 this regulat ion or who l alls
to comply with any notice served on him In terms thereof, shall be guUty of an
cttenee.

F8 WASTE MATERIAL ON SITE

(1) Where in the opinion of the local authority, excessive rubble, rubbish, ot her
debris or combustible waste material Is allowed to accumulate on a site before
or during building operettcne.H may, by written notice, order the owne r 01such
sue to have such rubble, rubbish, other debris or combustible waste material re
moved within the period specilled In such notice.

(2) Any owner who laUs to comply with such notice shall be guilty of an offence
and the local authority may remove the said rubble, rubbish, other debris or c0m
bustible waste material from such site and may recover the costs 01 such removal
from the owner.

F9 CLEANING OF SITE

(1) Any owner Of person erectIng or demolishing any building Shall rernov. any
surplus material and matter arising Irom such erection or demolilion from the
site and from any other land or public street or public place affecled by such
material or matter during or alter the completion of such erection or demolition,
falling which the local authority may, by wrltlen notice, order the owner of such
building to have such surplus material and mailer removed within a period specl·
fied in such notice.

(2) Any owner or person who falls to comply with a provision of subregulatlon
(1) or a notice served on him in terms tnerect, shall be guilty of an offence.

F10 BUILDER'S SHEDS

(1) Any owner or person carrying ou t or performi ng work In con nection wi th
me erection or the cemoutrc n of any building, may erect on the site 01such work
such temporary builder's sheds as may be necessary.

(2) The construction and location 01 such sheds shall be to the satisfaction
of the local authorily and such sheds 8hall be maintained In good order.

(3) Subject to the provisions 01subregulatlon (6) such sheds shall only be used
for a purpose connected wilh Ihe carryIng out or the performance 01 the work
relerred to In subregulatlon (1).

(4) Where such sheds are not constructed, located or maintained In terms ot
this regulation, the local authority may serve a notice on such owner or person
to move, reconstruct or repair Of Improve the condition of such sheds within a
lime spec ified in such nollce, or If use Ihereolls being made other than thai per
milled In lerms of this regulation, to cease such unpermitted use.

(5) On completion or cessation ollhe work referred to In subregulatlon (1) or
where such sheds are no longer necessary for the purpose tor which they were
erected, they shall be removed Irom the site by the owner.

(6) Security personnel employed In connection with a building which Is being
Of which Is to be erected or demoliShed may be accommodated In builder's sheds.
subJecl to such requirements and conditions as may be necessary lor the
safeguarding 01public heallh and the health 01such personnel and for avoiding
nuisance or Inconvenience to persons in the vicinity 01 such building.

en Any owner or person who faUs to comply with any provision et tnte regula·
tlon or any notice served on him In terms thereof, shall be guilty 01 an ollence.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-F:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
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F11 SANITARY FACILITIES

64

(1) No owner or person shall commence or conUoue tne erection or demoll·
tlon of any building unless approved sanitary lacilltleslor all personnel employed
on or In connection with such work have been provided or are available on the
ene or, with the permission of the local authority, at some other place: Provided
thai where such teemuee have not been so provided tne local aulhOflly may order
tne ceeeaucn 01 such work unUllhe required facilities hays been provided, and,
should such order not be complied wilh. the local authority may install such fa
cilities and fecOyer the costs of such Installation hom Ihe owner ollhe ene.

(2) Any owner or person who contravenes any provision of th is regulat ion, 0(

falls to comply with an order served on him In lanna thereof, shall be guilty of
an offence.

(3) The requirements 01subregulaUon (1) shall be deemed to be satlslled where
the provtston 01 sanllalY facilities complies wllh Part F o f eecttcn 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

FFl

FF2
FF2.1

FF2.2

GENERAL
ThB requirement s con tained In regulat ion F11 of the Nati onal Building Regula
ti ons shall be deemed to be satisfied where the provision of sanitary faci lit ies
complies wit h the deemed-to-satisfy rules con tained In the following provisions
of th is Part.

SANITARY FACI LITIES
Sanitary facil ities shall be so sited as not to be offensive and shall at all t imes
be maintained in a clean and hygienic condition, and shall , unless they are of
a permanent nature, be removed by such own er or person immediately such
building work has been completed.

Sanitary fac ili ties shall be provided at the rate of not less than one sanitary fa
cility for every thirty (or part of that number) of the personnel concerned.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-F:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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EXCAVATIONS

SABS 0400·1990

G1 GENERAL STABILITY REQUIREMENT

(1) Where any excavation related 10a building is carried out or is to be carried
out on any site and such exceveucn may Impair the satetv or stability of any
property or service, the owner of such ene shall lake adequate precautionary meas
ures to ensure thai the satety and stabili ty of such property or service is
main tained.

(2) While any such exceveucn remains open, and during the placi ng 01any
toundattcn within it, such excavation shall be maintained in a safe condition by
the owner or person carrying out such excavation.

(3) Where the sa fety or stability of any prope rly or service Is likely to be im
paired by such excavation, or where the depth, al any point, of suc h excavation
Is likely 10 be more than 3 m. the owner ot the site shall -

(a) obtain the prior written autnortzeucn 01 the local authority lor such ex
cavations: and

(b) take the precautionary measures specified by the local authority In such
authorization.

(4) The owner of any site shall, at least seven days prior to the ccrnmence
ment of any excavation contemplated in sllbreglllation (1). notify the local authority
in writing 01 his intention to excavate.

(5) Any owner or person who lails to comply with any reQuirement ot this recu
lation, shall be guilty of an cttence.

G2 DEEMED·TO·SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

The requirements of regulation G1(1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where
tne excavation complies with Part G of section 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

GG1

GG2
GG2.1

GG2.2

GG2.3

GG2.4

GENERAL
Subregulation G1 (1) contained in Part G of the National Build ing Regula tions
shall be deemed to be satisfied where for any excavati on on any site -

(a) measures to ensure the safety and stability of any property or service are
the subject of an acce ptable rational design carried out by or under the
supervision of a pro fessional engineer or other approved competent
person; or

(b) such excavati on complies with Part G of sect ion 3 of SABS 0400.

EXCAVATIONS FOR FOUNDATIONS
Any excavation more tha n 3 m deep shall be designed by a professional engineer
or other approved compete nt person.

Any excavation for any foundat ion shall be taken down to firm natural ground:
Provided that it shall be permissible to cast any foundation in filled ground if
approved measures are taken to ensure the sta bility and the serviceability of
the building.

The bottom of any excavation in ground other than rock shal l be horizontal:
Provided that where such a bottom is in the form of steps, such steps shall have
horizonta l and vertical surfaces.

Where any foundation is placed on solid rock. the bearing area shall be cleaned
and, where necessary, so stepped or dowelled as to prevent late ral movemen t
of such foundation . 
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GG2.5 Except where the foundation for any external masonry wall is placed on solid
rock, the bottom of the excavation for such a foundation shall not be less than
300 mm below the level of the adjoining finished ground.
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FOUNDATIONS

SABS 0400-1990

H1 GENERAL REQUIREMENT

(11 The foundation ot any building shall be designed to safely transmit all the
loads from such building to the ground.

(2) The requirement 01subregulallon (1)shall be deemed to be satisfied where
the design and construction of such foundation compiles with Part H of section 3
01 SABS 0400 .

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

HHl

HH2
HH2.1

HH2.2

HH2.3

HH2.4

GENERAL
The regulation contained In Part H of the National Building Regulat ions shall
be deemed to be satisfied where -

(a) any foundation Is the subject of a rational design In accordance with the
requirements contained in Part B; or

(b) the construction of any foundation complies with deemed-to-satisfy rules
contained In the following provisions of this Part.

EMPIRICAL RULES FOR FOUNDATIONS
Any foundation cons tructed in accordance wi th subrules HH2.2 to HH2.8 lnc lu
sive shall not be used to support any wall formin g part of the structural system
of any building except where -

(a) such wall Is placed centrally on such foundati on;
(b) such wall is the wall of any building contemplated In rule KK2 of this code;

and
(c) the soli supporti ng such foundation Is not a heaving 5011 or shrinkable clay

or a soil wit h a collapsible fabric.

Any such foundation shall be constructed In concrete having a compressive
strength of not less than 10 MPa at 28 days, or be mixed In proportions by volume
of 1 part of cement , 4 parts of sand and 5 parts of coarse aggregate.

Any continuous strip foundation shall have a thickness of not less than 200 mm:
Provided that where the foundation Is laid on solid rock such thickness shall
not apply.

The wid th of any conti nuous strip foundati on shall be not less than -
(a) 600 mm In the case of a foundati on to a load·bearing or free standing

masonry walt or to a timber framed wall supporting a roof wi th Class B
covering contemplated In subru le LL3.4 of this code; or

(b) 400 mm in the case of a foundation to a non-toad-beertrm Internal mason
ry wall orto a timber framed wall supporting a roof wit h Class Aor Class C
covertnq contemplated in sub rule LL3.4 of this code .
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HH2.5 (a) Where any strip foundation is laid at more than one level the higher por-
tion of the foundation shall extend over the lower portion for a distance
at least equal to the thickness of the foundation.

(b) Any void between the top of the lower portion of such foundation and the
underside of the higher portion shall be completely filled with concrete
of the same strength as that required for such foundation.

HH2.6

HH2.7

Where any concrete floor slab is thickened to form a foundation -
(a) the thickness, including that of such floor slab, shall be not less than that

required for a continuous strip foundation; and
(b) the width of the thickened portion below such floor slab shall be not less

than that required for a continuous-strip foundation:
Provided that such thickening shall not be required under non-load-bearing
timber-framed walls.

(a) Where any pier is built into or forms part of any wall the thickness of the
foundation to such pier shall be the same as that required for such wall.

(b) The length and width of the foundation to such pier shall be such as to
project by 200 mm at any point on the perimeter of such pier.

Commentary: Figure 1 illustrates the requirments of HH2.7(b).

~1

: II ~
~!

200 200
t-t -t-+

The foundafion to any pier must project by a minimum
distance of 200mm around perimeter of such pier.

Fig. 1 - Pier Foundation

Drg.IIO14/E

HH2.8 (a) The thickness of the foundation to any sleeper pier or sleeper wall shall
be not less than 150 mm .

(b) The length or width of the foundation to such sleeper pier shall be not
less than 450 mm .

(c) The width of the foundation to such sleeper wall shall be not less than
300 mm.
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REGULATIONS

Jl GENERAL REQUIREMENT

(1) Any floor 01 any building shall -
(e) be strong enough to safe ly support lis own weight and any loads to whic h

ills li kely to be subjected; and
(b) have a l ire res istance appropriate to its use and where req uired, be

ncn-ccm bustrbre.
(2) The Iloor of any laundry, kltchen. shower-room, bathroom or room contain

Ing a we pan or urinal sha ll be weter-restetent.
(3) Any suspended limber floor In a building shall be provided with adequate

under-lloor ventilation.
(4) Where any concrete fl oor slab Is euppcrted on ground or lilIlng, such floor

shall be so cons tructed that any moisture present in such ground or filling Is
prevented from penetrating such concrete floor slab.

(5) The requirements of subregulallons (1).(2). (3) and (oi) shall be deemed to
be saUsfied where the design and construction 01any floor complies with Part J
of section 3 of SABS 0400: Provided that where the local authority deems It neces
sary In order to satisfy the reQuirements of subregulaUon (oi), such local aut nort
Iy may require that the entire area within the foundalion walls 01 any building
shall be covered by a suitable damp-proof membrane .

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

JJl

JJ2
JJ2.1

JJ2.2

JJ2.3

GENERAL
The regulation contai ned in Part J of the Nat ional Building Regulations shall
be deemed to be satisfied where -

(8) any floor is the subject of a rational design in accordance with the require
ments co ntai ned in Part B; or

(b) the construction of any floor complies with deemed-to-satis fy rules con
tained in the following provisions of this Part.

FLOOR CONSTRUCTION
Any floor of any building shall comply with the fire requirements contained in
rules TIS, TI6, TI7, TIl l , TI19, TI39, TI4l , TISO, TIS1 , TIS2, TIS3, VV3 and
VV4, as the case may be.

Any floor supported on ground or on filling shall be const ructed of -
(8) imperv ious floor units not less than 40 mm thick and consisting of slate,

bricks, natural stone or other approved material; or
(b) a concrete slab which shall have a compressive stre ngt h of not less than

10 MPa at 28 days, or be mixed in the proportions by volume of 1 part ce
ment, 4 parts sand and 5 parts coa rse aggregate, and the thickness of
such slab shall be not less than 75 mm .

Such fill ing material shall -
(a) consist of sui tab le material; and
(b) be applied in well compacted layers not more than 150 mm in thi ckness.
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JJ2.4 Any concrete floor slab passing over or supported on foundation walls shall be
designed in accordance with Part B as a suspended floor slab.

JJ2.5 Any water-resistant floor shall be constructed of concrete or other approved
material.

JJ2.6 Any suspended timber floor shall be constructed in accordance with SABS 082.

JJ2.7 The underside of any floor boards other than those laid on a concrete slab shall
be not less than 550 mm above the surface of the ground immediately below
such floor boards.

JJ2.8 Provision for ventilation under suspended timber floors and the protection of
ventilation openings shall be in accordance with SABS 082.

JJ2.9 The materials used in any suspended timber floor shall be in accordance with
SABS 082.

JJ3 UNDER·FLOOR MEMBRANE
JJ3.1 Any under-floor membrane shall be not less than 0,25 mm thick and shall be

laid on a surface which shall not contain any sharp object which may perforate
such membrane.

JJ3.2 Such membrane shall be turned up around the perimeter of and at least for the
full thickness of any slab.

JJ3.3 Any joint in such membrane shall overlap by not less than 150 mm and shall
be effectively sealed.
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REGULATIONS

K1 STRUCTURAL STRENGTH AND STABILITY

Any wall shall be capable 01 sale ly sustaining any loads to which 11 Is likely
10be subjected and In the case of any structural wall such wall shall be capable
of salely transferring such loads to the foundations support ing such wall.

K2 WATER PENETRATION

Any wall shall be so constructed thalli will adequately resist the penetrati on
of water Into any part of the building where It would be detrimenta l 10 the.llealth
01 occupants or to the durability o f such bulldln g.

K3 ROOF FIXING

Where any roof truss, railer or beam is supported by any wall provision shall
be made to file such truss , rafter or beam to such wall In a secure manner that
will ensure that any forces 10which the roof may normally be subjected will be
transmitt ed 10 such wall .

K4 BEHAVIOUR IN FIRE

Any wall shall have combustibility and fire resistance cha racteristics apprcp rf
ate to the location and use of such wall .

KS DEEMED·TO·SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

The requirements of regulations K1. K2, K3 and K4 shall be deemed to be salls
fJed where the structural st rength and stabi lity of any wall, the prevention of water
penet ration into or through such wall,the fixi ng of any roof to such wall and lhe
behavi our In a fJre of such wall , as the case may be , com ply wttn Part K of sec
tion 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

KK1

KK2
KK2.1

GENERAL
The regulations contained in Part K of the National Building Regulati ons shalt
be deemed to be satisfied where -

(a) any walt, not being a balustrade, free standin g or retain ing wall -
(I) is the subject of a rational design indicati ng that such wall complies,

in regard to st rengt h and stability, wit h the requ irements of Part B or
where such wall compiles with the requirements contained In provl
slon KK3; and

(II) complies with any relevant oeemed-to-sattsty rules contai ned In pro
visions KK9, KK13, KK14, KK15 and KK16;

(b) any bulustrade, free standing or retaining wall is the subjec t of an accept
able rati onal desIgn or where such wall compiles with the requirement s
contained in provision KK10, KK11 or KK12, as the case may be.

BUILDING LIMITATIONS FOR EMPIRICAL DESIGN
Where any st ructural wall is to be erected in terms of rules KK3 to KK15 inclusive.
and wi thout detailed structural design calculations, the building of which such
wall forms a part shall be subject to the limi tations contained in subrule KK2.2.
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KK2.2

KK3
KK3.1

KK3.2

KK3.3

KK4
KK4.1

The building referred to in subrule KK2.1 shall be not more than two storeys
in height and shall be subject to the following limitations:

(a) The building plan-form and the layout of the intersecting mutually stabiliz
ing walls that form part of such building shall be such as to provide a struc
ture which is stable against the action of horizontal forces from any direc
tion and shall consist of a rectangular, polygonal or circular cell or series
of contiguous or intersecting cells.

(b) The span between supporting walls of a timber or metal roof truss, roof
rafter or roof beam shall be not more than 10 m and the span between
supporting walls of any first floor or roof slab shall be not more than 6 m .

(c) (i) The dead load of the roof covering material shall be not more than
800 N/m2 of slope area for roofs other than concrete slabs.

(ii) Concrete roof slabs shall be not more than 175 mm in thickness if of
solid construction or the equivalent mass if of voided construction.

(d) Concrete first-floor slabs shall be not more than 175 mm in thickness if
of solid construction or the equivalent mass if of voided construction.

(e) In order to limit floor loading on first-floor space or on suspended ground
floor slabs the use of such floors shall be restricted to -
(i) detached dwelling houses and dwelling units;
(ii) bedrooms, wards, dormitories, bathrooms, rooms containing soil fix

tures, kitchens, dining-rooms, lounges and corridors in educational
buildings, hospitals, hotels and other institutional occupancies;

(iii) classrooms;
(iv) offices; and
(v) cates and restaurants.

EMPIRICAL RULES FOR WALLS
Any wall used as a structural external or internal wall, non-structural internal
wall, non-structural external wall panel, parapet wall, balustrade wall, free
standing wall or retaining wall (where such retaining wall is not part of a base
ment) shall comply with rules KK3 to KK17, as the case may be.

Where such wall is a structural wall and -
(a) is a masonry wall forming part of any building contemplated in rule KK2,

such wall shall be constructed in accordance with the relevant rules in
this Part and the materials, height and unsupported length of such wall
shall conform to the relevant limits contained in rules KK4, KK5 and KK7
and, in the case of a cavity wall, such wall shall comply with the addition
al requirements applicable thereto contained in rule KK8; or

(b) is a timber framed wall such wall shall be constructed in accordance with
SASS 082, and the height and unsupported length of such wall shall not
exceed the limits given in Table 3.

Where such wall is a non-structural wall and -
(a) is an internal wall in any building, such wall shall comply with the rele

vant limits contained in rules KK4, KK5 and KK7;
(b) (i) is a masonry external cladding or external infilling panel in any build

ing not more than 25 m in height, the materials, height and unsupport
ed length of such wall shall conform to the relevant limits contained
in rules KK4, KK5, KK6 and KK7 and; in the case of any cavity wall,
such wall shall comply with the additional requirements applicable
thereto contained in rule KK8;

(ii) is a masonry parapet wall, the thickness of such wall shall be not less
than one-fifth of its height; or

(c) is a timber framed wall such wall shall be constructed in accordance
with SASS 082, and the height and unsupported length of such wall
shall not exceed the limits given in Table 3.

MATERIALS
Masonry units used in the erection of walling shall comply with the requirements
for compressive strength contained in Table 1. 
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KK4.2

KK4.3

Mortar used in the erection of a building shall comply with Table 1.

Materials used in any wall of timber framed constructionshall be in accordance
with SABS 082.

TABLE 1 - STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS FOR MASONRY UNITS AND MORTAR

1 2 3 4 5

Minimum average
compressive Class of

strength, MPa mortar
Wall type Position required

Solid Hollow
units units

Structural other than Single storey External or 7,0 3,5 II
foundation and retaining building Internal
walls

Double storey External or 10,5 7,0 II
building Internal or ·14,0

Non-structural other than External 7,0 3,5 II
parapet, balustrade and
free-standing walls Internal 7,0 3,5 III

Free-standing External or internal 10,5 7,0 II

Foundation Supporting single storey 7,0 3,5 II

Foundation Supporting double storey 10,5 7,0 II
or 14,0

--._---~~~---

Parapet - 7,0 3,5 II

Balustrade - 7,0 3,5 II

Retaining - 10,5 7,0 II
-

·See Table 2.

Commentary: The required minimum average compressive strength of masonry units given in columns 3
and 4 of Table 1 is that calculated from the test method in the relevant masonry unit specifi
cation. It is based on the gross bed area of the units without any deduction for perfora
tions or hollows in the bed area of the units, It is therefore a measure of the actual material
strength only in the case of solid units, The approximate mix proportions for the classes
of mortar given in column 5 of Table 1 are contained in Table C-1 of SASS 0164 which
is reproduced below in an abbreviated form for convenience -

2 3 4
----- ------ ------- --~--~~--~-i

/vJortar Portland l.ime: Sand (measured)
class cement loose and damp)

--------------- ------------~~~~~~--1
f f, max

f--~--_+_------ - ---- -----------f---~---~--_I

II 50 040 200
III 50 0-80 300

*The addition of lime to the mix is optional.
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KKS
KKS.1

KKS.2

KKS.3

WALL DIMENSIONS
(a) Where any wall is a masonry wall contemplated in Table 2 the height and

unsupported length of such wall shall not exceed the relevant values given
in Table 2;

(b) Where any wall is of timber framed construction, the height and unsup
ported length shall not exceed the values given in Table 3;

(c) All gable walls shall be adequately laterally supported.

Where effective lateral support is to be provided to any masonry wall by means
of an intersecting masonry wall, such intersecting wall shall -

(a) be constructed of masonry units and mortar of strengths not less than
those of the units and mortar used in the wall it supports;

(b) intersect the supported wall at an included angle of between 60° and 120°;
(c) have a height of not less than 80 % of the height of the supported wall;
(d) have a thickness of not less than -

(i) the supported wall or load-bearing leaf of the supported wall where
such supported wall is a structural wall;

(ii) 45 % of the thickness of the supported wall or 90 mm, whichever
is the greater, where such supported wall is a non-structural wall,
such thickness in the case of a cavity wall being deemed to be the
sum of the thicknesses of the leaves of the wall; and

(e) have a length of not less than -
(i) 10 times the thickness of the supported wall or load-bearing leaf

of the supported wall where such supported wall is a structural wall;
(ii) one-fifth of the height of the wall panel to be supported or one-eighth

of the greatest distance between such intersecting wall and any
other intersecting wall providing lateral support, whichever is the
greater, where such supported wall is a non-structural wall,

and such length shall not include the thickness of the supported wall.

Where integral masonry piers are used in any non-structural masonry wall in
order to provide resistance to flexure in the vertical plane, such piers shall 

(a) have a depth perpendicular to the length of any such wall, of three times
the thickness of such wall where such depth includes the thickness of
such wall;

(b) have a width along the length of qny such wall of twice the thickness of
such wall;

(c) be effective only if the height of such pier is not less than 80 % of the
height of any such wall.
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TABLE 2 - PERMISSIBLE DIMENSIONS OF MASONRY WALLS IN BUILDINGS

Nominal
wall

thickness,
mm

90

110

140

190

230

90-50-90
to

90-110-90
cavity wall

110-50-110
to

110-110-110
cavity wall

Use of wall in a building

Non-structural internal wall in any storey
External infilling and cladding to framed bUilding to height
of 25 m
Wall pr9viding lateral support in single storey building but car
rying no gravity load other than its own weight

Non-structural internal wall in any storey
External infilling and cladding to framed building to height
of 25 m
Structural wall in single storey building
Wall providing lateral support in single or double storey build
ing but carrying no gravity load other than its own weight

Non-structural internal wall in any storey
External infilling and cladding to framed bUilding to height
of 25 m
Structural wall in single storey building
Structural wall in double storey building

Non-structural internal wall in any storey
External infilling and cladding to framed building to height
of 25 m
Structural wall In single storey building
Structural wall in double storey building

Non-structural internal wall in any storey
External infilling and cladding to framed bUilding to height
of 25 m
Structural wall in single storey building
Structural wall in double storey building

External infilling and cladding to framed bUilding to height
of 25 m
Structural wall in single storey building
Structural wall in double storey dwelling unit without concrete
slab rool

External infilling and cladding to framed bUilding to height
of 25 m
Structural wall in single storey building
Structural wall in double storey building

3

Max.
storey
hei,ght)
m(1)(5

3,0

3,3

3,0

3,3

3,3
2,6

3,3

3.0

3.0
3,3
3,0

3,5

3,3
3,5
3,3

4,0

3,3
4,0
3,3

3,3
3,0

2,8

3,3
3,0
3,0

4

Max. height,
ground floor

to topof
external
gable, m

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
4,0

NA

NA

NA
5,0
7,5

NA

NA
5,5
8,5

NA

NA
6,0
8,5

NA
4,5

7,5

NA
5,0
8,0

5

Max. un
supported

length,
m(2)

6,0

note (3)

6,0

7,0

note (3)
6,0

7,0

7.0

5,0
6,0
6,0

9,0

7,0
8,0
8,0

9,0

8,0
9,0
9,0

5,0
8,0

8,0

6,0
9,0
9,0

6

7,0

7,0
7,0

7,0

7.0

7,0
7,0
10,5

7,0

7,0
7,0
10,5

7,0

7,0
7,0
10,5

7,0
7,0

14,0

7,0
7,0
14,0

7

3.5

3.5
3,5
7,0

3,5
3,5

NP

3,5
3,5
7,0

8

III

II
II

II

II
II
II

NOTE: NA means NOT APPLICABLE. NP means NOT PERMITTED

(1) The storey height is measured from floor level to floor level or, in thecase of the topmost storey, lrom floor level to eaves and the maximum height of anywall panel
may beassured to be equal to the relevant maximum permissible storey height.

(2) Distance between intersecting walls, concrete columns or other members providing effective lateral support towalland towhich it is securely bonded oranchored. Where
wall panel is supported at one end only, the unsupported length shall not exceed one-half of thetabulated length.

(3) Only permitted asexterior leaf of cavity wall in which internal leaf is a structural concrete wallto which a masonry wall is tied as required for cavity walls by rule KK8.
(4) See Table 1.
(5) A parapet wall 01 500 mm in height added to storey height is permitted.

TABLE 3 - PERMISSIBLE DIMENSIONS FOR nMBER-FRAMED WALLS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Maximum panel length, m

Wall type Stud size, Stud spacing, "Max. Max. storey
mm mm Supported Supported height, m height, m

both ends one end

Structural 114 x 38 400 4,8 2,4 6,0 4,0
114x38 600 4,0 2,0 6,0 3,0
76 x 38 450 3,6 1,8 3,0 3,0

Non-structural 114 x 38 600 4,8 3,0 - 4,0
76 x 38 600 4,2 2,4 - 3,0

"Maximum height means height to wall plate of highest storey or height to top of gable, if there is a gable. 
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Commentary: Lateral support to structural walls is ptovided in hOflzontal or vertical planes (tw means
of floors and walls re::,pectively) In order to restrict the relevant slenderness ratio. A pier
may he regarded as a column in a plane at rigllt angles to the wall and thus supplements
the cantilever action of a non-structural wall under lateral loading but itcannot be regard
ed as providing effective lateral support to a structural wall in all circumstances.

Non-structural walls are assumed to be neither supported nor vertically loaded at the top
edge. Such walls may, however, be laterally loaded or may provide support to some other
wall which is laterally loaded. Any internal wall, whether free-standing or whether ptovid
eel with lateral support at one or both ends, will normally be subjected to lateral loading
which is relatively small but in the case of external walls of a building or free-standing
garden walls wind loading may be a significant factor. The use of piers in a free-standing
garden wall serves to increase the stability of the wall but it should be noted that the
minimum duneceion» for piers indicated in Table 5 are most effectively employed wher.e
the pier is symmetrically placed i.e where the projection each side of the wall is equal
to half the projection required by Table 5.

It must be remembered that there is a sharp reduction in wind speed near the ground
and that this effect is particularly evident in built-up urban areas. It may thus be found
that lor a free-standing garden wall of less than 2m in height the figures given in Table 5
are conservative under some circumstances. The table is, nevertheless, essentially in
tended to relate to the use of such walls in urban areas and where any wall is to be erect
ed under exposed conditions on open terrain it is advisable to check the adequacy of
the design.

Where a wall is Qiven lateral support by cross-walls as shown in Figure 1, the dimension
A shall be not more than the maximum unsupported length qiven in Table 2, and B shall
be not more than half this value.
Where A is more than the maximum value given, an additional supporting wail may be
introduced at point X and the supported wall may be re,gardedassafe provided thatneither
dimension C nor dimension 0 is more than the maximum unsupported length permitted
by Table 2.
The length of the supportin,g wall, measured as a projection from the supported wall,
must be not less than one-eighth of A or B in Figure 1(a) and one-ei,ghth of C or of 0,
(whichever is the ,greater) in Fi,gure 1(b).

Supported wall I

C
X

D

A

- '-

- '-

I
IB

Supported wall

A

- "-

fa) fb)
Fig. 1 - Lateral Support of Walls

Drg.ll020/£
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KK6

KK6.1

KK6.2

KK6.3

KK6.4

KK7

KK8
KK8.1

KK8.2

KK8.3

KK9

EXTERNAL MASONRY CLADDING OR INFILLING PANELS IN FRAMED
BUILDINGS
Any external masonry cladding or infilling panel in a framed building shall be
securely anchored to the structure.

Where the area of window openings in such panel is more than 20% of the face
area of the panel calculated as the storey height multiplied by the unsupported
length, the top of the panel shall be anchored to the structure in a manner that
will permit relative vertical movement but restrain the wall against lateral
movement.

Such cladding shall be supported on suitable beams,slabs or nibs at each storey
and adequate provision shall be made for relative vertical movement between
the masonry and the structure frame at the underside of such supports;

Movement joints shall be provided in such cladding at intervals of not more than
10 m to allow for relative horizontal movement.

COLUMNS AND PIERS IN WALLS
Masonry columns and piers between openings in walls shall have a height not
exceeding twelve times their least lateral dimension: Provided that the local
authority may require the strength and stability of such column or pier to be
substantiated by calculation or other acceptable means.

CAVITY WALLS
Any cavity formed in an external masonry cavity wall shall be not less than 50mm
wide and not more than 110mm wide.

Wall ties shall be installed in any cavity wall In an evenly distributed pattern,
at a rate of 2,5 ties per square metre of the face area of such wall where the
cavity Is not more than 75 mm and at a rate of 3 ties per square metre of face
area where the cavity is more than 75 mm in width.

Such wall ties shall comply with the requirements contained in SABS 28.

FOUNDATION WALLS
(8) The height of any foundation wall not acting as a retaining wall shall be

not more than 1,5 m .
(b) Where a difference in ground level including backfill exists between the

two sides of any foundation wall such difference shall be not more than
1,Om.

(c) No foundation wall shall havea thickness less than the relevant valuegiven
in Table 4: Provided that such thickness shall not be less than -
(I) the thickness of the wall carried by such foundation wall; or
(II) where the wall carried by such foundation wall is a cavity wall, the

sum of the thicknesses of the leaves of such cavlty wall.
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TABLE 4 - MINIMUM THICKNESS OF FOUNDATION WALLS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Minimum thickness of wall, mm

Acting as a retaining wall Not acting asa retaining wall

Type of foundation wall *Difference in ground level, mm Height, mm

Less than 500 to 750 to Less than 300 to 500 to 1 000 to
500 750 1 000 300 500 1 000 1 500

Single leaf brick External 140 190 230 140 140 140 190
Internal - 190 230 90 140 140 190

Single leaf hollow block External 140 190 230 140 140 140 190
(cavities filled with concrete) Internal 140 190 230 90 140 140 190

Cavity walls External 190 190 230 190 190 190 190
(cavity filled to 150 mm below

.
damp-proof course level)

*For difference In ground level of more than 1 000mm see Table 6.

KK10
KK10.1

KK10.2

KK11
KK11.1

KK11.2

BALUSTRADE WALLS
Any balustrade wall shall conform to the requirements contained in rule 002.

Notwithstanding the requirements of KK10.1 in any building
(a) solid masonry balustrade walls shall -

(i) be tied to reinforced concrete or brick columns or bonded into return
walls or reinforced brick piers;

(ii) where deemed necessary, be provided with expansion joints spaced
not more than 8 m apart where such wall is supported by reinforced
concrete or brick columns or reinforced brick piers and such expan
sion joints shall be formed in such columns or piers;

(b) return walls and reinforced brick piers shall be bonded into the structural
beam or slab, and return walls shall not be spaced further apart than 6,0 m
for 230 mm thick walls or 5,0 m for 190 mm thick walls or 4,0 m for 110 mm
thick walls;

(c) brick balustrade walls shall be reinforced in the highest four bed joints
with reinforcement consisting of two strands of galvanized steel wire not
less than 3,5 mm in diameter, or two flat galvanized strips of equivalent
area and such reinforcement shall have a lap of not less than 150 mm with
the anchors to the supporting columns or piers.

FREE·STANDING WALLS
(8) Where any free-standing wall is a masonry wall -

(i) the courses of such wall shall be laid in any acceptable fully-bonded
pattern;

(ii) the height, thickness and pier size of such wall shall conform to
the relevant values given in Table 5 and any cavities in piers in a
wall constructed of hollow units shall be filled with concrete.

(b) In the case of a precast concrete fence the fixing of posts shall be in ac
cordance with Appendix 0 of SABS 1372.

(8) A damp-proof course shall not be installed in any free-standing wall.
(b) Where moisture is likely to be encountered from ground water, high den

sity bricks with a water absorption of not more than 7% shall be used in
any free-standing wall up to 150 mm above ground level.
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KK11.3 Where any wall consists of two or more sections of different thicknesses 
(a) the thickness of the top section shall be less than that of any lower section;
(b) the height of the top section shall not be greater than 80% of the maxi

mum height given in Table 5 for the thickness in question;
(c) the sum of the heights of the various sections of such wall shall not be

greater than the maximum height given in Table 5 for the thickest section
of such wall; and

(d) any piers used in the thickest section of such wall shall extend, without
reduction in size, to the top of such wall.

TABLE 5 - FREE-STANDING WALLS

1 2 3 4 5

Maximum height
of wall above Piers

Nominal wall finished ground, m
thickness,

mm Without With Nominal dimensions, Max. spacing (centre
piers piers (projection x width), mm to centre), m

90 0,8 1,2 200 x 290 1,8
110 1,0 1,4 240 x 230 1,8
140 1,3 1,6 300 x 290 2,0
190 1,5 2,0 400 x 290 2,5
230 1,8 2,3 480 x 350 3,5
290 2,2 2,6 400 x 290 4,5
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Commentary: The following example assumes that it is desired to construct a wall of 1,8 m in height
without using piers and that the upper section of the wall should be of reduced thick
ness. Figure 2 shows a possible configuration for such a wall.

From Table 5 it is evident that a wall without piers could be built to the desired height
using a thickness of 230 mm . This thickness should therefore be used for the lower sec
tion of the wall. For the upper section (A in Figure 2) assume the use of a thickness of
110 mm. The maximum height of this section will be 80% of the relevant figure given
in Table 5, i.e. 80% of 1,0 m . If this maximum figure is adopted the height of the lower
section of the wall (8 in Figure 2) will be restricted to 1,0 m . It should be noted that the
height of section 8 can thus vary between 1,0 m and 1,8 m with the height of section A
varying accordingly.

A

[

8

KK12
KK12.1

KK12.2

KK12.3

KK12.4

KK12.5

I 230 t--

Fig. 2 - Free-standing Walls

Drg.11015/E

RETAINING WALLS OF MASONRY
Any masonry retaining wall, not being a basement or foundation wall of a build
ing, constructed in accordance with these rules shall not be erected in a posi
tion where the ground or fill which it retains may be subjected to superimposed
loads, other than that from pedestrian traffic, within a distance equal to the
height of the fill retained by such wall.

Where any structure is to be erected on top of such wall the wall shall be
designed in accordance with regulation 81: Provided that a wire fence not greater
in height than 1,5 m shall not be regarded as a structure.

There shall be no surcharge of fill behind such wall within a distance equal to
the height of the wall.

Movement joints shall be provided at distances apart not exceeding 10 m .

Subsoil drainage shall be provided behind such wall together with sufficient
weep holes in such wall to prevent the accumulation of water. 
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KK12.6

KK12.7

KK13
KK13.1

KK13.2

KK13.3

No horizontal damp-proof course of sheet material shall be used in any such
retaining wall.

Any masonry retaining wall shall -
(a) be constructed of solid masonry units laid in any acceptable fully-bonded

pattern;
(b) not exceed the limits for height, wall thickness and pier size contained

in Table 6 and where piers are indicated in such table, any length of wall
shall be supported at each end by such a pier and all such piers in such
wall shall project from the face of the wall which is not in contact with
the fill, be bonded into the wall and extend to the full height of the wall.

TABLE 6 - RETAINING WALLS

1 2 3 4
------------f---

Piers
Nominal Max. height

wall of fill to be Nominal dimensions Max. spacing
thickness, retained, (projection x width), (centre to

mm m mm centre), m

190 0,8 No piers required
1,1 300 x 190

I
2,0

1,3 400 x 190 2,4

230 0,9 No piers required
1,4 360 x 230

I
2,5

1,5 480 x 230 2,7

290 1,1 No piers required
1,5 300 x 290 I 3,0

390 1,4 No piers required

ROOF ANCHORING
In the case of a wall erected of masonry units or of concrete a galvanized steel
strap or wires shall be embedded in the wall at positions suitable for anchoring
any timber roof truss, rafter or beam to such wall.

Such strap or wire shall extend into the wall to a depth of at least 300 mm in
the case of a heavy roof (concrete or clay tiles or slate) or at least 600 mm in
the case of a sheeted roof except that in the case where the depth of the masonry
or in-situ concrete is less than 300 mm and 600 mm, respectively, such strap
or wire shall extend as far as possible into such masonry or concrete.

(a) Galvanized steel strap anchors shall be taken up over the top of the rafter
or tie beam, bent down on the other side and nailed down from both sides,
or galvanized roof ties shall be made up of two strands of wire which shall
be taken up on either side of the rafter or tie beam, twisted together so
as to have no slack, but not so as to overstrain the wire, and the free ends
then nailed down to prevent untwisting.

(b) Any roof truss, rafter or beam shall be fixed to any wall by using one of
the following types of anchors:
(i) Type A: two strands of 4 mm galvanized steel wire;
(ii) Type B: 30 mm x 1,2 mm galvanized steel strap;
(iii) Type C: 30 mm x 1,6 mm galvanized steel strap.

(c) For any roof truss, rafter or beam the type of anchor to be used shall be
in accordance with Table 7.
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TABLE 7 - TYPES OF ANCHOR

KK13.4

KK14
KK14.1

KK14.2

KK15
KK15.1

KK15.2

1 2 3 4

Roof slope, Max. Type of anchor required

degrees roof truss, rafter or
beam spacing, mm Light roof Heavy roof

Less than 15 760 A, B or C Type A for
1050 B or C all
1 350 C applications

15 to 30 760 A, B or C
1050 B or C
1350 C

Greater than 30 Any A, B or C

In the case of a building of timber framed construction, provision for the an
choring of any timber roof truss, rafter or beam to the wall shall be made ill the
manner described in SABS 082. .

WATER PENETRATION
Any external wall of any building shall be -

(a) capable of satisfying the relevant requirements of the rain penetration test
contained in rule KK17; or

(b) a single leaf externally plastered block wall not less than 140 mm thick!
or a single leaf brick wall not less than 190 mm thick; or

(c) a cavity wall built of masonry; or
(d) a precast concrete wall forming part of a garage or garden store and hav

ing a nominal thickness not less than 40 mm providing that any joints in
such wall are sealed; or

(e) a timber framed wall built in accordance with SABS 082;

Notwithstanding the requirements of subrule KK14.1(b) any local authority may,
in areas of prolonged heavy wind-driven rain, require that any masonry external
wall shall be a cavity wall, or a double leaf wall with the inner face of the outer
leaf bagged and painted with two coats of approved sealer.

DAMP·PROOF COURSE
Any wall or sleeper pier of a building shall be provided with a damp-proof course
in such position and to an extent that will protect the wall against rising damp
and the interior of the building against ingress of moisture from abutting ground.

(a) Any material used as a damp-proof course shall conform to the relevant
requirements contained in SABS 248, SABS 952 or SABS 298;

(b) In any masonry wall a damp-proof course shall be installed -
(i) at the level of the top of a concrete floor slab resting on the ground;

or
(ii) where applicable, below any ground floor timber beam or joist.

(c) In any timber framed wall a damp-proof course shall be installed between
the bottom plate of the wall and any foundation wall or concrete floor slab.

(d) In the case of any solid masonry wall or timber framed wall any damp
proof course shall extend over the full thickness of such wall.

(e) In the case of any masonry cavity wall -
(i) each leaf of such wall shall be provided with its own damp-proof

course which shall extend over the full thickness of such leaf, in
which case the cavity must extend 150 mm below the damp-proof
course; or

(ii) each leaf of such wall shall be covered by a membrane which ex
tends across the cavity provided that the position of the membrane
at the inner leaf is higher than its position at the outer leaf; and 
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(iii) where necessary, weep holes to prevent build-up of water in the cavi
ty shall be provided in the external leaf of every cavity wall, spaced
not more than 1 m apart, in the masonry unit course immediately
below the damp-proof course contemplated in paragraph (i) or in
the masonry unit course immediately above the membrane contem
plated in paragraph (ii).

(1) No horizontal damp-proof course shall be installed less than 150 mm above
the level of the adjacent finished ground.

(g) Transverse joints in the damp-proof course shall be overlapped to a mini
mum distance of 150 mm and at junctions and corners to a distance equal
to the full thickness of the wall or the leaf, as the case may be.

(h) (I) Where any part of any wall of a room is so situated that the ground
will be in contact therewith it shall be protected by a vertical water
proof membrane or by a drained cavity which shall extend below
the level of the floor ot such room;

(ii) drainage shall be provided at the base of such wall to prevent water
accumulating there.

KK16 BEHAVIOUR IN FIRE

Any wall shall comply with the relevant requirements for fire resistance, non
combustibility and, where appropriate, wall lining index set out in rules TT2, TT5,
TT6, TT7, TT8, TT9, TT10, TT15, TT39, TT40, TT41, TT45, TT49, TT52 and
subrules TT18.1 and TT19.1, as the case may be.

KK17

KK17.1

KK17.2

RAIN PENETRATION TESTS FOR WALLS

TEST METHOD

The wall shall be thoroughly air-dry before being tested. In the case of a mason
ry or similar wall the inner surface may be lime washed or other means may
be adopted to facilitate the detection of moisture which has penetrated through
the wall. The portion of the outer surface under test shall then be continuously
sprayed with water in the form of a finely divided spray distributed over the whole
area under test at the rate of 40-50 mm depth of water per hour. Spraying shall
be conducted in a still atmosphere and shall be continued for the minimum
period required in terms of column 3 of Table 8 (depending upon the mean an
nual rainfall and the hourly mean wind speed for the locality concerned given
in columns 1 and 2 of such table relative to such period in each case) or until
the first signs of dampness appear on the inner surface of the wall if such signs
appear before the expiry of such period. In the case of any timber framed wall
the covering of such wall shall be removed after the required test period in order
to ascertain whether any moisture has penetrated to the interior of such wall
and if so, whether water has been retained within the interior.

TEST CRITERIA

The test wall shall, in regard to rain penetration, be considered to comply with the
requirements of regulation K2 where -

(a) no moisture has penetrated to the inner surface of the wall within the
relevant minimum test period given in column 3 of Table 8, and

(b) in the case of a timber framed wall, there is no evidence of water
having been retained within the cavity in the wall.
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TABLE 8 - TEST PERIOD

1 2 3

Mean annual Hourly mean wind Min.
ralntall", mm speed", m/s period, h

More than 20 14
t1000 25 19

30 24

20 10
600-1 000 25 15

30 20

20 6
200-600 25 11

30 16

20 2
0-200 25 7

30 12

·See SASS 0160 Code of Practice for the general procedures
and loadings to be adopted for the design of buildings
(Appendices D and F).

t1 000 is based on maximum rainfall of 1 400 mm . Where the
actual annual rainfall is known to exceed 1 400 mm the figures
for duration of test may be linearly extrapolated.
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Ll GENERAL REQUIREMENT

The rool of any building shall be so construc ted that It will 
{al resist any forces 10 wh ich it Is likely to be subjected;
(b) be durable and waterproof ;
(e) not allow the accumulation 01 any rainwater upon Its surface; and
(d) as part 01 a root and ceiling assembly provide adequate height in any

room immediately below such assembly.

L2 FIRE RESISTANCE AND COMBUSTIBILITY

The fire resistance of any root or roof and ceiling assembly complete with light
fitt ings or any other component which penetrates the ceiling , shall be appropri 
ate to its use and where necessary such roof or roof and ceiling assembly shall
be non-combustible.

L3 DEEMED·TO·SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

The requirements of regulations L1 anElL.2 shall be deemed 10be satisfied where
any root or roof and ceiling assembly, as the case may be, complies with Part L
of section 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

LLl

LL2

LL3
LL3.1

LL3.2

GENERAL
The regulations contained in Part L of the Nat ional Building Regulations shall
be deemed to be satisfied where -

(a) any roof or roof/cei ling assembly is the subject of a rational design in ac
cordance with the requirements contai ned in Parts B and C and such roof
or roof/cei ling assembly complies wi th deemeo-to -sattsrv rules contained
in provision LL4 and LL5 of this Part; or

(b) the construction of any roof conte mplated in provision LL2 complies with
the requirements con tai ned in that rule.

EMPIRICAL RULES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROOFS
Where any roof is to be supported on the walls of any building, con templa ted
In rule KK2 of th is code, such roof shall be constructed in accordance with
rules Ll3 , LL4 and LlS.

CONSTRUCTION AND FIXING OF STRUCTURAL ROOF COMPONENTS
The location and dimensions of any part of any roof sha ll be such that the rnlnl
mum height requirements contained In Part C are satisfied.

Roof timbers shall comply with the requi rements of the relevant of SASS 563,
SABS 653, SABS 876. SABS 1069 or SA BS 1245.
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LL3.3

LL3.4

The requirements of subrules LL3.4 and LL3.5 shall apply only to single or double
pitched Howe-type trusses, with a span of not more than 10m, supported at
heel joints only and having bays of equal lengths of not more than 1,5 m .

(a) Where the roof covering is of the class given in column 1 of Table 1 the
size of rafter (top chord), tie-beam (bottom chord) and the grade of timber
to be used shall be selected from such table in such a way that the desired
truss span does not exceed the relevant figure for maximum truss span
given in column 4, 5 or 6, as the case may be.

(b) All web members shall be not less than 38 mm x 114 mm Grade 4 timber.
(c) Where rafter and tie-beam sizes are to be determined from Table 1, the

slope of the roof shall -
(i) be not less than 15° nor more than 30° for Class A or Class C cover

ing; and
(ii) be not less than 17° nor more than 35° for Class B covering.

TABLE 1 - MAXIMUM TRUSS SPANS FOR VARIOUS RAFTER AND TIE-BEAM SIZES

1 2 3 4 5 6

Max. span, m
Nominal

Roof covering Truss member timber size, Timber Timber Timber
mm grade 4 grade 6 grade 8

Class A" Rafter 38 x 114 3,1 4,6 5,8
38 x 152 4,0 5,8 7,2
38 x 228 6,1 8,5 10,0

Tie-beam 38 x 114 3,1 4,5 6,2
38 x 152 4,5 6,4 8,3
38 x 228 7,1 10,0 10,0

Class et Rafter 38 x 114 6,0 9,0 10,0
38 x 152 8,2 10,0 10,0
38 x 228 10,0 10,0 10,0

Tie-beam 38 x 114 4,7 6,7 9,4
38 x 152 5,9 8,5 10,0
38 x 228 7,2 10,0 10,0

Class C:t: Rafter 38 x 114 6,2 9,0 10,0
38 x 152 8,0 10,0 10,0
38 x 228 10,0 10,0 10,0

Tie-beam 38 x 114 4,5 6,7 9,0
38 x 152 5,9 8,7 10,0
38 x 228 8,7 10,0 10,0

"Class A roof covering includes metal sheets and fibre-cement sheets.
tClass S roof covering includes concrete tiles, clay tiles or tiles of similar
materials and thatch.

:t:Class C roof covering includes metal roof tiles.

Commentary: Table 1 may seem confusing or even incorrect since the same nominal timber sizes ap
pear to be capable of supporting either a Class A (light) or a Class B (heavy) roof cover
ing and in the case of the heavier covering, greater truss spans are permitted. This ap
parent anomaly is negated when this table is read in conjunction with subrule LL3,6,
as the centre-to-centre spacing of trusses supporting Class B roof covering is limited to
a maximum of 760 mm compared with 1400 mm for Class A roof covering, The load per
truss for a roof supporting a Class B covering is therefore less than that for a truss sup
porting a Class A covering,

It would appear from the table that in certain cases the use of a better grade timber is
of no advantage as it does not lead to any increase in the maximum span that is permitted.
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The figures have been included in order to complete the table but the restriction on span
is artificial in the sense that it is not directly rc.'']t(?rj to the capability of the timber. The
fact that no span of more than 10m has been included in the table serves only to draw
attention to the fact than any roof supported on walls complying with the rules contained
in Part K is restricted to a maximum span of 10m. It is also important to note that the
values quoted in this table should only be used subject to the further limitations that-

(a) the truss configuration is that of a Howe-type truss as shown in Figure 1and the max
imum span is limited to 10m;
(b) the slope of the roof is-
(i) more than 15 0 and less than 30 0 for Class A or Class C roof covering; or
(ii) more than 17 0 and less than 35 0 for Class B covering.

It is always permissible to use a roof slope outside the range given above provided that
the proposed slope complies with Table 4 but, as in any other case where itis desired
to depart from the limitations on the use of Table 1, a rational design of the proposed
truss, including calculations, must then be submitted to the local authority.

It should be noted that factory manufactured trusses employing metal plate connectors,
although commonly used in house construction, do not generally comply with the re
quirements of Table 1. Design data, if required, can be obtained from the manufacturer.

The following examples indicate how to use Table 1:

Example No. 1
Roof pitch 22,5 0 (within range permitted in LL3.4)
Max. truss span 8,0 m
Class A roof covering

Solution
Tie-beam size: 38 mm x 228 mm (grade 6) or 38 mm x 152 mm (grade 8)
Rafter size: 38 mm x 228 mm (grade 6)
Max. truss spacing 1400 mm

Example No.2
Roof pitch 17,5 0 (pitch is just within range permitted in LL3.4)
Max truss span 10,0 m
Class B roof covering

Solution
Tie-beam size: 38 mm x 152 mm (grade 8)
Rafter size: 38 mm x 152 mm (grade 6 or grade 8)
Max. truss spacing 760 mm

Howe-type truss

Fig. 1 - Truss Configuration

Drg.11016/E 
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LL3.5 (a) The number of connecting devices to be used at each intersection between
two members at any heel joint or any splice in a truss shall be determined
from Table 2.

(b) In the case of any joint, other than a heel joint or splice, one 10 mm bolt
plus four clinched 90 mm x 4 mm nails shall be used.

TABLE 2 - NUMBER OF CONNECTING DEVICES REQUIRED
IN HEEL JOINTS AND SPLICES

nnectors

ass Class
B C

1 1
1 1
1 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 3

9 10

mm
hed

nnectors

--
.~-8--1--1 2 3 4 5 6 7

---

3 (90 mm x 4 mm) nails 50
plus 10 mm bolts 16 mm bolts only toot

as specified below ring co
Span, --f-----

m No. of bolts No. of bolts No. of co.
Class Class Class Class Class Class Class CI

A B C A B C A

3 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 2 2 2 1
5 3 2 3 2 2 2 2
6 4 3 3 3 2 2 2
7 5 3 4 3 2 3 2
8 5 4 5 3 3 3 2
9 6 4 5 4 3 3 3
10 6 5 6 4 3 4 3

NOTE: Class A, Class B and Class C refer to the class of roof covering given in Table 1.

LL3.6 The centre-to-centre spacing of trusses relevant to the roof covering to be ap-
plied shall not exceed:

(a) Sheets, either metal or fibre cement........................................... 1 400 mm
(b) Concrete tiles, clay tiles or tiles of similar material................ 760 mm
(c) Metal tiles , 1 050 mm

LL3.7 (a) Timber roof trusses and other roof framing shall have all joints accurate-
ly cut, securely made and so fitted that the component parts are drawn
tightly together.

(b) Any trussed roof shall be provided with approved bracing to prevent buck
ling of rafters, tie-beams and long web members and to keep trusses
upright.

(c) No member of any truss shall have a length greater than sixty times its
least dimension.

LL3.8 (a) Where rafter construction is used in place of roof trusses and the roof
covering is of the class given in column 1 of Table 3 the size of rafter and
grade of timber to be used shall be selected from such table in such a
way that the rafter span does not exceed the relevant figure for maximum
rafter span given in columns 3 to 14, as the case may be.

(b) Where rafer spacing differs from that in Table 3, intermediate values of
maximum rafter span may be interpolated within the range of values given.
for the relevant timber grade.

LL3.9 (a) Any purlin shall have a minimum nominal width and depth of 50 mm and
76 mm respectively and the maximum centre-to-centre spacing between
purlins shall be 1,2 m .

(b) All joints in adjacent purlins shall be staggered.
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LL3.10 (8) In the case of a timber framed bulldlnq any roof truss, rafter or beam shall
be securely fastened to the wall construction in accordance with
SASS 082.

(b) Every timber roof truss, rafter or beam supported by a wall erected of
masonry units or of concrete shall be securely fastened to such wall by
a galvanized steel strap or galvanized steel wires as prescribed in subrule
KK13.1.

(c) Any device used for the fastening of any roof covering shall be resistant
to corrosion.

TABLE 3 - MAXIMUM SPANS FOR RAFTERS

1 2 3 1 4 I 5 I 6 7 I 81 9 110 11 I 12 I 13 I 14

Max. rafter span, m

Nominal Timber grade 4 Timber grade 6 Timber grade 8
Roof timber

covering size, Rafter spacing, mm Rafter spacing, mm Rafter spacing, mm
mm

600 760 1 050 1400 600 760 1 050 1400 600 760 1 050 1 400

Class A 38 x 114 2,6 2,5 2,2 2,0 3,0 2,8 2,5 2,2 3,2 3,0 2,7 2,4
and 38 x 152 3,5 3,3 3,0 2,7 4,0 3,7 3,3 3,0 4,3 4,0 3,6 3,2

Class C 38 x 228 5,3 5,0 4,5 4,0 6,0 5,5 5,0 4,5 6,4 5,9 5,4 4,8

50 x 114 2,9 2,7 2,4 2,2 3,3 3,0 2,7 2,5 3,5 3,2 2,9 2,6
50 x 152 3,9 3,6 3,3 2,9 4,4 4,0 3,7 3,3 4,7 4,3 3,9 3,5
50 x 228 5,8 5,4 4,9 4,4 6,5 6,1 5,5 4,9 6,5 6,5 5,9 5,3

76 x 114 3,3 3,1 2,8 2,5 3,8 3,5 3,2 2,8 4,0 3,7 3,4 3,0
76 x 152 4,5 4,1 3,8 3,4 5,0 4,6 4,2 3,8 5,4 5,0 4,5 4,0
76 x 228 6,5 6,2 5,6 5,0 6,5 6,5 6,3 5,7 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,1

Class B 38 x 114 1,8 1,6 2,0 1,8 2,1 2,0
38 x 152 2,4 2,2 2,7 2,5 2,9 2,7
38 x 228 3,6 3,3 4,0 3,7 4,3 4,0

50 x 114 1,9 1,8 2,2 2,0 2,3 2,2
50 x 152 2,6 2,4 2,9 2,7 3,1 2,9
50 x 228 3,9 3,6 4,4 4,1 4,7 4,4

76 x 114 2,2 2,1 2,5 2,3 2,7 2,5
76 x 152 3,0 2,8 3,4 3,1 3,6 3,4
76 x 228 4,5 4,2 5,0 4,7 5,0 5,0

NOTE: Class A, Class B and Class C refer to the class of roof covering given in.Table 1. The maximum rafter spans
given in Table 3 are based upon use in a roof having a slope of less than 10° . In thecase of thegreater slopes typical
of Class Broof coverings the figures may prove conservative because strength rather than deflection becomes the criterion.

LL4 FIRE RESISTANCE AND COMBUSTIBILITY
The fire resistance of any roof/ceiling assembly complete with light fittings or
any other component which penetrates the ceiling and the degree of non
combustibility of such assembly shall comply with the requirements contained
in rule TTS, TT12, TT49 and VV3, as the case may be.

LLS WATERPROOFING
LLS.1 For the purpose of runoff of water any roof with a covering of one of the materi

als referred to in column 2 of Table 4 shall, subject to the limitations on roof
slope contained in subrule LL3.4, be constructed to a slope not less than the
relevant figure given in column 3 and such covering shall, where applicable, be
provided with end laps not less than the relevant figure given in column 4 or
5, as the case may be.
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TABLE 4 - MINIMUM ROOF SLOPES AND SHEET END LAPS

54

Minimum end lap, mm
I--------T

s End laps End laps
sealed not sealed

-----I-------~I------ -----

250 Not permitted
150 250
150 225
150 200
150 150

-1---------- -------------

200 300
175 275_
150 250
150 200
150 150

----1-------- --

As required by the local authority
--1-------------------

._~-

3

-- Minimum angle
of slope, degree

--_._- --

5
11
15
17
22

_._--

11
15
17
22
26

I sheets 5
----- --...-

3

---

10
rlay 17

interlock-
n tiles or

17
rlay 26

- -

ns
20

rlay 30

m 45
m 35
-~----

10
rlay 15

150 m
300 m

stic

ion

ing

an and

r clay
ay plai

d meta

nderlay
d unde

ent

nderlay
d unde

batte
nderlay
d unde

nderlay
d unde

ering

--~~-~~-~

2

Roof cov

s
Descript

Corrugated metal, pia
or glass-reinforced
plastic sheets (includ
box rib)

Corrugated fibre-cem
sheets

Long span specialize
---~

Single length long sp
specialized sheets

---,

Fibre-cement slates
i) with an approved u
ii) without an approve

Single-lap concrete 0
ing tiles; concrete, cl
shingles
i) with an approved u
ii) without an approve

-

Natural slate on open
i) with an approved u
ii) without an approve

Thatch: Thickness of
Thickness of

-_._--

Metal tiles
i) with an approved u
ii) without an approve

B

C

A

Clas

'---------------------

NOTE: When metal roof tiles are used over an existing roof, the existing roof slope may be retained.

LL5.2 FLASHING
Flashing shall be used where a roof abuts against a wall or around any projec
tion through a roof covering and at any other place where it is deemed neces
sary by the local authority.

LL5.3 FLAT ROOFS
(a) Where a nominally flat roof of boarded or concrete construction is used

it shall be provided with an impervious surface and laid to a fall of not
less than 1 in 50.

(b) Where a parapet wall abuts a covered flat roof the edges of the water
proofing material shall be turned up underneath corrosionproof metal
cover flashing which is tucked into the horizontal joint of the brickwork
at least two courses above the roof level.

(c) Where any nominally flat roof is to be subjected to pedestrian or vehicu
lar traffic any waterproofing membrane applied to it shall be protected
against damage.
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Ml GENERAL REQUIREMENT

(1) Any stairway, Including any wall , screen, railing or balustrade 10such stair
way, shall be capable of safely sustaining any loads to which It is like ly to be
subjected and shall permit safe movement of persons from floor 10 !Ioo r.

(2) Any such stairway shall have dimensions appropriate 10 Its use.

M2 FIRE REQUIREMENT

A stairway contemplated In regulation M1 shall comply wit h the relevant re
quirements in Part T of these regulations.

M3 DEEMED·TO·SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

The requirements of regulations M1 and M2 shall be deemed to be satisfied
where the design of any stairway compiles with part M of sectio n 301SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

MMl

MM2
MM2.1

MM2.2

MM2.3

MM2.4

GENERAL
The regulati ons contained In Part M of the Nati onal Build Ing Regulations shall
be deemed to be satis fied where -

(a) any stairway, including any wall, screen, railing or balustrade to such stair
way, is the subjec t of a rat ional design in accordance wi th the requ ire
ments co ntained In Part B; and

(b) the construction of any stai rway, including any handrail to such stairway,
compiles wit h deemed-to-satlsty rules co ntained in the foll owing provi
sions of this Part.

DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The headroom at any point on any stairway shall be not less than 2,1 rn, meas
ured verti cally from the pitch line, and the width of any stairway, measured to
any enclosing wall or balustrade, shall be not less than 750 mm .

(a) Any landing serving two fl ights in the same straight line shall
(I) have a length of not less than 900 mm; and
(II) have a width of not less than that of such flight s.

(b) No flight of stairs shall have a vert ical rise greater than 3 m between
landings.

(c) No door shall open onto a stai rway unless such doo r opens onto a land
ing and the width of such landing shall be not less than that of such door.

The rise of any step shall not exceed 200 mm .

The going and width of any t read shall be not less than 250 mm: Provided that
where the stairway does not have solid risers, each t read shall overlap the next
lower tread by not less than 25 mm . 
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MM2.5 The variation in the dimensions of the risers and the going of the treads in any
one flight shall be not more than 6 mm: Provided that this requirement shall not
be construed as prohibiting the use of tapered treads in the same flight as treads
that are not tapered. .

Commentary: Figures 1and 2 illustrate respectively, the measurement of headroom on stairways and
the dimensions of treads and risers.

Ceiling

Fig. 1 - Minimum Permissible Head
Room on Stairway

Open riser

~ 25o~in.

~/

I
~min.

-It..Q .._ .,. e

MM2.6

Fig. 2 - Stairway Tread Dimensions

Drg.11017/£

Any tapered tread not being a winder and not forming part of a spiral stairway
shall -

(a) be so designed that, in respect of that part of the tread which is 400 mm
from the narrower end of such tread, the going -
(i) shall comply with the requirement contained in subrule MM2.4; or
(ii) shall be equal, in the case of a flight containing both tapered and non-

tapered treads, to the going of the non-tapered treads;
(b) have a minimum going of 125 mm;
(c) be so constructed that the angle between successive risers, measured

in the horizontal plane, shall be constant; and
(d) comply with the requirement for variation in going contained in subrule

MM2.5; where such variation is in each case measured at the same dis
tance from the narrower end of each tread.
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Commentary: Figure 3 illustrates measurement of a tapered tread.

ex must be constant

To check variation in going between treads, measure each
tread at the same distance from the narrower end.

Fig. 3 - Measurement of Tapered Treads

SABS 0400·1990

MM2.7

MM2.8

Drg.11018/£

Stairways incorporating winders shall be permitted only in dwelling houses and
within individual dwelling units, and at any point on such stairway -

(8) there shall be not more than three successive winders; and
(b) such winders shall not turn through more than 90° .

Any spiral stairway shall have a width of not more than 800 mm and such stair
way shall not be used -

(8) as part of any emergency route;
(b) in any occupancy classified in terms of regulation A20 as A1, A2, A3, A4,

A5, C1, E1, E2, F1, G1, H1, or H2.

Commentary: Figure 4 illustrates permissible use of winders.

Stairway using winders
turning through more
than 90° is not recommended

~
I~ /

"~

(a)

Fig. 4 - Winders

No more than three winders
to be used at anyone point.
Sets of winders must be
separated by a flight of stairs.

/

~ 1)/ I

~~ /

(b)

Drg.1I019/E
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MM3 PREVENTION AGAINST FALLING
(a) Any flight of steps which contains more than three risers shall have pro

tection on each side provided by a secure wall, screen, railing or balus
trade which shall be not less than 1 m high and so erected that any such
wall, screen, railing or balustrade in any occupancy classified E2, E3, H1,
H2 or H3 shall not have any opening that permits the passage of a 100 mm
diameter ball: Provided that such protection in any occupancy not being
an occupancy classified E2, E3, H1, H2, H3 or H4, shall consist of at least
a handrail and one other rail midway between such handrail and the
stairtread.

(b) (i) Any flight of steps which contains more than five risers shall be provi
ded with at least one continuous handrail extending the full length
of such flight: Provided that this requirement shall not apply to any
building classified H4, or within individual dwelling units in an oc
cupancy classified H3.

(ii) Such handrail shall be securely fixed to such wall, screen, railing or
balustrade at a height of not less than 850 mm and not more than 1 m
measured vertically from the pitch line to the upper surface of the
handrail.

(iii) Such handrail shall be 6f such a design and be so fixed that there
shall be no obstructions on, above or near to it which may obstruct
the movement of any hand moving along it.

(c) (i) Subject to paragraph (b)(i), any flight which is less than 1,1 m wide
shall have a handrail on at least one side and where the width of any
flight is more than 1,1 m, handrails shall be provided on both sides
of such flight.

(ii) Such handrails shall comply with the requirements contained in para
graphs (b)(ii) and (b)(iii).

MM4 FIRE REQUIREMENTS
Any stairway shall comply with the requirements contained in rules TT5, TT7,
TT19, TT20, TT21, TT22, TT23, TT24, TT25, TT26 and TT27, as the case may be.
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N1 TYPE AND FIXING OF GLAZING

(1) Any material used In the glazing 01 any bui lding shall be of a secure and
durab le type and shall be tlxed In a manner and posilion thai wl1l ensure that
It wlll -

(I) safely sustai n any wind loads 10 whic h it Is li kely to be subjected;
(b) nol allow penetrallon of water 10 the Interior of the building; and
(e) be apparent, in the case of clear glazing, 10any person approaching such

glazing.
(2) Glass , p las tics and org anic coaled glass shall be selec ted In order to pro

vide, In the case 01 human Impact , a degree of salety appropriate in relati on to
(al the position of the glazed area; and
(b) the number and li kely behaviour pattern of persons expected to be in

close prox imity to such glazed area.
(3) The requirements of subregulatlons (1) and (2) shall be deemed to be eeus

fled where tne glazing material la selected, l lxed and marked In accordance with
Part N 01 sectio n 3 of SABS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES '

NN1

NN2
NN2.1

NN2.2

GENERAL
The regulation co ntained in Part N of the Nati onal Build ing Regulations shall
be deemed to be satisfied where the ty pe, method of installation and marking
of any glazing comply with deemed-to-sat isfy rules contained in the following
provisions of this Part.

INSTALLATION OF GLAZING
In any vert ical glazing Installation, any pane of glass and the fixing of such pane
shall comply with the followi ng requirements:

(a) Where such pane is to be exposed to the effe ct of wind, the thi ckness
of such pane in relation to its area shall be in accordance with SABS 0137.

(b) Such pane shall be flxed in the frame in acco rdance with any suitable
method described In SABS 01 37 and such frame shall be so installed that
it is capable of sustaining the to tal wind load for which such pane was
designed.

(e) Notwithstanding the requirements of paragraph (a), the nominal th ickness
of a pane of glass shall be not less than that given in Table 1.

TABLE 1 - GLASS DIMENSIONS

1 2

Nominal glass Maximum size 01
th ickness, mm pane, m'

3 0,75
4 1.5
5 2.1
6 3,2

Any pane of glass, not being a door leaf contemplated in subrule NN2.3, which
Is to be Insta lled without the support of a frame, shall be in accordance with
SABS 0137.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-N:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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NN2.3

NN2.4

NN3
NN3.1

Any door leaf made entirely of glass which is not fully contained in a frame shall
be in accordance with SASS 0137: Provided that such requirements shall not
apply to any cupboard door.

Where clear glazing is used and is not likely to be apparent to or suspected by
any person approaching it, such glazing shall bear markings which shall render
such glazing apparent to such person.

SAFETY GLAZING
Any pane of glass installed in any door shall, where not made of safety glass,
be not more than 1 m2 in area and shall have a nominal thickness of not less
than 6 mm.

Commentary: Figure 1 illustrates requirements for safety glazing in doors.

Fig. 1 - Safety Glazing In Doors

Drg.11021/E

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-N:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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NN3.2 Where any window is not guarded by a barrier to reduce the possibility of per
sons coming into contact with any glass installed in such window -

(8) the sill of such window shall be at a level of not less than 300 mm from
the floor; or

(b) any glass used in such window shall comply with the requirements of
subrule NN3.1:

Provided that where, in the opinion of the local authority, the window is so placed
that persons are likely on normal traffic routes to move directly towards such
window, such sill shall be at a level of not less than 800 mm from the floor or
any glass installed in such window shall comply with the requirements of
subrule NN3.1.

Commentary: The barrier referred to in subrule NN3.2 cou,ld be any feature, i.e. a heavy bar across
the wmdo» or a flower box placed in front of the window that will provide a physical or
visual barrier between the glass and a person.

A hazard can be created where any window is of such a size that there is glass at a level
below that of the normal line of sight of any person approaching such window as the
presence of the glass may then not be obvious and the window may be mistaken for
an opening. It must also be considered that should a person trip or fall when approach
ing such window there is a greater possibility of falling against and breaking low-level
glass than of breaking glass higher up in the window. The situation becomes progres
sively more dangerous as the presence of the glass becomes less obvious. Thus the
most dangerous situation would be an uninterrupted sheet of glass extending to floor
level. Where the window is not in a direct line of travel, a sill or some clearly visible divi
sion such a.s a glazing bar or transom at a height of at least 300 mm from the floor would
ususally be sufficient to give warning of the presence of a window but, where the window
is so situated that it appears to be in an extension of the normal path of travel, it might
be considered advisable to increase this height to as much as 800 mm before safety
is achieved. Where it is desired to retain a low sill and omit any other form of demarca
tion, safety glass should be used or, if it is desired to use ordinary glass, the area of the
glass should be not more than 1 m2 and the thickness should be not less than 6 mm .

It should be noted that where a local authority considers a window to be in a dangerous
position it has the discretion to insist that the sill height be at least 800 mm, or that the
glass used below that level complies with the requirements for glass used in a door (see
subrule NN3. 1).

Floor level

Ordinary
glass

Dangerous Safe

Ordinary
glass

Safe if not in
normal path
of travel

Ordinary
glass

Safe

Fig. 2 - Safety Glazing in Windows

Drg.l1022/E

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-N:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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In Figure 3(a) and (b), windows W1 are in the normal path of travel and may present a
danger. If so required by a local authority, any glass installed in these windows with an
area of more than 1 m2 and at a height of less than 800 mm from floor level will have
to be safety glass. Windows W2, on the other hand, are not in as dangerous a position
and in accordance with subrule NN3.2 the height requirement for the provision of safety
glazing is 300 mm .

/

Window position may
be a danger

WI

Window position not in
W2 normal path of travel

(a)

t
tormal path of travel

Window position may
be a danger

///

WI

t

NN3.3

NN3.4

NN3.5

Window position W2

jnot dangerous

(b)

Fig. 3 - Safety Glazing

Drg.l1023/E

Where any bath enclosure or shower cubicle is constructed of glass such glass
shall be safety glass.

Any glass used in any shopfront and having an area of more than 1 m2 shall
be safety glass.

Where glass is used in any wall or balustrade to a stairway or ramp and is less
than 1,8 m above the pitch line of such stairway or the surface of such ramp
or the surface of any landing forming part of such stairway or ramp, such glass
shall be safety glass.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-N:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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Commentary: Figure 4 illustrates use of safety glazing in a balustrade to a stairway.

Safety glass required
(see NN 3.5J

Fig. 4 - Safety Glazing

If it is required to locate a window at a distance less than 1 800 mm above the pitch line
of the stairs or landing as the case may be, it must be glazed with safety glass (see
Figure 5).

.
»:

./

NN3.6

Fig. 5 - Safety Glazing

Drg. J1025/E

Where in these rules the use of safety glass is required, such requirement shall
not be construed as meaning that other safety glazing materials complying with
the requirements contained in SASS 1263 may not be used.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-N:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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PART 0 LIGHTING AND VENTILATION

REGULATIONS

01 LIGHTING AND VENTILATION REQUIREMENT

(1) Any habitable room, bathroom, sbcwer-roorn and room con taining a we
pan or urinal, or any room which Is a parking garage shall be provided with 8
means olllghilng and venUlatlon which willenable such room to be used, without
det riment 10 healt h or safety or causing any nuisance, for the purpose for which
It Is designed.

(2) The requirement of subregulatlon (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied
where -

(s) subject to the requirements of sUbregulalion (3), such room is provided
with one or more openings lor natural light and venUlalion in accordance with
Part 0 01 section 3 of SABS 0400; or

(b ) such room Is provided wllh artlflclalllghUng and ventllallon In accord
ance with the provisions of Part a of section 3 of SABS 0400.

(3) (a) Notwithstanding the provision of openings for natural light In secor
dance with subregulalion (2)(8) any room contemplated in subregulallon (1) ot any
corridor, tobby or staircase serving such room shall be provided with a means
of artif icial lighting -

(I) lor periods when natural lighting Is Inadeq uate; or
(II) where the size or shape 01 any such room. or the glazing material

used in any such opening , wi ll not permit eutnctent natural light effective
ly to illuminate all parts of such room.
(b) Notwithstanding the provision of openings for natural ventilati on In

accordance with subregulation (2)(a) any room subject to the Machinery and Oc·
cupational Safety Act, 1983 (Act No.8 01 1983), shall In terms 01 the said Act be
provided with artificial ventilation as prescribed by such Act , and any room con
templated In subregulation (1) which Is-

(I) a room Which, due to conditions 01 high temperature, may be een
gerous to safety or health;

(II) a room where the re will be dust, gas, vapou r or volatile matter which
may be dangerous to salety or health; or

(III) used for any purpose lor which natural ventnanon is not suitable,
sha ll be provided with a means of artlilc ial ventueuon.

02 SPECIAL PROVISION OF NATURAL LIGHTING

Any habitable room In an~ dwelling house or dwelling ,unit, or any bedroom
In any building used lor residenti al or Institutional occ upancy shall, notwithstand
Ing the provision 01 artlficlallighUng , be provided with at least one opening lor
natural light In accordance with subregulatlon 01 (1).

0 3 APPROVAL OF ARTIFIC IAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS

No person shall without the prior written approval of the local authority install
any art ificial venll12tion system In any building : Provided that this prOhibition
shall not apply In the case of room air condilloners ot other Individual appliances
Installed for comlort.

0 4 DESIGN OF ARTIFICIAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS

Any rational design of an artificial ventilation system shall be carried cut by
or under the supervision 01 a professional engineer or other approved compe
tent person and such engineer or person Shall certily that the system hal been
des igned to comply with regulaUon 01 .

05 ARTIFICIAL VENTILATION PLANT

(11 Any piant lormlng part 01 an artificial ventilation system shall be 80
designed, located and protected that -

(a) any condensate Irom such plant cannot be the cause of danger or
nuisance to the pub lic;

(b) Inspec tion and servicing can be undertake n; and
(el unauth orized persons cannot tamper wit h such plant. 
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(2) The requ irements of Bubregulatlon (1) sha ll be doomed to be satisfied where
the design,locatlon and protection of such plant comply with Part 0 01section 3
of SABS 0400.

06 TESTING OF ARTIFICIAL VENTILATIO N SYSTEMS

The owner shall at acceptable rntervets of lime submit to the local authority
test reports indicating that any artificial ventilation system Installed In terms of
these regulations Is operating In the designed manner .

07 FIRE REQUIREMENTS

In addition to the requirements of this Part, lighting and ventilation shall be
provided to comply with Part T of these requlatlona.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

001

002
002.1

002.2

002.3

003
003.1

0 03.2

GENERAL
The requirements conta ined in regulat ions 0 1, 02, 05 and 06 of the National
Building Regulat ions shall be deemed to be satisfied where lighting and venti 
lation systems, special provision of natural lig ht ing, art ificial vent ilation plant
and testing of arti ficial ventil ation systems, as the case may be, comply wit h
the deemed-to-satlsty rules conta ined in the following provisions of th is Part.

NATURAL LIGHTING
Where fo r the purposes of natural light ing a room is provided with one or more
ope nings, such opening or openi ngs shall be situated in an external wall, or in
a suitable position in the roof of the bui ldi ng.

Where such opening is glazed it shall be glazed with transparent or approved
translucent glazi ng material.

The area of such opening, or total area of such openi ngs, incl usive of frames
and glaz ing bars, shalt be not less than 10 % of the floor area of the room or
rooms served by it, or 0,2 m', whichever is the greater.

ZONE OF SPACE FOR NATURAL LIGHTING
Any opening contemplated in subrule 002.1 shall have a zone of space outside it .

SUCh opening may be divided into portions, each with its own zone of space .
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Commentary: Figure 1(a) and (b) illustrates the zones of space (003.2) that may exist when an open
ing is divided into portions, The lines that determine these zones depend on the size
and shape of the obstruction,

Obstrucfio,:.!-n---+-_-\

(a)

_+--_~ Zone of space

--1--0:=- Zone of space

003.3

Fig. 1 - Zone of Space

Drg.11026/E

Any such zone of space shall be limited by parallel planes passing through and
extending from the highest and lowest points of such opening and by parallel
planes passing through and extending from the points of such opening that are
furthest apart in the lateral direction.

Commentary: Figure 2 illustrates the measurement of openings,

Fig. 2 - Measurement of Openings

Drg.11027/E

003.4 Such parallel planes may extend from the building at any angle to the plane
of the opening.
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003.5 Where the planes bounding such zone of space are not at right angles to the
plane of the opening the area of such opening shall for the purpose of subrule
002.3 be deemed to be A x B, where A is the shortest distance between the
planes bounding the top and bottom of such zone and B is the shortest distance
between the vertical planes bounding the sides of such zone.

Commentary: Figure 3 illustrates the case of zones of space which are not at right angles to the plane
of the opening.

(a)

~ Obstruction

(b)

Fig. 3 - Zone of Space at Angle to Opening

003.6
Drg.11028/E

The available length of any zone of space shall be calculated either as half the
sum of the lengths of the vertical planes or as half the sum of the length of the
planes passing through the highest and lowest points of the opening, and the
length of individual planes shall be measured as the distance along such plane
from such opening to -

(a) any obstruction on the site which intersects such plane; or
(b) where there is no such obstruction, to any statutory building line on an

adjoining site; or
(c) where there is no such obstruction or line, to the boundary between the

site and any adjoining site: Provided that where a zone extends across
a street reserve the statutory building line and the boundary contemplated
in paragraphs (b) and (c) respectively, shall be taken to mean the statuto
ry building line and street boundary of the site opposite the site concerned.
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Commentary: Figure 4 illustrates how to calculate the length of a zone of space.

SASS 0400·1990

Site bo~'!!!.art;. ~!!.d,!!!P.!!!'!-or obstruction

I I
I I
I I

)( I 1>
I 8 I

H
I t

I Obstruction

1 I
I II

)( I II I
I

~: I

(a)

x

Y I
Position of boundary

(b)

I
I
I

X I

003.7

003.8

(c) ~
Position of site boundary
or building line

In all cases the length of the lone of space is ~y. 2

Fig. 4 - Measurement of Zone of Space

Drg.11029/E

The available length of any zone of space when calculated in accordance with
subrule 003.6 shall be not less than 0,5 m when measured to a boundary line
or not less than 1 m when measured to a building line and, notwithstanding the
requirements contained in subrules 003.8 and 003.9, shall not be required to
be more than 8 m .

Where none of the planes bounding a zone of space intersects an obstruction
on the site, the available length of such zone shall be not less than that con
tained in Table 1, where H represents the distance measured vertically from the
head of the opening to the top of the wall containing the opening. 
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003.9 Where one or more of the planes bounding a zone of space intersects an ob
struction on the site the available length of such zone shall be not less than
that contained in Table 1,where H represents the height of the obstruction above
the level of the head of the opening concerned: Provided that the shortest
horizontal distance between the opening and such obstruction shall be not less
than 1 m.

TABLE 1 - LENGTH OF ZONE OF SPACE

1 2

Type of room served by opening Length of zone
of space

Habitable room in dwelling house, dwelling unit or
a building used for a residential or institutional

1/3 Hoccupancy

Any other habitable room 1/5 H

Bathroom, shower or room containing a we pan or
1/10 Hurinal

Commentary: Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the height of obstruction which controls the required length
of the zone of space.

I Site boundary or

J
,........ building line

H I

-- ------------------J
I

------ ------- -------1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Fig. 5(a) - Zone of Space Intersecting Boundary
or Building Line

~ 1:__

Fig. 5(b) - Zone of Space Intersecting an Obstruction

Drg. f7030/f
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003.10 Where any projection from the surface of the wall above any opening contem
plated in subrule 002.1 is likely significantly to reduce the amount of light reach
ing such opening -

(a) at least two-thirds of the plan area of the zone of space outside such open
ing shall have an unrestricted vertical shaft extending upwards from the
plane bounding the top of such zone; and

(b) no opaque projection over such zone shall extend to a line closer than
1 m from any obstruction or lateral site boundary intersecting such zone.

Commentary: Figure 6shows the vertical shaft required above any zone of space which has a projec
tion covering part of it.

Elevation

I

000 min.
-.f'-----t-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

t'l
"""t>,

~:
ttl',

I
I
I
I

Opaque projectionI

1

J
f\ /:
: \8,' 'Shaff
I l I

I " \ I
I' '. I

Ncanopy

Plan are, of B
musf be af leasf
2/3 of A + B

Plan

Fig. 6 - Projection Over Zone of Space

Drg.fl031/E 
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004
004.1

004.2

004.3

004.4

Commentary:

005

005.1

005.2

NATURAL VENTILATION
Where for the purposes of natural ventilation any room is provided with an open
ing or openings -

(8) the position of such opening or openings in relation to each other and
to any internal doors to such room shall be such as to enable such room
to be ventilated; and

(b) the arrangement and sizes of such openings in a garage shall be such
that the quantity of noxious fumes or gases in such garage does not ex
ceed a safe limit.

Every such opening shall be either -
(8) an opening or door in an external wall; or
(b) an openable glazed window in an external wall or in a suitable position

in the roof; or
(c) an opening in the ceiling or at the top of an internal or external wall, con

nected directly to a vertical ventilating flue.

The total area of any opening, door or openable glazed window contemplated
in subrule 004.2(8) or (b) shall be not less than 5 % of the floor area of the room,
or 0,2 m2

, whichever is the greater.

The total area of any opening contemplated in subrule 004.2(c) shall be not less
than 2 % of the floor area of the room.

In any building which is not permanently occupied, such as a holiday home, or chalet,
windows providing ventilation may remain closed for long periods. In hot humid areas
this can lead. to problems such as dampness and mould growth and some form of sup
plementary ventilation may be desirable. Airbricks provide a partial solution but as these
may not be sufficient on their own some other form of permanent ventilation such as a
roof vent should also be considered.

NATURAL LIGHTING AND VENTILATION OF ROOMS OPENING ONTO
ENCLOSED BALCONIES, GALLERIES, VERANDAHS AND COURTS
Any room having an opening which opens onto any roofed and enclosed balcony,
gallery or verandah, as the case may be, shall be deemed to satisfy the require
ments contained in requlatlon 01 where such opening satisfies the requirements
contained in rule 001 and -

(8) a portion of the outer wall of any such balcony, gallery or verandah has
openings complying with subrule 002.2 and the area of such openings
is at least 10 % of the combined floor area of the room concerned and
the balcony, gallery or verandah;

(b) any such balcony, gallery or verandah is provided with doors or other
openable areas having an area of at least 5 % of the combined floor area
of the room concerned and the balcony, gallery or verandah; and

(c) that portion of the outer wall of such balcony, gallery or verandah in which
openings contemplated in paragraphs (8) and (b) are formed is provlded
with a zone of space complying with the requirements contained in rule
003.

Any room havlnq an opening which opens onto any enclosed and covered or
partially covered court shall be deemed to satisfy the requirements contained
in regulation 01 where such opening satisfies the requirements contained in
rules 002, 003 and 004 and-

(8) the cover to such court is adequately translucent; and
(b) the plan area of such cover is not more than one-third of the plan area

of such court; or 
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(c) the plan area of such cover is more than one-third of the plan area of such
court but additional openings from such court to the outside air have been
provided to the extent that the total area of all such openings is equal
to at least two-thirds of the plan area of such court:

Provided that where such court is to be occupied for any purpose, whether or
not any room has an opening which opens onto such court, such cover shall
be translucent and -

(i) additional openings shall be provided in accordance with paragraph
(c); or

(ii) such court shall be provided with artificial ventilation in accordance
with rule 007.

Commentary: Where natural ventilation is required and the cover extends over more than one-third of
any enclosed court, additional ventilation openings must be provided either as shown
in Figure 7(a) and (b) or through the building.

Covered court

(a)

I of court

D

Cover must be translucent

/ Openings of an area
-r----L'---- more than 2/3 area

(b)

Fig. 7 - Lighting and Ventilation of Court

Drg.11032/f
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006

007
007.1

007.2

007.3

007.4

007.5

007.6

007.7

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
Where in any building the requirements for lighting contained in regulation 01
are to be satisfied by the installation of a system of artificial lighting such light
ing shall be in accordance with the relevant recommendations contained in
SABS 0114: Part I.

ARTIFICIAL VENTILATION
(a) Outside air used in any artificial ventilation system shall be introduced

to the system from an inlet positioned to ensure that such air is as far
as possible free from local contamination.

(b) Where it is not possible to so position such inlet a filter which will reduce
contamination of such air to an acceptable level and prevent discharge
into rooms of dust or fluff that has accumulated in ducts shall be fitted
to such inlet.

The exhaust outlets for air which has been used for artificial ventilation pur
poses shall be so located and arranged as to ensure that such air does not cause
a nuisance nor contaminate any air which is likely to be drawn into or ventilate
any existing building.

Exhaust outlets or air inlets forming part of any artificial ventilating system shall
be protected by a substantial grille or screen through which a 12 mm diameter
sphere cannot pass.

Where an artificial ventilation system has been connected to a room -
(a) designed to be occupied by persons suffering from infectious or conta

gious diseases;
(b) contemplated in regulation 01(3)(b); or
(c) containing a we pan or urinal or used as a sauna, darkroom or refuse

storage room;
air from such room shall not be recirculated to or permitted to pass into any
other room, whether or not such room falls into the same occupancy category,
and all such air shall be discharged or exhausted to the outside air.

(a) In any room contemplated in regulation 01(3)(b) where heat, dust, gas,
vapour or volatile matter is liberated in one or more localized areas, each
such area shall be provided with an extract facility which shall exhaust
air from such area at a rate that will ensure that such heat, dust, gas,
vapour or volatile matter is effectively removed through such facility and
discharged to the outside air.

(b) Any such extract facility shall be so constructed that any condensate
deposited upon the internal surface of such facility cannot run or drip from
such surface back onto such area.

(a) The artificial ventilation system serving any parking garage shall be
separate from any other artificial ventilation system: Provided that con
taminated air exhausted from such garage may be circulated through a
transformer, machine or similar service room in order to dissipate heat
from machines before passing to the outside air.

(b) The arrangement and sizes of air inlets and outlets in every garage required
in terms of this Part to be artificially ventilated shall be such as to ensure
that the level of noxious or toxic fumes or gases at any location in such
garage does not rise above a safe limit.

(a) Where any kitchen contains an extraction facility for the purpose of ex
tracting heat or vapour such facility shall, where it is to be subjected to
an atmosphere containing grease in suspension, be fitted with a means
which will filter the air entering such facility to prevent such grease being
carried into the system: Provided that where such means cannot be fitted 
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007.8

007.9

007.10

an easily accessible trap or settling chamber shall be installed in the duct
leading from such facility.

(b) Provision shall be made at every change in direction of such duct for easy
inspection and for cleaning of the interior of the duct.

(c) Any such extraction facility and the artificial ventilation system required
therefor shall be constructed or lined throughout with a non-combustible
material.

(d) Any such extraction facility shall not be connected to any other extrac
tion facility or artificial ventilation system.

Any self-contained artificial ventilation unit installed in the wall of any building
where such wall abuts on a public street or place shall be installed and operat
ed in such a way that condensate formed by the operation of the unit is prevented
from dripping onto such street or place by means of -

(a) the use of a unit which disposes of all condensate by evaporation; or
(b) arranging for the condensate from the unit to be collected and disposed

of into a drain or stormwater drain or in such manner as will be accept
able to the local authority.

The arrangement and sizes of air inlets and outlets in any room which is artlfl
cially ventilated shall be such as to ensure an even and uniform distribution
and circulation of air throughout the occupied zone of the room without the cre
ation of an air velocity of more than 0,5 mls .

(a) Any room or space which is required to be artificially ventilated and is
used for an occupancy contemplated in column 1 of Table 2 shall be sup
plied with outside air at a rate not less than that contemplated in columns 2
and 4 of such table: Provided that -
(i) where no figure is given in column 2, the rate given in columns 3 and

4 shall be used; or
(ii) where air has been recirculated through an approved filter capable

of removing tobacco smoke particles, or the local authority is satis
fied that smoking will not take place in such room or space or in any
room or space from which the air has been recirculated, the rate may
be reduced to that given in columns 3 and 4 of such table;

(iii) where airborne toxic substances will be released into the room or
space concerned, extract ventilation which is able to remove such
substances shall be provided;

(iv) in the case of a kitchen or any room containing a bath, shower, we
pan or urinal in any dwelling unit or private dwelling house or any
such room serving any bedroom, borrowed air may be used in lieu
of outside air and the system shall be capable of supplying the re
quired quantity of air under conditions of intermittent use;

(v) in the case of any motor car repair garage, photographic darkroom,
working area in a commercial dry-cleaning establishment, private or
central kitchen in a hotel, motel, resort, dormitory and similar facili
ties or any wash-room or room containing a we pan or urinal located
in an office-type occupancy or intended for use by the public, the
extract ventilation quantity shall exceed the supply air quantity to
ensure negative pressure in the area concerned;

(vi) in the case of any laboratory, any fume cupboard provided shall be
capable of removing all fumes, gas, vapour or volatile matter likely
to be generated in such cupboard; and

(vii) in the case of a ticket kiosk situated in a parking garage, the air sup
ply to such kiosk shall be sufficient to create positive pressure with
in the kiosk.

(b) For the purpose of this subrule the number of persons shall be based upon
the requirements contained in regulation A21.
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TABLE 2 - AIR REQUIREMENTS
--.----------------------r-----,------r--------------,

2 3 4
--+--------------1

Minimum
air requirement, P/s

Occupancy

Smoking Filtered or
non-smoking

Remarks

.----------+------j-------t-.---
Public halls
Assembly halls
Churches
Theatres (including lobbies and auditorial
Cinemas

7,5
7,5
7,5
7,5

3,5
3,5
3,5
3,5

Air supply required per person

f------------------------I,-----\----.---i----
Dry-cleaners and laundries
Commercial dry-cleaners (working areas)
Storage/collection area
Laundries

7,5
7,5

120,0
5,0
5,0

Air supply required per person

-----------------+------+------- -------------1
Educational buildings
Classrooms
Laboratories
Libraries
-----------------------f------4---

7,5
7,5
6,5

Air supply required per person

------------[------+---_.

50,0 50,0
5,0 5,0 Air supply required per room
25,0 25,0 I
25,0 25,~-_.- -------

I
7,5 7,5 Air supply required per person
7,5 7,5

7,5
7,5 Air supply required per person

10,0
7,5 7,5
5,0

7,5
----

7,5 7,5 Air supply required perm' of
floor area

5,0 5,0 Air supply required per person
---

10,0 10,0 Air supply required perm' of
floor area

7.,5 5,0 Air supply required per person
7,5 5,0
7,5 5,0

---
7,5 Air supply required per person
7,5

Food and eating facilities (public)
Dining-rooms and restaurants
Cafeterias
Bars and cocktail lounges
Kitchens

Photographic darkrooms

Dwelling units
Kitchens
Other living areas
Bathrooms and shower-rooms
Rooms containing WC pan or urinal
-----_._------
Shops
Malls, arcades, warehouses
Sales floors, showrooms, dressing rooms

Sports and amusement facilities
Ballrooms and discos
Bowling alleys (seating area)
Playing area (gymnasiums, etc.)
Locker-rooms
Spectator areas
Health spas and slimming salons

Garages
Parking garages

Ticket kiosks

Motor car repai rs

f--------------
Hotels, motels, resorts, dormitories and similar facilities
Lobbies
Conference rooms
Assembly rooms

Bedrooms
Living-rooms (suites)

----------------

7,5
7,5
7,5
17,5

5,0
5,0
5,0
17,5

10,0

Air supply required per person

Air supply required per person
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TABLE 2 (continued)

SASS 0400·1990

1 2 3 4
f-----

Minimum
air requirement, fls

Occupancy Remarks

Smoking Filtered or
non-smoking

Central kitchens 17,5 17,5 Air supply required per person
Private kitchens 50,0 50,0 Air supply required per room

Libraries
General - 6,5 Air supply required per person
Bookstock - 3,5

Olfice~

General 7,5 5.0 Air supply required per person
Meeting and waiting spaces 7,5 5.0
Conference and board rooms 10,0 5.0

Cleaner's rooms - 1,0 Air supply required per m' of
floor area

Stages, TV, radio and movie film 7,5 5,0 Air supply required per person

Rooms containing baths, showers, we pans or urinals
Serving a dwelling unitor any bedroom 25,0 25,0 Air supply required per room

All others 20,0 20,0 Air supply required per bath,
shower, WC pan, urinal stall or
600 mm of urinal space

Transportation
Waiting-rooms, ticket and baggage areas, Air supply required per person
corridor and gate areas, platforms, concourses 7,5 5,0

Smoking-rooms 20,0 - Air supply required per person

Occupanies other than those listed above As determined by the local authority

NOTE: The use of a dash in the above table signifies no requirement.
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DRAINAGE

SABS 0400·1990

REGULATIONS

P1 COMPULSORY DRAINAGE OF BUILDINGS

(1) la) Where In respect 01any building a sui table means of disposal of water
borne sewage is available th e owne r of such building shall provi de a drainage
installation.

(b) Where there Is no such means of disposal, sewage shall be creoceec
of in accordance with Part a of these regulations.

(2) (a) Where a sewer is or becomes available for the drainage of such build
ing the owner of such building shall , at his own cost, lay , alte r or extend any drain
serving such building 10 term inate at a location and level as prescribed by the
local aut hority lor the connection to suc h sewer,

(b) In the case 01 any existing building the local autho ri ty shall serve a
notice, in writing , upon the owner staling the period within wh ich the conn ec
l ion contemplated In parag raph (a) sha ll be made,

(3) Whe re a connecting sewer has been provided to any sit e the owner of such
site shall cause all sewage discharged from any building on such site to be con
veyed by a drain to such connecti ng sewer ,

(4) Whe re l he owner 01such building fails to lay. alter or extend any dra in In
terms of sub regulation (2) the local authority may lay, alte r or extend such drain
and recover the costs thereof from the owner; Provided that the loca l author it y
sha ll, before ca rrying out such work give not less than 14 days notice to such
owner of its Intention 10 carry out such work.

(5) Any owner who fails to comply with any requirement 01 subrequtaticn (1)
or (2), shall be guilty 01 an offence.

P2 DESIGN OF DRAINAGE INSTALLATIONS

(1) Any drainage inst allation in any building shalt be so desi gned and construct
ed that-

(a) an adequate numbe r of sanitary fix tures is provided in retattcn to the
populalion and cl ass of occupancy 01 such build ing;

(b) such installation Is capable of carr ying the design hydraulic load;
(e) such insta llat ion is capable of discharging into any commo n drain, con

necti ng sewer or sewer provided to accept such discharge;
(d) all components and materials used in such installation ar e watert ight;
(e) no nuisance or danger 10 health will be caused as a result of the opera

tion of any such Installation ;
(I) any drain in suc h system is of such st reng th . having rega rd to the man

ner In which it is bedded or suocortec. that it is capable o f sus taining the
loads and forces 10 which it may normally be subjected and thai i t is , where
necessary, pro tec ted aga ins t any dam age ;

(g) all sani tary fixtu res are so loca ted that they are easily accessible to those
persons they are Intended to serve;

(h) any necessary inspection, cleaning and main ten ance requi red, may be
performed th rough the means 01 access provi ded.

(2) The requirements of subregulation (1) shall be deemed to be sausneo where
suc h ins tallation -

(a) is the subject 01an acceptable rational desi gn prepared by or unde r the
supervision 01a pro fessional engineer or o ther app roved com petent person; or

(b) complies wit h Part P of sec tion 3 of SASS 0400: Provid ed that where a
loc al au thority is of the opinion that the size or co mplexity of the drain age
installation in any building renders It essential for suc h ins tallation to be the
subject o f a rational design, such local au thority shall , in writ ing , notify the
owner of such buildi ng of its reasons for the necessit y lor suc h desig n and
may require such owner to submit for approval plans and particul ars of a com
plete drainage installation based on suc h design.

P3 CONTROL OF OBJ ECTIONABLE DISCHARGE

(1) No person shall cause or permit sewage discharged from any sanitary fix
ture to enter -

(II) any stormwater dra in, etoemwater sewe r or excavated or construc ted
watercourse:

(b) subject to the Water Act, 1956 (Acl No. 54 ot 1956), any ri ver, stream or
natural watercourse whether ordinarily dry or otherwise; or
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Ie) any street or other site .
(2) No person shall cause or permit stormwaler 10 enter any drainage tnstaua

tion on any site.
(3) The local authority ma y by not ice in wr iling order Ihe owner of any site to

execute. at his own cost. any precautionary measures required by the local authori·
ty to prevent such entry contemplated in subregulal ion (1) or (2). 85 the case may
be.

(4) No person shall , w ithout me written permission 01the local authority, dis
charge or cause the discharge 01 any water from a sw imming pool, fountain or
reservoir, either directly or indi rec t ly, onto any public street or public place. or
onto any site other than onto the site upon which such swimming pool. founta in
or reservoir is situated.

(5) Any person who contravenes Of permits the contravent ion of any require.
ment 01 th is regulation or taus to comply wilh a notice servec on him In terms
01 subregulation (3). shall be guilty 01 an ollence.

P4 INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENT

(1) (a) Where any person has obtained approval to discharge into any drain
any liquid or solid matter. other than soil water or waste water, and where any
accrtlonet drainage and other Installations Including storage, pre-treatment and
metering Ins tallations are required by the local authori ty as a condit ion 01 such
approval, such person shall submit any plans and other details 01 such tnstana
uons required by the local aut hority.

(b) The Installations contemplated in paragraph (a) shall be constructed
in accordance with the relevant requirements 01 these regulations and shall be
maintained in good working order.

(2) Any person who constructs an mstenencn contempteted in subregulation
(1) other than In accordance with such approval , shall be guil ty 01 an offence.

P5 DISCONNECTIONS

(1) Where any soli uxture is permanently disconnected Irom any soil pipe, or
where any soil pipe Is permanently ctsconnectee from any drain, the owner shall
seal the opemng to such pipe or drain In such a manner that suc h disconnection
will not be a danger to heallh.

(2) Where any dra in is permanently disconnected any remaining part shall be
sealed by the owner of such drain.

(3) When any drainage installation Is disconnected Irom a connecting sewer
Ihe local authority shall be notified, in writing, by the owner thereof within 30
days from the date 01 such disconnection.

(" ) Any person who contravenes any requirement of this regulation. shall be
guilty of an ollence.

P6 UNAUTHORIZED DRAINAGE WORK

(1) Unless authorized by the loc al authorHy -
(a) no person shall in any man ner Interlere wi th any sewer or con necting

sewer;
(b) no person shall break. Into or in terfere wi th any part of a drainage tn

stauatrcn other than 10f the pu rpose 01 repair and maintenance.
(2) Any person who carries out or permits the carry ing out 01any unauthorized

work contemplated In this regulation, shall be guHly of an off ence.

P7 INSPECTION AND TESTING OF DRAINAGE INSTALLATIONS

(1) Any drain, discharg& pipe or ventilating p ipe shall be so Insta lled as to be
capable 01 withstanding the test pressures contemplated in rule PP26 or PP27,
as the case may be, contained in seclion 3 01 SASS 0400 and such tests shall
be carried out in the presence of the building control c tuc er of, or other officer
duly authorized by , the local authority.

(2) Any equipment , material or labour required lor any Inspec tio n or any test
ing contemplated in Pan Pot these regulations shall be made avai lable by the
person installing such pipe or drain.

(3) No person shall put into use any drainage installation before such instal
lation has been Ins pec ted, tested and passed by th e loeal author ity as comply·
ing with Ihese regulations.

(" ) Any person who co ntravenes the requirement 01sccrec ureucn (3), shall be
guilly 01 an offence .
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DEEMED TO SATISFY RULES

SASS 0400-1990

PP1 GENERAL
Regulation P2 shall be deemed to be satisfied where any drainage installation
complies with deemed-to-satisfy rules contained in the following provisions of
this Part.

PP2 MATERIALS, PIPES, FITTINGS AND JOINTS
In any drainage installation any type of joint between pipes or between such
pipes and fittings shall -

(a) be appropriate to the materials of which such pipes and fittings are made;
(b) remain watertight to the standard set in rule PP26 under normal working

conditions or where there maybe any differential movement between such
pipes and any building or ground or other construction forming part of
the drainage installation; and

(c) be able to withstand an internal water pressure of 50 kPa and an external
water pressure of 30 kPa without leaking.

PP3 SANITARY FIXTURE STANDARDS
PP3.1 Any sanitary fixture shall be made of impermeable, non-corrosive material, shall

have a smooth and readily cleanable surface and shall be so constructed and
fitted as to discharge through a trap, into a soil pipe or waste pipe, as the case
may be.

PP3.2 The water supply outlet to any waste fixture shall be situated not less than 20 mm
above the flood-level rim of such fixture: Provided that this requirement shall
not apply to any bidet.

PP4 STANDARDS FOR we PANS
PP4.1 Any wepan shall be so designed and manufactured as to comply with the rele

vant requirements contained in SASS 497: Provided that any we pan which has
a horizontal outlet spigot where the connection between such spigot and the
soil pipe connected to it is made by an adaptor which can provide a slope down
wards at a gradient of not less than 1 in 40 towards the inlet of such soil pipe
may be installed in any building.

PP4.2 Any we pan of the pedestal type shall be manufactured as a single unit and
where such pan is installed in a position so that the joint between its outlet
spigot and the soil pipe into which it discharges, is concealed, such pan shall
be installed in such a manner that there is ready access to such joint.

PP4.3 Any we pan of the wall-mounted type shall be manufactured as a single unit
and shall be so constructed that such pan can -

(a) be firmly attached to a wall; or
(b) be rigidly supported by a bracket.

PP4.4 Any wepan of the squat type may be manufactured in two parts where the joint
between the upper and lower parts is situated above the normal level of the water
seal in the trap of such pan.

PP4.5 Any we pan shall be served by its own separate flushing device.

PP4.6 Any seat associated with any we pan shall have a smooth non-absorbent sur
face and be held in place by fasteners made of corrosion resistant material.
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PP5
PP5.1

PP5.2

PP5.3

PP5.4

PP5.5

PP5.6

PP5.7

PP5.8

PP5.9

STANDARDS FOR URINALS
(a) Any urinal shall be of either one or more slabs, or a stall, trough, bowl

or other suitable receptacle which shall have a smooth and readily clean
able non-absorbent surface.

(b) Where a slab or trough type urinal is provided a 600 mm length of such
slab or trough shall be deemed to be equivalent to one urinal stall or bowl.

Any urinal or group of urinals shall for the purposes of subrule PP5.3 be provid
ed with a flushing device: Provided that this requirement shall not apply with
regard to any urinal that is specifically designed and constructed as a flush
less urinal.

Any urinal shall be so designed and installed that all of its surface, within its
perimeter, from a distance of not more than 100 mm below the outlet of its flush
ing device, is cleaned by the water discharged from the device.

When any urinal is made of stainless steel it shall be made as a single unit and
shall be so constructed that -

(a) any weld shall have a degree of corrosion resistance not less than that
of the parent metal;

(b) any crevice on the exposed side of joints shall be filled with weld metal;
(c) any removable corner shall be attached by means of a corrosion resis

tant fastener.

The channel fitted to any slab or stall type urinal shall be graded with a fall of
not less than 1 in 100 and the outlet to this channel shall -

(a) serve not more than 4,8 m of slab urinal, or 8 stall units; and
(b) be provided with a trap, which shall be provided with a corrosion resis

tant grating designed to retain solid matter without obstructing the flow
of liquids: Provided that any such grating shall not be installed in the case
of any trap which serves any siphonic urinal.

Any joint between any parts of a urinal shall be urine resistant and watertight.

(a) Any urinal of the wall-mounted type shall be so constructed that it shall
discharge by gravity and have the following minimum dimensions:
(i) a vertical distance of 300 mm from the outlet of the bowl to the lowest

point of discharge of flushing water into the urinal;
(ii) an external width of 300 mm at the widest point;
(iii) a horizontal distance of 230 mm from the front of the lip to the wet

ted face immediately opposite the centre point of such lip; and
(b) such urinal shall be manufactured as a single unit and where it is a urinal

flushed by wash-down action it shall be provided with a separate trap or
where it is flushed by siphonic or jet action it shall have an integral trap.

Any urinal having dimensions less than those contained in subrule PP5.7(a) may
be permitted if a trapped floor drain is installed in the same room.

Any flush less urinal shall -
(a) be constructed of inert material with a smooth finish and a high resistance

to water absorption;
(b) be so constructed that the inner surface of any bowl and outlet is smoothly

curved to ensure that any flow of urine into any trap is unimpeded and
cannot pond in any such urinal;

(c) have waste fittings and discharge piping made of plastics material or other
inert material resistant to corrosion.
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PP6
PP6.1

PP6.2

PP6.3

PP7
PP7.1

PP7.2

PP7.3

PP7.4

PP7.5

PP8

PP9
PP9.1

FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS FOR WC PANS
Any flexible connector which is used to connect the outlet spigot of a we pan
to any soil pipe shall not permit any leakage of soil water at the joint.

Such connector shall have a maximum water absorption of 2 % and shall be
flexible to accommodate any dimensional variations between, and any surface
irregularities of, such spigot and pipe.

The requirements contained in subrules PP6.1 and PP6.2 shall be deemed to
be satisfied if such connector complies with the requirements contained in
SASS 974.

ELECTRICAL SANITARY FIXTURES
Any clothes-washing machine or dish-washing machine which is permanently
connected to any drainage installation shall discharge through a trap into a
waste pipe.

No person shall incorporate into any drainage installation a mechanical food
waste or other disposal unit or garbage grinder which has a power capacity in
excess of 500 W unless -

(a) the owner of the building has registered such unit or grinder with the local
authority or it is shown on an approved plan and such local authority is
satisfied that the working of any sewerage or sewage treatment system
shall not thereby be impaired; and

(b) such unit or garbage grinder has been installed in compliance with the
relevant requirements contained in the compulsory specification for the
safety of electrical appliances published in Government Notice 466 of
13 March 1981 and is of a type which will not cause such impairment.

Any food-waste disposal unit shall discharge through a trap havlnq a depth of
water seal of not less than the relevant depth given in the rules contained in
this Part.

Where any food-waste disposal unit is-
(a) installed in contravention of the provisions of these rules; or
(b) is not functioning efficiently or is impairing the work of any part of the

sewerage system, the local authority may serve a notice on the owner of
such unit, or the owner or the occupier of the building in which such unit
is installed, requiring him to remove or alter such unit, or to alter the man
ner of its installation, by a date and on such conditions as it may
determine.

The owner shall notify the local authority within 14 days of the removal of any
registered unit or grinder.

MACERATOR TYPE SANITARY·TOWEL DISPOSERS
(a) In any room containing sanitary fixtures designated for the use of females,

suitable means shall be provided for the disposal of sanitary towels.
(b) Any macerator type sanitary-towel disposer shall discharge through a trap

into a soil pipe.

SEWAGE LIFTS
Where any building is at such a level in relation to the nearest connecting sewer
that any drainage installation serving such bUilding cannot discharge into such
connecting sewer by gravitation the owner of such building shall, at his own
cost, install an approved appliance and where required by the local authority,
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standby facilities, for the purpose of raising sewage to a level which will enable
it to gravitate to such connecting sewer.

PP9.2 Such appliance shall be operated and maintained at the cost of such owner and
shall be so designed and located as not to be offensive or to be injurious or
dangerous to health.

PP10
PP10.1

CONSERVANCY TANKS, SEPTIC TANKS AND FRENCH DRAINS
Any conservancy tank shall, subject to the clearing services provided by the 10·
cal authority in question -

(8) have a capacity as prescribed by such local authority;
(b) be constructed with means of access for cleaning;
(c) be provided with a means for clearing as prescribed by such local authority.

PP10.2 Any conservancy, tank or septic tank to be used on a site for the reception of
sewage shall -

(8) be so designed and constructed that it will be impervious to liquid;
(b) be so sited -

(i) that there will be a ready means of access for the clearing of such
tank;

(ii) as not to endanger the structure of any building or any services on
the site; and

(c) be so designed and sited that it is not likely to become a source of
nuisance or a danger to health.

PP10.3 Any septic tank shall, subject to the requirements contained in subrule PP10.7,
discharge to a french drain.

PP10.4 Any septic tank shall -
(8) where it is to serve a dwelling house or dwelling unit be of a designed

capacity of not less than 1,7 m3 and be capable of receiving one day's
sewage flow as given in Table 1.

(b) where it is to serve any building not being a dwelling house or dwelling
unit, be of a designed capacity not less than 3 times the daily flow from
such building, using the per capita sewage flow given in Table 2 or such
other flow as may be determined by the local authority where not so given.

(c) be so constructed that -
(i) it is provided with a means of access for the purpose of emptying

and cleaning; and
(ii) the depth in such tank below the outlet invert is not less than 1,0 m

and there is an airspace of not less than 200 mm between the sur
face of the liquid contained therein and the underside of the top cover
of such tank.

TABLE 1 - SEWAGE FLOWS FROM DWELLING
HOUSES OR DWELLING UNITS

2
I----------f----.----.-

Number of
bedrooms

Sewage flow,
litres per day

f---------+----------
2
3
4
5

700
900

1 100
1400

'--._----"------------
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TABLE 2 - SEWAGE FLOW FROM BUILDINGS NOT
Bl:ING DWELLING HOUSES OR DWELLING UNITS

1 2

Sewage flow,
Type of establishment litres per

person per day

Boarding houses 110
(Additional kitchen wastes for non-resident
boarders) 23
Hotels without private baths 110
Hotels with private baths 140
Restaurants (toilet & kitchen wastes per patron) 20
Tourist camps or caravan parks with central
bathhouse 90
Day schools 37
Day workers at offices per shift 90
Hospitals 500
Factories (litres per person per shift, exclusive
of industrial wastes) 140
Swimming baths 9
Motels (per bed) 90
Drive-in theatres (per car space) 9

SABS 0400-1990

PP10.5

PP10.6

PP10.7

No industrial effluent shall be allowed to flow into any septic tank.

Any french drain which is to receive effluent or any evapotranspirative bed
shall -

(8) be so constructed and located as not to cause the pollution of any spring,
stream, well or other source of water which is used or is likely to be used
for drinking, domestic or kitchen purposes;

(b) have a capacity, be so constructed and contain su itable material so as
to adequately receive and dispose of any effluent flowing into it; and

(c) be not less than 3 m from any building or boundary of the site on which
it is situated.

(8) The ground in which it is proposed to construct a french drain shall be
tested for percolation in accordance with the method contained in rule
PP28.

(b) Where, after testing in accordance with rule PP28, the site has been found
suitable for the use of a french drain, such french drain shall be construct
ed to such dimensions that the rate of application of effluent to the in
filtration area, within such french drain, does not exceed the values given
in column 2 of Table 3 as appropriate to the percolation rate given in
column 1 of such table.

TABLE 3 - RATES OF PERCOLATION AND EFFLUENT APPLICATION

1 2

Percolation rate: Average Rate of application of
time for 25 mm fall effluent to subsoil infiltration
of test water level, areas, litres per m2 of french

minutes drain wall area per day

0-3 108 max.
3-5 108-100
6-10 99-80
11-15 79-65
16-20 64-53
21-26 52-40
27-30 39-33

Over 30 Not permitted

NOTE: Intermediate values to be obtained by interpolation.
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(c) No french drain shall be constructed in any ground where -
(i) such ground has a percolation rate exceeding 30 minutes;
(ii) any effluent may floW out due to the contours of or the strata form

ing such ground;
(iii) the site to be affected by such effluent is of insufficient size to ac

commodate the soaking away of the effluent;
(iv) the level of the water table is or may be such as to prevent adequate

percolation; or
(v) any site may be affected by the presence of such french drain.

PP10.8

PP11
PP11.1

PP11.2

PP12

PP12.1

PP12.2

PP13
PP13.1

An evapotranspirative bed may, subject to the provisions of section 10 of the
Building Regulations and Building Standards Act, 1977 (Act 103 of 1977), be in
stalled instead of a french drain.

DISCHARGES FROM WASHING AREAS
(a) Any building used as a stable, garage, cowshed, dairy, kennel, butchery,

abattoir or any vehicle washing area or other similar area that requires
regular cleansing which produces waste water or soil water shall be con
nected to a drain which shall serve such building or area;

(b) such area shall be paved with an approved impervious material, and be
graded to a gully which shall be fitted with a removable grating and be
connected to an approved silt trap, grease trap, petrol and oil interceptor
or two or more of the foregoing.

Such area shall -
(a) be roofed over; and
(b) be surrounded by a kerb not less than 100 mm high or it shall be elevated

above the immediately surrounding ground level by not less than 100 mm .

DISCHARGES FROM SWIMMING BATHS,SWIMMING POOLS,FOUNTAINS OR
RESERVOIRS
Where any swimming bath, swimming pool, fountain or reservoir is required by
the owner thereof to have an overflow to lead away excess rainwater, such over
flow shall be designed and constructed to discharge -

(a) onto the site upon which such bath, pool, fountain or reservoir is situat
ed; or

(b) into an approved surface channel, stormwater drain or natural
watercourse.

Any swimming bath, swimming pool, fountain or reservoir shall be so designed
and constructed that the water from the backwashing of any filter is discharged
onto the site upon which such bath, pool, fountain or reservoir is situated or,
with approval, into a drain.

PROVISION OF SANITARY FIXTURES
The number of sanitary fixtures to be provided in any building shall be based
on the population for which such building is designed, and such population shall
be calculated in terms of regulation A21:
Provided that -

(a) where in any particular occupancy, separate sanitary facilities are provided
for each sex the number oLsanitary fixtures installed for them shall be
based on the population of that particular sex for which such facilities
are intended, and if the number of persons of each sex cannot be deter
mined it shall be assumed that they are in equal proportions;

(b) where fixtures are to be situated in separate groups the number of fix
tures in any group shall be based on the calculation of that portion of the
total population for which the group is intended;
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PP13.2

(c) any building for which the population cannot be determined shall, where
such building contains one or more habitable rooms, be provided with at
least 1 we pan and 1 washbasin.

Subject to the requirements contained in subrule PP13.1, the minimum number
of sanitary fittings to be provided in any building shall be as given in Tables 4-8,
and such fixtures shall -

(a) be situated in places which are convenient of access; and
(b) where necessary shall be designated for the use of males or females or

both: Provided that any room containing fixtures designated for the use
of both sexes shall be capable of being locked from inside.

commentary: Thepopulation calculated in terms of regulation A21 is the total population for a building
of a particular class of occupancy and includes personnel, public and visitors.

Table 4 refers to Table 6 in most occupancy classifications for the minimum provision
to be made for personnel as distinct from that for the public and visitors. In using Table 6
the population referred to in column 1 of the table is then the number of personnel only
of a particular sex in an occupancy The total number of personnel will in some cases
sensibly be the totalpopulation obtained from regulation A21, the public and visitors being
very few in number. In other cases the proportion of personnel to public and visitors will
have to be established. The total number of personnel in a shopping complex, or in any
particular shop, may be taken as 10% of the total population for such complex or shop
calculated in terms of regulation A21.

If the facilities provided in a shopping complex can be suitably situated such that they
are available to personnel and the public and visitors it may not be necessary to provide
separate facilities for the personnel in individual shops. The minimum number of facili
ties provided should then be the total required in accordance with Table 6 for the total
number of personnel in the shops within the complex who make use of these facilities.

In column 2 of Table 4 the minimum provision for public and visitors is given. In some
circumstances this minimum may be considered less than adequate. The view has been
taken that rather than be prescriptive it should be left to the owner to decide what provi
sion he wishes to make above the minimum to satisfy the public and to safeguard his
business interests. It is suggested that part (b) of Table 7 may be used where guidance
on any provision above the minimum is required.
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TABLE 4 - PROVISION OF SANITARY FIXTURES

1 2 3
1---

Type of occupancy and population Fixture Exceptions

A1: Personnel Table 6 a) In any building where facilities in accordance
Public and visitors Males: with Table 6 are available to both personnel and

1 we pan the publlc or visitors, no separate facilities shall be
1 washbasin required for the public or visitors.

Females:
b) No separate facilities for the public or visitors
shall be required within any shop having a floor

1 we pan area of less than 50m2 •
1 washbasin c) In an~ group of shops under one ownership or

A2: Personnel Table 6
in any sopping complex on a single site -
i) facilities for personnel may be situated at con-

Public and visitors venient locations and not necessarily in any parti-

Peak demand Table 7 (part a) cular shop or shops;
ii) facilities for the public and visitors may be situ-

No peak demand Table 7 (part b) ated at convenient locations and not necessarily in
Participants in sports Table 8 any particular shop or shops;

iii) facilities for personnel may be grouped or com-
A3 Table 6 bined with those provided for the use of the public

or visitors.
A4: Personnel Table 6 d) In any occupancy where personnel are exposed

Public and visitors Males:
to high risk substance, dirt, filth, dust, soot, oil,
grease or any similar substance, exposure to which

1 we pan is such that showers are necessary, at least 1
1 washbasin shower per 15 persons shall be provided separately
Females: for each sex and such showers shall be located in,
1 we pan or have direct access to, a change room.
1 washbasin

A5: Public and visitors
Peak demand Table 7 (part a)
No peak demand Table 7 (part b)

Participants in sport Table 8

81, 82 and 83
Personnel Table 6
Public and visitors 1 we pan

1 washbasin

C1 and C2
Personnel Table 6
Public and visitors Males:

1 we pan
1 washbasin
Females:
1 we pan
1 washbasin

01, 02 and 03
Personnel Table 6
Public and visitors No separate provision

required
04 No provision required

F1: Personnel Table 6
Public and visitors Males:

1 we pan
1 washbasin
Females:
1 we pan
1 washbasin

F2 and F3
Personnel Table 6
Pubiic and visitors 1 we pan

1 washbasin
f--

G1: Personnel Table 6
Public an d visitors Males:

1 we pan
1 washbasin
Females:
1 we pan
1 washbasin

L-_  
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TABLE 4 (continued)

SASS 0400-1990

1 2 3

Type of occupancy and population Fixture Exceptions

H1: Personnel Table 6 Any single hotel room or suite or any servant's
Public and visitors Males: room with its own facilities need not be provided

1 WC ~an
with separate facilities for males and females.

1 was basin
Females:
1 WC pan Showers may be substituted for baths in the fol-
1 washbasin lowing maximum ratios:

Residents Table 5 Males - two-thirds of total
Females - one-third of total

H2 Table 5

H3 and H4: Within each dwelling unit 1 WC pan
1 washbasin
1 bath or shower

J1, J2, J3 and J4 Table 6

Educational Institutions In primary schools the indicated number of sanitary
Classrooms and lecture rooms (A3 occupancy) facilities shall in each case be increased by one.

Personnel Table 6
Students or pupils Table 7

Dormitories or other residential accommoda-
tion (H2 occupancy) Separate facilities for personnel and students or

Personnel Table 5 pupils shall not be required where all facilities are

Students or pupils Table 5
available to both groups.

. Separate facilites for residential accommodation and
classrooms or lecture rooms shall not be required
where facilities in one are easily available to the
other.

E1, E2 and E3 Number to be provided de-
pends on type and design of
Institution.
Table 5 may be used as a
guide.

Commentary: In using Tables 5 to 8 the population referred to in column 1 of the tables is the popula
tion of the particular sex for which the minimum provision is to be determined. Unless
the population of each sex is otherwise known this will be one half of any total number
of persons or total population, in accordance with subrule PP13.1(a).
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TABLE 5

hbasins Baths

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

6 6
7 7
8 8
8 8

n in excess of 180
1 washbasin and
ery 60 persons

males

=CT--1-8l
given in Column 1

-_._._.._----
r-·-2~r-=~~ ~---r--

1 4 5 I 6
__ I

Number of sanitary fixtures to be installed relative to the population
For a ------r--

population Males Fe
of up to -

WC pans Urinals Washbasins Baths WC pans Was

8 1 1 1 1 2
20 1 2 2 2 3
40 2 3 3 3 4
60 3 4 4 4 6
80 4 6 5 5 9

100 4 8 6 6 12
120 5 9 6 6 14
140 5 10 7 7 15
180 5 11 8 8 16

For a popu- For a popu- For a population in For a populatio
lation in latlon in excess of 180 add 1 add 1 WC pan,

excess of excess of washbasin and 1 bath 1 bath for ev
180 add 1 180 add 1 for every 50 persons

WC pan for urinal for
every 50 every 40
persons persons

TABLE 6

1 2 ~ 4 ] 5 [-~--

Number of sanitary fixtures to be installed relative to the population given in Column 1
For a

population Males Females
of up to -

WC pans Urinals Washbasins WC pans Washbasins

15 1 1 1 2 1
30 1 2 2 3 2
60 2 3 3 5 3
90 3 5 4 7 4
120 3 6 5 9 5

-
For a population in excess of 120 add 1 For a population For a population
WC pan, 1 urinal and 1 washbasin for in excess of 120 in excess of 120

every 100 persons add 1 WC pan for add a washbasin
every 50 persons for every 100

persons
--
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TABLE 7

___J 4 I 5 6

ures to be installed relative to the population given in Column 1
~---

s Females

~s ~ashbasins WC pans Washbasins

1 2 1
1 3 2
1 5 3
2 7 4
3 12 6
4 16 7
5 20 8

--

opu- For a popu- For a population For a population
in lation in in excess of 1 500 in excess of 1 500

s of excess of add 1 WC pan for add 1 washbasin
add 1 500 add every 150 persons for every 500
rinal 1 washbasin persons
ery for every
sons 500 persons

1 1 1
1 2 1
1 3 2
2 5 3
3 6 4
5 8 6
6 10 7

opu- For a popu- For a population For a population
in lation in in excess of 1 500 in excess of 1 500

s of excess of add 1 WC pan for add 1 washbasin
add 1 500 add every 300 persons for every 700
rinal 1 washbasin persons
ery for every
sons 700 persons

-----------

For a p
lation

exces
1500

add 1 u
for ev

300 per

For a popu-
lation in

excess of
1 500 add
1 WC pan
for every

500 persons

For a popu- For a p
lation in lation

excess of exces
1 500 add 1 500
1 WC pan add 1 u
for eV:Jry for ev

1~O~!::.rsons1 500 per__

~~-~~~~~~r-~-r=-~~-~_

Fo< a rmb"_O',"';lacy flxt

population Male
of up to - ---~--~

WC pans Urina
-_._~_.- ---

a) Facilities subject to peak demand

50 1 1
100 1 2
150 1 3
250 2 4
500 3 7

1 000 3 12
1500 4 15

b) Facilities not subject to peak demand
50 1
100 1 1
1W 1 2
250 2 3
500 2 4

1 000 2 6
1 500 3 7

TABLE 8

4 I 5 1=6 7 8__ L
to be installed relative to the population given in Column 1

Females
----- ------ 1-----

basins Showers WC pans Washbasins Showers
--------------

1 2 2 1 2
2 2 3 2 2
3 3 5 3 3
3 3 6 3 4
4 5 7 4 5
5 5 9 5 5
5 6 10 5 6

-_._-- -------1---

popu- For a popu- For a population in For a popu-
n in latlon in excess of 100 add 1 lation in
ss of excess of WC pan and 1 washbasin excess of
add 1 100 add 1 for every 80 persons 100 add 1
basin shower for shower for
very every 40 every 40

ersons persons persons

For a
latio

exce
100
wash
for e

100 p

Number of sanitary fixtures

1
1
2
3
3

4
4

WC pans

Males
--------- ------- ----~-----------~------

Urinals Wash
._--_.__.._.__...._..,_.,----_. ._--_..~

1
2
2
3
4

5
6

For a population in
excess of 100 add 1 WC

pan and 1 urinal for
every 100 persons

10
20
30
40
60
80
100

------ ----------~----=r--------
1 2 3

_.._._-~--_.,-,-_. ~--_.."_._- ----_._-,._-- -----_._-

For a
population
of up to -
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PP14
PP14.1

PP14.2

PP14.3

HYDRAULIC LOADING OF DRAINAGE INSTALLATIONS
The hydraulic load discharged into or carried by any discharge pipe or any drain
shall be calculated in units, referred to as "fixture units".

The hydraulic load at any point in any discharge pipe or any drain shall be the
sum of the fixture unit ratings of all sanitary fixtures, the discharges from which
enter the discharge pipe or drain upstream of such point.

The hydraulic load discharged from any sanitary fixture specified in column 1
of Table 9 shall be as given in column 3, and in the case of any sanitary fixture
not listed in column 1 the diameter of the trap outlet of such a fixture, when
identified in column 2, shall indicate the hydraulic load, given in column 3, which
is to be prescribed for such a fixture.

TABLE 9 - FIXTURE UNIT RATINGS OF SANITARY FIXTURES

1 2 3

Examples of Nominal diameter of Hydraulic load,
sanitary fixtures trap, mm fixture units

Washbasin, bidet, wall- 32 1
mounted urinal (separate trap)

Bath, sink, shower, wash 40 2
trough

Wall-mounted urinal with 50 3
integral trap, commercial
electrical sanitary fixtures

75 or 80 5

we pan 100 8

Sanitary group 12

Commentary:

PP15
PP15.1

The fixture unit ratinggiven in Table 9 for each typeof fixture isa measure of thehydrau
lic loadand takes intoaccounttheduration ofdischarge, theinterval between discharges
and the mean discharge rate of the particular fixture.
The hydraulic load for a sanitary group givenin Table 9 is not the same as the sum of
the hydraulic loads for the individual fixtures comprising such group because the as
sumption made regarding the interval between discharges is different in each case.

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
The following requirements shall apply with regard to the single stack system:

(8) It shall only be installed where the building in question is of the office
class which has sanitary fixtures installed in ranges or of the residential
class which has sanitary fixtures installed in groups.

(b) It shall not be installed in any residential building exceeding 30 storeys
in height or in any office building exceeding 24 storeys in height above
the lowest ground level abutting such building.

(c) No trap vents for the protection of any water seals shall be required in
terms of this rule or in terms of subrule PP15.2 or PP15.3. 
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PP15.2

(d) Any supplementary vent stack contemplated in subrules PP15.2 and PP15.3
shall be cross-connected at each storey with the discharge stack above
the level of the highest branch discharge pipe connection to the discharge
stack.

(e) The discharge stack shall be continued upwards to form a stack vent.
(1) The radius of the centre line of any bend at the foot of the discharge stack

shall be not less than 300 mm .
(g) No offset shall be made in any discharge stack unless a ventilating pipe

is provided to reduce any pressure which may be caused by any offset,
and the nominal diameter of such ventilating pipe shall be not less than
half the diameter of such discharge stack.

(h) Every waste fixture trap shall be either a 'P' trap which has a water seal
of not less than 75 mm in depth or shall be a resealing trap of the 'P' type.

(j) The vertical distance between the invert of the lowest branch discharge
pipe connected to any discharge stack and the invert of the bend at the
foot of the stack shall be not less than -
(i) 450 mm for stub stacks, stacks in single dwellings of up to three

storeys in height and stacks of up to two storeys in height serving
a maximum of two groups of sanitary fixtures;

(ii) 750 mm for stacks of up to five storeys in height in other buildings;
and

(iii) one storey in height for stacks higher than five storeys.
(k) Where any waste branch and any opposed soil branch from a WC pan are

connected to any discharge stack the centre line of such waste branch
shall not intersect the centre line of such stack within 200 mm below the
intersection of the centre line of such soil branch with the centre line of
such stack.

(I) The inlet of a branch discharge pipe or a fixture discharge pipe joining
a discharge stack of equal diameter shall be swept in the direction of flow
with a radius of not less than 50 mm or shall be at an angle of 45° .

The following additional requirements shall apply with regard to any single stack
installation in any building where the occupancy is of the residential class:

(a) The fixture branch of any sanitary fixture in any sanitary group shall be
separately connected to the discharge stack.

(b) Where the trap fitted to any washbasin has a nominal diameter of 32 mm
the internal diameter of the fixture branch serving such washbasin shall
be not less than 40 mm .

(c) Not more than two sanitary groups installed in anyone storey shall be
connected to the same discharge stack.

(d) A discharge stack of not more than two storeys in height serving a maxi
mum of two groups of sanitary fixtures may discharge into a stub stack.

(e) The minimum discharge stack size and, where required, supplementary
vent stack size and cross-ventilation requirements shall be as prescribed
in Table 10.

TABLE 10 - MINIMUM DISCHARGE STACK AND SUPPLEMENTARY VENT STACK
SIZES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SINGLE STACK SYSTEMS: RESIDENTIAL OCCUPANCY

1 2 3

Number of storeys Nominal diameter Minimum nominal diameter of supplementary vent stack for
served by discharge of discharge discharge stack serving one or two sanitary groups in each

stack stack, mm storey, with cross vent at each floor, mm

Up to 10 100 None

100 50
11 to 15 f---..

150 None

16 to 30 150 None
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PP15.3 The following additional requirements shall apply with regard to any single stack
installation in any building where the occupancy is of the office class:

(a) Where sanitary fixtures are installed in ranges as contemplated in
column 2 of Table 11, the minimum nominal diameter of any discharge
stack and of any supplementary vent stack, where required, shall be as
given in columns 3 and 4 respectively for the number of storeys served
by such discharge stack as given in column 1.

(b) Any soil or waste branch discharge pipe to which such sanitary fixture
referred to in paragraph (a) is connected, shall be separately connected
to the discharge stack.

(e) For the purposes of Table 11 any number of urinals not exceeding 4 may
be regarded as equal to one we pan.

(d) Where a closed system is used and any branch discharge pipe is connect
ed to a stub stack, such closed system shall not receive the discharge
from more than four sanitary fixtures in a range.

Commentary: Figure 1 illustrates a single stack installation.

/stack vent

] - Washbasin

Fig. 1 - Single Stack System

Org.11033/£

Figure 2 illustrates a stub stack in a closed system.

Stub stack. -
!:===~J~ste water

discharge pipe

WC pan

invert

Fig. 2 - Stub Stack in Closed System

Drg.11034/E
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TABLE 11 - MINIMUM DISCHARGE STACK AND SUPPLEMENTARY VENT STACK SIZES
AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SINGLE STACK SYSTEMS: OFFICE OCCUPANCY

-----,--------------

1 2 3 4
--~------,

Number of storeys Maximum number of sanitary Minimum nominal Minimum nominal diameter
served by fixtures in a range in diameter of of supplementary

discharge stack each storey discharge stack, mm vent stack, mm
-- - ------

1-4 Not exceeding 5 WC pans and
5 washbasins

Vent stack not required------~

Not exceeding 2 WC pans and
2 washbasins

----------

5-8 3 WC pans and 3 washbasins 32

Exceeding 3 WC pans and 3
washbasins but not exceeding 100 40
5 WC pans and 5 washbasins

Not exceeding 2 we pans and 32
2 washbasins

9-12 Exceeding 2 we pans and 2 40
washbasins but not exceeding
4 we pans and 4 washbasins

-----------1-------------

1-8 Not exceeding 5 we pans and
5 washbasins Vent stack not required

------ I---

9-24 Exceeding 3 we pans and 3 150
washbasins, but not exceeding 75
5 we pans and 5 washbasins

NOTE: Where there are fewer washbasins than WC's in each storey the number of WC's shall determine the
supplementary vent stack requirements.

PP15.4 The following requirements shall apply with regard to the one-pipe system (in
cluding the single stack system):

(a) Any soil pipe shall be connected to another soil pipe, a stack or directly
to a drain;

(b) any waste pipe shall be connected to another waste pipe, a soil pipe, a
stack, directly to a drain or to a gully which shall be connected to a drain;

(c) any waste or any soil fixture trap may have a common ventilating pipe.
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Commentary: Figure 3 illustrates a one-pipe system.

Discharge stack -

Kitchen sink

-- Vent stack

-+-- Washbasin

PP15.5

Fig. 3 - One-pipe System

Org.ll035/£

The following requirements shall apply with regard to the two-pipe system:
(8) Any soil pipe shall be connected to another soil pipe, a stack or directly

to a drain;
(b) any waste pipe shall discharge into another waste pipe, a stack or to a

gully which shall be connected to a drain;
(c) any waste and soil fixture traps shall be separately ventilated.

Commentary: Figure 4 illustrates a two-pipe system.

Kitchen sink

~
WC pan .r"

Soil discharge st~

Waste vent

- Washbasin

11---- Waste discharge stack

Fig. 4 - Two-pipe System

Org.ll036/£
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PP16
PP16.1

PP16.2

PP16.3

SIZING OF DISCHARGE PIPES
The following requirements shall apply with regard to the sizing of any discharge
pipe:

(a) The nominal diameter of any discharge pipe shall not be less than the in
ternal diameter of any pipe or outlet of any sanitary fixture which dis
charges into it: Provided that where the nominal diameter of any horizon
tal pipe in an offset is more than that of the discharge stack which dis
charges into it, the nominal diameter of such stack downstream of such
off-set may be less than that of such horizontal pipe.

(b) The internal diameter of any soil pipe other than a soil pipe from any uri
nal shall be not less than 100 mm .

(c) The internal diameter of any waste pipe shall be not less than 32 mm if
it serves a washbasin, bidet or drinking fountain and not less than 40 mm
if such pipe serves any other waste fixture.

(d) In the single stack system the internal diameter of any waste pipe shall
be not less than 40 mm .

(e) The hydraulic load carried by any discharge pipe which has a nominal di
ameter given in column 1 of Table 12 shall not exceed the number of fix
ture units given in columns 2, 3 or 4 as the case may be: Provided that
where a horizontal pipe to which a discharge stack is connected is larger
than such stack, any bend connecting such horizontal pipe to such stack
shall have a nominal diameter equal to that of such horizontal pipe.

For the purposes of Tables 12 and 13, any waste pipe which has a diameter of
100 mm or greater and any soil pipe shall, subject to the requirements contained
in subrule PP16.3, be deemed to be a drain from that point downstream of which
the gradient of such pipe or of any drain to which it is connected does not again
exceed 45° below the horizontal except where such pipe or drain is connected
to any connecting sewer.

Where the diameter of any horizontal pipe at the base of a discharge stack is
more than that of the drain to which it discharges, such horizontal pipe shall
have a length of not less than 2,5 m, measured from the centre line of such dis
charge stack, before it is reduced in diameter and connected to such drain.

TABLE 12 - MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DISCHARGE PIPE LOADINGS

1 ~ 2 3 4

Maximum loading (fixture units)

Nominal pipe Fixture discharge pipes Horizontal discharge pipes I

diameter, Discharge and branch discharge other than pipes referred to
mm stacks pipes in column 3

32 2 1 1
40 6 2 3
50 18 5 8
65 84 18 35

75 140 29 60
100 680 120 280
125 2400 350 870
150 6000 760 2100
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Commentary: ot a rlr::lln::ln,,' instolletion

_~ Branch discharge pipe

I'====!J"'"

11
11

"Back vent ----------------n--,
11:~-_--_t

Stack vent---~J:: ---:_-~-~

{~: -Trap

t " Branch discharge pipe
'1::.-

l
[ross vent ----f~, I!:::=!!:=:!!::==!::=S"'-'-- Fixture discharge pipel '~,
Branch vent-- -~~~_ _~1 --T:'~~' _

l " -~-'b

Trap vent - -----1-, :
I

Vent stack -----i ------- Discharge stack

Trap vent ---- ~::: '=."_
~====~==~==:o.--
L \ U-4- - Trap

r"'~' --~"~: \ Fixture discharge pipe

I

Back vent -----'IF? -~
I

•I:--7 -'-'-=:=--.--___ "<,
Trap vent--~h- -~ ---·-:--·-------~Fixture discharge pipe

r~~~~ ~:~-~~:~.

Fig. 5 - Discharge Pipes and Ventilating Pipes

PP17 SIZING OF DRAINS
The following requirements shall apply with regard to the sizing of any drain:

(a) The nominal diameter of any drain shall not in any case be less than
100 mm.

(b) The hydraulic load carried by any drain which has a nominal diameter given
in column 1 of Table 13 and a gradient given in columns 2 to 14, as the
case may be, shall not exceed the number of fixture units given in such
table for such diameter and gradient of drain.

(c) Where due to the slope of the ground any drain is required to be laid at
a gradient steeper than 1 in 5 the hydraulic load carried by the drain shall
not exceed that given in column 2 in Table 13 for a gradient of 1 in 5. 
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TABLE 13 - MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DRAIN LOADS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Maximum load (fixture units)
Nominal

pipe Drains having a gradient of
diameter,

mm 1 in 5 1 in 10 1 in 20 1 in 40 1 in 60 1 in 80 1 in 100 1 in 120 1 in 150 1 in 200 1 in 300 1 in 400 1 in 500

100 12 000 9 000 6400 4 500 3650 3 150 (sp)2800 (sp) 2 550 (sp) np np np np np
(110 00)

150 40 000 27 000 19 000 13 500 11 000 7500 8400 7700 6900 6000 np np np
(16000)

200 75000 56000 40000 28 500 23 000 20 000 18 000 16500 15000 13 000 10600 np np
225 105 000 76000 54 000 38000 31 000 27000 24 000 22 000 19 500 17000 14000 np np
250 - 100 000 72000 51 000 41 000 36 000 32 000 29000 26000 22 500 15 500 16 000 np
300 - 165 000 117000 82000 67000 58 000 52 000 47 500 42 500 37 000 30 000 26 000 23500
375 - 295 000 210 000 148 000 125 000 104 000 93000 85000 76 000 66000 54 000 47 000 42000

np = not permitted.
sp = special permission required from local authority.
00 = nominal (outside) diameter for non-metaliic pipes.

PP18
PP18.1

PP18.2

PP18.3

PROTECTION OF WATER SEALS
The following requirements shall apply with regard to the preservation of any
water seal under working conditions:

(a) The water seal contained in the trap of any soil fixture shall subject to
the requirements contained in subrule PP15.1 be protected by a trap vent
where the discharge from such soil fixture is conveyed by -
(i) an unventilated branch drain or soil pipe which has a fall exceeding

1,2 m within 300 mm of the outlet of the fixture trap;
(ii) an unventilated soil pipe which receives the discharge from any other

soil fixture;
(iii) a discharge stack which receives at higher level the discharge from

any other soil fixture; or
(iv) a soil branch which receives the discharge from any other soil fixture:
Provided that such trap vent may be omitted in the case where a soil fix
ture discharges to a soil branch where -

(aa) the hydraulic load carried by such soil branch does not exceed
50 fixture units;

(bb) such soil branch is served by a 100 mm diameter back vent; and
(ee) not more than 16 soil branches discharge into the same dis

charge stack.

Without prejudice to the requirements contained in subrule PP18.1 -
(a) in the case of any installation of the two-pipe system the water seal in

the trap of any waste fixture shall be protected by a trap vent unless a
resealing trap is fitted to such fixture: Provided that this requirement shall
not apply to any single bath, shower or sink which discharges indepen
dently into a gully where such bath, shower or sink is situated within 2 m
vertically above and 3 m horizontally from such gully;

(b) in the case of any installation of the one-pipe system the water seal in
the trap of any waste fixture shall except in the case of the single stack
system, be protected by a trap vent.

The water seal in the trap of any waste fixture which is required to be protected
in terms of subrule PP18.2 may as an alternative be protected by a vent valve.
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PP18.4

PP19
PP19.1

A ventilating pipe shall be provided for any -
(a) main drain or branch drain at a point not more than 6 m from the head

of such main drain or branch drain, as the case may be, where such head
is deemed to be the centre-line of the discharge stack or vertical discharge
pipe to which such main drain or branch drain is connected:

Provided that such ventilating pipe shall not be required -
(i) for any branch drain where the length, measured along such branch

drain from its head to the point of connection to any ventilated main
drain, is not more than 6 m; or

(ii) where such main drain or branch drain is connected to a discharge
stack having a stack vent.

(b) soil branch which receives the discharge from only one sanitary fixture
and which exceeds 6 m in length measured along such branch from the
outlet of the trap of such fixture to the point of connection to any venti
lated soil pipe;

(c) waste pipe longer than 6 m measured along such pipe from the outlet of
the trap of any waste fixture discharging to it, to the point of discharge
of such pipe into any gully or in the case of the one-pipe system, to the
point of connection of the waste pipe with any ventilated soil pipe or any
ventilated drain: Provided that such vent pipe may be omitted where the
diameter of such waste pipe, as referred to in column 1 of Table 12, is in
creased by one nominal pipe size and the length of such waste pipe is
not more than 10 m;

(d) waste branch longer than 6 m measured along such branch from the out
let of the trap of any waste fixture discharging into it, to its point of con
nection to any ventilated waste pipe.

(e) stub stack where -
(i) the crown of any we trap connected to such stack is more than 1,5 m

above the invert of the bend at the base of any such stack;
(ii) the topmost connection of a waste pipe to any such stack is more

than 2 m above the invert of the bend at the base of any such stack;
(iii) any such stack serves more than one group of sanitary fixtures; or
(iv) any such stack serves branch discharge pipes to which ranges of

sanitary fixtures are connected.

SIZING OF VENTILATING PIPES
The following requirements shall apply with regard to the sizing of ventilating
pipes:

(a) Any drain or branch drain or any part thereof carrying a hydraulic load
of not more than 50 fixture units shall have a ventilating pipe with a nomi
nal diameter of not less than 40 mm .

(b) The diameter of any ventilating pipe shall be not less than that given in
Table 14 for the relevant developed length of such pipe and the sum of
the fixture units derived from any sanitary fixtures whose traps are venti
lated, either directly or indirectly by such ventilating pipe.

(c) Any stack vent shall have a nominal diameter which is not less than that
of the discharge stack to which it is connected: Provided that any stack
vent connected to the following types of discharge stack may have a nomi
nal diameter less than that of any such discharge stack but shall not have
a nominal diameter of less than 40 mm;
(i) a stub stack, where a stack vent is required; and
(ii) a discharge stack of two storeys high serving a maximum of two

groups of sanitary fixtures.
(d) Where any stack vent is connected to the top of any discharge stack such

connection shall be at a point not less than 150 mm above the flood level
of the highest positioned sanitary fixture in the drainage installation which
discharges to such discharge stack: Provided that the nominal diameter
of the stack vent connected to such discharge stack shall be not less than
the nominal diameter of such discharge stack or not less than that required
in terms of paragraph (c), whichever is the greater.
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PP19.2 (8) The developed length of any branch vent shall be measured from the point
of its connection to a vent stack or stack vent to the furthest trap vent
connected to such branch vent;

(b) the developed length of any back vent shall be measured from the point
of its connection to a vent stack or stack vent to the furthest point of its
connection to any discharge pipe; and

(c) the developed length of any vent stack shall be measured from the open
end of such vent stack or, where such vent stack is connected to a stack
vent, from the open end of such stack vent to the furthest trap vent served
by it or its furthest point of connection to any discharge pipe, whichever
is the greater.

TABLE 14 - SIZE OF VENTII,.ATING PIPES

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Minimum nominal diameter of ventilating pipe, mm

Maximum number
of fixture units 100 150
served by vent 32 40 (00) 40 50 (00) 50 65 75 (00) 75 (11000) 125 (16000) 200

Maximum developed length of ventilating pipe, m

2 ,
6 ,

16 9 30 51
48 9 30 51
84 5 9 21 51 75

128 7 15 36 60 90
190 5 7 27 51 75

1 000 7 18 24 96
2200 5 9 15 57 177
3800 5 7 27 75 195
7200 7 21 57 222

'Minimum vent size, unlimited length.

PP20
PP20.1

PP20.2

INSTALLATION OF DISCHARGE PIPES AND VENTILATING PIPES
Any discharge pipe or ventilating pipe shall -

(8) not cause electrolytic corrosion due to any association of dissimilar
metals;

(b) not be deformed in any way that would restrict flow;
(c) be so installed that any bend does not form an acute angle and has the

largest practicable radius of curvature with no change in the cross-section
of the pipe throughout such bend;

(d) be safely supported at intervals along its length without restraining ther
mal movement;

(e) be so installed that the gradients, where applicable, are within the limits
given in Table 15;

(f) be so installed as to be capable of withstanding the test referred to in
rule PP27; and

(g) have means of access for internal cleaning.

(8) (i) Where any discharge pipe is located within any building and it is
desired that such pipe be enclosed it shall be enclosed within a duct:
Provided that any part of such pipe may be built into brickwork or
concrete where the interior of such part is rendered readily accessi
ble for cleaning.

(ii) Such duct shall either be of a size and shape that any person can
readily enter it and work therein or shall be provided with covers that
can be readily removed to enable access to be gained to all junc
tions, bends and cleaning eyes.

(iii) Where in any room contemplated in subrule PP21.1(c) such duct is
installed there shall be provided inside such duct a means which in 
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the event of any leak from any pipe therein will direct any released
liquid or matter from the area of such room to a point of discharge
where it shall be readily detectable.

(b) Any pipe shall be so installed that the removal of any part of a building
for the purpose of gaining access to such pipe will not endanger the struc
tural stability of such building.

TABLE 15 - LIMITING GRADIENTS OF DISCHARGE PIPES--- ===c [___1_ 2 3 4 5
---- --

Horizontal pipes
Waste branches Soil branches other than branch

discharge pipes
--

Single stack Ventilated one- or we pan
Other soil

All systemssystem two-pi pe system fixtures
~-

Min. Max.- Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

1,25° 5° 1,25° 5° 5° 14° 2,5° 5° 2,5° 45°
(1/46) (1/11,5) (1/46) (1/11,5) (1/11,5) (1/4) (1/23) (1/11,5) (1/23) (1/1)

"The maximum gradient of a waste pipe serving one or more washbasins only shall be 2,5° (1/23).

PP20.3

PP20.4

PP20.5

PP20.6

PP20.7

Any discharge pipe or any ventilating pipe shall be adequately protected against
damage from vehicular impact.

Any ventilating pipe shall -
(a) be carried upwards without any reduction in diameter and shall through

out its length be horizontal or so graded as to provide a continuous fall
from its open end back to the discharge pipe or drain to which it is
connected;

(b) be so installed that its open end is -
(i) not less than 2,5 m above finished ground level;
(ii) not less than 100 mm above the closest part of the roof covering of

the building through which it passes or to which it is attached;
(iii) not less than 2 m above the head of any window, door or other open

ing in the same building or any other building, whether on the same
site or not, within a horizontal distance of 5 m of the said open end;
and

(iv) not less than 2,5 m above the surface level of any roof slab covering
the building which it serves where the slab may at any time be oc
cupied by human beings;

Any trap vent shall be connected to the crown of the fixture discharge pipe on
the outlet side of the protected trap at a point not less than 75 mm or not more
than 750 mm from the crown of such trap and such trap vent shall, unless car
ried up independently, be connected to another ventilating pipe at a point not
less than 150 mm above the flood-level of the sanitary fixture which such trap
vent serves.

Where a two-pipe system is installed any ventilating pipe serving any soil pipe
or any soil fixture shall not be connected to any ventilating pipe serving any
waste pipe or waste fixture.

Where any supplementary vent stack is installed in addition to and adjacent
to any discharge stack, such vent stack shall be connected to such discharge
stack at a point below the lowest branch discharge pipe connection to such
discharge stack and continued upwards, either independently or interconnect
ed with such discharge stack, as prescribed in subrule PP19.1(d).
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PP20.8

PP21
PP21.1

PP21.2

PP21.3

PP21.4

PP21.5

The interconnection between any ventilating pipe and any discharge pipe or drain
shall be so located and made that no soil water or waste water can under any
circumstances be discharged through any ventilating pipe.

ACCESS TO DRAINAGE INSTALLATION

The following requirements shall apply with regard to the access to any drain:
(8) Any drainage installation shall be so designed and constructed as to per

mit adequate access to the interior of any pipe in such installation for the
purposes of inspection, testing and internal cleaning.

(b) Where any discharge pipe enters the ground, adequate means of access
to the interior of such pipe shall be provided within 2 m above the point
of such entry.

(c) Where any drain or discharge pipe passes through a room which is used
as a kitchen, pantry or for the preparation, handling, storage or sale of
any food the means of access to such drain or pipe, for cleaning purposes,
shall be situated outside such room: Provided that this requirement shall
not apply in the case of the waste pipe serving any waste fixture contained
in such room.

(d) Any access opening to a drain or discharge pipe installed within any build
ing shall be covered by an adequately screwed or bolted airtight cover.

(e) A rodding eye shall be installed -
(i) where there is a change in direction of the drain that exceeds 45°:

Provided that where any bend which has a centre line radius of not
less than 600 mm is installed such rodding eye may be omitted for
not more than two such changes of up to 90° each between any two
rodding eyes required in terms of paragraphs (e) (ii), (iii) and (iv);

(ii) at any point within 1,5 mof the connection of the drain to a connect-
ing sewer, septic tank or conservancy tank: Provided that an inspec
tion eye shall be installed immediately downstream of such point;

(iii) at the highest point of the drain; and
(iv) at such intervals along the drain that no rodding distance is more

than 25 m measured along the line of such drain from a rodding eye
or other permanent means of access to such drain;

(I) Such rodding eye shall -
(i) join the drain in the direction of flow at an angle of not more than

45°, be continued up to ground level and be adequately supported;
and

(ii) be adequately marked and protected.

The access contemplated in subrule PP21.1 may subject to the requirements
contained in subrule PP21.7 be provided by the installation of an inspection
chamber or manhole.

Any permanent access, contemplated in this rule, which is covered by any paved
area of ground shall be covered by an adequate and appropriately marked remov
able device.

Where any part of a drainage installation passes under a building there shall
be-

(8) access provided to such installation outside of and as near as possible
to such building at each point of entry to or exit from under such build
ing; and

(b) no access provided from within such building.

The lid covering any opening which gives access into any drainage installation
shall be so sealed that such lid will remain effective under any working
conditions.
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PP21.6

PP21.7

Any means, other than a manhole or inspection chamber, provided for access
to any drainage installation shall -

(a) have a removable cover and be so designed and constructed that it will
sustain any normal load which may be imposed upon it and exclude the
ingress or egress of water;

(b) be of such size and shape as to permit ready access to such installation
for the purposes of inspecting, testing or cleaning, as the case may be; and

(c) when within any building, be so constructed as to be watertight when sub
jected to a maximum internal water pressure.of 50 kPa .

(a) Any manhole or inspection chamber shall be -
(i) located in an open air space;
(ii) so constructed and covered to prevent the ingress of water; and
(iii) of sufficient strength to sustain any load which may normally be im-

posed upon it.
(b) Any inspection chamber shall have a minimum plan dimension of not less

than 450 mm.

Commentary: The requirement that any manhole or inspection chamber shall be located in an open
air space should not be taken to preclude location under the roof of a carport or any
similar well ventilated area outside the building

PP21.8

PP22

PP22.1

PP22.2

PP22.3

Where the connection between two sections of any drain are at different levels
which necessitate a steep fall, the change in level shall be effected by one or
more 22,5 0 bends which shall be connected to the shortest possible length of
drain pipe connected in turn through one or more 22,5 0 bends to the lower drain.

PROVISION OF TRAPS

Any sanitary fixture shall be provided integrally or immediately at its outlet with
an effective self-cleaning trap except where such fixture is a bath, washbasin
or shower which discharges into -

(a) an open channel which shall -
(i) be made of impervious material;
(ii) have a semi-circular cross-section of diameter not less than 100 mm;
(iii) be accessible for cleaning throughout its length;
(iv) be fixed immediately beneath the point of discharge; and
(v) discharge into a gully; or

(b) an open channel serving a urinal where such bath, washbasin or shower
is installed in the same room as such urinal.

Any trap which is integral with a sanitary fixture shall 
(a) have a smooth waterway; and
(b) be so constructed that any change from one cross-section to a.iother does

not cause an obstruction to the passage of solids.

Any trap that is not integral with a sanitary fixture shall be made of non
absorbent and corrosion resistant material and shall be so constructed that 

(a) it has a smooth waterway;
(b) there is no constriction;
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PP22.4

PP22.5

(c) it has an outlet diameter which is not less than that of its inlet; and
(d) it has at its lowest point a means of access for cleaning:

Provided that this requirement shall not apply where the trap is made of rubber
or other similar material.

The minimum nominal diameter of a trap connected to any sanitary fixture, and
the minimum depth of its water seal shall be in accordance with those values
given for the relevant fixture and installation in Table 16: Provided that the maxi
mum depth of the water seal contained in any trap shall be 100 mm .

Where any trap serving any we pan is provided with a vent horn, such horn shall
have a nominal diameter of not less than 40 mm and shall be located at the side
of and not less than 75 mm from the crown of such trap on its outlet side.

TABLE 16 - MINIMUM DIAMETER AND WATER SEAL DEPTH OF TRAPS

1 2 3 4

Minimum Minimum

Type of trap Type of sanitary Type of nominal depth of
fixture installation' diameter, water seal,

mm mm

Integral WC pan, hospital soil fixture All 75 50
Wall-mounted urinal 50 50

Non-integral Bidet, drinking fountain, Two-pipe system
washbasin, wall-mounted
urinal 32 40

One-pipe system 32 40

Single stack system 32 75

Bath, shower, sink Two-pipe system 40 40
(hospital, kitchen or labora-
tory type), laundry trough,
clothes-washing machine,
dish-washing machine, food-
waste disposal unit (all of
the domestic type), sanitary-
towel disposer

One-pipe system 65 65

Single stack system 40 75

Clothes-washing machine, All 50 75
dish-washing machine, food-
waste disposal unit, Iloor
drain (all of commercial
type)

Urinal of slab or stall type All 50 50
up to 3 units or 1,8 m in
length

Urinal of slab or stall type All 75 50
(all other), gully
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PP23
PP23.1

PROVISION OF GULLIES
Subject to the requirements contained in subrules PP23.2, PP23.3 and PP23.4,
any drainage installation shall be provided with one gully.

(a) The head of any such gully shall consist of -
(i) an overflow fitting covered with a removable cover which fits over

the gully head and that permits overflow through a cross-sectional
area not less than that of the trap of such gully, but that prevents
the ingress of foreign matter directly from above; or

(ii) a hopper covered with a removable grating set in the gully head and
the spaces between the bars of such grating shall be not less than
10 mm or more than 12 mm wide and shall provide an effective open
area through such bars not less than the minimum cross-sectional
area of the trap of such gully: Provided that such gully head may be
dished, in which case the overflow level of such dish shall be not
less than 75 mm above the level of the grating of such gully.

(b) The overflow level of any such gully shall be not less than -
(i) 150 mm below the crown of the lowest trap serving any sanitary fix

ture in such installation: Provided that this requirement shall not ap
ply to any sanitary fixture where its discharge is raised;

(ii) 150 mm above the surrounding ground or 50 mm above any perma
nent surrounding paving and such paving shall ensure drainage away
from such gully.

(c) The following requirements shall apply with regard to the trap of any such
gully:
(i) The nominal diameter equivalent to its minimum cross-sectional area

and the depth of its water seal shall be in accordance with the re
quirements contained in subrule PP22.4;

(ii) the surface level of the water in such gully shall be not more than
500 mm below the overflow level of such gully where such gulley is
a dished gully; and

(iii) the water seal in such gully shall be maintained by means of at least
one waste pipe which discharges into such gully.

Commentary: Although this subrule calls for installation of one gully this does not preclude more gul
lies being fitted, should they be required.

PP23.2 A trapped floor drain may be installed within any building as a waste water out
let in any floor which shall slope at a gradient of not less than 1 in 200 from
all sides towards any such floor drain: Provided that any such floor drain shall -

(a) be so located that it is accessible;
(b) be made of non-absorbent and corrosion resistant material;
(c) have a minimum outlet diameter and a trap seal depth as contemplated

in subrule PP22.4;
(d) be provided with a removable grating, the open area of which shall be not

less than two-thirds of the area of the waste pipe into which such outlet
discharges; and

(e) have its water seal maintained by means of -
(i) a tap situated above it; or
(ii) a waste fixture located in the same room, the outlet of which will

discharge waste water directly into the gully above the level of the
water seal in such a manner as not to overflow onto the floor.
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PP23.3

PP23.4

PP23.5

PP23.6

PP23.7

PP23.8

PP24
PP24.1

PP24.2

PP24.3

(a) A suitable grease trap shall be provided to take the discharge of waste
water from any si nk or other fixture -
(i) in any building where waste water is to be discharged to a french

drain; and
(ii) where the discharge of grease, oil or fat may cause an obstruction

to the flow in any drain or sewer or may interfere with the efficient
operation of any sewage disposal system.

(b) Any such grease trap shall be designed and constructed to have a remov
able lid or a manhole cover which shall permit the effective removal of
grease, oil, fat or solid matter.

(c) No person shall permit any accumulation of grease, fat, oil or solid mat
ter in any grease trap tank or chamber, which will prevent the effective
operation of such grease trap tank or chamber.

Any paved area upon which petrol or oil or wash-water contaminated with petrol
or oil may fall shall be graded and drained to a gully which shall discharge into
a suitable petrol and oil interceptor trap which shall discharge into a drain.

The surface level of the water in any gully trap shall be not more than 500 mm
below the top of a dished gUlly except that where it is impracticable so to corn
ply the gully trap shall be located in a manhole which shall have its walls brought
up to a height of not less than 150 mm above the surrounding ground and the
access to such manhole shall be covered with a metal grating of such a strength
as to sustain any load which may normally be imposed upon it.

Any waste pipe which discharges into any gully shall discharge at a point above
the surface of the water seal of the gully trap but not more than 100 mm above
the level of the grating.

Any gully shall be situated outside the building or be situated in any place which
is permanently open to the external air and shall in either case be accessible
for cleaning and maintenance: Provided that a gully may be installed within a
building as a waste water outlet in a floor and be so located that it is easily
accessible and such floor shall slope at a gradient of not less than 1 in 200 from
all sides towards such gully.

The outlet contemplated in subrule PP23.7 shall be made of non-absorbent and
corrosion resistant material and shall have a minimum diameter of 50 mm .

INSTALLATION OF DRAINS
Where any drain is constructed adjacent to or under or through a structural part
of any building adequate measures shall be taken to ensure that the trench in
which such drain is laid in no way impairs the stability of such building or the
stability of any other building or interferes with or affects any existing services.

Where any portion of any drain passes under any building such portion shall 
(a) be protected against the transmission of any load to it;
(b) be laid without change of direction or gradient;
(c) not be provided with any means of access for cleaning from inside such

building.

Where any portion of a drain passes through a building such portion shall be 
(a) supported throughout its length without restricting thermal movement and

such support shall be securely attached to the building; and
(b) so placed that any junction, bend or any point of access into it is readily

accessible.
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PP24.4

PP24.5

PP24.6

PP25

PP26

PP27

,PP28
PP28.1

PP28.2

Any drain shall -
(a) be laid in a straight line between any points where changes of direction

or gradient occur; and
(b) be laid with approved flexible joints which will permit joint movement to

take place throughout the life of the drainage installation, withstand root
penetration and not deteriorate when in contact with sewage or water and
will not cause any obstruction in the interior of such drain;

(c) be laid at a gradient, suitable for the hydraulic load to be carried by such
drain, as given in Table 13; and

(d) where its gradient may exceed 1 in 5 anchor blocks shall be provided to
securely fix such drain in place.

Any drain shall have -
(a) soil cover over the outside of the drain of not less than 300 mm; or
(b) precast or cast-in-situ concrete slabs placed over such drain, isolated from

the crown of the pipe by a soil cushion not less than 100 mm thick and
such slabs shall be wide enough and strong enough to prevent excessive
superimposed loads being transferred directly to the pipes.

Where any drain has a branch drain connected to it such connection shall 
(a) be by means of a junction fitting which shall not be a saddle junction;
(b) enable the flow from such branch drain to enter the drain obliquely in the

direction of flow so that the included angle between the axes of the two
drains does not exceed 45° .

COMMON DRAINS
Drainage installations on any two or more sites, whether such sites are in the
same ownership or not, may be permitted to discharge into a connecting sewer
through a common drain.

TEST FOR DRAINS
After any drainage installation has been completed and back-filled the drains
shall be tested as follows:

(a) An air test conducted by pumping air into such drains under a pressure
of not less than 0,35 kPa (35 mm head of water) shall be performed.

(b) Such drains shall be deemed to have passed such test if the pressure af
ter 3 minutes is not less than 0,25 kPa (25 mm head of water).

TESTS FOR DISCHARGE PIPES AND VENTILATING PIPES
After any drainage installation has been completed the discharge pipes and ven
tilating pipes shall be tested as follows -

(a) All traps shall be f~lIed with water;
(b) the outlets of all ventilating pipes shall be plugged;
(c) the air test given in rule PP26 shall be applied and the criterion for pass

ing the test shall apply.

IN·SITU PERCOLATION TEST FOR SOILS
For the purpose of establishing the suitability of any soil in which a french drain
is to be constructed the following test procedure and evaluation shall be car
ried out.

(a) A test hole or, where necessary, a number of holes uniformly spaced shall
be excavated on such site to a depth estimated for the proposed french
drain.

(b) The bottom 350 mm of such hole shall have a diameter of 300 mm or have
a plan shape 300 mm square.

(c) The sides of such bottom part shall be roughened to provide a natural in
filtration surface. 
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PP28.3

PP28.4

(d) Any loose material shall be removed from the bottom of such hole and
shall be replaced with a 50 mm thick layer of gravel to prevent scouring
when such hole is filled with water.

(a) Such hole or holes shall be filled with water to a height of not less than
300 mm above such gravel and maintained at such a level for a perlod of
not less than 4 hours. .

(b) At the end of the period contemplated in paragraph(a)the level of the water
in such hole or holes shall be marked and the time noted.

(c) The drop in level of such water as it soaks away over a subsequent period
of 30 minutes shall be measured: Provided that if all the water percolates
away before such 30 minutes, the actual time taken for this to occur shall
be measured.

(d) The percolation rate shall be reported as the time taken for such water
level to drop 25 mm: Provided that where a number of holes are tested the
average percolation rate for the site shall be calcu lated and such aver
age shall be used as the percolation rate for the french drain effillent.

Where such percolation rate is less than 30 minutes the soil on the site shall
be deemed suitable for the construction and use of a french drain.
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PART a NON·WATER·BORNE MEANS
OF SANITARY DISPOSAL

REGULATIONS

01 MEANS OF DISPOSAL

Where water-borne sewage disposal Is not available other means o f sewage
disposal shall be permitted by the local authorlly: Provided thai In the case of
chemical or pail closets a satisfactory means is available for the removal and
disposa l 01 sewage from such closets.

0 2 PERMISSION

No person shall construct any pit lat rine wit hout the permission 01the local
authority.

03 CONSTRUCTION , SITI NG AND ACCESS

(1) Any such othe r means of sewage disposal shall be so constructed, sited
and provided with access that the healt h and con venience of persons using such
means sha ll not be adversely affected.

(2) The number of sanitary receptacles shall be adequate for the population
of the buildi ng served by such receptacles.

(3) (a) The requirements of subregulallon (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied
where the construction, siting of , and access to suc h other means 01 sewage
disposal compiles wi th Part a of section 3 of SASS 0400.

(b) The requirements contained In sub regulatlon (2) shall be deemed to
be satisfied where the number of recept ac les Is In accordance wi th the requtre
ments for the provision of sani tary fixtu res contained In regulation F11 or P2,
as the case may be.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

001

002
002.1

002.2

002.3

GENERAL

The regulat ions contained in Part Q of the National Building Regulations shall
be deemed 10 be satisfied where the means of sewage di sposal used com plies
with deemed-to-sati sfy rules contained in the following provisio ns of this Part.

CONSTRUCTION

Any closet shall be constructed with a fl oor , walls and a roof of material ade
quate for its purpose and such closet shall be provided with a door or other
means which will ensure privacy of the occ upant of such closet.

Any closel shall be provided with an opening which wi ll give natural lighti ng
and ventil at ion and the area of such opening shall be not less than 0,2 m" .

Any pan, pall or container and any other fi lling related thereto shall be adequate
for the purpose for which it is to be used.
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002.4 (a) Any closet shall be provided with a seat and a riser of such height that
a space of not more than 25 mm is left between the underside of such
seat and the top of the receptacle; and

(b) the aperture in such seat shall be at least 25 mm less in every diameter
than the corresponding diameter of the top of such receptacle and such
aperture shall be fitted with a self-closing flyproof lid.

002.5

003
003.1

003.2

003.3

003.4

003.5

003.6

For the purpose of guiding any pail into its central position beneath the aper
ture in such seat, guides shall be provided either in the floor of the closet or
on the underside of such seat.

SITING
No excavation for a pit latrine shall be sited within 3 m of any building or of
any boundary of the site on which it is located.

Where any excavation for a pit latrine is positioned outside the closet so that
excreta is delivered into it from a chute fitted under the closet seat such exca
vation shall be adequately covered over.

Where any closet, other than a chemical closet, forms part of any dwelling house
such closet shall be so positioned and constructed as to prevent the transmis
sion of odours to the rest of such house.

No closet, other than a chemical closet, shall open directly into any habitable
room.

Any closet which is not a chemical closet shall have direct access from the open
air or from a permanently ventilated space.

Any closet which contains a removable pail shall be provided with access to
such pail for replacement purposes so that the pail is not carried out through
the doorway of such closet and such access shall be provided with a self-closing
flyproof lid.
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PART R

REGULATIONS

STORMWATER DISPOSAL

R1 STORMWATER DISPOSAL REQUIREME NT

{1) The owner of any site Shall provide suitable means tor the conlrol and ere
posal 01 accumulated stormwater which may run olf from any earthworks, build
ing or paving.

(2) Such means 01 stcrmwater disposal may be In addition to or In combina
tion with any drain age works required in terms of regulation F4(2).

(3) The requirements 01 subregu[atlon (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied
where -

(a) the means 01 stormwater disposal Is the subject of an acceptable rational
design prepared by or under the supervisloo of a professional engineer or other
approved competent person; or

(b) such means 01stormwaler disposal Is provided in accordance with Part R
01 section 3 01 SASS 0400: Provided that where a local authority is of Ihe
opinion that the conditions on any site render it essential lor stormwater dis
posal to be the subject of a rational design, such local authority shall, In writing,
notify the owner of such site 01115 reasons lor the necessity lor such design,
and may require such owner to submit for approval plans and particulars 01
a complete stormwater control and disposal Installation for such site and for
any building erected thereon, based on such design.

R2 SAVI NG

(1) These regulalions shall not be construed as requiring the installation in
any buHding of any root gutter or downpipe where other suitable means has been
provided to ensure the disposal or dispersal away Irom such building of rainwater
Irom the roof of such building.

(2) The regula tions In this Part shall not apply 10any site used exclusively for
the erection of any dwelllng house or any building appurtenant thereto: Provided
that where, due to special site features, the discharge of stormwater from such
site may cause significant damage, the local au thority may requ ire compli ance
with regu lation R1_

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

RR1

RR2

GENERAL

The regulations contained in Part R of the National Bui lding Regulations shall
be deemed to be satisfied where the means of stormwater disposal complies
with deemed-to-sa tisfy rules contained in the fo llo wing provisions of th is Part.

STORMWATER DISPOSAL

Any means of stormwater disposal on any site sha ll inc lude -
(8) in the case of any building on such site, root valleys and qutte rs and down

pipes or, where gutters and downpipes have not been provided, other
means of ensu ring that stormwater from any roof is controlled and will
flow away from such building; and

(b) any surface stormwater drains, channels or below-ground stormwater
drains that may be necessary to convey stormw ater away from such site
or from one part to another part of such si te.
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RR3
RR3.1

RR3.2

RR4

RR5

RR6

VALLEYS AND GUTTERS
Any valley or gutter shall have a cross-sectional area of not less than that given
in Table 1, for the rainfall region in question.

TABLE 1 - ROOF VALLEY AND GUTTER SIZES

1 2

Internal cross-sectional area
Rainfall region of valley or gutter per m2

of roof plan area served

Summer 140 rnm-
Year-round 115 rnrn!
Winter 80 rnm-

Such requirements in respect of any downpipe shall be deemed to be satisfied
where the internal cross-sectional area of such downpipe is not less than
100 rnrn- per 1 m2 of roof plan area served by such downpipe: Provided that such
internal cross-sectional area is not less than 4400 rnm- .

ACCESS TO STORMWATER DRAINS
On any stormwater drain ready means of access shall be installed at such in
tervals that no part of such drain, measured along the line of such drain, is more
than 40 m from such means of access.

CONNECTION TO STORMWATER SEWER
Where any stormwater sewer is available in any street or servitude abutting any
site to be provided with stormwater drainage, the owner of such site shall, if
so required by the local authority, at his own cost install one or more storm
water drains to be connected by the local authority to such stormwater sewer.

USE OF STREET SURFACE DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Where the local authority considers the capacity of any street surface drainage
system to be adequate to accept the discharge of stormwater from any site it
may permit such stormwater so to discharge: Provided that the owner of such
site shall, where so required by the local authority, at his own cost provide one
or more conduits to convey such stormwater to such street surface drainage
system.
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PART S FACILITIES FOR DISABLED
PERSONS

REGULATIONS

Sl APPLICATION

(1) Facilities lor disabled persons shall be provided in any building except the
lallowing:

(8) Any bullding of which the whole of the ground storey comprises one
or more occupancies classified in terms 01 regulation A20 as 04, H4, J1. J2
or J3:

(bl any building craestueo as H 1 in Termsof regulation A20 where such buHd·
Ing has less than 25 bedrooms;

(e) any building classified as H31n terms 01 regulatlon A20 and not orovid
ec wllh a 11ft; and

(d) any building where -
(I) there Is a difference between the level 01 the I}found storey and

finished ground level immediately outside any door givmg access 10 such
ground storey ; and

(Ii) such difference in levels Of, where there Is more than one such door,
the smallest of such differences, expressed in millimetres, is more than
the overall floor area 01 such building expressed in square metres: Provro
ed that such overall IIoar area shall , In any building equipped with a hit,
be deemed to be the total floor area of all storeys served by such tilt.

(2) Nofwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of subrequta
lion (1). the provisions of Part S 01 these regulations shall apply to any bullding
which is or contains a clinic or health centre registered in terms of the Health
Act, 1977 (Act No. 63 of 1977).

S2 FACILITIES TO BE PROVIDED

(1) In any building 'contemplated in regulation 5 1. there shall be a means of
access suitable for use by disabled persons , Including those who are obliged
to use a wheelchair or who are able to walk but who are unable to negotiate steps,
from the outside 01 the building to the ground storey and, where such building
contains a lift, from the ground storey to any olher storey served by such lift.

(2) Where parking for more than 50 motor vehicles is provided In or in ccnnec
tion with any bUilding having a means of access contemplated in subrequtatlon (1),
adequate parking space shall be provided lor the parking of motor vefucres used
by disabled persons and means of access suilable for the use of such persons
shall be provided from such parking area, whether such parking area be inside
or outside such building, to the ground storey of such building.

(3) Notwithstanding the requirements lor means of access contained in
subrequlaticns (1) and (2), where a suitable means 01 access from outside such
bUilding or /rom any parking area contemplated in subtequlation (2) is provided
to any storey olher than the ground storey of such building, access shall be crowd
ed from such storey to the ground storey of such building.

(4) Means 01 access, suitable for use by any person in a Wheelchair, shall be
provided to any auditorium or hall situated in any building contemplated in
subregulation (1) and such auditorium or hall shall, in relation to its seating ca
pacity. be provided wJthsufficient open space 10 accommodate an adequate num
ber of wheelchairs.

(5) Where, in terms 01 regu lation P1, toilet recnnres are required in any bulld
ing which-

(a) is a building con templated in regulation 51; and
(b) has a means of access contemplated in subregulation (1),

an adequate number 01 such tacutttes shall be suitable for use by disabled per
sons and shall be accessible to such persons: Provided that toilet facilities shall
not be required in any such building classified as H3 1n terms 01 requtencn A20.

(6) In any building provided with tecnntes for disabled persons any common
Iy used path 01 travel Shall be tree 01 obstructions which could inpede or endanger
the travel 01 such persons , or the presence of such obstructions shall be made
evident in a suitable manner to persons with impaired vision.

S3 DEEMED-TO-SATlSFV REQUIREMENTS

The requirements 01 regulation 52 shall be deemed to be satisfied where 
(a) the lacilities provided are in accordance with Part 5 01 section 3 of

SASS 0400; or
(bl such tacnures are the subject of approved alternative proposals.
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DEEMED-TO-SATISFY RULES

551 GENERAL
The requirements contained in regulation 52 of the National Building Regula
tions shall be deemed to be satisfied where the facilities provided for disabled
persons comply with deemed-to-satisfy rules contained in the following provi
sions of this Part.

Commentary: For disabled persons to be able to play their full role in society it is essential that they
should have certain facilities in the buildings in which they live, work or seek recreation.
Guidance in regard to the requirements for such facilities is given in this part of the code
but economic considerations may make it difficult to provide the facilities in all buildings
This fact has been acknowledged in the regulations in the form of an exemption from
the requirements in the case of certain buildings. It is, however, recommended that every
effort be made to provide such facilities in as many buildings as possible notwithstanding
the fact that it may not always be a legal requirement. Where provision is made at the
design stage for the necessary facilities within the building, any increase in cost should
be minimal and entry to the building may be the only major problem. A factor to be con
sidered is that some of these facilities can also be of benefit to many who would not gene
rally be regarded as disabled persons.

552 RAMPS
Any ramp provided for the use of persons in wheelchairs shall -

(a) have a gradient, measured along the centre line, of not more than -
(i) 1:12 where the difference in level of the ends of the ramp is more

than 400 mm; or
(ii) 1:10, where such difference in level is not more than 400 mm;

(b) have a clear trafficable surface not less than 1,1 m wide;
(c) have a surface constructed of a slip resistant material;
(d) be provided with a landing for every 1,5 m of vertical rise, and such landing

shall be not less than 1,2 min length and have a width of not less than
the ramp;

(e) be provided, at the end adjacent to any entrance door to any building, with
a level surface with a minimum length of 2 m, if such door opens towards
such ramp or 1,8 m if such door opens away from such ramp and where
any doorleaf or window swings over such surface, such doorleaf or win
dow shall not obstruct movement of any such person;

(1) be provided, at any change of direction between two straight sections of
ramp, with a level landing of not less than 1,2 m in length measured along
the centre line;

(g) be provided with a handrail on the side where the change in level between
the ends of the ramp is more than 600 mm, and such handrail shall 
(i) be positioned between 850 mm and 1 000 mm above the surface of

the ramp;
(ii) be so fin ished off as not to present a hazard to any person using

such ramp; and
(iii) follow the gradient of such ramp for the full length of the ramp;
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(h) be provided, where there is a difference in level between such ramp and
any floor or ground level at the side of the ramp, with -
(i) a balustrade, as contemplated in regulation M1, where such differ

ence in level is more than 600 mm; or
(ii) a balustrade, as aforesaid, or a raised kerb not less than 75 mm

high, measured vertically above the surface of the ramp, where
such difference in level is not more than 600 mm .

SS3 LIFTS
SS3.1 In any passenger lift installation there shall be not less than one lift which

shall-
(a) have a minimum internal dimension of 1,1 m in width and 1,4 m in depth;
(b) have a doorway with an unobstructed width of not less than 800 mm; and
(c) be fitted with handrails on two sides at a height of between 850 mm and

1 000 mm above the floor level of such lift.

Commentary: The requirements of subrule 553, 1 apply only where there is a lift installation, It IS not
the intention of these regulations that a lift for disabled persons should be supplied in
any building where there would not otherwise be a lift.

SS3.2

SS4

SS5
SS5.1

Where such lift is operated automatically, it shall comply with the following
requirements:

(a) Audible and visual warnings shall be provided in the lift lobby to indicate
the opening of the lift doors.

(b) Any control required to be operated by a passenger in such lift shall be
positioned not higher than 1,2 m above the floor level of such lift.

(c) The light level on the control panel in such lift shall be not less than 50 lux.

DOORS
In any building contemplated in regulation S1 -

(a) the leaf of any single door and at least one leaf of a double door when
in the 90° position shall provide a clear opening not less than 750 mm wide
at right angles to the direction of travel.

(b) any handle fitted to a doorleaf of any door in an emergency route or in
a feeder route or in any compartment containing toilet facilities for use
by disabled persons shall be of the lever type and be installed at a height
of not more than 1,2 m above floor level.

(c) any difference in level of the surface of a floor at any threshold shall be
not more than 15 mm .

TOILET FACILITIES
In any building contemplated in regulation S1 there shall be one or more we
pans suitable for use by persons in a wheelchair: Provided that -

(a) in any building which is a hotel, lodging house or hostel where -
(i) bedrooms are provided with private toilet facilities, at least one

such bedroom in every 100 or part thereof shall be provided with
a we pan, washbasin and bath or shower for disabled persons;

(ii) bedrooms do not have private toilet facilities, there shall be
provided, on each floor, at least one compartment containing a
we pan and a washbasin, and one containing a bath or shower
or disabled persons;
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555.2

555.3

154

(b) in any building, not being a building comtemplated in paragraph (a), where
in terms of rule PP13a combined total of more than 20 we pans and urinals
are required to serve the total population, not less than two we pans shall
be provided for the use of disabled persons; and

(c) any disabled person shall not be required to travel, from any point in such
building accessible to such person, a distance of more than 200 m in order
to reach any compartment containing such we pan.

(a) In any building where separate sanitary fixtures are required for each sex,
any two compartments required to contain a we pan or bath or shower,
irrespective of the sex for which they are provided, may be replaced by
one such compartment provided for the use of disabled persons of both
sexes: Provided that the total number of sanitary fixtures is adequate.

(b) The door of any such compartment containing toilet facil ities shall be
either a sliding door or, if hinged, shall open outwards, and where a locking
device is fitted, the doorleaf shall be openable from the outside by the
use of a suitable device, and such leaf shall be fitted with a suitable means
of indicating whether the compartment is occupied.

(c) Any compartment containing a we pan for the use of disabled persons
shall have a minimum area of 2,9 m2 and a minimum plan dimension of
1,6 m.

(d) A distance of not less than 450 mm or not more than 500 mm shall be
provided between the centre line of the we pan and the nearer side wall
of such compartment, and approved grab bars shall be fixed to such nearer
wall and the rear wall.

(e) The distance from the front edge of the we pan to the rear wall of such
compartment shall be not less than 660 mm .

(f) The top surface of the seat of the we pan shall be not less than 460 mm
and not more than 480 mm above the floor level.

(g) Unless the we pan is provided with a special back rest, the lid and seat
thereof, when raised to the upright position, shall remain in such position.

(h) The pan flushing control and toilet-paper holder shall be easily access
ible to any person in a wheelchair.

(a) Within any such compartment the washbasin shall be mounted without
legs or pedestal, and the height from the floor to the top edge of such
basin shall be not more than 830 mm .

(b) Such washbasin shall have a vertical clearance of 650 mm from under the
basin to the floor, measured at a point not less than 160 mm from the front
of and under the basin.

(c) Where a vanity slab is fitted in such compartment, the distance from the
edge of the facia to the inside of the bowl of the washbasin in such slab
shall be not more than 80 mm, and such slab shall have a vertical clear
ance of 680 mm measured from the floor to the underside of the facia.

(d) Water taps supplying such washbasin shall be operated by lever handles,
and the cold-water tap shall be within reach of any person sitting on the
we pan.

555.4

556

Any bath or shower cubicle provided for the use of disabled persons shall be
so designed and positioned as to allow a person in a wheelchair to transfer to
a seat in such bath or cubicle.

AUDITORIA AND HALL5
Where any building contemplated in regulation 51 contains one or more auditoria
or hails fitted with fixed seating, floor space accessible to any person in a wheel
chair shall be set aside for the accommodation of wheelchairs in such audi
toria or halls and -

(a) such space shall be situated adjacent to an exit door and shall be so ar
ranged that any wheelchair will not obstruct any aisle or exit door; and

(b) such space shall be of a size sufficient to accommodate -
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557

558

559
559.1

559.2

(i) one wheelchair where the number of fixed seats for which the au
ditorium or hall is designed is not more than 50;

(ii) two wheelchairs where the number of fixed seats for which the
auditorium or hall is designed is more than 50 but not more than
400; and

(iii) three wheelchairs or a number of wheelchairs equal to 0,5% of the
number of fixed seats for which the auditorium or hall is designed,
whichever is the greater, where such number of fixed seats is more
than 400.

OBSTRUCTIONS IN PATH OF TRAVEL
Where in any building contemplated in regulation 51 -

(8) the difference in levels at any step or other change in level in the floor
along any path of travel is more than 25 mm a suitable ramp from one level
to the other shall be provided for the use of disabled persons;

(b) any part of a building, sign, light-fitting or other object protrudes more
than 300 mm into or hangs over any path of travel and has a clearance
of less than 2 m above the trafficable surface, a barrier commencing not
higher than 300 mm above such surface shall be provided to indicate the
presence and position of the inadequate headroom above.

PARKING
Where provision has been made within any building contemplated in regula
tion 51, or on the site on which such building is erected, for the parking of more
than 50 motor vehicles -

(8) At least one parking space per 200 or part thereof of the total number of
parking spaces shall be provided for parking of vehicles used by disabled
persons;

(b) any parking space provided for vehicles used by disabled persons shall
be of an approved length, shall be not less than 3,5 m wide and shall be
situated on a level surface;

(c) such parking space shall be located as near as possible to the means of
access contemplated in subregulation 52(2) and (3) and shall be access
ible thereto;

(d) such parking space shall be clearly demarcated as being intended for the
use of disabled persons only.

INDICATION OF EXISTENCE OF FACILITIES
Where facilities for disabled persons have been provided in or in connection
with any building, the existence and position of such facilities shall be indicated
by-

(8) exhibiting externally at the main entrance of and at any other approved
position in such building, the international symbol as depicted in Appen
dix 1 to this code; and

(b) exhibiting internally, in approved positions, such symbol, which shall be
clearly visible, to indicate to disabled persons the route to and the entrance
to such facilities.

The size of any such symbol shall be not less than 100 mm x 100 mm, and the
symbol of a person in a wheelchair shall be in the colour yellow on a black
background.
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FIRE PROTECTION

SASS 0400·1990

T1 GENERAL REQUIREMENT

(1) Any building shall be so designed, constructed and equipped that In case
of fire -

(8) the protection of occupants or users therein Is ensured and thai prcvt 
slon Is made lor the sale evacuation of such occupants or users;

(b) the spread and Intensity of such fire within such building and Ihe spread
of fire 10 any other building wilt be minimized;

(e) sullielent stability will be retained to ensu re thai such buildi ng will not
endanger any other building: Provided that in the case of any multi-storey build
Ing no major failure of Ihe structural system shall occur;

(d) the generation and spread of smoke will be min imized or controlled to
the greatest extent reasonabl y practicable; and

(e) adequate means of access, and equipment for detecting, fighting, con
troiling and extinguiShing such fire, is provided.

(2) The requirements of subregulatlon (1) shall be deemed to be satisfied where
the design, construction and equipment of any buildi ng -

(e) Is the subject of an acceptable rallonal deSign prepared by a profes
sional engineer or other approved competent person; or

Ib) compiles with Part T of section 3 of SASS 0400: Provided that where any
loca l authority is of the opi nion that such compilance would not comply with
all the requirements of eubregutattcn (1), such local authori ty shall, In writing,
notify the owner 01 the bu ilding of Its reasons for Its opinion and may requ ire
the owner to submit for approval a rallonal design as contemplated In para
graph Ie).

T2 OFFENCES

(1) Any owner of any building who falls to-
(a) provide sufllclent lire extinguishers to satisfy the requi rements of sub

regulation T1(1)(e), or who Installs fire extinguishers that do not comply wi th
the relevan t SASS specification, or who falls to ensure thai such fi re extin
guishers are Installed, maintained and serviced In acco rdance with SABS 0105;
0'

Ib) maintain any other provision made to satisfy the requirements of
subreguiatlon T(1)(e),

shall be gUilty of an offence.
(2) Any person who causes or permits any escape route to be rendered less

effective or to be obstructed In any way which may hinder or prevent the escape
of any person from a building in the case of fire or any other emergency shall
be guilty of an offence.

Commentary: The oeemed-toesustv rules contained in Part T of this code are intended to be ofgeneral
application but they have been drawn up with certain common types of buildings in mind.
Where anything unusual or obviously different is to be designed it is important to resort
to basic principles rather than to consider any detail that may be implied by deemed-to
satisfy rules. It is often possible to "trade-off" some requirements against others while
s/i/l maintaining the life-safety which is the primary object of the regulations. In any rational
design intended to satisfy regula/ion TI it is necessary to make adequate provision to
satisfy the follOWing aspects:

(a) It must be possible for persons to escape easily, rapidly and safely from the building.
In particular it is important to consider -
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(i) the type of building;
(ii) the contents of the building;
(iii) the travel distances involved;
(iv) whether the building is more than two storeys high;
(v) the number of visitors likely to be in the building at any time;
(iv) whether people are likely to be sleeping in the bUilding or whether it is an "awake
and-aware" situation; and
(vii) whether evacuation of the building will take place under the supervision of responsi
ble persons.

(b) All reasonable precautions must be taken to prevent the spread of fire, within any
building or from one building to another. This can be achieved by use of division, oc
cupancy and tenancy separating walls and the provision of adequate fire-fighting equip
ment in the first case and by sufficient separation distance between buildings in the
second.

(c) In any fire, smoke is probably the greatest danger to life and it is therefore essential
that attention be given to means of smoke control and dispersal. Measures would in
clude ventilation and extract systems, compartmentation by means of smoke control doors
and automatic controls on air-conditioning systems to stop the passage of smoke through
the system from one part of the building to another.

(d) An important aspect in the protection of both life and property is the provision of suita
ble and sufficient fire-fighting equipment. Particularly in the case where occupants in a
building may be expected to be trained in their use, "first-aid" equipment such as fire
extinguishers and fire hoses can play an important part in the control of any fire. Fixed
fire-fighting equipment such as a sprinkler system can be of importance in controlling
any outbreak of fire and reducing the spread of smoke and is thus of help to the fire
brigade in rescue work and the eventual extinguishment of the fire. A sufficient number
of hydrants placed at positions which will enable all parts of the building to be reached
is essential to enable the fire brigade to complete its work of extinguishing any fire.

(e) Unless a fire can be brought under control very quickly by means of the "first-aid"
fire fighting equipment provided, everything will depend upon the effortsof the fire brigade.
It is therefore important that they be able to reach the building with their equipment and
have easyaccess to the interior of the building. In tall buildings a fireman's lift is a neces
sity and emergency routes must remain usable for long enough not only to evacuate
the bUilding but also for the fire brigade to get in to fight the fire. If no other means is
provided to extract smoke it may be necessary to have special panels which can easily
be broken out by the fire brigade in order to vent smoke.

DEEMED-TO-SATISFY RULES

TT1 GENERAL

The requirements of regulation 11 shall be deemed to be satisfied where any
building is designed, constructed and equipped in accordance with deemed-to
satisfy rules contained in the following provisions of this Part.

TT2 SAFETY DISTANCES
TT2.1 The external walls of any building shall be classified as one of the following

types:
(8) Type FR, which has a fire resistance equal to or more than that given in

Table 1 for the occupancy in question;
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(b) Type F, which has a fire resistance of less than that given in Table 1, but
when tested in accordance with SABS 0177: Part II, satisfies the require
ments for stability and integrity for a period of not less than that given
in Table 1 for the occupancy in question and such wall is constructed with
non-combustible external cladding; or

(c) Type N, which has a fire resistance of less than that given in Table 1 for
the occupancy in question and has -
(I) combustible external cladding; or
(II) noli-combustible external cladding but such wall, when tested in

accordance with SABS0177: Part II, has failed to satisfy the require
ments for either stability or integrity, or both, for the period given
in Table 1 for the occupancy in question.

TABLE 1 - FIRE RESISTANCE OF EXTERNAL WALLS

1 2

Occupancy Fire resistance, minutes

All occupancies except
those mentioned below 30

81, C1, 01, E1, E2, E3, F1,
F3, J2 and J3 60

J1 120

TT2.2 Where any external wall of a building is of Type FR and such wall does not con
tain any window or any other opening there shall be no restriction upon the safety
distance for such wall.

TT2.3 Where any external wall of a building is of Type F and such wall does not con
tain any window or other opening, the safety distance required shall be not less
than the relevant figure given in column 2 of Table 2: Provided that -

(8) for occupancy classified as J1, J2 or J3 the safety distance required shall
be not less than the relevant figure given in columns 5, 4 or 3 respective
ly; and

(b) for any building classified H4, where the area of elevation facing any
boundary is not more than 7,5 m2

, such safety distance may be reduced
to 0,5 m.

TT2.4 Where any external wall of any building is of Type N or where any building is
provided with external walls containing windows or other openings, such build
ing shall, subject to the requirements of subrule TT2.10, be so sited that a cir
cle of radius equal to the safety distance given in Table 2 for the window area
and occupancy concerned, drawn from any point on any such window or other
opening in such external wall shall not intersect any lateral boundary of the site:
Provided that this requirement shall not apply in respect of 

(8) any building contemplated in subrule TT2.6;
(b) any such wall which faces a public place, railway siding reserve or any

open space secured by an approved servitude on an adjoining site;
(c) any such wall of a ground or basement storey facing a lateral boundary

on which is erected a free-standing wall which -
(I) is constructed of non-combustible material;
(II) has a fire resistance of not less than that prescribed for such ex

ternal wall;
(III) is equal in height to that of the basement or ground storey, as the

case may be; and
(Iv) extends at each end beyond any window or opening concerned by

a distance of not less than the difference between the minimum
safety distance given in Table 2 and the actual boundary distance.
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TABLE 2 - SAFETY DISTANCE D (metres)
_._----

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Area of openings, m' Less 500

in elevation than 5 7,5 10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450 or
5 more

Occupancy class
Low fire load
where the fire load in
a division does not ex-
ceed 25 kg/m'
(timber equivalent)

A1; A2; A3; A4; A5;
B3; C2; 03; 04; E1;
E2; E3; G1; H1; H2;
H3; H4; J3; J4 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,4 3,8 4,5 5,0 5,3 5,5 5.7 5,9 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 6.9 7,0 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.4

Moderate fire load
where the fire load in
a division is between
25 kg/m' and
50 kg/m' (timber
equivaient)

B2; C1; 02; F1; F2;
F3; J2 1,5 2,0 2,2 2,5 4,6 5,5 6,0 6,4 6.7 7,0 7,2 7,4 7,5 7.7 7,8 8,0 8,1 8,2 8,3 8,4 8,5 8,5 8,6 8.7 8,8 8,8 9,0

High fire load where
the fire toad in a divi-
sion exceeds 50 kg/m'
(timber equivalent)

B1; 01; J1 2,0 2.7 3,5 3.7 6,2 7,3 8,0 8,6 9,0 9,3 9,6 9,9 10,1 10,3 10,5 10,6 10,8 10,9 11,1 11,2 11,3 11,4 11,5 11,6 11.7 11,812,0

Intermediate values from Column 3 to 28 may be interpoiated.
The values contained in Column 4 to 28 approximate to. those calculated using the foilowing formulae:

Moderate fire load : 0 = 3,25 x Log (A - 3) -

Low fire load

High fire load

: 0 = 2,75 x Log A -

: 0 = 2,25 x Log (A' - 5) -

Where A = the total area of window or other openings on one elevation of the division
o = the safety distance

Commentary: In Table 2 the terms' 'low fire load", "moderate fire load" and' 'high fire load" are used.
These refer in each case to the amount of combustible material available in a particular
occupancy and thus imply the degree of intensity of any fire when fully developed and
also the duration of any fire which might occur in the occupancy in question. They have
nothing to do with the ease of starting a fire or the degree of danger due to smoke or
poisonous fumes that would be implied by the terms low, moderate or high fire hazard.

In the definition of "fire load" the calorific values referred to can be taken from the rele
vant tables contained in recognized handbooks.

The unit fire load can be expressed in calorific values (MJ/m 2) or as timber equivalent
(kg/m 2) . The conversion factor from megajoules per square metre to kilograms per square
metre is 0,056 and from kilograms per square metre to megajoules per square metre, is 18.
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TT2.5

TT2.6

TT2.7

TT2.8

TT2.9

T12.10

Where there are two or more buildings on the same site, or where any building
has two or more divisions and -

(a) where any external wall of any such building or division does not contain
any windows or other openings, the distance between such external wall
and a notional boundary line between such buildings or divisions shall
be not less than the relevant requirement for safety distance contained
in subrule TT2.2 or TT2.3 as the case may be; and

(b) subject to the requirements of subrule TT2.10, where any external wall of
such building or division is of Type N or contains windows or other open
ings, any circle of radius equal to the safety distance given in Table 2 for
the occupancy concerned, drawn from any point on any window or open
ing in the external wall of one such building or division, shall not inter
sect any circle of radius equal to the safety distance given in Table 2 for
the occupancy concerned in the external wall of such other building or
division, drawn from any point in any window or opening in the external
wall of such other building or division: Provided that the intersection of
such circles shall be permitted where -
(i) the included angle between such walls is more than 135°; or
(ii) the included angle between such walls is more than 90° and the

distance between the nearest points on such windows or openings
is more than 2 m .

Any building classified H4 and having
(a) a plan area of not more than 80 rn-;
(b) an area of any elevation facing a lateral boundary of not more than 25 m2;

and
(c) windows or other openings in such elevation;

shall be so situated that the distance between such elevation and such bound
ary shall be not less than 1 m: Provided that, for any building classified H4,where
the area of elevation facing such boundary is not more than 7,5 rn-, such bound
ary distance may be reduced to 0,5 m .

Notwithstanding tha requirements contained in subrule TT2.1, any structural
external wall shall when tested in accordance with SASS 0177: Part II, satisfy
the requirement for stability for a period not less than that required in rule TT7.

Without prejudice to the foregoing requirements where any division or any build
ing is equipped with a sprinkler system the minimum safety distances given in
Table 2 may be reduced to half the distances so given: Provided that in no case
shall such reduced distance be less than 1 m.

The requirements contained in this rule shall not apply -
(a) to any parking shelter for vehicles where such shelter has no walls or has

non-combustible walls and non-combustible roof covering;
(b) to any carport on the same site as any building classified H4.

(a) Where any building is not divided into divisions the requirements contained
in this subrule shall apply mutatis mutandis to the whole of the particular
elevation of the building.

(b) The area of any window or opening or the sum of the areas of all windows
or openings, as the case may be, in that portion of the elevation of the
building between division floors and between division walls shall be cal
culated: Provided that -
(i) where portions of such elevation are at different distances from

the boundary, another division of the same building or from another
building, each such portion and the area of window or opening con
tained therein may be separately considered;

(ii) no window or other opening or portion of such window or opening
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in any external wall of any building shall be taken into considera
tion in the calculation of the total area of windows or openings
where the included angle between such wall and any boundary of
the site, any external wall of any other division of the same build
ing or any external wall of any other building on the same site is
more than 30°, and such window, opening or portion thereof is situ
ated more than 3 m from such boundary, other division or other
building;

(III) where any building has external walls of Type N, the total eleva
tion area of such walls shall be construed as being a window or
opening for the purposes of this rule;

(Iv) where any garage on the same site as any building classified H4
is situated close to any lateral boundary of the site and in such
a way that the doorway is at an angle of approximately 90° to such
boundary -
(aa) any circle of radius equal to the safety distance required for

an occupancy classified H4 and drawn from a centre located
in the plane of the garage door at a point nearest to such
boundary shall intersect a cut-off line drawn from the same
point and at an angle of 45° to the plane of such door, at a
position on or within such boundary; or

(bb) The side wall of such garage may be extended and the centre
of such circle located at any point in the plane of the door that
will enable such circle and the related cut-off line to intersect
on or within such boundary: Provided that such wall extension
shall be of a height not less than that of such door and of a
length that will ensure that such cut-off line will simultaneous
ly intersect the extension of such wall and such circle within
the boundary.

commentary: Radiant heat from a fire can cause the spread of fire from one building to anotherand
this danger can be reduced by the provision of sufficientdistance between buildings.
It should be noted, however, that the term "safety distance" is in all cases related to
a single building and its distance from some boundary. The distancerequired between
buildings is always the sum of two such "safety distances" although one or both such
distances could be zero.

The degree to which fire in any building is a danger to any other building is influenced
by thebehaviourof the extemal walls and whether or not theycontain windows or other
openings. The rules make provision for three classes of walls. Type FR does not limit
theexterior claddingand eithercombustible or non-combustible cladding could be used.
The fact that this type of wallhas the required fire resistance is sufficient to ensure that,
providing such walls contain no openir.gs, radiantheat from a fire in anybuilding having
such walls will notpresenta danger toanyotherbuilding providing such walls also con
tainno openingsand thata fire will be containedfor long enough to enableany neces
saryaction to be taken.

A Type F '(Vall doesnot have full fire resistance but because therequirements for stability
and integrityare satisfied and only non-combustible cladding is allowedany fire will be
containedfor long enough to enable the samesafety distances that wouldbe required
for a Type FR wall to be safely used under mostcircumstances. The fact that insulation
requirements arenot metcould mean thatradiantheateffects aresomewhat greaterthan
wouldbe expectedfroma Type FRwallbut this is not generally regardedas significant
in terms of safety distance, except insofar as there-are limitations placed on the minimum
distance permittedbetween a Type F wall with no windows or otheropeningsanda lateral
boundary or another division or building.
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For the purposes of these regulations a Type N wall is regarded as providing no protec
tion against the spread of fire to any other building. In terms of safety distance this type
of wall must therefore be regarded as the equivalent of a window or an opening.

When a fire occurs in a building radiant heat is emitted through windows or other open
ings and, similarly, enters buildings mainly through windows or openings. The distance
between two walls both having the required fire resistance and no openings is therefore
not restricted in any way.

The introduction of openings of any kind, or the use of Type F or Type N walls, will lead
to an increase of radiant heat outside any burning building and, in adjacent buildings,
to an increased danger of ignition of the contents of such buildings. The danger of spread
of fire to other buildings is thus enhanced. The safety distances given in Table 2 are cal
culated on the basis that at the relevant distance any wall having the required fire
resistance, and containing no openings, can withstand the effects of radiant heat. At this
distance, however, the degree of radiant heat will still be sufficient to constitute a danger
to an adjacent building if it is able to penetrate such building through windows or other
openings.

In relation to the lateral boundaries of a site this means that a safety distance, as given
in Table 2, must be allowed between any building and such boundaries since a building
(with Type FR wal!) could be permitted on the boundary of the adjoining site. Where two
buildings on the same site are involved eecl: bUilding requires its own safety distance
from a notional "boundary" line between them. This distance may be zero for either build
ing where the building has Type FR walls with no openings. However, where either or
both buildings have openings or Type F or Type N walls a danger due to radiant heat
may occur. Hence, one or both buildings, as the case may be, will require a safety dis
tance from such notional line between the two buildings.

Danger due to the effects of radiant heat will occur within some zone outside any window
or other opening. This zone can be assumed to be bounded by cut-off lines at approxi
mately 45° to the wall, extending out from such wall to a "safety distance" where the
degree of heat no longer constitutes a threat to any other building providing such build
ing has Type FR walls with no openings. Radiant heat diminishes in approximately in
verse ratio to the square of the distance from the source and the safety distances given
in Table 2 in this part of the code are calculated on this basis. The danger zone, shown
in Figure 1, would thus be an area designated by points C, 0, E F, G and H where -

CE = safety distance = HF.
The danger caused by radiant heat entering a building through windows or other open
ings can be assumed to occur in a similar zone, calculated in terms of the safety dis
tance required for the occupancy concerned.

Fig. 1 - Safety Distance

Drg.11038/£ 
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In the case where there is, on the same site, a second building with windows opposite
or nearly opposite those in the first building, any danger zone related to the one building
would be assumed to extend to a notional boundary situated at a distance equal to the
required safety distance from that building and another similar zone would exist between
the second building and some notional boundary situated at an appropriate safety dis
tance from the second building (see Figures 6 and 7). Where the two buildings are parallel
to one another it may be possible to locate the buildings (or parts of the buildings) and
position the windows in each building in such a way that the two notional boundaries
coincide in a single line as shown in Figure 2. This would represent the minimum spac
ing between the two buildings. It should be noted that this notional boundary is not neces
sarilya straight line as its position will depend upon the relative position of windows in
the two buildings.

d

-LL-:::;:::undary of
site or notionalboundary

d

Fig. 2 - Safety Distance

Tek12184/E

In order to determine from a plan whether the layout of buildings and the safety distances
provided are satisfactory the following procedure should be adopted. From Table 2 in
this part of the code read off the safety distance required for the type of occupancy and
the window area of the building in question. Bear in mind that the figures in Table 2 may
be modified in terms of subrule TT2.6, TT2.8 and TT2.1 O. Using this distance as a radius,
draw a sector of a circle from any point on a window such as 1 in the building shown
in Figure 3.

Repeat for other windows such as 2, 3 and 4. Draw the line AS which is tangent to these
circles.

Bear in mind that the danger area is bounded by lines at 45° to the plane of the wall,
as shown in Figure 1. The regulati()ns will be 'satisfied if no boundary line or wall of any
other building lies in the zone between line AB and the building shown. In Figure 3, there
fore, the wall of any building or any boundarypositioned on line EF would be acceptable
but the wall of any building or any boundary on line CO would not. Note that where line
EF represents the wall of another building the required minimum distance between lines
AS and EF would be determined by the type of wall used in such bUilding and the size
of any openings in the wall. 
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Fig. 3 - Safety Distance
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In the building illustrated in Figure 4 the two portions of the building may be considered
separately for safety distance. The example given is acceptable in terms of distance from
the boundary. Safety distance from portion B of the building would control the siting of
the building in relation to the boundary even though B is further than A from the boundary.

__ ~iteboun~~ _

+ ------'P-'-o'-'-rt,ion B ---I

1 1
14 Portion A .1

Fig. 4 - Safety Distance

Drg.11040/E
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The figures that follow illustrate certain common situations but it is not possible to illus
trate all cases which might occur, In general it may be said that as long as no possible
circle of radius equal to the required safety distance, drawn from any point on any win
dow or other opening, intersects any boundary, wall of a building or any circle drawn
from any opening in another building or in another division of the same building, the
layout is acceptable, Although the figures illustrate the general rule it must not be forgot
ten that this is qualified by the provisions of subrule TT2,5 which allows certain exemp
tions from the rule subject to the limiting values given for the distance between windows
and the included angle between such walls,

For two buildings both having windows, draw sectors of circles of the·required radius
from the windows in facing walls as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, None of the circles
drawn from one building may intersect any circle drawn from the other,

Note that in many cases it will not be necessary to actually draw circles as the result will
be obvious,

•

I_I 1__1
Circles dra",n from ",indo",s do not intersect, therefore
distance bet",een buildings is acceptable.

Fig. 5 - Safety Distance

Drg.11041/E
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1
~ - -~?tional boundary

1 1

1

Circles intersect. Distance between buildings is not adequate.

Fig. 6 - Safety Distance

Drg.11042/E

Shaded area shows
non-permissible overlap.
Other windows are safe.

Notional boundary
~-

(

1 1
Fig. 7 - Safety Distance
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Where a garage on the same site as a building cla.ssified H4 is situated very close to
a lateral boundary of the site any fire in such garage may give rise to some danger due
to radiant heat from the door opening. It should be noted, however, that in terms of
rule TT2. 10(b)(ii) the area of the opening to be considered is rarely likely to be more than
about 5 m2 . In order to test whether the distance to the boundary is adequate the usual
method of drawing a circle (of radius equal to the required safety distance) from a point
on the side of the door nearest to the boundary should be applied. If the garage is found
to be too close to the boundary the necessary protection may be obtained by extending
the side wall as shown in Figure 8. The required length of extension may be determined
by adjusting the position of the centre of the circle so that the 45° line intersects the
arc of the circle on the boundary line and touches the end of the wall.

Garages in any domestic occupancy represent a low fire load and it is therefore regard
ed as reasonble to treat any garage which is a component of an H3 occupancy in the
same way as one on the site of an H4 occupancy provided that such garage is not large
enough to fall within the description of a parking garage (occupancy J4). Garages at
tached to individual dwelling units in a town-house complex should thus be considered
as if each dwelling unit was an H4 occupancy.

Door

Garage

L Site boun~ary

Door

TT3

TT4

Fig. 8 - Protection of Opening in a Garage

Drg.11044/E

DIFFERENT OCCUPANCIES IN A BUILDING
In any building there shall be permitted an area of -

(8) not more than 100 m2 of an occupancy classified J1 or not more than
300 m2 of an occupancy classified J2 or J3, within any other occupancy;

(b) not more than 100 m2 of an occupancy not classified J1, within an occupan
cy so classified.

DIVISION AREA
Any bUilding shall be divided into divisions of an area not more than that given
in column 2, 3 or 4 of Table 3, as the case may be, and such divisions shall be
separated effectively from each other by division separating elements: Provided
that -

(8) where an occupancy classified J1, used for the storage of flammable
liquids, forms part of any building, such part shall be a separate division
and the area of such division shall be not more than 100 m2 ;

(b) where storage of goods is to a height of more than 3 m in any occupancy
classified J1 or J2, an approved fixed installation of automatic fire extin
guishment shall be provided. 
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TABLE 3 - MAXIMUM DIVISION AREA, m2

SABS 0400·1990

TT5
TT5.1

TT5.2

TT5.3

TT6
TT6.1

1 2 3 4

No fixed With fixed automatic fire

Occupancy automatic fire extinguishment installation
extinguishment

installation 1 storey 2 storeys and over

*E1, *E2, *E3 1 250 1 250 1 250

A2, 82, 83, C1, C2, G1 5 000 No limit 10 000

A4, A5, 03, J3, J4 No limit No limit No limit

All other occupancies 2500 No limit 5 000

*Maximum division area on any storey and all such divisions shall be interconnected.

FIRE PERFORMANCE: GENERAL
Where any element or component of a building is required to have a particular
fire resistance such requirement shall, in respect of the materials or method
of construction of such element or component, be deemed to have been satis
fied where-

(a) such materials or methods are in accordance with the particulars set out
in the Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 contained in rule TT56;

(b) a representative specimen of such element or component has been shown
to have the required fire resistance when tested by the Council of the South
African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR; or

(c) an assessment, in writing, of such element or component has been made
by the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR and
such element or component has been found suitable for the particular
purpose.

Where non-combustibility of any element or component is required in terms of
these rules such requirement shall be deemed to be satisfied where -

(a) such element or component is proved to be made only of the relevant
material contemplated in rule TT57;

(b) when tested by the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards or
the CSIR a representative specimen of such element or component has
been shown to be non-combustible; or

(c) an assessment, in writing, of such element or component has been made
by the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR and
such element or component has been found to be suitable for the particu
lar intended purpose.

In any building not being a building classified H4, any architectural or decora
tive feature may be constructed of combustible material where such material
has been the subject of a favourable evaluation by the Council of the South Afri
can Bureau of Standards or the CSIR.

FIRE RESISTANCE OF OCCUPANCY AND DIVISION SEPARATING ELEMENTS
Any portion of a building having an occupancy in anyone of the groups of oc
cupancies (a) to (g) contemplated below shall, subject to the requirements con
tained in rule TT3, be separated by means of an occupancy separating element
from any portion of such building used for an occupancy in any other of such
groups of occupancies:

(a) A1, A2, A3, A4, C1, C2
(b) A5
(c) B1, D1
(d) B2, B3, D2, D3, 04, F1, F2, F3, G1, J2, J3, J4
(e) E1, E2, E3
(f) H1, H2, H3
(g) J1 
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TT6.2 (a) Where any occupancy separating element is required in terms of
subrule TT6.1 such occupancy separating element shall have a fire
resistance not less than that given in Column 2 of Table 4.

(b) Where, in terms of rule TI4, a division separating element is required, such
division separating element shall have a fire resistance of not less than
the relevant figure given in column 2 of Table 4.

TABLE 4 - FIRE RESISTANCE OF OCCUPANCY AND
- DIVISION SEPARATING ELEMENTS

1 2

Occupancy
Fire resistance,

minutes

All occupancies other than 60
those referred to below

81, C1, 01, E1, E2, 120
E3, F1, F3, J1

TT7 FIRE STABILITY OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OR COMPONENTS
(a) Any structural element or component directly supporting a separating ele

ment contemplated in rule TT6 shall, when tested in accordance with
SABS 0177: Part II, satisfy the requirement for stability for a period not
less than that required for fire resistance of such separating element.

(b) Any other structural element or component (not being a component form
ing part of a roof assembly) which is located in an occupancy given in
column 1 of Table 5 shall, when tested in accordance with SABS 0177:
Part II, satisfy the requirement for stability for a period not less than that
given in columns 3 to 7 for the height of the building so given.

(e) The structural elements or components used in any basement which is
not naturally ventilated shall comply with the requirements contained in
column 7 of Table 5.

(d) For the purposes of this rule any basement which is naturally ventilated
shall be construed as being an additional storey to the building concerned
and any structural elements or components used in such basement shall
comply with the requirements contained in columns 3 to 6, as the case
may be, of Table 5.

(e) No unprotected steel shall be permitted in the structure in any basement.
(f) Notwithstanding the requirements contained in paragraph (b) it shall be

permissible for structural components to be of -
(i) unprotected steel -

(aa) In any single storey building;
(bb) in any double storey building where the occupancy is classl

fled A3, A4, A5, B2, B3, C2, D2, D3, D4, G1, H4, J2, J3 or J4;
(ee) in the top storey of any building where the floor of such top

storey is a concrete slab and such building does not exceed
15 m in height and is of an occupancy classified B3, D3, D4,
G1, J3 or J4;

(ii) timber construction complying with SABS 082 that has a fire
resistance of not less than 30 minutes where the occupancy of the
building is classified G1, H3 or H4: Provided that in the case of any
such occupancy the timber construction shall not exceed two
storeys in height.

(g) Any perforated floor type or any mezzanine floor less than 100 m2 in area
shall not be considered to be a structural element or component.
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TABLE 5 - STABILITY OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OR COMPONENTS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Stability, minutes
Class

Occupancy of Single Double 3-10 11 Basement
occupancy storey storey storey storeys in any

building building building and over building

Entertainment and public assembly A1 30 60 120 120 120
Theatrical and indoor sport A2 30 60 120 120 120
Places of instruction A3 30 30 90 120 120
Worship A4 30 60 90 120 120
Outdoor sport A5 30 30 60 90 120

High risk commercial service B1 60 60 120 180 120
Moderate risk commercial service B2 30 60 120 120 120
Low risk commercial service B3 30 30 90 120 120

Exhibition hall C1 60 90 120 120 120
Museum C2 30 60 90 120 120

High risk industrial D1 60 90 120 180 240
Moderate risk industrial D2 30 60 90 120 180
Low risk industrial D3 30 30 60 120 120
Plant room D4 30 30 60 90 120

Places of detention E1 60 60 90 120 120
Hospital E2 60 90 120 180 120
Other institutional (residential) E3 60 60 120 180 120

Large shop F1 60 90 120 180 120
Small shop F2 30 60 120 180 120
Wholesalers' store F3 60 90 120 120 120

Offices G1 30 30 60 120 120

Hotel H1 30 60 90 120 120
Dormitory H2 30 30 60 120 120
Domestic residence H3 30 30 60 120 120
Detached dwelling house H4 30 30 60 NA 120

High risk storage J1 60 90 120 180 240
Moderate risk storage J2 30 60 90 120 180
Low risk storage J3 30 30 90 90 120
Parking garage J4 30 30 60 90 120

NOTE
NA = Not applicable.

Commentary: The use of unprotected steel in the structural system of all single storey and certain double
storey buildings is permitted in spite of the fact that in many cases such structural mem
bers would not comply with the requirements of Table 5. The practice is regarded as
safe for all practical cases that are likely to occur in single storey construction but the
possible consequences of early distortion or collapse should be considered in the design
of two storey buildings in order to be certain that escape routes will be able to serve
the purpose for the required period. Particular care needs to be exercised where thin
sections are used or in "space-frame" type structures.

A further problem arises in the application of rule TT2. Distortion or collapse of any struc
tural member must not cause loss of integrity or stability in any external wall facing a site
boundary or another building as this might lead to non-compliance with the safety dis
tance requirement. Where such a situation occurs it would be necessary either to protect
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TT8

TT9

TT9.1

TT9.2

TT9.3

TT10
TT10.1

the steel to the extent required to attain the stability given in Table 5 or to regard such
wall as being of Type N for the purposes of rule TT2.

TENANCY SEPARATING ELEMENTS

Any separating element between tenancies where the occupancy is classified
H1, H2 or H3 shall have a fire resistance of not less than 30 minutes.

PARTITION WALLS AND PARTITIONS
Any partition wall in any occupancy classified E1, E2 or E3 shall have a fire
resistance of not less than 60 minutes and any such wall in any occupancy clas
sified G1, H2, H3 or H4 shall have a fire resistance of not less than 20 minutes.

In any building classified H3 or H4 -
(8) any wall between any garage and any habitable room shall have the same

fire resistance as that specified for the internal walls of such building;
(b) any door between such garage and such room shall be a solid timber or

solid timber core door not less than 40 mm in thickness; and
(c) any roof space shall be divided by the vertical extension of such wall to

the underside of the roof covering.

Any partition walls or partitions erected on any storey above the third storey
of any building shall be non-combustible or shall not contribute a fire load of
more than 5 kg/m2 of floor area in a division.

PROTECTION OF OPENINGS
Where an opening in any external wall of any division is less than 1 m meas
ured horizontally or vertically from an opening in another division, a 500 mm
projection from such wall shall be constructed between such openings and such
projection shall have a fire resistance of not less than half that required for the
element separating the divisions concerned: Provided that any other equivalent
means of fire protection which ensures that the flame travel path from one open
ing to another is not less than 1 m shall be permitted.
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Commentary: Figure 9(a) and (b) illustrate therequirements ofsubrule TT10. 1and Figure 9(c)represents
a possiblealternative arrangement. In theexamples shown, any flame travelling from one
windowto the other would have to travel along somepath whose shortest length would
be at least 1 m , The windows are shown in plan but similar forms of construction could
be used in the verticalplane.

(a)

I Window~

I

- r---

._!!J~~~on wall in a building

/Win~ow

.E===~3•• -Exterior wall

I 1000mm ,
min.

(b)

I

I

(c)

- ~ision wall in a building
Window/-

Window
----~

-
Window

1--",

I D
y

I

Dimensions X and Y must be such that the minimum
path of flame travel ABCD is more than 1000mm.

The illustrations are all shown in plan but would be
identical in section except that the division wall would
be replaced by a division floor.

Fig. 9 - Protection of Openings
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TT10.2

TT10.3

TT10.4

TT10.5

TT10.6

TT11
TT11.1

TT11.2

Where there is an opening in any wall required to have a fire resistance of
60 minutes or more such opening shall be provided with a fire door or fire shut
ter of the class given in column 3 of Table 6: Provided that this requirement shall
not apply-

(8) to any opening for the entrance to a lift;
(b) where such opening, not being an opening contemplated in subrule TT27.2,

gives access to a safe area outside the building; or
(c) in the case of any service shaft that is fire stopped at every floor level.

TABLE 6 - CLASSES OF FIRE DOORS OR FIRE SHUTTERS

1. 2 3

Required minimum Class of
Type of wall fire resistance of fire door

wall, minutes or fire shutter

Occupancy separation 60 A

120 B

Divisional separation 60 A

120 D (or two C doors
with approval)

Emergency route 120 B

Any fire door or fire shutter shall satisfy the requirements contained in
SABS 1253.

Any fire door or fire shutter shall be fitted with an approved self-closing or auto
matic closing device.

Any fire door which is required to have a specific fire resistance may be replaced
by two separate fire doors which shall be positioned apart not less than 1,5 times
the width of any leaf of such door: Provided that the sum of the fire resistances
of such separate doors shall not be less than the fire resistance required for
the first-mentioned door.

Any hinged fire doors installed in terms of subrule TT10.5 shall open in the same
direction and be hinged on the same side.

RAISED ACCESS AND SUSPENDED FLOORS OF COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
Except in the case of any building classified H3 or G1 which does not exceed
2 storeys in height or in the case of any building classified H4, no suspended
floor, not being a mezzanine floor, shall be permitted to be of combustible mate
rial unless such floor has ground directly below it or is not more than 50 mm
above a non-combustible slab: Provided that where the elements used for the
construction of an access floor have been favourably evaluated for such use
by the Council of the South African Bureau Standards or the CSIR, such access
floor shall be permitted.

(8) The void under an access floor shall not be connected to any space in
another division unless such connecting opening is protected with a fire
door, fire shutter or fire damper having the same fire resistance as the
division separating element.

(b) Any void below a raised access floor shall be divided by fire stops into
areas of not more than 300 m2 or shall be protected by a fixed automatic
fire-fighting system.

(c) Any such void used as an artificial ventilation plenum shall comply with
the requirements contained in subruleTT43.5. 
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TT12
TT12.1

ROOF ASSEMBLIES AND COVERINGS
Where a roof of any part of a building meets any wall of a higher part of such
building and such wall has any openings in any position within 10 m above and
5 m to either side of such roof, such roof shall, for a distance of not less than
5 m from such wall, have the fire resistance required for a division separating
wall for the occupancy in question.

Commentary: Figure 10 illustrates the principle of the protection required by subrule TT12. 1.

AF = BC = 10m
EF = DC =5m
EG = DH = 5m

TT12.2

TT12.3

If there are any windows within the shaded area ABCF then the area
of roof EDHG must have a fire resistance equal to that required for
a division separating wall in the same occupancy.

Fig. 10 - Fire Resistance of Roof

Drg.11046/E

Where any combustible roof covering material including thatch, shingles and
bitumenized felt on boarding if; used and the plan area of such roof is more than
20 m2

, the distance between the building so covered and any boundary of the
site on which such building is situated shall be not less than 4,5 m .

Where any roof covering includes individual small areas of combustible material,
the total area of which is not more than 5% of the roof area, and where 

(8) no such individual area is more than 20 m2 such roof covering shall not
be considered a combustible roof covering: Provided that -
(I) where the slope of the roof does not exceed 60° there shall be a

minimum distance of 1 m between any two such areas;
(II) where the slope of the roof is in excess of 60° there shall be a rnlnl

mum distance of 1 m measured horizontally and 3 m measured
along the slope of such roof between any two such areas.

(b) any such individual area in a roof over any shopping mall exceeds 20 m2,

and may constitute an element of danger to the public, such material shall
be permitted only where it is the subject of a favourable assessment from
the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR. 
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Commentary: Figure 11 illustrates the application of subrule TT12.3.

Combustible roof covering of each
individual area not more than 20m2

0000 0

[ombustible roof covering of each
individual area not more than 20m2

Slope greater
than 60· Slope less

than 60·

DDD

CJD
Fig. 11 - Roo f [0 verings

DDD
DOD

TT12.4

TT12.5

Drg.ll047/f

Any combustible waterproof membrane in contact with a concrete slab shall,
for the purposes of this rule, be considered non-combustible.

(8) Where roof space is formed between any ceiling and any roof covering,
such space shall be divided by means of non-combustible fire-stops into
areas of not more than 300 m2 and the distance between such fire-stops
shall be not more than 30 m: Providedthat this requirement shall not apply
where such roof space and the room below are protected by a fixed auto
matic fire-fighting system.

(b) Any such roof space used as an air-conditioning or artificial ventilation
system plenum shall comply with the requirements contained in
subrule TT43.5.

(c) In the case of any occupancy classified H3 the walls separating dwelling
units shall be extended and any such extension shall -
(I) have the same fire resistance as the wall supporting it;
(II) be taken to the underside of any non-combustible roof or roof cover

ing or any concrete slab below a combustible roof covering, as the
case may be; and

(ill) be taken to not less than 300 mm above any combustible roof cover
ing other than one laid on concrete. 
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TT13
TT13.1

TT13.2

T13.3

TT14
TT14.1

TT14.2

TT14.3

CEILINGS
In any building not being a building classified H4, combustible material shall
not be used for any suspended ceiling: Provided that -

(8) solid timber;
(b) combustible material that has been favourably evaluated by the Council

of the South African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR;
(c) air supply or return air intake grilles of combustible material where the

sum of the area of all such grilles forms not more than 5 % of the total
area of such ceiling and the overall area of any individual grille is not more
than 0,09 m2,

shall be permitted.

Where in terms of the proviso to subrule TT13.1 combustible material is used
in any suspended ceiling in a building, the maximum area of any division in which
such ceiling is situated shall be not more than one quarter of the relevant divi
sion area given in Table 3 for the occupancy classification in question: Provided
that this requirement shall not apply where any such building is -

(8) not more than three storeys in height; or
(b) provided with a fixed automatic fire-fighting system.

Where the space between any suspended ceiling and any structural floor above
such ceiling is used as a plenum for any air-conditioning or artificial ventilation
system such space shall be divided by non-combustible fire-stops into areas
of not more than 300 m2 and the distance between such fire-stops shall be not
more than 30 m: Providedthat this requirement shall not apply where such space
and the room below are protected by a fixed automatic fire-fighting system.

FLOOR COVERINGS
Where any combustible material, not being a material contemplated in sub
rule TT14.2or TT14.3, is used as a floor covering in any building, the maximum
area of any division in which such floor covering is used shall be not more than
one quarter of the relevant division area given in Table 3 for the occupancy clas
sification in question: Provided that this requirement shall not apply where any
such building Is -

(8) not more than three storeys in height; or
(b) provided with a fixed automatic fire-fighting system.

In any building any fitted carpet shall be permitted where such carpet is of a
type of which a representative specimen, when tested in accordance with
SABS 0177: Part IV, has a classification not inferior to that specified In Table 7
for the particular occupancy concerned: Provided that this requirement shall
not apply in the case of a fitted carpet laid in any occupancy classified H4.

In any building any cork, timber or any resilient floor covering shall be permit
ted where such covering is fully adhered to the substrate.
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TABLE 7 - REQUIRED CLASSIFICATIONS FOR FinED FLOOR COVERING

1 2 3 4 5 6

Basement of Single Building

building of and double exceeding Building of any

any height storey two height
bUildings storeys

Class of
occupancy Any floor area except that contemplated in

column 5 or 6 Feeder Emergency
routes routes

USP or SP USP SP USP SP

A1 2 3 3 3 3 2 1
A2 2 3 3 3 3 2 1
A3 2 3 3 3 3 2 1
A4 2 3 3 3 4 2 1

B1 2 3 4 3 4 3 1
B2 2 4 5 3 4 3 1
B3 3 4 5 4 5 3 1

C1 3 3 4 ,3 4 2 1
C2 3 3 4 3 4 2 1

01 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
02 2 4 5 3 4 3 1
03 2 4 5 4 5 3 1
04 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

E1 NC 3 3 3 3 2 1
E2 NC 3 3 3 3 2 1
E3 NC 3 3 3 3 1 1

F1 3 4 5 3 4 2 1
F2 3 4 5 3 4 2 1
F3 3 4 5 3 4 2 1

G1 3 4 5 4 5 3 1

H1 1 4 5 4 5 3 1
H2 1 4 5 2 4 3 1
H3 1 5 5 3 4 3 1

J1 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
J2 NC NC 3 NC 3 2 1
J3 2 3 4 2 3 2 1
J4 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

NC = Non-combustible rnaterlal only.
SP = Protected by a sprinkler system.
USP = Not protected by a sprinkler system.

NOTE: Table refers only to those areas actually used for the occupancies given.

Commentary: It mustbe realized that theuse ofa combustiblematerialas a ceiling, a fitted floorcover
ing or a wallfinish maymakea considerable contribution to the fire load in any building.
Since it is neither reasonable nor practical to preclude the use of such materials it is es
sentialto takeinto account both thattheyare combustibleand that, in burning, theymay
help tospreada fireand maymakea significant contribution to the quantity of heat, smoke
and noxious fumes generated.

Where any combustible material is used for a ceiling or as a wall finish or where a non
classifiedcombustible material is usedasa fittedfloor covering, it is considered that the
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TT15
TT15.1

TT15.2

TT15.3

increase in fire load could be significq[Jt. Under these circumstances therefore, themaxi
mum areapermitted for a division Ofany building hasbeen reduced although conces
sionshavebeen made in the case of buildings of not more than three storeys in height
and buildings thatare sprinklerprotected. However, it is always necessary, even'within
a division of reduced size, to control where and under what conditions combustible
materials are usedas therate of burning willbe different foreach material, as will itscon
tribution to heat and smoke.

Any material to be used for a floor covering or for a wall finish is tested in a standard
mennet and is classified on a scaleof 1-5. In both cases the lowerfigures indicatebetter
performance. These classifications are based on a "fire index" which in turn represents
the effectof rate of burning and the amountof heatand smokegenerated. It should be
noted that in somecases the behaviour of a floor covering in a fire maybe considerably
influenced by thequalityof theunderfelt usedand it is therefore recommended thatwhere
a carpet is intended to be used with an underfelt it should be tested together with the
particularunderfelt. At present no classification of undetten. equivalent to that used for
carpets, isavailable and it is thusnotpossibletogiveanydeemed-to-satisfy requirements
for the underfelt.

Controlof tne useofany combustible material asa fitted floorcoveringor asa wallfinish
is covered in Tables 7 and 8 respectively, and is based on the classification mentioned
above. The class of material required in any given circumstances is related to the oc
cupancy classification, building height. and the provision of a fixed fire-fighting system
in the building concerned and is determined from these tables. It should be stressed
thatthisproceduremustbe followed whether or not it hasbeen foundnecessary, in terms
of rule TT14 or rule TT15, to reduce the maximum area permitted within a division.

In the case of ceilings, most combustible materials are not permitted and there is thus
no need for a similar classification.

WALL FINISHES
Where, in any building, any combustible material not being a material contem
plated in the proviso to subrule TT15.2, is used as a finish on any wall the maxi
mum area of the division in which suchwall is situated shall be not more than
one quarter of the relevant division area given in Table 3: Provided that this re
quirement shall not apply where such bUilding is -

(8) not more than three storeys in height; or
(b) provided with a fixed automatic fire-fighting system.

Any combustible wall lining or decorative finish, except where used in any build
ing classlfled H4, shall be of a type of which a representative specimen, when
tested in accordance with SASS 0177: Part III, has a classification not inferior
to that specified In Table 8 for the occupancy concerned: Provided that this re
quirement shall not apply where the thickness of such finish is less than 0,5 mm
and such finish adheres fully to a non-combustible material.

The use of combustible material shall be permitted for any door leaf or for trim
to any door frame or window frame or for any pelmet, chair rail, picture rail or
skirting.
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TABLE 8 - REQUIRED CLASSIFICATIONS FOR WALL FINISHES

1 2 3 4 5 6

Basement of Single Building

building of and double exceeding Building of any

any height storey two height
buildings storeys

Class of
occupancy Any wall area except that contemplated in

column 5 or 6 Feeder Emergency
routes routes

SP USP SP USP SP

A1 1 3 3 3 3 2 1
A2 1 3 3 3 3 2 1

i
A3 1 3 3 3 3 2 1
A4 1 4 4 3 4 2 1

B1 2 3 4 3 4 3 1
B2 2 3 4 3 4 3 1
B3 3 4 5 4 5 3 1

C1 3 3 4 3 4 2 1
C2 3 3 4 3 4 2 1

01 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
02 2 3 4 3 4 3 1
03 2 4 5 4 5 3 1
04 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

E1 NC 2 2 2 2 2 1
E2 NC 2 2 2 2 2 1
E3 NC 2 2 2 2 2 1

F1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1
F2 3 2 3 2 3 2 1
F3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1

G1 3 4 5 4 5 3 1

H1 Not 3 5 3 5 3 1
H2 permitted 3 4 2 4 3 1
H3 4 5 3 4 3 1

J1 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
J2 NC NC 3 NC 3 2 1
J3 2 3 4 2 3 2 1
J4 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC

NC = Non-combustible material only.
SP = Protected by a sprinkler system.
USP = Not protected by a sprinkler system.

NOTE: Table roters only to those areas actually used for the occupancies given.
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TT16.
TT16.1

TT16.2

TT16.3

TT16.4

Commentary:

PROVISION OF ESCAPE ROUTES
One or more escape routes shall be provided in any building.

Where the travel distance, measured to the nearest escape door, is not more
than 45 m, any such escape route-

(8) (i) in any single-storey building;
(ii) in any dwelling unit having such escape door at ground level; or
(iii) in and from any dwelling unit at first floor level where such dwel-

ling unit is served by an individual stairway to ground level;
shall not be required to include any emergency route and, in the case of any
dwelling unit contemplated in this subrule, such escape route shall not be re
quired to comply with the requirements of rules TT17 to TT30 inclusive.

(b) in any building of two or three storeys in height shall not be required to
include any emergency route: Provided that where such building is -
(i) any building of two storeys in height where the population of the

upper storey is more than 25 persons; or
(ii) any building of three storeys in height;

such bUilding shall be provided with not less than two such escape routes.
(c) in any building of a height of more than three storeys shall be provided

with not less than two such escape routes and -
(i) an emergency route shall form part of each such escape route;
(ii) any such emergency route shall include any stairway forming part

of the escape route and also that part of the escape route from the
lower end of the stairway to any escape door.

Where, in any building, the travel distance measured to the nearest escape door
is more than 45 m, not less than two such escape routes shall be provided and
an emergency route shall form part of each such escape route.

Where, in terms of subrule TT16.2 or TT16.3, emergency routes are required in
any building -

(a) such emergency routes shall be entirely independent from one another
and so situated that should anyone of such routes become unusable or
inaccessible not less than one other such route may reasonably be ex
pected to remain accessible and usable;

(b) the travel distance measured to the nearest access door shall be not more
than 45 m;

(c) the path of travel to any access door shall be along a feeder route;
«(I) any such feeder route shall lead in two different directions to two or more

independent emergency routes;
(e) the exist door from any room shan lead directly into a feeder route: Provid

ed that -
(i) such exist door may lead into a dead-end corridor where the total

distance to be travelled from the furthest point in such room to an
access door or to a feeder route is not more than 15 m; or

(ii) such exist door may lead into any other room, where such other
room is within the same tenancy and the exit door from such other
room leads into a feeder route.

All buildings must be provided with one or more escape routes that can be used in case
of fire or other emergencies. The two most important aspects are that the route should,
at all points, be wide enough to aI/ow the population using such route to move rapidly
along it and it must not, at any time, be obstructed in any way.
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The width of any escape route within a dwelling house (occupancy H4) or within an in
dividual dwelling unit in an occupancy H3 is not critical because of the small population
involved and the fact that the layout of the dwelling unit can be assumed to be well-known
to the occupants. In the case of any occupancy H3 where two or more dwelling units
open on to a part of the escape route which serves all of them, such common part of
the route must comply with all the requirements (including width) for escape routes.

The length of an escape route in an H3 occupancy may be controversial. The travel dis
tance is of course _always measured from the furthest point in any room in a dwelling
unit to the nearest escape door or access door but it is important to note that there may
be certain special circumstances that must be considered. In any dwelling unit at ground
level, whether an H4 occupancy or part of an H3 occupancy, any "exit" door from the
dwelling unit that leads to an approved open space may be regarded asan escape door
and the travel distance measured accordingly. In the case of a dwelling unit at first floor
level, such dwelling unit may be regarded as an independent unit where it is provided
with its own individual stairway leading to ground level outside the building and does
not share any part of an escape route with any other dwelling unit. However, because
an escape door must, by detinltion, be at ground level the travel distance must be meas
ured to an imaginary "escape door" at the foot of the stairway.

Where the travel distance, measured from the furthest point in any room to an escape
door, is less than 45 m there are no requirements (other than dimensions) for any es
cape route and/n many cases it will suffice to provide a single escape route. Where the
travel distance is more than 45 m or in any building of more than three storeys in height
it becomes necessary to provide emergency routes, and hence feeder routes, as part
of the escape routes and in all cases it will be necessary to provide at least two escape
routes.

Tobe fully effective, feeder routes and emergency routes should supply at least the degree
of protection envisaged in the deemed-to-satisfy rules given in this part of the code. This
is particularly important in the case of emergency routes which have to perform the dual
function of protection during evacuation of the building and during subsequent fire-fighting
operations.

The essence of any escape route that requires the incorporation of emergency routes
is that there should be at least two possible directions of escape. Where the exit from,
any room leads into a dead-end corridor this is not possible and it becomes necessary
to reduce to the absolute minimum the distance to be travelled before either a feeder
route or an access door into an emergency route is reached. In this cese. account must
be taken of the travel distance both in the room in question and along the dead-end
corridor. This is of consequence both in itself and as part of the total travel distance to
a safe area.

In order to determine what provision is required for escape routes, proceed as follows:

(a) Check the travel distance from the furthest point in any room, measured along the
escape route, to the nearest escape door. Where this distance is less than 45 m or in
any building of not more thEm three storeys in height no emergency routes (and hence
no feeder routes) are required. With the exception of those cases contemplated in
subrule TT16.2(b), only one escape route need be provided but this must be dimension
ally adequate for the population to be served.

(b) Where the travel distance, measured in terms of (a) above, is more than 45 m, emer
gency routes must form part of the two or more escape routes that must be provided
and these emergency routes should be as far apart as possible subject to the limitation
that the travel distance to the nearest access door to an emergency route must not be
more than 45 m .

(c) Calculate the total population of each floor of the building. Note that in any occupan
cy classified H3, the population within any individual dwelling unit is not, in itself, of con
cern as the population figure required is used only in connection with the common part
of the escape route and not that part which is provided within each such dwelling unit.

(d) Using the population figure calculated in terms of (c), calculate the number and width
of the necessary escape routes bearing in mind that-
(i) the widths of all routes should be approximately equal;
(ii) because fire may prevent the use of a particular emergency route, one such route
is always discounted in determining the widths required for the remaining emergency
routes; and
(iii) in the case of a stairway only the population of the most heavily populated storey
need be taken into account in the calculation of width. 
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TT17
TT17.1

TT17.2

TT18
TT18.1

TT18.2

TT18.3

TT19
TT19.1

TT19.2

TT19.3

EXIT DOORS
(8) Where the population of any room is not more than 25 persons the width

of any exit door shall be not less than 800 mm .
(b) Any classroom, lecture room or boardroom that has a population of more

than 50 persons or any other room that has a population of more than 25
persons shall have not less than two exit doors, and such doors -
(I) shall open in the direction of travel along the escape route; and
(II) shall have an aggregate width of not less than the required width

for an escape route for such population, as contemplated in
rule TT21:

Provided that where such population Is more than 240 persons three or
more exit doors, as may be required, shall be installed.

In any room in a building where the occupancy is classified A1, A2, A3, A4, C1,
C2, E2, E3, F1 or F3, any exit door shall open in the direction of travel along
the escape route: Provided that in any occupancy classified A3 where the popu
lation of the room is less than 50 persons, such door may open into such room.

FEEDER ROUTES
Where any corridor In a building forms part of a feeder route the walls, partition
walls or partitions enclosing such corridor shall be constructed of non
combustible materials or when tested in accordance with SABS 0177: Part III,
shall have a surface fire index of not more than 2,0.

Any door in the path of travel along any feeder route shall be of the double swing
type and such door shall not be provided with any means of locking: Provided
that where for security reasons it is necessary to lock such door an approved
alternative means of escape shall be provided.

The requirements contained In subrules TT19.6, TT19.7 and TT19.8 and in rules
TT20 and TT21 shall apply mutatis mutandis to any feeder routes.

EMERGENCY ROUTES
(8) Any wall enclosing an emergency route shall have a fire resistance of not

less than 120 minutes or the relevant time required for stability of struc
tural elements or components given in Table 5, whichever is the lesser,
after being subjected to two impacts with a 30 kg mass sand-bag swung
from a vertical height of 1,5 m .

(b) Any floor or ceiling of an emergency route shall have a fire resistance of
not less than 120 minutes or the relevant time required for the stability
of structural elements or components as given in Table 5, whichever is
the lesser.

The finish of the floor of any escape route shall have a slip resistant surface,
shall be free from any projections, Indentations, hollows or covering which may
cause a person to trip and such finish or any covering applied to such floor shall
be of a classification not inferior to that given in Table 7.

Any emergency route shall consist of one or more of the following components
so arranged that each such component discharges directly to another
component:

(a) Doors;
(b) Internal or external passages;
(c) internal or external stairways or ramps;
(d) lobbies, foyers or vestibules.
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TT19.4

TT19.5

TT19.6

TT19.7

TT19.8

TT19.9

TT19.10

TT20
TT20.1

TT20.2

TT20.3

TT20.4

The last component of any emergency route shall discharge at ground level
directly to a street or public place or to an approved open air space leading to
a street or public place.

Subject to the requirements of subrule TT19.6, any access door or any other
door, being a component of an emergency route shall be a hinged door which
shall open in the direction of egress from the building.

Any revolving or sliding door or automatically operated door or shutter may form
part of an emergency route where such door or shutter is positioned at the end
of such route discharging to a safe area: Provided that -

(a) there shall be, adjacent to such door or shutter, an alternative hinged door
which shall comply with all rules relating to hinged doors in emergency
routes; or

(b) any such automatically operated sliding door or shutter shall be equipped
with an approved fail-safe system and any such revolving door shall be
of an approved collapsible type.

No door giving access to an emergency route shall when opened obstruct the
progress of persons using such route.

Any door frame, and door leaf when in the open position, shall not protrude into
the width of the emergency route by more than 100 mm on either side.

Any locking devices fitted to any access door or escape door in any emergency
route shall be of a type approved by the local authority.

Any door fitted with a locking device as contemplated in subrule TT19.9 shall
be clearty indicated on the fire plan.

DIMENSIONS OF COMPONENTS OF ESCAPE ROUTES
(a) The width of any escape route within any room having a population of more

than 25 persons shall be not less than 800 mm .
(b) The width of any part of an escape route or any component thereof be

tween any exit door and the end of such route shall be not less than 1,1 m .

The width of any escape route shall not decrease in the direction of emergency
travel: Provided that in the case of a lobby, foyer or vestibule that is wider than
required for such route the exit doors therefrom shall have a width not less than
that required for such route.

The travel distance shall be measured along the centre line of the shortest natur
al unobstructed path of travel within a room and along any escape route and
where such route is via a ramp or staircase the measurement shall be along
the plan centre line of such ramp or staircase.

Any escape route shall be provided throughout its length with a clear vertical
headroom of 2 m and in any lobby, foyer or vestibule the minimum room height
shall be not less than 2,4 m .
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1121.
1121.1

TT21.2

WIDTH OF ESCAPE ROUTES
(8) The population of any room or storey or portion thereof shall be the actu

al number of persons in such room, storey or portion thereof during nor
mal use or shall be calculated from the criteria given in regulation A21.

(b) Where more than one escape route discharges to a common component
the width of such common component and any following components situ
ated along the direction of egress shall be calculated by taking into ac
count the population discharging into such common component:
Provided that in the case of any stairway, only the population of the most
heavily populated storey served thereby shall be deemed to discharge into
such stairway.

In any building the width of any escape route to be provided in respect of any
room, storey or portion thereof shall be not less than that given in Table 9 for
the population concerned: Provided that -

(8) no individual escape route shall be designed for a population of more than
190 persons;

(b) where there are two or more emergency routes one such route shall be
discounted in determining the widths required for the remainder.

TABLE 9 - WIDTH OF ESCAPE ROUTES

1 2

Maximum number Minimum Width,
of persons mm

120 1 100
130 1 200
140 1 300

150 1 400
160 1 500
170 1 600

180 1 700
190 1800

1121.3 The aggregate width of escape routes shall be so distributed that the minimum
widths of individual routes serving any room, storey or portion thereof shall be
as nearly equal to each other as is practicable.

Comment.ry: The rules given for thesiting and dimensioningof escape routesapply essentially to in
dividualoccupanciesin a building. Where there are unusual circumstances suchas may
arisein shopping mallsand sportsstadia thesamegeneralprincipleswillapplybut much
of the detail may have to be adapted to suit the particular situation,

In any design for fire protection measures in a shopping mall, for instance, population
calculations in accordance with these rulescan onlybe based on thepopulation calcu
lated for individual shops. The total figure arrivedat in this waywill bear little relation to
realityand mustbe modifiedby some "diversityfactor" toallowfor thenumberofshops.
A further allowance will have to be made for the degree of compartmentation, if any, in
the malland theproportion of thepopulation likely to be insideshopsat any given time,

It is not unusualfor the largershops in a shopping mall to haveescaperoutes indepen
dent of thoseprovided for the remainder of the mall, In the case of the smallershops,
servicecorridors may double as escaperoutesbut the mainpromenade in the mall will
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TT22

TT23
TT23.1

TT23.2

TT23.3

TT23.4

TT23.5

TT23.6

inevitably also be used for escapepurposesalthough it could neversatisfy the require
ments foran emergencyroute, On thecredit side, however, is the fact thatin manycases
themall is wideand thefire load in anyindividualsmallshop willnot be verylarge, Where
adequatefireprotectionmeasures have been installed it maybe possible to confineany
fire to the shop in which it originated.

The numberof factors involved is thusvery large and is further influenced by thepresence,
or lack, of adequate smoke control measures and fixed means of automatic fire
extinguishment such as a suitablesprinklersystem, In such cases it is essential to con
sider from firstprinciples themeansof escapeand to ensurethat it is possible to evacu
ate the mall in the shortest possible time, preferably in a fully protected environment,

Large grandstands in sports stadia suffer from all the usual problems associated with
large crowds but, in addition, may present difficulties which are unique to this type of
structure, In a panic sitution people mayclimb over the rows of seatsand escape routes
are often not as clearly defined as they would be within a building, The resultant lack
of orderly flow may lead to choking of access doors to emergency routes or of exists
from the stand, However, it would rarely be the case thatsimultaneous evscuetion from
all parts of the stadium would be necessary and it may be possible to coosider alterna
tive meansof escape suchasallowingmovement ofpart of thepopulationto otherstands
or onto thep/~ying field in the first instance, As in the caseofshopping malls it is impos
sible to laytiown rigid rules for theprovision of escaperoutes and all possibilitiesshould
be taken iMo account in order to ensure ttie.setety of those using any grandstand,

BASEMENTS
In any building not classified as 04 or H4 any storey below the ground storey
shall be served by not fewer than two separate emergency route stairways:
Provided that where such storey is used for the parking of motor vehicles one
such emergency route stairway may be replaced by a motor vehicle ramp.

STAIRWAYS AND OTHER CHANGES OF LEVEL ALONG ESCAPE ROUTES
The storeys of any duplex dwelling unit may be servedby a single stairway within
such dwelling unit: Provided that such dwelling unit shall have access to an
escape route as required by these rules.

At any storey level the entrance to any stairway forming part of an emergency
route shall be not closer than 5 m to the entrance to any other such stairway.

Any stairway forming part of an emergency route shall discharge into a corridor
or foyer forming part of such emergency route or into a street, public place or
approved open space.

Any stairway forming part of an emergency route from any storey above ground
level shall not have direct access to any basement.

No escalator shall form a component of any emergency route.

Where any stairway forms part of an emergency route such stairway shall,
throughout its length, be provided with a handrail on each side.
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TT23.7

TT23.8

Notwithstanding the requirements for minimum width contained in
subrule MM2.1, the width of any stairway forming part of an emergency route
shall be not less than that given In Table 9 for the population concerned and
such width shall be not more than 1,8 m: Provided that any handrail may project
into such width by an amount of not more than 100 mm .

The distance between any change in floor level and the centre line of a door
way in an emergency route or between two changes of floor level in such route
shall be not less than 1,5 m .

Commentary: Figure 12 illustrates the application of subrule TT23,8

TT23.9

TT23.10

TT23.11

TT24

Fig. 12- Position of Doors in Relation
to Change in Level

Drg.11048/£

No curved or winding stairs shall form part of any emergency route.

The rise and tread of any step forming part of an emergency route shall comply
with the requirements contained in subrules MM2.3 and MM2.4, and in addition
such step shall have solid treads and risers: Provided that in the case of any
occupancy classified 04 or in the case of any external stairway contemplated
In rule TT27 such risers may be omitted.

Any change In the level ot the floor of any emergency route other than by a stair
way between storeys shall be effected by means of a ramp or steps:
Provided that -

(8) no such ramp shall have a slope exceeding 1 in 8; and
(b) in the case of steps, not fewer than three steps shall be provided.

VENTILATION OF STAIRWAYS IN AN EMERGENCY ROUTE
Any enclosed stairway which is a component of any emergency route In any
building not exceeding 30 m in height and where such stairway is not pressu
rized, shall be -

(8) provided with a window or other opening not less than 1 m2 in area for
ventilation to the outside of the building at each storey level; or

(b) ventilated by means of a roof ventilator having an effective area of not
less than 25 % of the plan area of the stairwell and such ventilator shall
be permanently open. 
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TT25
TT25.1

TT25.2

TT25.3

TT26
TT26.1

TT26.2

TT27
TT27.1

Commentary:

PRESSURIZATION OF STAIRWAYS IN AN EMERGENCY ROUTE
(a) Any enclosed stairway which is a component of an emergency route in

any buildingexceeding a height of 30 m or having a basement morethan
10 m in depth shall be provided with an approved pressurization system
which shall be capable of pressurizing the stairway to not less than 25 Pa
with any three doors open and not more than 50 Pa with all doors closed
and shall either run continuously or come into operation automatically
in the event of a fire in such bUilding: Provided that in the case of any
building used exclusively for an occupancy classified H3 it shall not be
required to be so pressurized exceptwheresuch building exceedsa height
of 50 m.

(b) Where any pressurization system is installed in any building of a height
lessthan that given in paragraph (a)such system shallbe capable of pres
surizing such stairway to within the range given in paragraph (a).

Air for such pressurization shall not be drawn from the inside of the building.

Anypressurization system shall be provided with an approved emergencypow
er supplysystem Independent of the normal mains supply.whlch shall be capa
ble of operating safely for a minimum period of two hours after the activation
of such pressurization system.

OPENINGS IN FLOORS
In any building, not being a building classified H4, any opening, including an
opening occupied' bya stairway orescalatornot formi ng partof an escaperoute,
shall not connect more than -

(a) two storeys if such building is not protected by a sprinkler system; or
(b) four storeys if such building is protected by a sprinkler system.

At any landing of such stairway or escalator system a sign shall be displayed
indicating the direction to at least one of the escape routes.

EXTERNAL STAIRWAYS AND PASSAGES
No external stairway shall be permitted to be a component of any emergency
routeof any bUilding whichexceeds18 m in heightunlesssuch stairway is, sub
ject to the requirements contained in rule TT24, partially enclosed through its
length.

In any high building, people using a completely open external staircase will feel inse
cure and some may experience vertigo, Thiscould lead to panic and disrupt evacuation
of such building in case of fire or other emergency. It is therefore regarded as essential
that any external staircase to a building more than 18 m in height be provided with some
form of enclosing walls or screens, particularly where these will provide some visual bar
rier at the ends of each flight of stairs and at any landing outside an access door. The
height and extent of such walls or screens will depend upon the dimensions and layout
of the stairs, the sight-line in each case and the degree to which it may be desired to
provide additional protection against wind, rain, etc,
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TT27.2

TT28
TT28.1

TT28.2

TT28.3

TT28.4

TT29
TT29.1

TT29.2

TT29.3

TT29.4

No window, door or other unprotected opening in any facade of a building shall
be closer than 3 m to any access door or any open stairway forming part of an
escape route unless such opening is protected by a door or fire shutter having
a stability rating of 30 minutes when tested in accordance with SASS 1253:
Provided that -

(a) this requirement shall not apply to any window not exceeding 0,3 m2 in
area, serving any room containing a we pan or any bathroom, cloakroom
or kitchen;

(b) any solid timber door of not less than 40 mm in thickness shall be deemed
to comply with the requirement for a stability rating of 30 minutes.

LOBBIES, FOYERS AND VESTIBULES
Where any lobby, foyer or vestibule (hereinafter referred to as a "lobby") is a
component of one or more escape routes such lobby shall have the combined
width of all escape routes discharging into it or be 33 % wider than the width
calculated on the basis of the population which is to pass through it, whichever
is the greater.

Any display in such a lobby shall only be by means of a fixed board or fixed
display case which shall not protrude more than 150 mm into such lobby and
no other object shall be permitted to be placed in such lobby.

Any glass used for such display case shall be safety glass.

No trading or business activity shall be carried on in such lobby except from
a fixed area prescribed by the local authority.

MARKINGS AND SIGNPOSTING
(a) Any building having emergency routes shall be clearly marked and sign

posted to indicate the direction to be travelled in the case of any emer
gency, and the size and positioning of the required marks and signs shall
be subject to any directive issued by the local authority.

(b) The exit door of any room which has a population of less than 25 persons
shall not be required to be so marked.

(c) Where any room has more than one exit door, any such door used for nor
mal egress from such room shall not be required to be so marked.

Any mark or sign contemplated in this rule shall comply with the requirements
contained in SASS 1186: Provided that in the case of any auditorium or hall a
sign reading "EXIT/UITGANG" shall be displayed over any exit doors of such
auditorium or hall, and such sign shall have letters not less than 150 mm in
height.

(a) When any building is occupied any mark or sign contemplated in
subrule TT29.1(a) shall be illuminated to an intensity of not less than 50 lux.

(b) In the case of occupancies classified A2, E1, E2, E3 or in any building nor
mally occupied during the hours of darkness and havlnq a population ex
ceeding 100 persons, such marks or signs shall in the event of the failure
of the normal mains supply be so illuminated for not less thant2Qminutes.

(c) The emergency power supplyto the lighting of such marks or signs shall
be protected against the effects of fire for a period of not less "than
120 minutes.

The local authority may, where deemed necessary for the safety of occupants,
require the provision of signs prohibiting exit.
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Commentary:

TT30
TT30.1

TT30.2

TT30.3

TT30.4

TT31
TT31.1

TT31.2

TT31.3

The signs contained in SABS 1186 indicate direction of travel and thus have certain limi
tations in regard to where they logically can be used. In any escape route the' 'running
man" sign is satisfactory when used on the walls of the corridor but may be misleading
when used on a surface at 90 0 to the escape route. Where for information purposes
it is essential to use the sign in this way it is suggested that such sign should be closely
followed by confirmatory signs placed on the walls in the direction of travel and in posi
tions where they can be easily seen in conjunction with the original sign. In the opposite
case, where it is desired to indicate a change in the direction of travel, the sign must
be placed across rather than along the direction of travel. Where such a sign is used
to indicate the access door to an emergency route it is suggested that the confirmatory
signs take the form of two of the "running man" symbols facing each other and placed
on the access door.

LIGHTING OF FEEDER AND EMERGENCY ROUTES
Any emergency route shall be provided with artificial lighting and at any time
when the building containing such route is occupied there shall be a minimum
illuminance of 50 lux on a horizontal plane 100 mm above the floor.

In any building having a population of more.than 100 persons an adequate num
ber of emergency light sources shall be installed in such emergency route and
such light sources shall be connected to an approved emergency power supply
which is-

(a) independent of the mains supply; and
(b) capable, in the event of any failure of the lighting contemplated in

subrule TT30.1, of providing power supply to such emergency light sources
for not less than 60 minutes.

Such emergency light sources shall be so located that -
(a) the horizontal illuminance at any point on the centre line of such emer

gency route is not less than 0,3 lux; and
(b) a uniformity ratio of not more than 40:1 is obtained along such emergen

cy route.

Any feeder route in any basement or in any building classified A1, A2, A3, A4,
C1, C2, E2, E3, F1 or F3, shall be provided with emergency lighting as contem
plated in subrule TT30.2: Provided that in any occupancy classifed A3 having
a population of less than 50 persons, such feeder route shall not be required
to be provided with such lighting.

FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS
Any building containing an occupancy classified 

(a) E2 or E3, irrespective of height or floor area;
(b) F1, with a floor area of more than 500 rn-; or
(c) H1 or H2, with a height of more than 8 m;

shall be equipped with a fire detection system and an emergency evacuation
communication system complying with SASS 0139.

All occupied areas within any building which exceeds 30 m in height or con
tains any storey exceeding 5 000 m2 in floor area, other than a building contem
plated in subrule TT31.1, shall be equipped with a fire detection and manually
activated fire alarm system and an emergency evacuation communication sys
tem complying with SASS 0139.

Any building classified A1, A2, C1, C2 or F1 shall have a manually activated au
dible alarm system in accordance with SASS 0139. 
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TT32
TT32.1

TT32.2

TT32.3

TT33
TT33.1

TT33.2

TT34
TT34.1

TT34.2

TT34.3

TT34.4

TT34.5

TT35
TT35.1

PROVISION OF FIRE·FIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Any fire-fighting equipment in any building shall be so installed as to be ready
at all times for its purpose.

The disposition of such fire-fighting equipment shall be clearly visible or shall
be indicated by symbolic signs which shall comply with the requirements con
tained in SABS 1186.

The owner of any building shall keep available for inspection by the local authori
ty a record of the maintenance of fire-fighting and protection equipment.

WATER RETICULATION FOR FIRE·FIGHTING PURPOSES
Any rational design of a fire installation shall make provision for water to be
supplied in the quantity and at the pressure and rate of flow required by
subrule WW5.1.

Where such fire installation is not the subject of a rational design it shall com
ply with the requirements contained in rule WW5.

HOSE REELS
Hose reels for the purposes of fire fighting shall be installed in any building
of two or more storeys in height or in any single-storey building of more than
250 m2 in floor area at a rate of 1 hose reel for every 500 m2 or part thereof of
floor area of any storey: Provided that such hose reels shall not be required in
any building classified H4 or in any dwelling unit in an occupancy classified
H3 where such unit is provided with independent access to ground level.

Any hose reel installed in such building shall comply with the requirements con
tained in SABS 543.

Any hose reel so installed shall be positioned to ensure that the end of the hose
will reach any point in the area to be protected.

Any hose reel installed in any building shall -
(a) bear, in a prominent position on the reel disc facing the user, the mark

of standardization relative tothe requfrernents contained in SABS 543,as
contemplated in section 14 of the Standards Act, 1982(Act 30 of 1982); or

(b) where it cannot so bear such mark, be clearly marked by the South African
Bureau of Standards to indicate that it has been evaluated by and is
acceptable to the South African Bureau of Standards.

Where a satisfactory water supply and pressure are not available, two fire ex
tinguishers complying with the requirements contained in rule TT37 shall be
provided in place of each required hose reel.

HYDRANTS
Hydrants in positions subject to direction by the local authority shall be provid-
ed in - '

(a) any building exceeding 12 m in height; and
(b) any occupancy classified B1, B2, C1, C2, 01, 02, E1, E2, E3, F1, F3, H1,

J1, J2, J3 or J4 of any height and of a total floor area exceeding 1 000 m2 •
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TT35.2

TT35.3

TT35.4

TT35.5

TT36
TT36.1

TT36.2

TT36.3

TT37
TT37.1

TT37.2

Any hydrants required in terms of subrule TT35.1 shall be provided at the rate
of not less than one per1 000 m2 or part thereof of total floor area and not less
than one per storey of such building or occupancy, as the case may be, and
shall be distributed in such a manner that the fire hose contemplated in
subrule TT35.3 will reach to every part of the relevant area.

(a) Any hydrant shall, where required by the local authority, be provided with
a length of appropriate fire hose 24 m or 30 m in length together with
couplings and a 16 mm internal diameter nozzle, all of which shall com
ply with the requirements contained in SASS 1128: Part II.

(b) Such hose and nozzle shall when positioned in the open air or in any fac
tory building be suitably housed in a cupboard: Provided that this require
ment shall not apply in any occupancy classified J4.

In any permanent amusement park or exhibition ground, shopping centre or
group housing, cluster housing, or town house complex there shall be installed
ground or raised hydrants so placed that no point in such amusement park or
exhibition ground or shopping centre or in any building in such housing com
plex shall be at a greater distance than 90 m from any hydrant.

Any hydrant required in terms of this rule shall comply with the requirements
contained in SASS 1128: Part I.

SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
(a) In addition to the requirements contained in rule TT4 and subrule TT26.1(b)

an approved sprinkler system shall be installed -
(i) in any building exceeding 30 m in height except where such build

ing is exclusively of an occupancy classified G1 where the division
size is not greater than 500 m2

, or of an occupancy classified H3;
(ii) in any basement storey which exceeds 500 m2 in floor area and such

storey is not naturally ventilated; and
(iii) in any other storey which exceeds 500 m2 in total floor area and

such storey is not provided with breakable or openable panels as
contemplated in subrule TT42.1, suitable for smoke ventilation.

(b) Any other approved fixed means of automatic fire extinguishment may
be substituted for an approved system required in terms of these rules.

(c) In the case of any strong room, record room or security vault such a sys
tem need not be provided.

Any concealed space, not being a roof space contemplated in subrule TT12.5,
which has a clear height exceeding 800 mm and a total area of compartment
of more than 100 m2 above any ceiling or a total area of compartment of more
than 300 m2 below any raised floor shall be equipped with a sprinkler system.

Any sprinkler system shall be fitted with a twin coupling for the attachment of
a fire-pump: Provided that -

(a) such coupling shall be painted lime yellow;
(b) the pressure exerted by such pump shall be not more than 1 000 kPa; and
(c) such pressure limitation shall be clearly marked on such coupling.

PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Any building containing an occupancy given in Table 10 shall, for the relevant
occupancy and floor area, be provided with portable fire extinguishers, as
prescribed in such table, in approved positions.

Any local authority may specify the type of portable fire extinguisher to be provi
ded and may require that a number of fire extinguishers shall be installed in
excess of the number indicated in Table 10 if in its opinion any particular haz
ards or risks warrant such increase. 
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TT37.3

TT37.4

TT37.5

TT38
TT38.1

TT38.2

Any approved portable fire extinguisher installed in a building shall comply with
the requirements contained in SABS 810, SABS 889 or SABS 1151, as the case
may be, and shall be installed, maintained and serviced in accordance with
SABS 0105.

Such portable fire extinguisher shall bear the mark of standardization as con
templated in section 14 of the Standards Act, 1982 (Act 30 of 1982)or where it
cannot so bear such mark be clearly marked by the South African Bureau of
Standards to indicate that it has been evaluated by and is acceptable to the
South African Bureau of Standards.

TABLE 10 - PROVISION OF PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS

1 2

Classification Number of portable fire
of extinguishers relative

occupancies to floor area

81, 01, 02
J1, J2, J3 1 per 100 m2

A1, A2, A3,
82, C1, C2,
03, E1, E2, 1 per 200 m2

E3, F1, F2,
F3, G1, H1,
H2

A4, A5, 83,
04, H3, J4 1 per 400 m2

The type of fire extinguisher shall, for the occupancy in which it is installed,
have a capacity or mass rating as follows:

(a) For an occupancy classified A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, E1, E2, E3, F1, F2, F3, G1,
H1, H2 or H3:
(i) Water type 9 £
(ij) Foam type 9 £
(iii) Carbon dioxide type 4,5 kg
(iv) Dry chemical type 4,5 kg
(v) Halogenated hydrocarbon type 2,5 kg

(b) For an occupancy classified B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, 01, 02, 03, 04, J1, J2, J3
or J4:
(i) Water type 9 £
(ii) Foam type 9 £
(iii) Carbon dioxide type 9 kg
(iv) Dry chemical type 9 kg
(v) Halogenated hydrocarbon type 5 kg

MOBILE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Any fire extinguisher exceeding the capacities prescribed in the relevant specifi
cation SABS 810, SABS 889 or SABS 1151 and fitted with suitable wheels for
transportation shall be deemed to be a mobile fire extinguisher.

An approved mobile fire extinguisher may replace half the portable fire extin
guishers: Provided that -

(a) the capacity of any such mobile fire extinguisher shall be at least equal
to the combined capacity of the number of portable fire extinguishers it
replaces;

(b) it contains the same extinguishing medium as required for such portable
extinguishers;
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(c) it replaces such portable extinguishers only on the floor and within the
division concerned;

(d) the floor area to be served by it does not exceed 500 % of that given in
Table 10 or 1 000 m2, whichever is the lesser;

(e) the extinguishing medium complies with the appropriate requirements of
SABS 810, SABS 889 or SABS 1151, as the case may be; and

(I) such mobile fire extinguisher is kept in a readily accessible position.

TT39

Commentary:

TT40
TT40.1

TT40.2

TT40.3

TT40.4

TT40.5

TT40.6

FIRE STOPPING OF INACCESSIBLE CONCEALED SPACES
Where in any bulldlnq there is any inaccessible concealed space with a maxi
mum dimension of more than 5 m such space shall -

(8) be fire stopped whether it contains combustible material or not;
(b) where it is within any non-combustible building element, be fire stopped

not less than every 5 m measured horizontally or vertically: Provided that
this requirement shall not apply to the cavity of any masonry cavity wall;

(c) where it is within any combustible buildi ng element, be fire stopped not
less than every 3 m measured in both directions.

An inaccessible concealed space could be any space in a building to which there is
no ready access. It could, for instance, include the space above a false ceiling or under
a false floor or that behind panelling fixed to a wall. Since, by definition, the space is
concealed, any fire startng in such space or reaching such space from elsewhere could
spread rapidly without anyone being aware of it before it is fully developed. It is for this
reason that it is important that firestops should be provided at regular intervals in both
the vertical and horizontal directions to prevent such spread.

PROTECTION IN SERVICE SHAFTS
The walls of any internal service shaft shall have a fire resistance of not less
than the requirements for structural stability given in Table 5, subject to a maxi
mum requirement of 120 minutes.

Where any vertical service shaft is provided in any building and such shaft does
not contain any combustible material it shall be fire stopped at the level of every
fifth storey above the bottom of such shaft.

Where such a shaft is so provided and it contains any combustible material it
shall be fire stopped at the level of every storey above the bottom of such shaft.

Where any vertical service shaft is used for ventilation or it contains non
combustible plumbing or drainage services or is a non-combustible rubbish
chute no fire stop shall be required within such shaft.

Where any horizontal service shaft passes through any separating element and
such element is required to have a fire resistance, such shaft shall be fire
stopped where it passes through such element.

Where any service penetrates a separating element such separating element
shall be completely sealed around such service.
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TT41
TT41.1

TT41.2

TT42
TT42.1

TT42.2

TT43
TT43.1

TT43.2

TT43.3

SERVICES IN STRUCTURAL OR SEPARATING ELEMENTS
Any service pipe, conduit, duct, sleeve, cable or other equipment recessed into
any structural or separating element which is required to have a fire resistance
shall be set into such element in such manner that such fire resistance is not
reduced to below the required fire resistance.

Any service that penetrates through any wall or floor where such wall or floor
is required to have a fire resistance shall be sealed in such a manner that the
fire shall not penetrate such wall or floor.

SMOKE CONTROL
Notwithstanding the requirements of subrule 004.3, any room of which the floor
area is more than 500 m2 shall be provided with -

(8) a system of mechanical smoke vetilation; or
(b) roof ventilators or openable windows or panels to permit smoke ventila

tion and such roof ventilators or openable windows or panels shall -
(i) have an aggregate area of not less than 3% of the floor area of

such room or, in the case of any-slnqle storey building where such
room has an occupancy classified 02 or 03, not less than 1,5% of
the floor area of such room;

(i1) be located lnthe roof.or in the upper third of the walls, as the case
may be, and be distributed in such a way that smoke will be evenly
extracted from all parts of the room;

(iii) be designed to open automatically when activated by heat or smoke
detectors or, where not so designed, shall be capable of being
manually operated, without the use of special tools, from the floor
of such room:

Provided that where such room is so situated that neither a roof space
nor an external wall of the building form part of such room, such room
shall be equipped with a system of mechanical smoke ventilation.

Where openable panels are provided on any building elevation for the purpose
of smoke ventilation, the position of such panels shall be suitable marked on
the outside of the buildin to permit easy identification by the fire services.

AIR·CONDITIONING AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS
Any air-conditioning system or artificial ventilation system in any building shall
be so designed to prevent the distribution of products of combustion in the event
of a fire in such building.

Any air shaft or duct used for air-conditioning or artificial ventilation, including
any internal or external insulation thereto arid any flexible joint, shall be con
structed of non-combustible material or material which has been favourably
evaluated by the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR
as being suitable for such shaft, duct, joint or insulation: Provided that -

(8) approved combustible flexible connections may be used where the length
of such connection does not exceed 1,5 m and such connection does not
pass through any wall or floor which is required to have a specified fire
resistance;

(b) approved combustible flexible joints not more than 250 mm in length may
be used in any plant room where such plant room is protected by a smoke
detection system.

A fire damper, which shall comply with the requirements contained in SABS 193,
shall be provided in any air duct in any position where such duct passes through
any required division or occupancy separating element or any element required
for the enclosure of an emergency route or passes into any duct.
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TT43.4

TT43.5

TT44
TT44.1

TT44.2

TT45
TT45.1

TT45.2

TT45.3

TT45.4

Any such fire damper shall -
(a) close automatically upon the operation of a suitably located sensing

device actuated by an abnormal rise in the temperature or by the presence
of smoke or combustion gases in the air duct;

(b) be provided with adequate access, the posltlon of which shall be clearly
marked, for inspection, maintenance and resetting of the mechanism;

(c) be so installed as to remain in position at the protected opening even if
the air duct distorts during a fire; and

(d) be provided with an overriding fusible link.

(a) Any plenum, excluding return air intakes, forming part of an air
conditioning or artificial ventilation system shall be constructed of non
combustible material or of a material which has been favourably evaluated
by the Council of the South African Bureau of Standards or the CSIR as
being suitable for such construction: Provided that where the sum of the
areas of all air supply and return air intake grilles in such plenum is not
more than 5 % of the area of surface of such plenum exposed to the room
below and no individual grille has an overall area of more than 0,09 m2,

such grilles may be of combustible material.
(b) The supports of any plenum shall be non-combustible.
(c) In any plenum system the fire stops, as contemplated in subrule TT12.5

and TT13.3, shall be constructed of steel baffle plates which shall close
automatically upon the operation of approved sensing devices actuated
when the temperature of the air in such space reaches 15°C above its
design temperature or 45 °C, whichever is the lesser.

(d) No plenum system shall be used for storage or for the accommodation
of people.

NO SMOKING SIGNS
"No smoking" signs of approved size shall be prominently displayed in suita
ble positions in any division, occupancy, room or any other part of a building
where flammable substances are dealt with, used or stored and on the outside
of any door leading thereto.

"No smoking" signs shall be in accordance with the requirements contained
in SABS 1186.

LIFT SHAFTS
In any building of more than 10 m in height -

(a) any lift or bank of lifts shall be provided with a lift lobby at every level
of discharge which shall be free of combustible material;

(b) such lobby shall be divided from the remainder of the floor area by means
of walls having a fire resistance of not less than 30 minutes and any door
in such walls shall be of an automatic or self-closing type which shall have
all edges fitted with flexible seals to prevent the passage of smoke and
air when in the closed position and which shall have, when tested in ac
cordance with SABS 1253,a stability and integrity rating of not less than
30 minutes.

No access doors shall be within a lift lobby.

Any lift shaft shall have a fire resistance of not less than the requirements for
structural stability given in Table 5, subject to a maximum requirement of
120 minutes, and shall be so designed that not more than four lifts are accom
modated in anyone subdivision of such shaft.

Where on any storey of a building any lift in a bank of lifts discharges into a
division different from that into which the other lifts discharge such lift shall
be accommodated in a separate shaft. . 
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TT46
TT46.1

TT46.2

TT47
TT47.1

TT47.2

TT47.3

TT48
TT48.1

TT48.2

TT49
TT49.1

LIFT
No decorative finish or floor covering of lifts shall have a fire index of more than
2 when tested in accordance with SABS 0177: Part III or IV, as the case may be.

(8) In any building the controls of any lift shall be so designed that in the
event of fire such lift shall be brought automatically to the main entrance
storey without stopping and shall remain there with its doors open.

(b) The requirements of this subrule shall not apply to any building with clas
sification of occupancy H3 or H4.

FIREMEN'S LIFT
In any building exceeding 30 m in height there shall be provided at least one
firemen's lift to serve any storey including any basement.

Such firemen's lift shall be in a separate shaft and have on each storey a lobby
separated from any other lobby or space by walls and doors which shall have
a fire resistance of not less than 120 minutes.

Such firemen's lift shall -
(8) have internal dimensions of not less than 1,1 m wide by 2,1 m deep and

have a clear door width of not less than 800 mm;
(b) be clearly identified as a firemen's lift on every storey;
(c) be capable of being stopped at any storey and have access to all such

storeys;
(d) be kept available for use at all times;
(e) be subject to independent control during an emergency;
(1) continue to be workable during an emergency when all other lifts have

been brought to the main entrance storeyas contemplated in rule TT46;
(g) be provided with a source of emergency power which will enable such lift

to operate together with its lights and extract fan for not less than
120 minutes in the event of failure of the mains supply; and "

(h) be provided with means of oral communication to a control point or to
a control room where such a room is provided.

STRETCHER LIFT
In any building exceeding three storeys in height where one or more lifts are
installed at least one lift shall have dimensions 1,1 m wide by 2,1 m deep and
the entrance to the lift shall be not less than 800 mm in width.

Where such building exceeds 30 m in height the power supply to the motor oper
ating such stretcher lift shall be protected against the effect of fire for at least
120 minutes.

STAGE AND BACKSTAGE AREAS
The requirements contained in this rule shall apply to any stage or backstage
area, including any area beneath any stage that communicates directly with such
stage, in any theatre or other occupancy in which plays, operas or other produc
tions necessitating the use of scenery take place: Provided that the requirements
contained in subrules TT49.2, TT49.4, TT49.5 and TT49.6 shall not apply in the
case of a stage in any school or church hall or other similar place used solely
for the presentation of amateur productions, and shall not apply to any stage
not having a fly gallery.
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TT49.2 (a) Any area contemplated in subrule TT49.1 shall be separated from any
dressing room, auditorium, workshops, stores or any other area within the
occupancy, by walls and floors which shall have a fire resistance of not
less than 120 minutes, and any opening, other than the proscenium open
ing, in such wall or floor shall be protected by a Class B fire door or fire
shutter.

(b) No dressing room shall be at any level lower than the first basement storey.

TT49.3

TT49.4

TT49.5

TT49.6

Any proscenium opening shall be protected by a fire curtain which shall be -
(a) of rigid non-combustible construction capable of withstanding a lateral

pressure of 500 Pa and such that a representative specimen of such fire
curtain, when tested in accordance with the requirements contained in
SABS 1253, shall meet the requirements of a Class D door;

(b) constructed to slide freely in non-combustible guide rails on both sides
of the proscenium opening;

(c) so arranged that when fully closed it overlaps the proscenium wall, on
the stage side, by not less than 450 mm at each side of such opening and
600 mm at the top and is closed at the bottom onto the stage floor which,
if of combustible material, shall be not more than 38 mm thick over a non
combustible slab or wall;

(d) so arranged that in the case of a fire it will descend automatically and
close such opening;

(e) so arranged and controlled that it can descend completely within 30 se
conds and be so regulated that for the last 2 m of its descent it does not
travel faster than 0,5 m/s; and

(f) capable of being both manually and remotely operated:
Provided that in the case of a stage in any school or church hall or other similar
place seating not more than 300 persons and which is used solely for the presen
tation of amateur productions, a heavy woollen or non-combustible fibre cloth
curtain may be substituted for such fire curtain.

Any area contemplated in subrule TT49.1 shall comply with the following
requirements:

(a) Any structure and any wall, partition, horizontal slab, roofing and ceiling
material therein shall be of non-combustible material.

(b) Any fitted decorative material therein shall be non-combustible.
(c) Any stage floor may be of timber where the supports of such timber floor

are supported by a non-combustible floor slab.

In any area contemplated in subrule TT49.1 the following fire protection equip
ment shall be provided:

(8) An automatic sprinkler system and an automatic drencher system to the
stage side of the fire curtain so designed as to give adequate protection
in the event of a fire.

(b) At the highest point of the roof over such area, an acceptable automatic
roof ventilation system the effective aggregate area of opening of which
shall be not less than 10% of such area and which shall also be capable
of being manually operated.

(c) A direct communication with the local authority's fire services.
(d) Manual alarms [n the backstage area in suitable and easily accessible

positions.

Any dressing room area shall have direct access to an emergency route.
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TT50
TT50.1

TT50.2

TT50.3

TT50.4

TT50.5

SEATINGARRANGEMENTSIN AUDITORIAOR HALLS AND ON GRANDSTANDS
In any auditorium or hall or on any grandstand containing any seating -

(a) the seating and any aisles serving such seating shall be so arranged as
to allow unobstructed movement to the escape routes from such audito
rium, hall or grandstand;

(b) notwithstanding the requirements contained in rule TT16 no seat shall be
more than 21 m from an escape door or an access door to an emergency
route as measured along the route which a person occupying such seat
may be expected to travel to arrive at such escape door or access door.

All seating on any grandstand or in any auditorium or hall not used for more
than one purpose shall be fixed to the building: Provided that seating need not
be so fixed in any auditorium or hall, or a box therein, which accommodates
not more than 25 persons.

(a) Notwithstanding the requirements contained in rule TT20, in this
subrule -
(i) clearance between rows of seats means the distance as measured

between plumblines from the rearmost part of any seat to the
nearest part, including armrests if any, of the seat behind it: Provid
ed that in the case of gravity-operated automatic tip-up seats such
distance may be measured with the seats in the tipped-up position;
and

(ii) where individual seats are not provided every 450 mm of seating
shall be deemed to be a seat.

(b) The clearance between rows of seats in any auditorium or hall shall be
not less than -
(I) 300 mm where any person is not required to pass more than 14

seats to leave the row;
(ii) 400 mm where any person is required to pass more than 14 seats

but not more than 24 seats to leave the row; or
(iii) 500 mm where any person is required to pass more than 24 seats

to leave the row.
(c) The clearance between rows of seats in outdoor grandstands, where back

rests are provided to such seats, shall be not less than -
(i) 300 mm where any person is required to pass not more than 20

seats to leave the row;
(ii) 400 mm where any person is required to pass more than 20 seats

but not more than 40 seats to leave the row; or
(iii) 500 mm where any person is required to pass more than 40 seats

to leave the row;
and where backrests are not so provided, or on terraced seating, the mini
mum distance from the front edge of any seat to the front edge of the seat
immediately in front of or behind such seat shall be not less than 675 mm .

(a) Any aisle in any auditorium, hall or grandstand shall have a clear width
of not less than 1,1 m or such greater width as contemplated for an emer
gency route in terms of rule TT21 for the population served, and the sur
face of the floor and any steps of such aisle shall be rendered suitably
slip resistant and shall at all times be maintained in such Slip-resistant
condition.

(b) Any cross-aisle shall discharge at both ends directly to an emergency
route.

(a) The gradient of any such aisle which is not level shall not exceed 1 in 8
and any stepped aisle shall not exceed an overall gradient of 1 in 3.

(b) Steps along any such aisle shall be the full width of such aisle and shall
be illuminated to a level of not less than 2 lux at tread level when normal
lighting has been lowered and shall have uniform tread widths and risers
so designed as to reduce the likelihood of any person stumbling. 
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TT50.6

TT50.7

TT50.8

TT50.9

TT50.10

TT51

TT52

TT53
TT53.1

Where any aisle crosses parallel to the rows of seats and the floor level of such
aisle is higher than the adjacent floor level of any row of seats the edge of such
aisle shall be provided with railings not less than 800 mm in height above the
floor level of the aisle immediately behind such row, and where the floor level
of any row of seats is higher than the floor level of any adjacent cross-aisle the
edge of the floor level of such row shall likewise be provided, at the relevant
clearance contemplated in subrule TT50.3, with railings in front of all such seats,
which shall be not less than 800 mm in height above the floor level of such row.

Any exit door from any auditorium or hall shall be provided with approved panic
bolts, and at no time during occupancy of such auditorium or hall by the public
shall such door be locked, obscured, obstructed, covered or hidden.

Any floor covering in any auditorium or hall shall be securely fixed and main
tained in a safe condition.

An approved standby system for emergency lighting independent of the normal
mains supply shall be provided in any theatre complex or any individual audito
rium, hall or grandstand where the total number of seats exceeds 240 or the
floor area exceeds 240 m2

, in order to afford a level of illumination of not less
than 2 lux to enable persons to leave all parts of such theatre complex, audito
rium, hall or grandstand in the event of failure of the normal mains supply:
Provided that this requirement shall not apply in the case of any hall contem
plated in the proviso to subrule TT49.1.

The power supply to such emergency lighting shall be safe-guarded against the
effects of a fire for at least 30 minutes.

PARKING GARAGES
The floor of any occupancy classified J4 shall be of non-combustible material
and shall be not less than 10 mm lower than the threshold of any door leading
to any adjoining occupancy.

OPERATING THEATRES AND INTENSIVE CARE UNITS
Where within any building there is a suite of rooms used for the purposes of
operating theatres, maternity delivery rooms or intensive care units such area
shall comply with the following requirements:

(a) The walls, floor and ceiling separating such suite from any other suite or
from any other part of the building shall have a fire resistance of not less
than 120 minutes.

(b) There shall be not fewer than two means of exit from such suite.
(c) Such suite shall be provided with an approved emergency power supply

independent of the normal mains supply and capable of operating for not
less than 120 minutes in the event of failure of the mains supply.

(d) Any lift used for the transport of patients from such suite shall be provid
ed with an approved emergency power supply independent of the normal
mains supply and capable of operating for not less than 120 minutes in
the event of failure of the mains supply.

INSTALLATION OF LIQUID FUEL DISPENSING PUMPS AND TANKS
(a) No liquid fuel dispensing pump or storage tank shall be situated less than

3,5 m from any lateral boundary or street boundary of any site except where
there is a boundary wall and such wall has a fire resistance of 120 minutes,
is not less than 1,8 m in height and extends not less than 2 m on each
side of such pump.

(b) No part of such tank shall be situated within 500 mm of any building ex
cept in the case of any tank contemplated in subrule TT54.3.

(c) No such tank shall be situated within 500 mm of any other tank except
where each tank is located in its own concrete lined pit. 
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TT53.2

TT53.3

TT53.4

TT53.5

TT53.6

TT54
TT54.1

TT54.2

TT54.3

TT55
TT55.1

TT55.2

No part of any building, other than a canopy or similar projection, to which the
occupants of such building do not have access, shall be erected over such dis
penser or tank except where -

(8) the underside of such part is at least 3,5 m above ground level;
(b) such part has a fire resistance of at least 240 minutes and extends at least

2 m in every direction beyond the sides of the dispenser and tank con
cerned; and

(c) the floor below such dispenser, where such dispenser is erected over a
basement storey, has a fire resistance of at least 240 minutes and extends
at least 2 m in every direction beyond the sides of the dispenser and tank
concerned.

Any petrol dispenser shall, where it may be approached by any vehicle, be erect
ed on a raised plinth not less than 150 mm above the surrounding ground level
and such plinth shall extend not less than 300 mm beyond the perimeter of the
base of such dispenser.

Any such tank and associated equipment shall be constructed and installed in
accordance with SASS 0131: Part III, and SASS 089: Part III.

The filler pipe of any fuel tank shall be positioned in a masonry or concrete lined
chamber not less than 300 mm deep and such pipe shall be clearly identified
to indicate its purpose.

No fuel tank shall have more than one filler pipe, one ventilating pipe and one
dipping hole pipe, and such filler and dipping hole pipe shall extend to as near
to the bottom of the tank as is practicable.

INSTALLATION OF OTHER TANKS
Where on any site liquid petroleum gas is stored in bulk in any vessel which
has a water capacity in excess of 500 t the design, erection and protection of
such storage facilities shall be in accordance with SASS 087: Part III.

Where any small container is filled with liquid petroleum gas on any site 
(8) the location, design and control of the area on such site in which such

filling is carried out shall be in accordance with Section 3;
(b) the filling equipment shall be in accordance with Section 4;
(c) the filling of containers shall be in accordance with Section 7;
(d) the storage facilities for such gas shall be in accordance with Section 8;

and
(e) bulk vehicle discharge of such gas shall be in accordance with Section 9;

of SASS 087: Part VII.

(8) In the case of any tank installed inside any building and intended to con
tain diesel fuel such installation shall be in accordance with SASS 0131:
Part II.

(b) Any such tank shall not be installed on any storey above the ground storey
of any building.

ACCESS TO BUILDINGS FOR FIRE·FIGHTING AND RESCUE PURPOSES
No building shall be erected on any site unless such site is provided with suita
ble access for the purposes of fire-fighting in and rescue from such building
by the Fire Services of the local authority.

Any building shall be provided with suitable access to its interior for rescue pur
poses by such services and be provided, in terms of rule TT42, with a means
of smoke ventilation from each storey. 
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TTS5.3

TT55.4

TT55.5

TT56

TT56.1

TT56.2

TT56.3

TT56.4

The requirements contained in subrule TT55.2 shall not apply to any portion of
any building which is to be used for the purposes of a strong room, record room,
security vault or computer room.

Any escape door shall be clearly identified from the exterior of the building.

The number of any storey shall be indicated inside any emergency route on any
access door.

PRESUMED FIRE RESISTANCE OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
In this rule -

(a) "Class 1 Aggregate" means coarse aggregate of fQ.amed slag, blastfur
nace slag, pumice, burnt clinker, crushed limestone, crushed dolomite,
crushed brick or crushed burnt clay product;

(b) "Class 2 Aggregate" means coarse aggregate of gravel or crushed natural
stone other than limestone or dolomite; and

(c) "Plaster" means a layer of plaster not less than 12 mm thick applied to
both faces of a wall.

The building materials and components contemplated in Tables 11 to 15of this
rule shall be deemed to satisfy the performance requirements, under fire condi
tions, provided that such materials and components comply with the relevant
detailed descriptions given in such tables.

Any monolithic unreinforced concrete element or any concrete masonry con
structed of solid concrete masonry units in accordance with the requirements
contained in SABS 0145shall be considered to be a solid concrete unit and shall
be deemed to have the fire resistance given in Table 12.

Only such building matertals.jsomponents, and methods of construction for
which sufficient test data is available are listed in Tables 11 to 15. The tables
will, where necessary, be updated when new evidence on performance becomes
available. The fact that a material or method of construction is not mentioned
in this rule should not be construed to mean that such material or method can
not be used but it shall mean that the fire resistance shall be ascertained by
test or be assessed to be suitable for a particular application.

TABLE 11 - STRUCTURAL WALLS: FIRE RESISTANCE

1 2 3 4 5 6

Minimum thickness (mm), excluding
Construction plaster, for fire resistance of
and materials

240 min 120 min 90 min 60 min 30 min

Solid construction:
Bricks of clay,
Unplastered .................. 190 110 90 90 90
Plastered ....................... 150 90 90 90 90

NOTE: For concrete masonry construction, refer to Table 4 of SABS 0145.
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Commentary: It is important to note that the values given in Tables 11 and 12 refer to the thickness
ofmasonryunits ofsizes commonlyavailable anddonot include anyallowance forplaster.
Therefore in column 2 ofeachtable, it willbe seen thata wall made of units of thickness
190 mm in theunplastered condition willgivea fire resistance of 240 minutes. The next
lower size hasa thickness of 150 mm but this is notadequate on its own to givea fire
resistance of 240 minutes. However, when thewall isplastered onbothsides (with a nor
malplaster thickness ofat least 12 mm), it ispossible toattain resistance of240 minutes.
Similarly, with reference to column 3 of each table, unitsof 110 mm thickness willgive
a resistance of 120 minutes or more, but unitsof thickness 90 mm will not provide this
resistance. When plastered however, the 90 mm units are capable of providing fire
resistance of 120 minutes. For the lower values of fire resistance, there is noadvantage
inplastering the wall astheunplastered unitiscapable ofproviding the required resistance.

TABLE 12 - NON·STRUCTURAL WALLS AND PARTITIONS: FIRE RESISTANCE

1 2 3 4 5 6

Minimum thickness (mm), excluding
Construction plaster, for fire resistance of
and materials

240 min 120 min 90 min 60 min 30 min

Solid construction:
Bricks of clay
Unplastered .................. 190 110 90 90 75
Plastered ....................... 150 90 90 75 75

Solid concrete units:
Class 1 aggregates
unplastered ................... 150 90 75 75 75

Class 2 aggregates
unplastered ................... 215 150 90 75 75

NOTE: For concrete masonry construction using hollow masonry units, refer to Table 5
of SASS 0145.
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TABLE 13 - HOLLOW STUD CONSTRUCTION OF STEEL AND TIMBER STUDS:
FIRE RESISTANCE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Cladding thickness", mm
Type of wall Type of stud Stud spacing, Size of stud,

mm mm 9,5 12,7 2 x 9,5 9,5 + 12,7 2 x 12,7 t 12,7

Fire resistance, in minutes

Gypsum
plasterboard

Non-structural Steel 400 50 x 30 - 30 60 60 60 -
63,5 x 30 - 30 60 60 60 60

600 50 x 30 - 30 - - 60 -
63,5 x 30 - 30 - - 60 -
63,5 x 30 - 20 - - - -

Timber 600 75 x38 - - 30 - 30 -

Gypsum Timber 400 114 x 38 - - 30 - 30 -
plasterboard

Structural 600 114 x38 - - - - 30 30

Fibre-cement boards
(unpressed)
Non-structural Steel 400 63,5 x 30 20 30 - - - -

63,5 x 30 30 - - - - -

600 63,5 x 30 20 20 - - - -
63,5 x 30 30 - - - - -

Timber 400 75 x 38 30 30 - - - -

600 75 x 38 - 30 - 30 - -

-Dash indicates that combination has not been tested.
*Same thickness or combination of thicknesses - face and reverse side.
tGlass fibre reinforced gypsum boards.

NOTE
1) Screw spacing for each layer of cladding shall not exceed 220 mm .
2) Joints of such layers shall be staggered.
3) Boards horizontal.
4) Cavity filled with mineral wool.
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TABLE 14 - PRESUMED FIRE RESISTANCE OF STRUCTURAL STEEL COLUMNS
(Mass of steel not less than 45 kg/m)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Minimum thickness (mm) of
protection for a fire resistance for a

period of-
Construction and materials

240 180 120 90 60 30
min min min min min min

A. Solid protection"
1. Reinforced concrete not leaner than 1:2:4 mix with natural ag-
gregates -

a) concrete not assumed to be structural ...................................... 50 38 25 25 25 25
b) concrete assumed to be structural ............................................. 75 50 50 50 50 50

2. Solid bricks of clay or sand-lime ..................................................... 75 50 50 50 50 50
3. Solid blocks of foamed slag or pumice concrete relnforcedf in
every second horizontal joint 62 62 50 50 50 50
4. Sprayed vermiculite-cement or perlite-cement .............................. - - 38 32 20 12,5

B. Hollow protectlonj
1. Solid bricks of clay or sand-lime reinforced in every fourth
horizontal joint, unplastered 100 75 50 50 50 50
2. Solid blocks of foamed slag or pumice concrete relnforced'l in
every second horizontal joint, unplastered ........................................ 75 62 50 50 50 50
3. Metal lath with gypsum or cement-lime plaster of thickness .... - - 45 30 20 12,5
4. a) Metal lath with vermiculite-gypsum or perlite-gypsum plaster
of thickness ............................................................................................. 85 65 38 25 18 12,5

b) metal lath spaced 25 mm from flanges with vermlculite-
gypsum or perlite-gypsum plaster of thickness ................................ 65 45 25 18 12,5 12,5
5. Gypsum plasterboard with 1,6 mm wire binding at 100 mm
pitch -

a) 9,5 mm plasterboard with vermiculite-gypsum plaster of
thickness ................................................................................................. - - 16 12,5 10 7

b) 19 mm plasterboard with vermiculite-gypsum plaster of
thickness ................................................................................................. 32§ 19 10 10 7 7
6. Metal lath with sprayed fibre-cement of thickness ...................... 85 65 38 25 12,5 10
7. Vermiculite-cement or perlite-cement slabs of 4:1 mix rein-
forced with wire mesh adequately fixed to the column and
finished with plaster skim. Slabs of thickness ................................. - - 25 25 25 25

" Solid protection means a casing which is bedded close up to the steel without intervening cavities and with all joints
in that casing made full and solid.

t Reinforcement. Where reinforcement is required in this table, that reinforcement shall consist of steel binding wire
not less than 2,3 mm in thickness, or a steel mesh weighing not less than 0,48 kg/m 2 • In concrete protection the
spacing of that reinforcement shall not exceed 150 mm in any direction.

:I: Hollow protection means that there is a void between the protective material and the steel. All hollow protection
to columns shall be effectively sealed at each floor level.

§ Light mesh reinforcement required 12,5 mm to 19 mm below surface.
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TABLE 15 - PRESUMED FIRE RESISTANCE OF STRUCTURAL STEEL BEAMS
(Mass of steel not less than 30 kg/m)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Minimum thickness (mm) of
protection for a fire resistance for a

period of -
Construction and materials

240 180 120 90 60 30
min min min min min min

A. Solid protection"
1. Reinforced concrete not leaner than 1:2:4 mix with natural ag-
gregates -

a) concrete not assumed to be structural ...................................... 63 50 25 25 25 25
b) concrete assumed to be structural ............................................. 75 50 50 50 50 50

2. Sprayed fibre-cement (140-240 kg/m3) .......................................... :1:44 :1:32 19 15 10 10
3. Sprayed vermiculite-cement or perlite-cement .............................. - - 38 32 20 12,5

B. Holiow protectiont
1. Metal lath -

a) with cement-lime plaster of thickness ....................................... - - :1:38 25 19 12,5
b) with gypsum plaster of thickness ............................................... - - 22 19 16 12,5
c) with vermiculite-gypsum or perlite-gypsum plaster of
thickness ............................................................................................. :1:32 19 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5

2. Metal lath with sprayed fibre-cement -
(140-240 kg/m3) of thickness .......................................................... 85 65 38 25 12,5 10

" Solid protection means a casing which is bedded close up to the steel without intervening cavities and with ali joints
in that casing made fuli and solid.

t Holiow protection means that there is a void between the protective material and the steel. Ali hollow protection
to columns shali be effectively sealed at each floor level.

:I: Light mesh reinforcement required 12,5 mm to 19 mm below surface.

NOTE:The use of asbestos fibre-cement In spray applications is prohibited in terms of the Machinery and Occupa
tional Safety Act, 1983 (Act 6 of 1983).

TT56.5 Where concrete structural elements and components are constructed in accord
ance with the relevant requirements contained in SABS 0100, such elements and
components may be presumed to have the fire resistance related to such con
struction given in the tables in that code. The relevant tables are listed in
Table 16.

TABLE 16 - PRESUMED FIRE RESISTANCE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ELEMENTS
AND COMPONENTS

1 2

Element or component Reference SABS 0100

Reinforced concrete beams Table 47
Prestressed concrete beams Table 48
Reinforced concrete floors Table 49 and 51
Prestressed concrete floors Table 50 and 51
Reinforced concrete columns Table 52 and 53
Reinforced concrete walis Table 54

TT57
TT57.1

NON·COMBUSTIBLE BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL
The buildi.ng materials listed in subrule TT57.2 are deemed to satisfy the require
ments for non-combustibility as prescribed in SABS 0177: Part V singly or in com
bination with each other. Any addition of organic or other combustible material
may render the listed material combustible in terms of SABS 0177: Part V and
materials not listed are presumed to be combustible except where proved other
wise when tested in accordance with such code of practice.
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TT57.2

TT57.3

TT57.4

NON·COMBUSTIBLE BUILDING MATERIALS
Aluminium (extrusions or castings)
Fibre-cement
Fibre-cement products with less than 7,5 % combustible additives
Brass
Bricks (burnt clay, lime/sand, cement/sand)
Cement (portland, blastfurnace, etc.)
Clay (burnt or unburnt)
Concrete
Furnace slag
Glass (solid)
Glass fibres (spun, woven or wool, with less than 5% resin content)
Gypsum (with less than 7,5% paper or other combustibles)
Lime
Metals (other than the alkaline metals)
Mineral wool (with less than 5% resin content)
Mortar (lime, cement, gypsum)
Perlite
Porcelain
Pumice
Sand
Steel (cast or rolled)
Stone, natural
Vermiculite

NOTE
1) The metals listed may only be considered to be non-combustible when in their
solid form and not when in the form of a powder, shavings, etc.
2) The percentages given are by mass.

SURFACE FIRE INDEX OF MATERIALS
Samples of finishing materials to be used on vertical and overhead horizontal
surfaces shall be tested in accordance with subsections 5.1 to 5.4 of SABS 0177:
Part III and the values obtained from such test shall be used to calculate the
class to the limiting values given in Table 17, and fora given class of material
the requirements given in columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 of such table shall be individu
ally satisfied.

TABLE 17 - CLASSIFICATION OF FINISHING MATERIALS

1 2 3 4 5

Maximum values
Class

Spread of flame Heat contributed Smoke emitted Surface fire
index, If index, Ih index, Is index, F

1 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,1
2 0,7 0,8 1,0 0,6
3 1,5 1,7 2,0 1,2
4 3,5 3,8 4,0 2,9
5 5,5 5,8 6,0 4,5

FIRE INDEX OF FLOOR COVERINGS
Samples of covering shall betested in accordance with subsections 6.1 to 6.4
of SABS 0177: Part IV and the values obtained from such test shall be used to
calculate the class to the limiting values given in Table 18, and for a given class
of floor covering the requirements given in columns 2,3,4 and 5 of such table
shall be individually satisfied.
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TABLE 18 - CLASSIFICATION OF FLOOR COVERINGS

1 2 3 4 5

Maximum values
Class

Spread of flame Heat contributed Smoke emitted Surface fire
index, If index,lh index, Is index, F

1 0,2 0,2 0,15 0,1
2 1,0 0,9 0,9 0,7
3 2,1 2,1, 2,1 1,7
4 3,9 3,9 3,9 3,3
5 5,0 5,0 5,0 4,5

Commentary: ATRIUM BUILDINGS AND SHOPPING MALLS
In the application of regulation T1 to unusual buildings the accent on and importance
of the different requirements may vary but there are two relatively common types of build
ings that may require special consideration in view of the unique problems they present
in the provision of fire protection measures. Atrium buildings and shopping malls are
not adequately covered by the deemed-to-satisfy rules and should in most cases be the
subject of a rational design. It is not possible, within the limitations of this commentary,
to cover all the problems which may be encountered but certain parameters should be
taken into account in any design.

In any atrium building, special problems of life-safetyare created in that smoke, hot gases
and even flames may travel from one or more rooms into the atrium and thence affect
areas which would not be affected in the absence of an atrium. If escape routes can be
entirely segregated from the atrium the increase in hazard to life-safety due to the atrium
may not be serious but this segregation normally is difficult to achieve.

The major danger in any fire is that of smoke and hot gases accumulating in the atrium
and spreading throughout the building since in most cases the atrium is open to rooms
on each floor or, at best, separated from them by glass walls. It is therefore essential
to provide a properly designed smoke control system but unfortunately little guidance
on the subject exists.

Much will depend upon whether the atrium area is used only as a transit area or whether
it serves some other functional purpose. Design will also be influenced by whether the
atrium is open to surrounding areas or not. The use of fire-resistant glass to close the
atrium may be considered but this will not be effective if the glass shatters due to heat
effects, if the glazing seals are poor or if a fire should occur on the atrium floor.

The methods of smoke control that may be considered include direct ventilation of the
rooms around the atrium, throughflow ventilation of the atrium space, depressurization
ventilation of the atrium space and hybrid ventilation of the atrium space.

The direct ventilation of rooms may be achieved either by a dedicated smoke exhaust
system or by adapting the normal ventilation system. Where a room is.open to the atrium
it must be provided with a downstand barrier to create a reservoir within the room or a
powerful exhaust intake must be provided at the boundary to prevent hot smoke and
gases from entering the atrium. Where the room is separated from the atrium an inlet
air supply must be provided which can be via roof vents and through the atrium.

Throughflow ventilation of the atrium is the most common system but is restricted in use
because the smoke layer must be above the highest open level. This restricts to between
2 and 5 storeys the height of atrium which can be used. Depressurization ventilation is
used in closed atria or in those where rooms are separated from the atrium by fire-resistant
glass. Its use presumes a knowledge of the temperature of the gas layers and of the rate 
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of heat loss to the atrium facade. The hybrid ventilation technique employs throughflow
ventilation to create a distrinct smoke layer and the depressurization concept to raise
the building's neutral pressure plane to a level high enough to protect smoke-sensitive
storeys.

It should be noted that whatever method of smoke control is adopted, the most difficult
part of any rational design is the assumed fire size on which the design is based and
the justification for the assumption made.

In the case of a shopping mall the main problems are smoke control and control of the
spread of any fire, combined with safe means of escape for occupants. Since the width
of the mall may be restricted by economic considerations the possibility of fire spreading
across the mall is a problem and full compartmentation is usually not possible. Sprinkler
protection, in individual shops and in any concealed spaces will slow the spread of fire
and, particularly in the case where there are many small shops, may enable fire to be
restricted to the area in which it originates. Where high-ceilinged sections of the
promenade areas are to be used as smoke reservoirs care must be taken that smoke
is not unnecessarily cooled by sprinklers set at too great a height to be effective.

Smoke control can often be achieved by natural ventilation methods but it is important
that adequate smoke reservoirs be created. In this context it is imperative that a smoke
free zone at least 2, 1 m high be maintained to allow people to escape. Where smoke
and hot gases are exhausted from a building these must be replaced by fresh air but
the interaction between air inlets (such as doors) and the smoke reservoir can be a mat
ter for concern. If the smoke base in the reservoir is not sufficiently far above the inlet,
turbulence at the air-smoke interface will cause smoke to mix with the incoming air and
thus to be carried through the mall.

Escape from a mall should be reasonably safe provided that no point is further than the
usually accepted distance of 45 m from an escape door. Where higher portions of the
building are approached through the mall every effort should be made to provide entire
ly separate escape routes which will lead directly from such portions of the building to
the open air without going through the mall.
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REGULATIONS

211

REFUSE DISPOSAL

SASS 0400-1990

Ul PROVISION OF AREAS

Any building, exc luding a dwelling house, in which refuse Is or will be gener
ated shall be provided with an adequate storage area for refuse con tainers.

U2 ACCESS TO AREAS

The location of any area contemplated in regulation Ut shall be such thai ac
cess thereto from any street lor the purpose 01 removing the refuse. is to the
satisfaction of the local authority.

U3 REFUSE CHUTES

Where any refuse contai ner receives refuse trom any chute such chute shall
be desig ned and erected so as 10 be sale in operatio n.
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REGULATIONS
•

213

SPACE HEATING

SASS 0400-1990

V1 DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION

(1) Any system of space heating In any building shall be so designed, cons truct
ed and installed as to operata safe ly and any f lue, Ilue pipe or chimney used in
such system shall be so designed as to safely remove any smok e or noxious gases
produced by such syste m.

(2) The requirements of subregulaUon (1) shall be deem ed 10 be satisfied wher e
the design and construction 01any flue pipe, chimney, hearth or fireplace cern
plies with Part V of section 3 01 SASS 0400.

DEEMED·TO·SATISFY RULES

VV1

VV2

VV2.1

VV2.2

VV2.3

VV3

VV3.1

VV3.2

GENERAL

The regulation co ntai ned in Part V of the National Building Regulations shall
be deemed to be satisfied where any f lue pipe, ch imney. hearth or fireplace com
plies with deemed·to-satl sty rules contained in the following provisions of th is
Part.

FLUE PIPES

No flu e pipe shall be designed and Installed In such a manner that it will cause
a fire hazard to any adjacent material.

No f lue pipe shall be co nnec ted to any shaft or duct whic h forms part of a venti-"
lalion system.

No flu e pipe shall be inst alled in any shaft or duct In which any services whlch
may be adversely affe cted by heat are to be situated.

CHIMNEYS

Any chimney which Is within or is attached to a build ing shall comply with the
fo llowi ng requirement s:

(a) It shall be designed and erected in non-ccmbustfble mater ials and In such
a manner that it will not cause a fire hazard to any adjacent material.

(b) It shall not be installed In any shaft or duct In which any services which
may be adversely aff ected by heat are to be situated.

(c) No combusti ble material such as a timber floor Joist, trimmer or roof truss
shall be built within 200 mm of the Ins ide of such chimney .

(8) Where in any dwelling house or dwelling unit the walls of any chimney
are erected of masonry units such walls shall be of solid masonry, and
where such wall s are less than 190 mm th ick such chimney shall be lined
In co mpliance with subrule W3.3: Provided that any such walls shall not
be reduced to less than 90 mm In thickness.

<b) Without prejudice to the requirements contained In paragraph (8)the thlck
ness of any chimney wallin any buIlding covered by a combustible roof
shall be not less than 190 mm .

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-V:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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VV3.3

VV3.4

VV3.5

Where any chimney is provided with a flue lining such lining shall be made of
material which will withstand any action of the flue gases and resist, without
cracking or softening, the temperatures to which it may be subjected and it shall
extend throughout the full height of such chimney.

Where any chimney has either a laterally unsupported height greater than 4 m
or a laterally unsupported height greater than six times its minimum lateral
dimension it shall be designed in accordance with the requirements for the de
sign of structural systems contained in Part B of the National Building
Regulations.

The height of any chimney outlet shall be not less than -
(a) 1 m above the highest point of contact between such chimney and the

roof: Provided that where a roof has an angle of slope on both sides of
a ridge of not less than 10° from the horizontal and the centre line of the
flue of the chimney is not more than 600 mm from the ridge, the height
of such chimney outlet shall not be less than 600 mm above such ridge;

(b) 1 m above the highest point of any window or roof light capable of being
opened or any ventilation inlet situated in any roof or external wall where
the horizontal distance from the nearest point of such window, roof light
or opening to a vertical line through the centre of such chimney outlet
is less than 2,3 m;

(c) 1 m above the eaves level in the case of any chimney which does not pass
through the roof of a building but is within 1,5 m of the nearest wall of
such building: Provided that at a gable end of such building such chim
ney shall extend not less than 600 mm above the highest point of such
gable end.

commentary: Figure 1 illustrates chimney height measurements.

h
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c ImneyII 1m

I UppermostI
roof level'

ts) Roof pitch less than 10°

if 600mm
or less

At ''''~ ilIT40.;~:e than

"O~+-rlttm

Ib} Roof pitch 10° or more

rMJAt least
r Im_ ,

an openmg•• ··V Ior an adjacent

If
't' structure

WI hm
1.5 m

Ie) Opening or adjacent structure

Fig. 1 - Chimney Position

Drg,1104 P/f

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-V:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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VV4
VV4.1

VV4.2

VV4.3

HEARTHS AND FIREPLACES FOR SOLID FUEL APPLIANCES
Every fireplace used for the burning of solid fuel shall have a hearth made of
non-combustible material of adequate th ickness.

Such hearth shall extend not less than 500 mm in front of the grate or fire basket
and not less than 300 mm beyond each side of such grate or fire basket.

No timber floor joist or trimmer or any other combustible material shall be built
into any hearth.

NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-V:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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NO LONGER APPLICABLE; superseded by SANS 10400-V:2010 (ed. 3.0) 
now published separately. 
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PART W

REGULATIONS

FIRE INSTALLATION

SASS 0400-1990

W1 FIRE INSTALLATIONS

Any approved li re ins tallation shall be connected to a communication pipe sup.
pli ed by the local authority: Provided that suc h loc al au th or ity ma y, subject 10
any ccndntone II may consider naceaearv anew such l ire installat ion to be con
nected to-

la) any approved alternative source of supp ly; or
(b) any source of non-potable water, where such water Is not \0 be used

for domes tic or any other purpose which, In the opinion of such local euthcrt 
ty, mi ght gi ve ri se 10 a health hazard.

W2 SUPPLY OF WATER

Water shall not be taken from a supply sys tem for use In any f ire Installatl on,
unless -

(II an applicati on has been ma de to the loc al authority for the supply of
such water and such application has been granted; and

(b) the use 01such water and lire installation complies with any conditio ns
imposed by the tocal authority.

W3 OESIGN OF FIRE INSTALLATIONS

In any li re install ation -
(a) adeQuate pumping connectio ns and means of measurin g water pres

sure shall be provided ;
(b) so many isolati ng valves shall be provided to control the !low 01 water

to the install ati on, and to point s within the installat ion, as the local authority
may require: and

Ie) the Quantity . pressure and rate of fl ow 01 water shall be adequate lor
the supply of any hose reel, hydrant or sprinkler system connected thereto.

W4 DEEMED·TO·SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

The requirements 01regulation W3 shall be deemed to be eeusueo where any
fire Insta llation -

(8) is the subject 01 acceptable rational desig n proposals prepared by a
professional engineer or other approved compet ent perso n; or

(b) is a lire Installation that compiles with Part W of section 3 of SASS 0400.

DEEMED TO SATISFY RULES

WW1 GENERAL
The requirements of regulation W3 shall be deemed to be satisfied where any
fire installation is designed and constructed in accordance with deerned-to-satlty
rules con tai ned in the follow ing provisions of th is Part .
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WW2

WW3

WW4

WW5
WW5.1

WW5.2

WW5.3

WW5.4

COMMUNICATION PIPE
Any fire installation shall be connected to a communication pipe provided by
the local authority and located at a position and depth to be determined by such
local authority.

WATER METER
Where so required by the local authority provision shall be made in any fire in
stallation for the supply and installation by the local authority of a water meter.

ISOLATING VALVES
An isolating valve shall be fitted in any fire installation at a position not more
than 1,5 m inside the boundary of the site.

FIRE INSTALLATIONS
Any fire installation shall be so constructed as to provide -

(a) a quantity of water sufficient for the effective operation of that number
of hose reels, hydrants and sprinkler heads which may be operated or come
into operation simultaneously in any division.

(b) a flow pressure, at any hose reel or hydrant, of not less than 300 kPa and
a flow rate of not less than -
(i) 0,5 €Is per hose reel; and
(ii) 20 PIs per hydrant.

(e) a flow pressure and flow rate at the control valve of any sprinkler system
appropriate to the hazard rating of such system.

In any fire installation -
(a) the nominal diameter of -

(i) any communication pipe serving such installation shall be not less
than 75 mm.

(ii) any pipe supplying water to any fire hydrant shall be not less than
75 mm: Provided that where the length of such pipe is more than 50 m
the nominal diameter of such pipe and of the communication pipe
to which the installation is connected shall be not less than 100 mm .

(iii) any service pipe supplying water to any hose reel on anyone storey
of a building shall be not less than -
(aa) 25 mm, if it serves 1 or 2 hose reels;
(bb) 32 mm, if it serves 3 hose reels;
(ee) 40 mm, if it serves 4 or 5 hose reels; and
(dd) 50 mm, if it serves more than 5 hose reels.

(b) any pipe which serves any hydrant and hose reel installation or an auto
matic sprinkler installation, shall be provided with a twin pumping
connection.

(e) any pipe serving only hose reels shall be provided with a single pumping
connection.

(d) any pipe fitted with one or more fire-pump connectons shall be fitted with
a pressure gauge reading up to 2500 kPa and a reflux valve so located
as to shut off automatically the direct supply of water from the local
authority system to such installation whenever and for so long as any such
fire pump connection is in use.

No reflux valve in any fire installation shall be so positioned as to prevent or
hinder the flow of water from any fire-pump connection to any hose reel or
hydrant connected to such installation.

Any fire installation shall be connected -
(a) directly to the communication pipe where the local authority's water sup

ply is capable of providing the pressure and rate of flow required for hose
reels contemplated in subrule WW5.1; or 
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(b) to a storage tank of adequate capacity where so required by the local
authority or where the local authority's water supply is not capable of
providing such pressure and rate of flow: Provided that where any fire in
stallation is connected to such storage tank a pump shall be fitted between
such tank and any hose reel and provided further that such pump shall
be capable of supplying water at the topmost hose reel at a pressure of
300 kPa and a rate of 0,5 fls and shall function automatically with the open
ing of any hose reel nozzle.

Commentary: The storage tank contemplated in subrule WW5.4 is essentially to provide a supply of
water for "first-aid" fire-fighting purposes and is not intended to be the total quantity of
water needed to extinguish a full-scale fire. The quantity of water required will be deter
mined by a number of factors, the most important being -
(a) the occupancy classification of the bUilding;
(b) the size and location of the building;
(c) capability (and perhaps availability) of the fire brigade;
(d) average response time of the fire brigade;
(e) training and knowledge of persons who might be expected to operate hoses;
(f) availability and use of alternative "first-aid" fire-fighting methods.
It is unlikely that there will be need to provide for the use of more than two hoses and
in the majority of cases only one hose will be operated.

The water may be stored in a separate tank or, in a combined system, in a tank with
two outlets arranged in such a way that a certain quantity of water is reserved for the
fire installation. Where such quantity of water has not been determined on the basis of
a rational design it is recommended that a quantity of 9 kf be stored.

WW5.5

WW5.6

Such storage tank shall be connected, supplied with water and controlled in
accordance with the following requirements -

(a) The point of connection between such storage tank and any supply pipe
shall be above the level of the outlet of the topmost hose reel.

(b) Such storage tank shall be supplied with water in a manner adequate to
fill and to maintain it automatically to its required capacity except when
any hose reel connected to it is in use, and where the supply of water is
controlled by a ball valve, such valve shall have a diameter of not less than
20 mm and shall be fitted with a manually operated shut-off valve.

(c) A reflux valveshall be provided on any pipe at a position between the top
most hose reel and the point of connection of such pipe to such storage
tank and so arranged as to cut off the flow of water from the tank whenever
and for so long as any associated fire-pump connection is in use.

(d) A manually operated shut-off valve shall be provided on any pipe at a po
sition between such fire-pump connection and any hose reel supplied by
such fire-pump connection and so arranged that the flow of water direct
to such hose reel may be cut off when the fire-pump connection is not
in use.

Where in any fire installation any hydrant valve or hose reel is installed at a height
greater than that at which the local authority is capable of maintaining anade
quate water supply from its water supply system, or through the equipment of
its Fire Department, such installation shall -

(a) be capable of maintaining a flow rate of not less than 20 fls at a gauge
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pressure of not less than 300 kPa at any hydrant valve connected to such
fire installation; and

(b) be provided with -
(i) a tank located at or below ground level which shall 

(aa) have a capacity of not less than 25 kf;
(bb) be supplied by a service pipe which has a diameter of not less

than 20 mm and is connected to a communication pipe and
provided with a pressure gauge reading up to 2500 kPa, con
trolled at its outlet by a high pressure automatic shut-off valve;

(cc) be connected to a supplementary service pipe which has a di
.arneter of not less than 100 mm, a twin fire-pump connection
fitted at its inlet and an outlet so positioned as to discharge into
the top of the tank;

(dd) be provided with a gauge to indicate the level of water contained
in the tank.

(ii) not less than two interconnected pump units individually capable of
producing and maintaining the pressure and the flow rate contem
plated in subrule WW5.1 and each of which shall -
(aa) be fitted with either a manual starting mechanism or an auto

matic starting mechanism that will start such pump units auto
matically with any reduction of the static pressure in the fire
installation: Provided that such automatic starting mechanism
shall be fitted with a manual override control;

(bb) be driven by an electric motor connected to the normal electric
power supply and also to a diesel-electric unit which shall start
automaticaly and immediately in the event of failure of the nor
mal electric power supply;

(cc) be connected to a delivery pipe having a diameter of not less
than 100 mm, or not less than 150 mm in the case of any deliv
ery pipe which exceeds a height of 50 m above the pump;

(iii) devices limiting the gauge pressure at any hydrant valve to 700 kPa
under full flow conditions.

WW5.7

WW5.8

WW5.9

WW5.10

WW5.11

Any fire installation equipped with automatic pump starting mechanisms shall
be fitted with an alarm system designed to emit a continuous audible warning
whenever and for so long as any pump installed in the installation is set in
motion.

Any fire installation equipped with manual pump starting mechanisms shall be
kept constantly charged with water and shall at all times be under the supervi
sion and control of a person who is fully conversant with all the technical de
tails of the installation and its warning devices.

Any alarm system shall be provided with an alarm cancel button.

Any pump unit and its starting and driving mechanisms shall be installed in a
ventilated compartment constructed to have a fire resistance rating of not less
than 120 minutes and where any such compartment is located at or below ground
level, the entrance or other means of access thereto shall abut on a street, pub
lic place or an open area on the site: Provided that where any such compart
ment is located in any basement, the means of access thereto shall be enclosed
by walls having a fire resistance rating of not less than 120 minutes and shall
not be used as a means of access to any other part of the bulldlnq,

In any bUilding in which pumps form part of the required fire installation, an
intercommunication telephone system shall be provided for the use of the Fire
Department of the local authority and such telephone system shall include the
following:
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(a) Wall-hung hand-sets or standard type connections for portable hand-sets
that permit intercommunication between the main entrance to the build
ing and all storeys and all pump and tank rooms.

(b) Where portable hand-sets are installed, not less than three such hand-sets
shall be kept in a cabinet at the main entrance to the building and each
connecting point for a portable hand-set shall be housed in a box with
a transparent and easily breakable glass panel.

(c) Any telephone in a pump room shall be fitted with loudspeaker equipment
of sufficient strength and clarity to transmit a voice distinctly over a dis
tance of not less than 5 m from the loudspeaker when the pumps are in
operation.
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1-1

APPENDIX 1. CERTIFICATE, SIGN AND SPECIMEN FORM
(This appendix does not form part of the provisions of the code)

An illustration of a certificate (see A17(2)) for use by Building Control Officers
is shown below:

Boubeheerbeampte* Building Control Officer*

ART 5

foto
Photo

WET/ACT 103/1977

Plaaslike bestuur

SEC S

Local Authority

1-2

1-3

Naam
NlYne ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Handtekening
Signature .•................•.•.•....••..••

tfandtekening
Signature ........••..••....•....•.••••••••

Stadaklerk/Town Clerk
Datum Sekretaria/Secretary
Date ...•..............•.••.•.•.

*lncludes officer contemplated in Section 6(4) of Act
*Omvat beampte bedoel in artikel 6(4) van die Wet

An illustration of the sign (see SS9.1)(a)) used to indicate facilities provided for
disabled persons is shown below:

A specimen form (see A19(5)) for the appointment of a professional engineer
or other approved competent person is shown on page 225:
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NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS
APPOINTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER OR OTHER COMPETENT PERSON

LOCAL AUTHORITY ..

2 PROPOSED WORK .

3 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY .

4 I, .
being the owner of the above property, have in terms of regulation A19, appointed:

5 .
to undertake the design of

6 .
and the inspection of this work during the course of construction in order to check compliance with
the approved design, such appointment being effective from

7 .

The above-named person has accepted the appointment and under an agreement in terms of regulation
A1(9), has undertaken to accept responsibility for providing the above-mentioned local authority with such
drawings, details and particulars as it may require in terms of the regulations. In so far as such drawings,
details and particulars may refer to work of a structural nature, such person has further undertaken to
inform the above-mentioned local authority if it appears that any structural work is being carried out in
a manner which may endanger the strength, stability or serviceability of the building or any adjoining
building or structure.

Should the above appointment be terminated before construction of the building is completed, I under
take to inform the local authority accordingly and, where necessary, to make a new appointment.

SIGNED:
OWNER: DATE: .

PERSON APPOINTED: DATE: .

REGISTRATION NO .

ACADEMIC, PROFESSIONAL OR OTHER QUALIFICATIONS: ..

EXPERIENCE:

DETAILS FOR COMPLETION OF FORM

1. Insert name of local authority.

2. Insert one or more of the following as required: Proposed new building, or Alterations/Additions/Con-
version/Extensions/Rebuilding/Re-erection/Subdivision/Structural repair to/of existing building.

3. Insert description of property, e.g. erf no. and township, farm portion no., etc.

4. Insert the full name of the registered owner of the property.

5. Insert the full name of the person or firm appointed.

6. Insert description of work to be undertaken.

7. Insert date of appointment. 
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